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MERIDIAN'S DVD PLAYER, SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATOR 2, BRITISH

EAKERS: MISSION, TANNOY AND TDL, AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE,
BCARY R'S SUNFIRE AMPLIFIER, PIONEER CD RECORDERS, KUZMA TURNTABLE

E VOLUTION
When Madrigal Audio Laboratories introduced the Mark Levinson No.38 preamplifier in 1993 and the No.38S
ayear later, they built nalevel of quality and refinement backed by the leading- edge technology of the day.
The Madrigal design team listened to seemingly infinite combinations of parts during product development.
The resulting preamplifiers have since been recognised for their outstanding performance and craftsmanship
with numerous awards world-wide, and are enjoyed by thousands of music lovers, the world over.
Since then Madrigal have identified many new devices, using previously unavailable technologies.
Armed with these powerful new technologies Madrigal decided to re-evaluate both preamplifiers.
A careful design review revealed that while the basic topology of the original preamplifiers was still the most desirable,
these designs could significantly benefit from ahost of new devices. In all, atotal of 84 changes to the No.38 and 106 to
the No.385 result in sonic improvements that effect virtually all areas. An audition of the new Mark Levinson No.380 and
No.3805 preamplifiers will reveal improved low end authority and impact, cleaner, more natural high frequency
performance, finer detail and improved dynamics, imaging focus and soundstaging reproduction.
Upgrade options are available to owners of the No.38 and No.38S through authorised Mark Levinson dealers.
Visit one soon and discover how aMark Levinson preamplifier can enhance the way you listen to music in your home.
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For full details contact:Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
email: premier@path.co.uk
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TOGETHER THEY STAND
T
Steve Harris
Editor

Philips and
Sony may still
be battling it
out with
(respectively)
CD-RW and
MiniDisc. But
these two
giants ( the
joint inventors
of CD) have
joined forces
to promote
Super Audio
Compact Disc
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h. time two years ago, Iwas
writing a cheerful editorial
about Sony's presentation, at
Abbey Road Studios, of its new 1-bit
DSD recording system. But in mid
1997, when Sony had joined forces
with Philips, this proposal for anew
mastering/archiving system took on a
new dimension entirely, when it was
combined with aproposal for anew
kind of consumer audio disc.
Placed in a conventional CD
player, the dual-layer Super Audio
CD disc would function as a
conventional CD; when played on a
suitable (not yet available) higherresolution player, it would also offer
higher-resolution audio.
That proposal, which took the
autumn AES conference by surprise
(and derailed progress toward a
standard for DVD-Audio), was for
what is now known as Super Audio
CD. And this February, the hi-fi
Press corps once again trooped into
Abbey Road to hear, not a just
another Sony demonstration, but a
confident presentation by Philips and
Sony of what these companies hope
will be the new, higher-quality audio
medium that takes CD comfortably
into the next century. As a serious
attempt by mainstream companies
to offer the public something better
than CD, this, Ithink, deserves all
the space we can find for it: so in
this issue you will find a special
'News' report by Martin Colloms
(p12), Barry Fox (p15) and feature
coverage from Jonathan Kettle (p51).
From the outset, DSD provoked
controversy, because it ran counter
to the continuing development of
multi-bit PCM recording. For those
whose vision of the audio future
centred on high-bit, high-sampling
rate solutions, awaiting only an
officially-ratified audio subset of the
DVD-Video specification, DSD
confused the issue. Meanwhile, in
the USA, a group of audiophile
record labels and high- end hi-fi

NEXT MONTH: CLASSIC HI-FI
Free with the June issue will be another unmissable
Classic HiFi special. Classic HiFi No 5will include
practical features ( on rebuilding Quad and Gale
speakers, for example) as well as another feast of ' golden
age' audio reviews from the archives. The June issue of
HFN/RR itself will feature a host of exciting new products,
with speakers ranging from the Eikos ' plastic' speaker to
Tannoy's big home theatre system, and amplifiers as
disparate as Musical Fidelity's X- Al and the elegant,
minimalist three-dimensional' DNM power amp
A packed music section includes an interview with
conductor Werner Andreas Albert, and there'll be a
chance to WIN the latest high-performance CD player
from British maker XTC. So don't miss HFN/RR, June
issue, on sale Friday, 1May.
e

brands jumped the gun and released
their own DVD-based 24-bit/96kHz
sampling-rate audio discs.
So the joint announcement by
Philips Electronics NV and Sony
Corporation, on 17 February, of
plans to license the Super Audio
CD, could mark a turning point.
Philips and Sony stated that licensees
of the current CD format would
have the option of expanding their
agreement to include the Super
Audio CD with the same royalty
levels as currently are being paid for
CD Audio. New licenses for Super
Audio will also be issued under the
same terms and conditions.
'Philips and Sony', the statement
went on, ' plan to discuss the
licensing of the Super Audio CD at
the upcoming CD licensing meeting
to be held in Tokyo on 19 March,
1998. Release of Version 0.9 of the
Super Audio CD specifications is
scheduled for late March 1998. Once
finalised, it will become an appendix
to the " Red Book" specifications that
define the CD format'.
According to Philips and Sony, the
Super Audio CD is what the record
industry wants: anew release format
which doesn't make CD obsolete,
which doesn't require retailers to
stock asecond inventory, and which
embodies effective protection against
unauthorised copying; and it offers
multi-channel sound. It meets the
requirements (tabulated on page 53
in this issue) which have been set out
by the record industry's International
Steering Committee. But although
the higher disc pressing costs could
perhaps be swallowed, studios will
have to buy new recording/editing/
mixing systems, modules for which
are still in development — a huge
investment.
Those inclined to conspiracy
theory might suggest that Super
Audio CD is also strongly driven by
the proponents' desire to maintain
the inflow of patent royalties, or
perhaps to slash away through the
stifling undergrowth of DVD
patents. In reality, the patent/royalty
situation is alot more complex than
that ['Technology', passim].
On the other hand, what is
technically possible is often not
commercially or politically possible.
We can hope that in two or three
years from now, it might be possible
to buy aplayer that just effortlessly
deals with any kind of disc you put
into it. Yet there might still come a
time when somebody, somewhere,
looks back to the developments
we're seeing now and asks: ' Why
didn't they just make a dual-layer
disc with 24-bit 961cHz?'
3
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Tnis is the partnership to put exciteBECOME A RE/um—Audio Research
ment back into your music making.
delivers true reference sound quality
Martin Colloms ( Hi Fi News April
in its Reference 1preamp and
19971 reviewed the VT100 as "having
Reference 600 monoblocs. Each
agenerously balanced sound...suffimono chassis packs 16 power output
ciently positive and dynamic to
valves through atightly coupled
give abelievably accurate tonal
output transformer to deliver an
balance".
effortless 600 watt with the natuThe VT100 is amid-power ampliralness and ease of dynamics only
fier positioned between the
associated with live performance.
classic VT50, at around £.3300,
With its wide bias adjustment the
and the mighty VT200.
Reference 600 can use of any
REAL PRAISE — the all-valve LS22
popular output valves in the 6550,
brings down the cost of true
KT88/90/99/100 families. The
Audio Research high-end perall-valve Reference 1stereo line
formance.
preamp has full microprocessor
This line stage preamplifier
remote control of volume,
was reviewed in March 1996 ( HiFi
balance, record and input selecNews, Martin Colloms) as " atruly
tion with both balance and single
first-rate line controller. The LS22
ended inputs ( eight plus full tape
performed asflawlessty on the lab
loop) and outputs ( two main, oné
bench as it did in the listentape). There are no
ing room. (
the LS22) proved
mechanical switches to
uncompromising in its
degrade the signal path.
closest approach to the
Awards and world-wide
absolute— aneutral; transacclaim says it all. Find out
parent, musically honest
for yourself why Ken
gain control." The review
Kessler rated these "the
concludes: "awork of referfinest audio amplification
ence, universal in
devices ever produced'
application and atonic for
(Hi Fi News May 1996)
any system. In my opinion
REAL aitss—Audio
it's the best mixed mode
Research has introduced
pre-amplifier I've heard to
the 1S9, aremote control
date and in view of what it
solid-state preamp to
achieves, the price is nicety
replacing the popular
competitive".
L53/3B. This all new,
REAL INTEGRATION —
direct-coupled Class A
enthusiasts waited along
design uses the constantwhile for the CASO allcurrent technology of the
valve, remote control
flagship Reference 1and
integrated amplifier.
features two balanced and
Conservatively rated at 50
three single-ended inputs
watt per channel the CASO
plus afull tape monitor
was designed to be stunloop in alow profile case.
ningly musical, handsome
Perfect partner for
in appearance—its styling
the LS9 is the new 100.2
cues come from the
solid-state power amp
awesome Reference l—
which we believe sets a
and completely
new standard. Liquid and
convenient. Join the
grain- free it possesses afine
queues waiting to audition
midrange transparency.
Reference 600 monoblocs — winner AAHEA Golden
this important Audio
REAL TRAD1770N — Audio
Note award 1996 Best tube electronics design'
Research first. As Ken
Research has kept the faith
Reference 1preampi -fier — winner AAHEA Golden
Kessler ( HiFi News
with vinyl and has finally
Note award 1997 ' Bost tube electronics design'
February 1997) said, "So
produced the no-compromuch for the superiority of
mise Reference 2phono
separates...".
stage. Various cartridge
The CASO is sMed to match the CD2 Compact Disc player.
EQs — RIAA and 78 — are
REAL QUALITY — An entirely new full 20- bit CD player, the CD2,
provided with front panel
replaces the single box CD1 and CDT1 transport. As acomplete player
gain control, balanced or single ended working and remote control.
Audio Research is convinced the CD2 can compete with any single or
Enthusiasts looking for the traditional qualities of an all-valve une pretwo- box player in the market with its astounding resolution of detail and
amplifier will find them carried over into the LS8 which replaces the LS7.
dynamics.
REAL PERFORMANCE — the I.S15 preamplifier caters for those making an
For those seeking classic Audio Research sound quality ideals in an
important transition into the real high-end yet who want to retain the conveoutboard digital converter the all valve-output DAC3 converter is the
nience of full remote control of all front panel functions. It offers both
perfect choice. The DAC3 — now in Mk 11 production with improved
singled ended and balanced inputs with microprocessor controlled relays for

REAL IST

gain control and switching.
REAL POWER — The 100 watt per channel VT100 power amplifier is a
hard-driving amplifier with true bass slam matched by aliquid mid and top.
Its speed and control have to be heard. The LS1sArri00 pre/power combination will rock you back on your heels with its resolution and dynamics.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Tel
0181-971 3909/0181-947 5047
Fax 0181-879 7962
Email info@absolute-sounds.com
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components and important mechanical improvements to reduce vibration
— is joined by the entry-level DAC5 converter.
Time you became arealist?—contact Absolute Sounds for full
information and alist of dealers where you can experience musical reality of
Audio Research.

aulo research
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'As he put
on the same
recording
with the
same
speakers
and
amplifiers
that Ihad
just listened
to, Ialmost
got into a
heart
attack!
After
another two
hours of
listening I
could see
no other
choice but
to search
for all hose
old vinyl
records'

RAVE A GO, JOE
Dear Sir, HiFi Blues? Me? Once,
but not now! I've been interested in
hi-fi for about four years, and
slowly building asystem when
funds allowed.
Other readers like me, have, I'm
sure, walked into ashowroom after
standing outside drooling over the
latest piece of hi-fi equipment. You
go in and the dealers are very
helpful, and more than happy to
demonstrate it. '
How much?' is
your response when they tell you
the price. This happened to me in
York about two years ago: the sad
tale involved aMichel Gyrodec —
fabulous, but Icouldn't afford it.
No way!
So having already made the
speakers Iuse in my system, I
decided to make my own turntable.
Igave Dough Hewett at Manticore
acall. He supplied aMantra
Megabearing with matching
spindle, aRevolver drive belt
(300mm diameter), an old Impex
AC synchronous motor (ghostly
quiet in operation!) with circuit
board, attached an oil phial for the
bearing and apiece of Fibrelam
(fibreglass honeycombed aircraft
material) for the subchassis. Ihad
already bought asecondhand Linn
Basik LVX
tonearm from
my local dealer

for £20. Doug was more than
happy to give me the distance from
the spindle to the centre of the
pillar on this tone arm to achieve
the right geometry.
The finished result is anonsprung type: the Fibrelam
subchassis is isolated from the
50mm MDF Plinth by Target
spikes, as is the plinth from the
ground. The platter is three pieces
of 8mm Perspex glued together to
give a26mm approx. thick platter,
drilled in the centre on apillar drill
and the radius cut out, with the
edge ground down to the correct
size on avertical sander. It was then
sprayed black, as was the plinth.
The motor was isolated on an
MDF board by four wooden
dowels into PVC brewing tube, set
into the plinth to stop transmited
noise from the motor to the
tonearm.
Itook it to my dealer's to
audition and to get their thoughts
and advice. We set it up, and it
sounded great, considering it was
carrying an ageing Shure M7ED
cartridge (about 20 years old).
So my message to other readers
is to have ago: it's great fun and
you end up with apiece of hi-fi
equipment that is totally original,
and can sound great, if you listen to
good advice from experienced
turntable people, and take care in
making it.
Iwould like to thank Doug
Hewett at Manticore Audio Visual
for all his help and advice, and to
Tim and Fred at Audio Image
Lowestoft, Suffolk for their advice
and encouragement.
N Purdy, Suffolk

week. (Not that we don't have this
stuff in France but work is just so
hectic!)
Sounds were fine with Krell and
company. Iwas asked whether I
wanted to hear avinyl system.
Since Ihave been away from the
high end world for over 20 years,
vinyl appeared to me as abad joke.
The shop owner insisted, however,
and Isat down in adifferent room
with avinyl setup — somewhat
curious when Irecalled the
background noise of vinyl,
scratches and so on.
As he put on the same recording
(on vinyl) with the same speakers
and amplifiers that Ihad just
listened to, Ialmost got into aheart
attack! My body heat went up
several degrees — at least that was
what Ifelt, otherwise Iwould have
died on the spot!
How is this possible? How can
someone spend over £ 10,000 on a
CD system with Krell and company
when all they get is music as heard
from another room?
After another two hours of
listening Icould see no other choice
but to search for all those old vinyl
records at friends', places because
mine went out the door several
years ago.
This is too weird to be true. And
all these tests with CD, comparing
and comparing... Now it seems to
me that everything is nonsense
unless you look at ablack vinyl disc
turning, hearing all that now-solovely background noise. Wha000!
Keep us informed about this
stuff, and where to get hold of those
newly pressed lovely vinyls.
R Liljeros, France

THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC
Dear Sir, Ihave been away from
high end some time, mainly
because of financial reasons. Now
that Iam getting on top of it all I
went to listen to some systems
between £ 10,000 and £ 14,000,
while on avisit to London last

QED: DEMONSTRABLY GOOD
Dear Sir, Ihave noticed that over
the last couple of years, when
reviewing certain equipment,
probably Compact Disc players or
transports, that you still use the
QED Digit Reference as areference
source DAC.
Martin Colloms refers to having
used this and an Orelle DA188
when evaluating the Philips
CDR870 as atransport.
Ihave aQED Digit which was
converted some years ago to twin

e--77
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Positron operation (
ie, aDigit
Reference). Ihave always been
Mr Purdy's 'home
brew' bi-amped
speakers, with
Audax 8in paper
.ones and lin soft
dome tweeters —
which extend down
to 40Hz. And the
belt driven 3..hprn
turntable made
with alittle help
from Manticore...
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pleased with its performance and
use it with aTrichord Genesis as a
transport. Iseem to remember that
it did not get particularly good
reviews when it was launched, and
that its original price was reduced
from £450 to £300 (presumably as
aresult of the poor reviews?).
Ihave recently carried out the
following modifications which Ifeel
take the Digit into another league:
7

The largest selection of valve
amplification in the UK.
All purchases are installed by us.
Specialists in vinyl replay systems.
Audio Analogue Puccini SE

Golden Tube Audio si so

integrated amplifier so wpc £595

with full remote control £999.

Bellini pre- amplifier £475
Donizetti dual mono amplifer

Ex—demonstration and used equipment always
available, please call for further details

6o wpc £ 575.

Unison- Research Simply 845 integrated amplifier £ 2950

conrad-johnson CAV-5o integrated amplifier £ 2495

Audiostatic oci full range electrostatics £ 2500

Opera Terza £999 • Platea £795

Cabasse Farella 400 £950 • Cabasse Catalane £ 1990

Amplification

Digital Replay

Loudspeakers

Vinyl Replay

Art Audio • Audio Analogue
conrad—johnson . Golden Tube
Audio • Graaf • Heart • Tube

conrad—iohnson
DPA • Holfi • Marantz

Audio Spectrum

Nottingham Analogue
Paragon linear tracking arm

Technology • Unison Research

Demonstrations by aopointment only 01.71 380

Audiostatic DCI
Cabasse • Diapason
Opera • Klipsch
Powell Audio

o866

Camden Town, London Nwl FAX: 0171 383 5028 E.MAIL: loi65o,24.2z.@ccmpLiserve.com

Benz - Micro cartridges
Clearaudio cartridges
Tracer cartridges
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'When I
read the
letters in
December
which
eulogised
the effects
of the Pure
Henries
Icou dn't
resisl the
temptation
to try them.
And I'm
extremely
glad II did...'

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right ta edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not •
be ptiblished).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We caunot
answer queries
over the
telephone.
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1. Replaced NE 5532 with an
Analog Devices AD827 JN (very
expensive for an op amp).
2. Replaced most capacitors with
high grade Sanyo types.
3. Replaced the voltage regulator
with aLinear Technology unit.
4. Replaced the capacitors allied to
the voltage regulator with Nichicon
Muse.
Other readers who rate the Digit
and/or Reference might like to try
these mods. Iwould be interested
to see how asub-£ 500 DAC
compares in sound quality.
R Powell, Surrey
MORE HURRAYS FOR HENRY
Dear Sir, For along time now I
have been very satisfied with my
loudspeakers, amplifier and
sources. In fact, Ihave been
convinced that the limiting factor in
their performance has been my
listening room, which is
comparatively small. After visiting
the Ramada Show last year Ihave
been anticipating the acquisition of
the NAD Room Correction System
when it becomes available, as this
seems the only artefact which will
combat the shortcomings of the
room. (B&W have made something
similar but are not likely to produce
it commercially yet.)
Nevertheless, when Iread the
letters from Mr Smith and Mr
Byford in HFNIRR December ' 97
which eulogised the effects of the
Pure Henries Icouldn't resist the
temptation to try them. And I'm
extremely glad Idid, because I
found out as soon as Ihad installed
them and switched on the radio
tuner that its limitations were
caused by RFI and not the room
dimensions.
As Iunderstand it, RFI is the
reverse of AM radio. With AM
radio, asingle high frequency radio
wave is modulated by a ' music'
signal whereas RFI is arandom
number of high frequency waves of
negligible amplitude modulating
the music signal. It seems to cause
all kinds of effects, none of them
good!
Ivery quickly found that with the
Pure Henries connected Ihad to
reduce the setting of the volume
control to maintain my usual
listening level. This was followed by
the realisation that the upper
frequencies were much truer and
sweeter than ever before, and the
bass deeper than Ithought the
loudspeakers were capable of. But
most important of all was the
separation of instrumental tones;
for instance, gone is the amorphous
sound of astring section — now it
is acollection of violins, violas,
cellos and double-basses. Ipresume
MAY Me

that this is due to wave fronts no
longer being compromised.
It must be obvious by now that
I'm overjoyed with my purchase —
so much improvement for such a
small investment! However, it does
raise the question about your
reviews of equipment in the future.
Will these Henries be an integral
part of the installations used for
review? Or will the reviews offer
alternatives — Henries in circuit vs.
no Henries in circuit? Will any of
the magazine's regular contributors
be asked to offer their opinions and
observations?
However, they do have one
drawback: Ihave tried listening to
Radio One and found myself
beginning to enjoy it!
E T Gascoigne, Kingsbury
THEY DESERVE A PLINTH
Dear Sir, Iam moved to put pen to
paper to spread the word about the
most cost-effective upgrade Ihave
ever made to my system. Having
recently purchased apair of the
new Kelly Transducer KT3
loudspeakers to partner my
Marantz CD17 KI Signature CD
player and Stemfoort (Sugden)
SF100 amplifier, Iwas more than
satisfied with the overall
improvement in sound quality.
However, it is not the speakers
which have prompted me to write;
good as they are, they still had to be
positioned on the suspended
chipboard floor of my living room,
aproblem that Ihave had to live
with for years.
Ihad seen the advert in HFNIRR
for HNE equipment support
systems and decided to give them a
call, to see if they could suggest a
stand/plinth system for my KT3s
which might improve, or at least
alleviate, my floor problems.
After avery interesting
conversation with Peter Stewart at
HNE Systems Idecided to
purchase apair of his granite
plinths, made to measure for my
KT3s and of aslightly larger overall
size than normal for specific use on
suspended floors.
After waiting only about 10 days
for the plinths to arrive, Ithen
bolted them to the bottom of the
KT3s, fitted the accompanying
spikes, switched on and sat back.
What adifference! The change to
the normal sound quality was far
from subtle; the only way to
describe the improvement is that,
with the plinths fitted, there is now
afar greater degree of solidity to the
sound all the way up from low bass
to high treble; amuch bigger
soundstage has resulted, with
greater separation between
instruments. Iexpected some

difference, but not to this extent!
To apply some sort of cost
benefit analysis to this, Iwould
estimate that an extra 14% outlay
over the cost of the speakers for the
plinths has produced at least a50%
increase in the quality of the sound:
not bad in anyone's terms.
Imust applaud and thank HNE
Systems and Peter Stewart for
producing an excellent product of
exceptional quality at avery
reasonable price. If anyone out
there needs proof, give HNE
Systems acall, I'm sure you won't
be disappointed.
JHudson, Rutland
THREE Ds TOO MANY
Dear So-, We arc desperate! We
have tuned our audio systems as
well as possible, concerning
musicality. However we met an
insuperable problem: DDD CDs,
are fundamentally wrong
concerning rhythm, timing,
naturalness, harmony and
liveliness. These CD's do not
produce music but astream of
tones, without harmony. AAD CDs
are okay, in our experience. In the
June ' 96 issue Mr Colloms
concludes the same in his test
HDCD versus AAD. [
Not really:
MC only wrote that some analogue
material had been transferred to the
HDCD sampler Vol 2 — Ed.] So
HDCD is no solution either.
Is digital recording the end of
musical enjoyment? A week ago we
heard in aradio museum anearly
80-year-old gramophone. Just
music!
H Fraiquin and M Smits,
The Netherlands
SHOULD BE ON THE LIST
Dear Sir, I'd like to say how much I
enjoyed the article by Ben Duncan
in HFNIRR January and the recent
different systems tested for £500
and now £ 1,000. My system in
total, including stands and cables,
cost me just under £900, which I'm
delighted with. It's aNakamichi
DR3 tape deck, Marantz PM44SE
amp and B&W 607 speakers on
spiked Atacama SE24 stands,
Cable Talk Monitor 2and Cable
Talk 41 bi-wire speaker cable.
My only gripe with your
magazine, in the ` Reviewers
Recommend' section, is that none
of your seven experts recommend
my B&W 607s, up to the £200
price mark. To see JPW Sonata,
Celestion 3, Tandy Genexxa LX5pro listed, makes me laugh, because
I've heard all three and used to own
apair of JPW Minims, which Igot
rid of after acouple of weeks they
were so poor.
JBedford, West Yorkshire
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PIONEER DVD/LD
COMBI PLAYERS IN UK
PIONEER, the DVD market leader in Japan and USA, has turned its
attention to Europe. Two new DVD players are targeted at contrasting
audiences. For completists there's the £ 00 DVL-909 CD/LD/DVD
player. CD collectors seeking afirst taste of DVD surround sound video
technology can opt for the £450 DV- 505 CD/DVD player instead.
A second generation, dual-standard
NTSC/PAL player, developed with
the European market firmly in mind,
the DVL-909 features more advanced
multi-language menus and operational
protocols. It is designed to give an
LD performance which is comparable
to Pioneer's award-winning CLDD925 player. Its two-pickup design
makes it one of the few DVD players
capable of playing CD-R media. For
the DV- 505, Dolby Digital, MPEG2

and PCM datastreams can be output
to optical and coax outputs. Capable
of playing 96kHz high sampling rate
audio software, the player is fitted with
a96/48kHz down-converter which can
be used to output PCM digital audio
in the form required. A graphical user
interface enables the operational
flexibility of Field or frame Pause/Step
play. Further details on both models
from Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd,
01753 789789.

NEW RECEIVER
FROM TEAC
TEAC's Reference 500 Mini
Component system can
now be powered by a new
40W per channel FM, AM,
RDS receiver, the AGH500. Effectively saving £ 20 on the price of the system, the AG- H500
allows up to 30 stations on both FM and AM wavebands to be preset.
A motor driven volume control, fluorescent display and ' gold effect'
aluminium front panel match the established style of the 500 series.
Available as an individual unit, the AG- 500 retails for £ 30. For further
details contact TEAC UK Ltd, 01923 819630.

BOSTON LYNNFIELD 'VP RANGE
LAUNCHING the Boston Lynnfield VF
Series are three slimline floorstanding
loudspeakers, each featuring patented
Amplitude Modification Device
technology for super- refined treble.
Exclusive to Lynnfield loudspeakers, a
crescent- shaped AMD bar containing
five tubes fits over the tweeter to finetune treble response. Bass driver
specification varies across the range,
the VR950 Featuring dual forward
facing 135mm copolymer drive units,
the slightly larger VR960 and VR970
relying on sideways facing drivers
driven by dedicated internal
amplifiers. For the Lynnfield VR960, a
75W amplifier drives a 200mm
copolymer unit; for the VR970, a

100W amplifier
drives a 250mm
drive unit
supplemented by
a 12 inch
passive auxiliary
bass radiator.
Deep bass from
the VR960 and
VR970 active
subwoofers can
be varied to suit different requirements
of taste and preferred speaker
position within the room. Prices are
£600 for the VR950; £850 for the
VR960; and £ 1250 for the £ 1250.
Further details from UK distributor,
Portfolio Marketing, 01767 641171.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
24-28 APRIL SIM Hi Fi Consumer
Electronics, Milan, Italy.
Contact 0171 354 8855
21-24 MAY High End Show, Hotel
Kempinski, Frankfurt, Germany.
Contact The High End Society, + 49
202 70 2022.
10-14 JUNE The Home Theater &
Specialty Audio Show, Los Angeles
Airport Hotel, sponsored by
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Stereophile magazine. Contact + 1914
476 3157.
15-18 AUGUST Hi- Tech Consumer
Electronics Show, Hong Kong, + 852
2591 9823.
17-20 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show,
Ramada Hotel, Heathrow, London
(17- 18th, trade only), sponsored by
HFN/RR. Contact Janet Belton on
0181 686 2599.

GARRARD SETS HIGH
STANDARDS
FOLLOWING acquisition of test
equipment used in Garrard's
Swindon factory, Loricraft is
able to strip down every
turntable to the last nut and
bolt, confident that it can
eliminate all worn parts and
replace them to the required
standard. Reassembly, followed
by several days of running in,
checking and adjustment, means the turntables should
meet stringent performance standards worthy of the
classic status of these Garrard turntables. The Blue Note
SRI in Florence, Loricraft's new Italian distributor, has
taken delivery of the first batch of these re- manufactured
Garrard 301 and 401 turntables. Further details From
Loricraft Audio, 01488 72267.

LINN'S CLASSIK COMBO
IS the new Classik aLinn CD player with built-in 75W
per channel amplifier, or Linn's first music centre? Take a
look at what's on offer before
111010
making up your own mind.
Featuring a triple
beam laser and Delta
Sigma DAC, the CD
player can be played via
speakers or headphones. Control
functions include gentle- slope bass/treble
adjustment, and aclock alarm/timer, which allows users
to programme predetermined auto switch-on/off times.
Reiterating Linn's faith in high- density surface mount
electronics, the Classik is designed for easy use via the
fascia or remote control. Inputs are provided for tuner,
two tape decks, and aux. A 5m set of loudspeaker cables
is included in the purchase price of £995. Details from
Linn Products Ltd, 0141 307 7777.

BIG, BAD AND VERY LOUD
CERWIN-VEGA lives up to its 'Big, Bad & Very Antisocial'
image with the launch of the E315 at the helm of its high
sensitivity E series.
Rated
at
102dB
sensitivity (for 1W at
1m) and 400W power
Pictured here is a Granite speaker
handling, this ' Big
system and stand by HNE System àof
Mother' is designed to
Retford, Nottinghamshire: we regret
go ` insanely loud'.
that this picture was
Featuring a 15 inch
incorrectly captioned
woofer mounted on a in our January
die-cast alloy chassis,
issue, Part 2 of the
the E315 is expected
HiFi Show Report.
We apologise to
to be joined by smaller
HNE and to all
siblings. The message
concerned for this
must surely be: 'Lock
error. For further
up your daughters!'
information contact
Further details from
HNE Systems on
Cerwin-Vega UK, on
01777 708673.
01423359 054.

THE REAL HNE
SPEAKER
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B&W'S MEGA
BASS BOXES

Voted in japan,
'Component of the
Year', 1997,
Goldmund's latest

BASS descends to 18Hz and
power rises to a 300W
maximum according to specs
for the ASW3000, £ 1000
flagship of B&W's trio new
new active subwoofers. All
three of these new models rely
on the proprietary 'FlowPort',
aflared port with golf-ball type
pitted surface to help bolster
bass without introducing turbulent air flow. Fourth
order, low-pass filters adjustable from 40Hz to 140Hz
are designed to ensure compatibility with awide range
of satellite loudspeakers. A 300mrn driver powered by
a 120W amplifier lies at the heart of the £ 500
ASW1000 subwoofer. Driving ahigher spec 300mm
driver in the £800 ASW2000 is a 175W amplifier,
housed in abeefier cabinet. Further details from B&W
Loudspeakers Ltd, 01903 750750.

CAT COMES TO THE UK
AUDIO
REFERENCE,
importer for
Convergent
Audio
Technologies, of
America has
taken delivery
of the new
Convergent
(CAT) SL1
Signature M3
pre-amplifier
(£6,500) which
is now on demonstration at specialist dealers along
with with the CAT JL1 monoblock power
amplifiers (retailing at £ 18,000 per pair). Further
details from Audio Reference, 01483 575344.

power amp, the
Mimesis 28, is rated at
600W x lch into 8
ohms across a 2MHz
bandwidth. Described
as an 'unexpected
bargain' for 'budget
conscious ultra-high-end
enthusiasts', Mimesis
28 retails for j???. For further details Jim,: Digital Audio
228230565.

DTS AND MORE FROM YAMAHA
EXTRA sound fields and
DTS processing are the key
innovations in Yamaha's
latest seven channel Home
Cinema processing amplifier.
The new Yamah DSP-Al is
also much more powerful
than its predecessor, the
eu
MID
DSP-A3090. Of the twelve
additional sound field options, half are devoted to specific DTS settings
such as Sci-Fi, Adventure, and DTS Spectacle. Extra spatial possibilities
are created by means of two front effects channels which supplement the
left, centre and right front and rear channel outputs. Maximum power is
rated at 110W/ch for the five main channels, plus 35W for the remaining
two (front effects) channels. Retail price of the DSP-A 1is £ 1600. For
further details contact Yamaha Electronics (UK) Ltd, 01923 233 166.

'THE ULTIMATE BFA
CONNECTOR'
QED has produced what it calls 'the ultimate BFA
connector'. The design uses QED's Airloc hydraulic
tool to create ahexagonal crimped termination
under enormous compression ( 36k Newtons no
less!). According to QED, this new BFA connector prevents the longterm
deterioration of the cable/plug joint associated with screw termination and
the risk of impurities in the joint, afeature of solder terminations. Retail cost
per plug, ready-fitted is £3.00. Details from QED on 01276 451166.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING

REFERENCE
CABLES
Purest of a range of high-purity copper
Reference Cable interconnects and
loudspeaker cables are those using a
unique, patented Monocrystal conductor.
Most exclusive cables in the Reference
Cables range are loudspeaker cables
retailing for £830 per pair and £450 per
metre respectively. Ultrahigh resolution are
Reference Cables interconnects and speaker
cable. Polypropylene and polyethylene
dielectrics and low resistance, low
capacitance conductors are hallmarks of
Reference Cable interconnects and
loudspeaker cables produced for professional
and hi-fi system applications. Prices start
at £2.50 per metre for speaker cables and
£61 per metre pair for interconnects.
Further details from The Ecosse Mal Co
Ltd, 01563 524320.
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ANTIFERENCE has produced ahandy
practical guide to reception of digital terrestrial
transmissions, 01296 82511.
BSKYB has acquired a49% stake in Music
Choice Europe, creating aJoint Venture
to provide a60 channel non-stop digital music
service. More information From 0171 580 0990.
ELEMEN1AL AUDIO has
produced two zinc de-coupled,
polyester bonded marble
agglomerate hi-fi equipment
shelving tnits ( pictured) fitted
with composite hybrid spikes,
the Monoplinth ranging in price
from £499 to £ 1595.
GRADO'S RS- 2headphones
(£.495), anew 7oz miniature
version of the Grado Reference,
retains aMahogany outer frame
and targes oudiophiles seeking
exclusive performance. Call 01284 701101.
KEF says it became the leading loudspeaker
brand in the UK in January 1998, according to
GfK sales figures. Call 01622 672261.
MYRYAD has acquired the services of Chris
Short, industry stawart, former Mordaunt-Short

director who more recently spent six months
working for the Hong Kong owners of Rogers.
Call 0:1705 265508.
STZAtiGH7 WIRE's Level 3cables featuring
fabric braids to control resonances and reduce
mit rophonics, range from the Encore II (£ 100
pet metre) to the Maestro II (£250 per metre).
Call 01423 359054.
VALVE DATA is acomprehensive
catalogue of valves available through
Savoy Hill Publications has been
published_ Call 01237 424280.
AN DEN HUL's latest Skytrack
hybrid carbon-OFC conductor cable
provides bi-wiring capability at a
retail oprice of £5.49 per bi-wire
metre. Call 01388 663273.
VIPER's new OFC loudspeaker cable,
retailing for £4.00 per metre, uses a
Polythene in preference to PVC
dielectnc, for superior mechanical and electrical
pe-formance. Tel: 01296 482017
WILMSLOW AUDIO has acquired Hart
Electronics Kits, renowned for the design and
supply of kit amps based on the original John
Linsley Hood designs. Call 01455 286603.
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SUPER AUDIO CD
Sony and Philips have together unveiled their latest proposals
and prototypes for DSD high- definition audio recording,
and for the proposed Super Audio Compact Disc format
by

MARTIN

COLLOMS

RurAll. availability is at best 12

with nominally 100kHz bandwidth

to

18

months

indications

are

away,

but

the

and better than 20-bit effective noise-

that

the

key

shaped, dithered resolution.

elements in a viable strategy for
a new higher quality Cl) format
are at last beginning to slot into

Powerful advantages for
proposal
are
the
disc's

Copyright protection has proved
the
full

acontentious issue if not apotential
stumbling block for any new media

compatibility with the Red Book

format; here, elegant solutions are
proposed, including abanknote-style
watermark, visible on a legitimate

place.

compact disc standard, which assures

DSD stands for Direct Stream
Digital, a 1- bit recording system

world-wide playability for both discs
and players of which over 600
million have been sold. As for the

which encodes audio at a 64- times
oversampling rate: 2.8224MHz, to
be precise.
With dual- layer disc technology
and assuming the availability of an
appropriate transport, Sony and
Philips have proposed consumer
replay of the full encode standard,

Compact Disc', will also play on
existing players.

II

Martin (olloms

disc. The watermark image is subtly
encoded in the data stream, cut by
the laser on the master disc. When

CD, it's reckoned that no fewer than
10 billion are in circulation.
Backwards
and
forwards
compatibility is defined in the latest
proposal. DSD players will play

digitally copied, this ' data' is lost and
the watermark vanishes. Likewise
other copy codes may
embedded
to
help
counterfeiting.

existing catalogue CDs. Consumer
DSD, now dubbed ' Super Audio

also be
control

There had been a major question-

LISTENING TO DSD/SUPER AUDIO CD
IN PREVIOUS presentations at studios around

the world and working alone, Sony had
made determined efforts to openly portray
the variations in audio quality of various
recording systems, including its new DSD
proposal. As any committed audio critic
knows, such atest including multiple systems
operating in parallel and compared on a
rapid fire basis via ahardwired analogue
switch is fraught with difficulties. Very careful
design and vetting of the test is essential if
the results are to have any meaning for the
invited guests.
At the last Abbey Road event, over ayear
ago, the output from alive band was sent to
the control monitors through three different
'recording/replay' paths: ahandmade
prototype Sony DSD unit, acommercial 20bit analogue-to-digital converter
arrangement, and an all-analogue chain
using aStuder A80 open reel studio tape
recorder. Sitting in the control room, and
able to see the musicians in the studio itself
through the soundproof glass at the front,
participants in these listening sessions were
each given the opportunity to sit in the
central ' hot seat' and then to switch freely
between these media and the live feed, using
afour-way switching box. The general
reaction to DSD was encouraging, although
several listeners in fact voted in favour of the
analogue tape.
At Abbey Road Studios this February, a
new demonstration of different recording
formats was presented without introduction.
Recorded music excerpts were given in turn
via ahandmade prototype Sony DSD unit, a
'24-bit/96kHz' arrangement, a 16- bit 'CD',
and a 'Super Bit Mapping CD', in that order.
This time there was no facility for alive
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music comparison.
Generally the results were inconclusive,
save for the finding that 'CD' was rated
lowest at this point, while the high-definition
digital systems were significantly better.
Later questioning revealed that our
examples of DSD audio, 24- bit 96kHz
sampling, 16-bit CD ( 44.1kHz sampling rate)
and SBMCD (
noise- shaped Super Bit
Mapped CD downconversion) sounds, was
arranged wholly in digital software and that
the encode/decode hardware was constant,
namely DSD.
Thus the ' 24 bit', 'CD' and 'SBM' sounds
were computed, DSP conversions, and not
the real thing. In an effort to reduce the
switching, wiring and matching variables
incurred in analogue comparisons, Sony had
redesigned the listening tests for this latest
DSD trade presentation
Unfortunately the presenter firmly led the
audience as to what superior qualities they
should be able to hear in DSD, but most
present resisted this pressure.
Iwas surprised to find that Irated the
sound quality, in descending order of merit,
as follows: DSD, SBM CD followed by 24 bit:
an unexpected outcome! Raw DSD, replayed
straight from the 45 G computer hard drive
store was undeniably excellent, replaying
very well on the Genelec 3-way active desk
top monitors. Keywords included sweetness,
air, ambience and focus, all of which were
exemplary.
A straw poll of attendees with known
good hearing demonstrated asurprisingly
close agreement with my own rating. Indeed
some ventured to suspect the test itself. Many
of us have experienced impressive replay of
24 bit 96kHz in the context of acomplete

working encode/decode chain and these
experiences did not correlate with the
computed synthesis demonstrated by Sony at
this event.
Nevertheless, and regardless of the
questionable quality of the comparison, for
me DSD sounded at its best yet and Ifelt
that any audiophile would love to have this
high quality level of digital replay at home.
Operated on anon comparative basis the
Sony- Philips team demonstrated aprototype
CD player for full DSD. This Marantz style
champagne gold anodised one-box design
sounded very promising indeed. Using an
available, dual- layer-compatible DVD
transport, some version of this class of player
will probably be available from Sony by mid
next year, and from Philips or Marantz late
in 1999.
In one of the smaller sound rooms at
Abbey Road Sony and Philips jointly
demonstrated stereo and five channel DSD
surround recordings.
Captured at Watford Coliseum (formerly
the Town Hall) asymphonic work replayed
via 88.W 801 monitors was aurally
unappetising, with acompressed, gritty
sounding high range, in my opinion no kind
of advert for DSD. Moving on to afivechannel section (via five B&W 801 speakers)
the additional spaciousness and ambience
was most welcome, and for those well placed
in the arrangement gave aplausible
surround sound field. If you sat closer to one
of the reproduced channels then this channel
tended to dominate the proceedings.
From an audiophile viewpoint, DSD
sounded very good, substantially better than
our present CD replay, but then so does
prime ' 24 bit 96kHz.'
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Unlike a PCM pulse train, the Direct Stream Digital pulse train
`looks' like the analogue waveform it represents. The 'density' of the
pulses corresponds with the amplitude of the analogue waveform

mark hanging over DSD: how would
it deal with multi-channel audio? It
is now generally acknowledged
(albeit reluctantly in some quarters
of the audio industry) that twochannel stereo is close to its
maximum market penetration at the
present quality level. Moreover,
improvements in stereo replay
quality are now largely incremental,
though the advent of higherdefinition CD replay could help
'wake up' pure stereo for a while.
It is also increasingly accepted that
the film business is now in control

From an
audiophile
viewpoint, DSD
sounded very
good,
substantially
better than our
present CD
replay, but
then so does
prime ' 24 bit
96kHz'

TereiLlift .

and growing public awareness of
improving multi- channel sound.
Inexorably, home audio, video
based or not, is moving to multichannel reproduction.
The solution offered by Sony and
Philips is an improved lossless
method of packing the data stream
more efficiently on to the disc.
Thus the Super Audio CD's highdensity layer will carry six channels
of full bandwidth DSD audio,
digital discrete with no data
reduction, while a separate area
within the same high-density layer
carries stereo on a further two
channels; finally, there is asection
for graphic and control codes, copy
protection and some time- limited
video. The whole lot will play for
74 minutes from one side of the
disc, just like CD. Interestingly,
while competing wide- bandwidth
high definition audio systems
require a high data rate — for
example
the
24- bit
192kHz
proposal, already in use for some
experimental recordings, requires a
two channel data bit rate of 9.216
Mbit/s — a comparable 100kHz
bandwidth, DSD stereo equivalent
uses 5.65M Bits per second. With
4.7G Bytes available on the high
density layer of the DSD disc, plus
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offer this simplified
comparison of
conventional PCM
and DSD recording
chains. DSD
eliminates filters and
records the original
1-bit signal directly

Our examples...
were arranged
wholly in
digital software
and that the
encode/decode
hardware was
constant,
namely DSD.
Thus the ' 24
bit', ` CD' and
'SBM' sounds
were
computed, DSP
conversions,
and not the
real thing

On the Super Audio Compact Disc, high resolution stereo and multi-chi:rind sound are stored
on the high-density layer; CD-compatible stereo is stored on a separate reflective layer (above)

a sensible
packing
strategy,
altogether eight channel:s of DSD
may be fitted in without the need
for lossy compression.
The other information layer in
the ' dual layer' Super Audio CD
disc provides ordinary ' Red Book'
CD data and should enable the disc
to play (with standard CD quality)
on any existing CD player. The
Super Audio disc will cost 50 to 80
US cents more to make, and this
will likely increase the price of
budget, sub-£ 10 CD issues. Philips
anticipated that there would be
enough available margin for full
price discs above £ 10 to carry the
extra overhead, particularly when
the format effectively offers single
inventory stocking for CD, SACD
and multi channel audio recordings.
Ithink that it's an advantage of
these proposals that this medium is
primarily an audio format and will
not be confused with DVD where
the real thrust is the movie/video
content. Sony stresses the archive
quality of DSD and the potential of
recording and storing recordings in
the prime DSD format. Lobbyists
for PCM argue that it's not a 'pure'
format
since
the
BitStream
technique requires noise shaping
which in principle implies layered
resampling
through
negative
feedback.
Conversely, conversion at a 24bit 96kHz rate, never mind
192kHz, at raw PCM (pulse code
modulation) is simply not available
technically and the high-definition
AID units which are actually better
than 20-bit, 96kHz are delta sigma
(broadly DSD equivalent) types in
any case.
Sony strongly puts the case for
remaining in the single or low-bit
format originated, and not to
further corrupt it by decimating to
24 bits at a lowered sample rate.
When proposals such as this are
made, all kinds of questions are

raised, for example, interface
specifications for pro and consumer
use.
During
the
Abbey
Road
presentation we were shown asingle
large printed circuit board, designed
and built at the Sony Pro Audio
division at Oxford. This could
handle eight channels of DSD audio
analog in/analog out plus the
interfaces to the data storage

Both disc layers are n:ad :from the same kb:
The CD laser reads the reflective layer through
the semi-transmissive high-density layer

system. A 45Gbyte drive will take
4 to 5 hours of 8 channel material
for professional recording work and
is apractical solution.
Some DVD players can replay
24- bit 96kHz recordings, and a
smattering of small label specialist
recordings will soon become
available, so it looks as if the
perceived association for this format
will be with the video disc.
WHAT ARE ITS CHANCES?
For the Super Audio Cl), the product
specifications
look
realistically
commercial for the software producers
even if an investment in new hardware
will be required. Record companies
make aliving selling records, and the
SACD is what they need, potentially
fully compatible, copyright secured,
and delivering substantially higher
sound quality standards for the future
in stereo and multi channel. The table
shows how the new medium aims to
meet the requirements of the record
industry, as set out by the ISC
(International Standards Committee
for audio and video formats).
As regards licensing, current CD
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AUDIO T & AUDIO EXCELLENCE probably the two best specialist retailers of hi-fi
and home cinema equipment - give independent
advice, excellent deals and a level of after sales
service that keeps customers
returning
year after
year.
We are not
just the same
as other
dealers, so
why not send
for our full
brochure to
see why.

Ask for your
free copy of
MUSIC AT
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The Ultimate
Guide

AUDIO EXCELLENCE:

AUDIO T:

MAIN BRANDS
STOCKED:

BRISTOL
65 Park Street
Tel: 0117 926 4975

BASINGSTOKE
4 Feathers Lane
Tel: 01256 324311

ACOUSTIC
ENERGY

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

ACOUSTIC
PRECISION

CARDIFF
134/136 Crwys Road
Tel: 01222 228565

BRENTWOOD
30 Crown Street
Tel: 01277 264730

APOLLO

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

CHESTER
88/90 Boughton
Tel: 01244 345576
Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

EXETER
156 Sidwell Street
Tel: 01392 491194
Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

GLOUCESTER
58 Bristol Road
Tel: 01452 300046

HI-FI SYSTEMS HI- FI SEPARATES AMPLIFIERS CD PLAYERS
LOUDS PEAKERS
MULTI. ROOM SYSTEMS HOME CINEMA
ACCESSORIES unsriu SYSTEMS

Sam - 10pm 7 days a week

AUDIOLAB

CAMBERLEY
173-175 London Road
Tel: 01276 685597

B&W

Tues - Fri 10am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Thurs eve open late ' til 8pm

CELESTION

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Sound
WORCESTER

WORCESTER
Independence House
The Trinity
Tel: 01905 619059
Tues - Sat3 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

All shops are closed on
Mondays.

CASTLE
CHORD

DENSEN
DYNAUDIO

Tues - Fri 9.30am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

DYNAVECTOR
EPOS
GRADO

ENFIELD
159a Chase Side
Tel: 0181 367 3132

KEF
LINN
LOEVVE
MARANTZ
MAXELL
MERIDIAN

Tues - Fri 10am -6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Thurs eve open late ' til 8pm

MICHELL
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNTSHORT
NAD

LONDON
WEST HAMPSTEAD
190 West End Lane
Tel: 0171 794 7848

NAIM
ONKYO
ORELLE / XTC

Tues -Sat 10am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late ' til 8pm

PANASONIC

OXFORD
19 Old High Street,
Headington
Tel: 01865 765961

PRO AC

PIONEER
PRO-JECT
QED
QUAD

Tues - Fri 10am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late ' til 8pm

QUADRASPIRE
REGA
REL

READING
4 Queens Walk,
Broad Street Mall
Tel: 0118 958 5463

ROKSAN
ROTEL
ROYO

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

RU ARK

SWINDON
60 Fleet Street
Tel: 01793 538222

SONY

SENNHEISER
SHANINIAN
SOUND STYLE
STANDS UNIQUE

Tues - Sat 9.30am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late ' til 8pm

TALK
ELECTRONICS
TANNOY

(
UK only)

For the very latest information please check our web sites at
www.audio-t.co.uk and www.audio-excellence.co.uk

NAME
▪ ADDRESS
•

PRICE PROMISIiii
* You won't find better sound.

POST CODE
Music at Home HFN5, Freepost LV1747, Abingdon, OX14 4Y0

TARGET
TDK
TEAC
TECHNICS

* You won't find better servicel

n
a

CABLE TALK

0E NON

GANTS HILL
442-444 Cranbrook Rd
Tel: 0181 518 0915

SWANSEA
9 High Street
Tel: 01792 474608

AUDIOQUEST

CYRUS

CHELTENHAM
40/42 Albion Street
Tel: 01242 583960

PRESTON
131 Friargate
Tel 01772 253057

Or return the FREEPOST coupon be low

• Please send me my FREE copy of
▪
• MUSIC AT HOME - The Ultimate Guide

ATACAMA

Tues - Sat 9.30am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late ' til 8pm

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

(
UK only)

• 47 years of experience
• authorised dealers
• full demonstration facilities
• 7day exchanges
«es^ Dv\
• 30 day no charge upgrades
• interest free credit
• part exchange
• 3year guarantee on hi-fi separates and systems
• home loans and home dems

ARCAM

Tues - Fri 9.30am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

FREEPHONE 0500 101501

ALPHASON

* But if you find a better deal,
let us know and as long as we
can verify it we'll be happy
to match it.
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VAN DEN HUL
YAMAHA
Not all products
are stocked by
every shop
so please check
with your local
branch before
travelling

technology

While the
long-awaited
DVD-Audio
specification
has yet to
appear, the
push for
Super Audio
CD has
begun in
earnest

*We have actually
already been able to
borrow a sample
briefly. The CD
layer played well
enough on our office
players and
computer drives.
For further comment
on the Super Audio
CD proposal and on
the Abbey Road
demonstration itself,
see our coverage
elsewhere in this
issu,:Ed

multi- channel
surround
on
a
modified DVD player. So, provided
that artists do not demand an extra
music royalty and that the extra
pressing cost is insignificant, dealers
can stock asingle inventory. But the
key word is 'provided'.
Philips and Sony promise atwolayer hybrid disc, with Red Book CD
recorded at the standard depth of
1.2mm and Super Audio at the DVD
depth of 0.6nun. There are no DVD
players yet capable of decoding DSD
audio, but Philips tests hybrid discs
from its pilot plant in Eindhoven by
putting DVD video and Red Book
CD audio on the same disc.
Philips says that production is ' an
here is nothing like astandards
battle to kill confidence in any
injection moulding process directly
new technology reliant upon
comparable to DVD production'.
pre-packaged software. The rival
Others, notably Ted Abe of
factions rush their proposals and try
Panasonic, warn that dual layer
hybrid discs are harder and more
to score points off each other instead
expensive to make than DVDs; and
of winning consumer interest. We are
hybrid discs are more likely to
seeing this now with the super hi-fi
version of DVD. It contrasts with the
deform in humid conditions because
launch of CD, where all parties
they are made from an asymmetrical
two-layer sandwich.
agreed asingle standard and joined
So it was an unsmart move of
forces in an effort to bury vinyl.
Philips and Sony not to demonstrate
The
International
Steering
hybrid compatibility, give afix on
Committee set up by the IFPI and
pressing costs and reassure on
RIAA record industry trade bodies
stability. If hybrids are really so easy
to set asingle standard for super-hito make, why not press afew for the
fi on DVD has given up on trying to
press and trade to try, on arange of
test the different systems on offer.
CD and DVD players? Samples are
'They have changed their plans
rather than abrogated reponsibility'
now promised*.
The new carrot from Philips and
says Sony's Bob Sherwood tactfully.
Sony is that there will be no extra
Individual companies will now make
royalty payable on Super Audio CD.
their own decisions'. (Translated, this
Anyone licensed to press CDs or
means that the record companies,
who pay dearly for the IFPI and
make CD players can make Super
Audio CDs, with no extra payment
RIAA to present aconcerted industry
front, now have to fight each other
due to Philips and Sony.
The first round of demonstrations
in public.)
Sherwood was speaking when Sony
was handled by Sony, with only
and Philips took over the Abbey
sketchy information on the recording
and playback chains. Switched
Road studios in London on February
17 to make their PR pitch and
playback through Genelec speakers
compared DSD stereo, 96kHz/24-bit
compare the sound of Super Audio
CD, using Direct Stream Digital one- stereo, 16-bit CD stereo and Superbit coding, with ordinary CD and the
Bit- Mapped
CD (DSD
96kHz/24-bit PCM system favoured
down-converted to CD). The most
by most of the other Japanese
useful test was a short recording of
companies. This preceded ameeting
a cello, which clearly had less
scheduled for Tokyo on March 19,
ambience in CD mode.
A jazz piano trio played ' Georgia
to discuss CD licensing, and the
on My Mind', with the bass-player
DVD Forum's promised release of
Ver 0.9 of the Super Audio CD
singing.
The
recording
was
astonishingly muddled, with the
specification later that month. SACD
promises features required by the
piano spread wide like an orchestra,
and the bass-player's voice way to
ISC. The disc will be embossed with
a physical watermark, to prevent
the left of his instrument. The only
counterfeiting. It will have an audio
obvious difference to emerge from
watermark to prevent piracy. The
the mush was some distortion on
physical watermark is like a piano transients in CD mode.
hologram, as already promoted for
Sony's demonstrator could not
CD by Nimbus. The anti-piracy
name the group. All he knew was
audio
watermark
was
not
that ` it was made in Los Angeles at
Ocean West Studios by George
demonstrated.
The ISC also wants adisc that will
Masenberg
with
10
to
20
play CD-quality stereo on an
microphones, acontact mic on the
ordinary CD player, and super hi-fi
bass and sound partitions between

,
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the musicians'.
Why on Earth anyone want to
herd an acoustic trio into cattle stalls,
clamp apressure mic on the stringbass and mix the feeds from more
than a dozen mics into stereo, is
beyond comprehension.
Then we heard some middle of the
road electric pop from DSD disc, of
which the least said the better. There
was no information on whether the
96/24 signal was aparallel orginal
recording, or conversion from DSD.
The
Philips
orchestral
demonstrations of multichannel
surround through five B&W monitors
were equally disappointing. In fact
the first ' orientation' test in stereo
sounded better than the multichannel
versions that followed. The surround
recordings dumped the listener in the
middle of a superwide, imageless
mix.
It soon emerged why. Philips'
recording engineers had placed five
mics in the same position as the five
speakers, passed their feeds direct
through DSD A- D converters and
recorded the 2.8M-bit/s code onto a
PC hard disc.
Have we learned nothing from the
quadraphonic fiasco, and the research
work done on Ambisonics? Placing
mics in the same positions as
speakers is no way to capture and
reproduce anatural sound field.

TALKING BOOKS
Meanwhile, areader makes the valid
point that we are all getting so
excited about the use of DVD for
super hi-fi that we have forgotten a
much wider application — audio
books, not just talking books for the
blind, but for people who like to
listen on the move, or around the
home.
Currently, talking books are sold
on cassettes or CDs, which have
limited storage capacity. The CD
Red Book standard does not provide
for extended playing time, eg, in
mono and lower fidelity. The CD-I
standard did offer this option, but
CD-Iflopped commercially.
The far greater storage capacity of
a DVD disc would let one disc
deliver very long playing time without
compromised quality. A single disc
might contain abridged or unabridged
versions of the same work, perhaps
with password-controlled censorship.
This will only happen if the DVD
audio standard is broad enough to
let future players automatically
recognise extended play, speech only
discs, as well as super hi-fi stereo and
surround.
Ihave put the audio book proposal
to the DVD Forum, so that no-one
can say in years to come ` if only we
had thought of that earlier..?
Barry Fox
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LOUDSPEAKERS THAT
BITE THE AMP
THAT FEEDS THEM
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COMPETITION

£000
worth of

Heart Valve Amplifiers
'getting a real heartbeat from the Netherlands'

prizes

It's often said that the amplifier is the heart of a hi-fi system. And one Dutch valve specialist sets
out to prove it! If you've been itching to sample the delights of a high- quality single-ended triode
amplifier, here's your chance. We're delighted to be able to offer a superb Heart pre-/power

THE QUESTIONS
1. Which well-known

amplifier combination as the prize in this month's free-entry competition.

tube (valve) is chosen

Heart's head man, Rik Stoet, says that the story really began in 1928, when his grandfather started a

as the output stage of

transformer manufacturing company. The firm became vary well known in Holland for its output transformers
still produced to this day. According to Rik Stoet 'The know-how on development is still in the company

the Heart Beat
amplifier?

today. A difference with many other transformer manufacturers is that we did not stop manufacturing and
start it up 30 years later, we just didn't stop! We have been experimenting with the new materials (wire, cores,

a) 845

isolation, etc) available and we just doing the best which is possible within acertain size.' Of

b) 6SN7

COUESC,

the

c) 300B

transformers are aprominent feature of Heart amplifiers

d) 5U4G
FIRST PRIZE: HEART BEAT AMPLIFIERS PLUS HEART CONTROL PASSIVE PRE-AMP
The Heart Control is apassive pre-amplifier with five relay-switched inputs and aremote control for volume.

2. How many internal

Built to the very highest standards, this unit is the perfect match for the Heart valve power amplifiers. Its

sections are used

normal retail price is £895, or £945 in the special Brass Edition finish. Along with the Control, our winner

inside the Heart

will receive apair of Heart Beat single-ended monoblock power amplifiers. This is an ultra-purist design, its

Beat's exclusive

output stages using the famous 3a0B tube in classic sing-ended triode configuration. Just one coupling

output transformer?

capacitor is used in the signal path. Along with aspecially-selected 300B from Valve Art power output tube,
Heart has chosen the Sovtek 6SN7GT driver and 5U4G rectifier tubes. Power output is 12.5W/channel. The

a) 6

Heart Beat's very special output transformer has 14 different sections inside, and is specially designed for this

b) 18

amplifier in view of the tubes, anode current and operating principle. The lamination is Armco M6X type,

c) 10

with aspecial treatment so it has no preferred

d) 14

direction for the magnetic field. An air-gap is used
to prevent core saturation. The transformers are

3. The Heart Beat

vacuum impregnated and built with isolated

claims exceptional

mountings. 'We just did everything possible to

frequency response,

make it the best,' says Heart. As aresult, and

considering it is a

despite the single-ended no-feedback design of the

zero-feedback, single-

amplifier, afrequency response of about 16Hz-65kHz is

ended design. Is this:

achieved. Not surprisingly, Heart asserts confidently that the choke power supply — using the same material as
the output transformers — has ' more than enough headroom'. UK retail price is £ 1995 per pail.

a) 20Hz-20kHz
b) 11Hz-43kHz

HOW TO ENTER: Complete the entry form, answer the three questions, and send it to: Heart Competition,

c) 30Hz-100kHz

Hi Fi News & Record Review Editorial, Link House Magazines Ltd, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9

d) 15Hz-15kHz

2TA, to arrive before the closing date of Friday, 15 May, 1998.
RULES: I) This competition is open to

Heart Competition

disqualified). No other correspondence shimld be encl..

opened. 1) Employees of Link HOW, Maieveines or o! Heart
their agents will not he eligible to enter. 4} Entries mimt
received he first post on Friday. 15 May lo98. 'Ile Editor's
decision will be final and binding. No corr,pondenee stil
entered into regarding the competition. 5) Prizes, • he notified by posh the results will he pute sheii •
Entry forms reciived .

property of Link House Magazines Ltd.
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Name
Address

the entry form. 2) There will be no cash or other alters.',i

THE ANSWERS

the Om offered. Winner) ,)will he the firit correct in:iris-

HEV RN.August 1998.

1

readers orh.

Photocopies of the entry form are acceptahic, but einlv one
entry per reader is allowed ( multiple entrains will he

1,

n
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At last, Meridian's 800
series arrives. Here's
our assessment of the
flexible, futureproof and
fiendishly clever 861
digital processor
by KEN KESSLER

IROM MERIDIAN

N

o reviewer can be unaware
that the tone of a review is
just as important as the
verdict. Thus it's possible to say one
thing and imply another. So let me
make it clear from the outset that
acquiring a Meridian 861 for this
review was not apleasant experience.
It involved delays, frustrations,
missed deadlines and eventually the
realisation that the world scoop
which we thought we were getting
had ended up in aGerman magazine.
And getting sloppy seconds after the
Germans is not something

that this particular Europhobe
enjoys. I'm telling you this up front
so you know exactly why the final
paragraph will be drawn from me like
an impacted molar. In other words, I
wanted to hate the Meridian 861.
But professionalism must override
such concerns. While the bitterness
festering in me prevents me from
saying 'it was worth the wait', Imust
acknowledge the sheer brilliance of
the 861. It's arare case
of a British

manufacturer leap-frogging over the
might of the American high- end,
aiming for dominance in afield which
all will admit is an American
speciality. And if you read that
closely, you'll deduce that Meridian
also gave an 861 to Americans before
they gave one to us. But, because
surround sound is a success across
the Pond and a virtual disaster
everywhere else, who wouldn't forgive
Meridian for sucking up to the
Yanks before throwing
some crumbs to the
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SURROUND SOUND
depressed, insignificant, quasi-Third
World home market?
One look at the 861 offers another
reason for it appealing more to
'foreigners': it's enormous. The 861
measures 480x170x415mm (wdh)
and weighs 14.5kg — not your
typical surround-sound controllercum- pre- amp. But the girth is a
result of the unit's flexibility,
providing the space needed to house
the PC- like cards which tailor the
861 to an individual's requirements.
Those cards, like the ones used in
Theta's Casablanca and other
modular, customisable control units,
cover the types of digital and
analogue inputs on offer, as well as
offering unexpected delights like
phono stages.

INPUTS AND OPTIONS
To the basic £ 5545 chassis,
including the main computer, D/A
and A/D DSPs and the very
minimum number of digital inputs,
are added the specific options. Check
out the shopping list:
Analogue input unbalanced, six input
pairs; analogue input balanced, two
pairs; analogue input unbalanced,
three pairs; m-cphono input and/or
m-m phono input; digital input, two
coaxial and two Toslink optical;
digital input, three AES/EBU XLRs
and one glass fibre; demodulator;
slave patch for Meridian Digital
Theatre systems; output, digital,
eight channels ( coaxial); output,
analogue unbalanced, four channels;
output, analogue balanced, four
channels; tape two variable analogue,
one
headphone; video,
four
composite, four S- VHS, tape and
monitor; video, eight composite, tape
and monitor; video component in/out
for on screen display; video, eight SVHS, tape and monitor.
Given that the card prices fall
between £340 (for balanced analogue
input) and £ 575 ( for analogue
outputs), and that atypical listing will
feature asensible mix of analogue and
digital inputs -and outputs, you can
expect the ' average' 861 to cost its
owner £8000-£9000. Which places it
up against the very best the industry
can offer. A Meridian 861 is ordered
like acar, with the customer discussing
with the retailer what's needed and
what's wanted; Meridian then
configures the 861 to order. And that
means loading it into acomputer for
final set-up. But more of that anon.
The card system, aside from
offering total flexibility, should also
provide resistance to obsolescence, in
the manner of acomputer which can be
updated as required. But this depends
entirely on both the manufacturer
staying in business for the foreseeable
future and maintaining an interest in
the product. While Iexpect Meridian to
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be around long after I've shuffled off to
meet my maker, Iam reminded of the
radical, forward-thinking Meridian
Component System of the mid- 1980s.
It consisted of long, thin modules like
squared- off Toblerone bars which
clicked together for ' wireless'
connection and which were quite
unashamedly designed to work together
electronically and aesthetically. And I
also remember it being abandoned.
Whatever, the 861 also betrays
another form of dependence
removing it from the realm of
conventional hardware. Because it is
so subservient to computerisation
and because it is a product of a
company which takes hands-on
involvement during set-up away from
the user, the 861 must be treated as a
one would a PC; it imparts in the
user the same sense of helplessness
unless the owner is a computer
boffin. And if you think I'm
exaggerating, note that the set-up
involves the dealer arriving at the
customer's house with a notebook
computer bearing special software
designed for setting up every
parameter on-site.
Beneficially, the dependence on a
PC for set-up means easy updating of
the 861's software as required, for
example, when new digital formats
appear. And while I'm not making a
value judgement about this — who
can argue with a process which
ensures that the product is set up
perfectly in the user's home? — it
must be pointed out that the end user
is rendered impotent when something
goes amiss. It makes even something
we take for granted as asimple action,
like adding anew source component
or moving the listening seat, a task
which must involve the retailer. To
put it another way, I'd hate to own an
861 which suffered a software
malfunction on New Year's Eve.
Because set-up is taken out of the
hands of the owner, all that's left for
him or her to do is operate the 861,
either via one of the company's
remotes, or using the few buttons on
the front panel. Source selection and
volume are the obvious commands
to access, the former also dealing
with a number of pre-programmed
functions. The intense, involved setup doesn't just allow for speaker
size, number of channels or the
distance of the listener from the
speakers. It also accounts for which
default effects are applied to a
source, automation then taking over
when you access multi- channel
sources. Hence, the review setup featured Pro- Logic
for TV and VCR sound,
the Theta Data III
laserdisc player was set up
to trigger either THX
DTS and THX Dolby-

Imust
acknowledge
the sheer
brilliance of
the 861. It's
arare case
of aBritish
manufacturer
leap-frogging
over the
might of the
American
high-end,
aiming for
dominance
in afield which
all will admit
is an American
specialty

Digital as required, and the Meridian
586.2 DVD player triggered Dolby
Digital THX. But given that there
are shades and colours in between,
you can also used the front-panel
DSP button to scroll through
surround settings for music- only
programme, unprocessed stereo, and
others, including Meridian's Trifield
mode.
What Ididn't get to sample is the
861's ability to go beyond 5.1
channel surround, simply because I
don't have a 7.1 or even 9.9 set-up.
Additionally, Ihad no material which
would trigger MPEG. But within the
confines of five channels, Iwas able
to try conventional stereo CDs, DTS
5.1 channel CDs, 96kHz/24-bit
audio DVDs defaulting to 48kHz/20bit, laserdiscs of both the Dolby
Digital and DTS persuasions and
video and NICAM broadcasts in
Pro-Logic, as well as playing with the
various ` alternative' modes. And
while the latter are interesting, they
are very much matters of personal
taste, so I concentrated on the
standard formats.

ALL ENVELOPING

SUPPLIER
Audio Limited,
Stonehill,
Huntingdon,
cambs
PEI8 6ED.
Tel: 01480
434334

Auditioned through amix of Apogee
and Sonus Faber speakers, with
amplification courtesy of Marantz
and Acurus, the 861 immediately
staked its claim as one of the most
cohesive, enveloping surround-sound
machines I've ever used.
That initial response was an
immediate result of being able to
compare it with its less expensive
sibling and directly to the Lexicon
DC- 1, but had to rely on memory vis
à vis the Casablanca. Given that the
Casablanca and the 861 (plus the
Krell KAV-S, the Proceed and afew
others) are rivals, Iwouldn't expect
anyone shopping in the high end
surround sector to buy one without
an intense session with each of the
others.
Quite clearly, the 861 excels at
filling in the gaps between speakers
with afacility exclusive to processors
above a certain price point — that
price point being the £4000-£5000
you'd pay for aLexicon or the 500series Meridian alternative. If anything
betrays budget processors, it's the way
they fail to form a hole- free 360°
envelope. Naturally, certain scenes
better reveal this capability, especially
rainfall,
live
music
performances with a
well- recorded
hall
and
audience,
and
unsurprisingly
the
opening
credits which both Dolby
and DTS have produced to show
what surround sound can offer. One of
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Build your dream system at Musical Images! Choose from our
huge range of Award Winning products at affordable prices!
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and product excellence, Musical Images is your
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SUR' SUND SOUND
the best sources for this is Delos's
excellent Surround Spectacular on
DVD, and the 861 handled this
selection of short clips precisely as
Dolby would like: impressively.
And ` impressive' rather than
`realistic' is the adjective which
comes to mind most often, mainly
because the precision with which the
Meridian places specific sounds is so
cut-glass and so exact that it dazzles
as much as it convinces. Once the
novelty of such exactitude wears off,
and you allow yourself to forget
hardware, competing formats,
prejudices and the like, and you
simply wallow in the wash of sound,
it gets better. But there's an
inescapable edge to the proceedings,
the characteristic which distinguishes
digital from analogue and transistor
from tube, one which will delight
some while antagonising others. It's
here that the warmer Theta
Casablanca veers away from the
Meridian, and where personal
preferences become the final
arbiters.
Quite clearly, the 861 is an
example of intellect over emotion.
The lab-grade/mil-spec pure
science of it all can be found in the
less- expensive Meridian package,
while the Lexicon occupies a space
between the Meridian and the
almost purely audiophilic Theta.
And as such, each will appeal (price
notwithstanding) to a different sort
of listener. The Meridian is evercool, ever- correct, and it shines
best with modern recordings, goshwow effects and the kind of
transients which leave most
components dragging their heels.
Moreover, its Dolby Digital
implementation is the best and
most convincing I've ever heard,
while the Lexicon betters it in
exploiting the full worth of DTS.
But this isn't amatter of choosing
between, say, a dozen reviewers'
faves: 50W integrated amplifiers with
prices differing by £ 10 or the Top 10
£500 two-way speakers; the choice
isn't that wide. However multichannelled our future, the contenders
for the circa 1998 title in the cost-nolimit processor stakes are few in
number. And, fortunately, there are
no real stinkers. What the 861 adds
to the competition is anon-American
contender. And it's one which is so
commandingly superior in so many
areas that it should scare the shit out
of every American
company
producing
a surround- sound
processor pre-amp at this elevated
price level. Indeed, the 861 is
so blindingly clever and so
masterful that I'm almost
willing to forgive Meridian
its inexcusable behaviour.
Almost, but not quite. #
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MERIDIAN 861
LAB REPORT
As an exercise in
the flexibility of
DSP for the
modern home
entertainment
system, Meridian's
861 processor is a
unique proposition.
In this instance,
advanced DSP
techniques are
implemented for
'de-filtering' and
optimising the
wordlength of
incoming data, to
decode Dolby
Digital, DTS
and/or MPEG
audio formats and
to process the audio
into avariety of
user-configurable
multi-channel
outputs.
Meridian's
proprietary digital
volume control
provides asuccinct
example of the
86I's crafty code.
Sure enough, peak
level (OdBFs)
inputs [Fig 4] will
prompt output
clipping at volume
settings beyond 94
(equivalent to
3.45V RMS).
Otherwise, the
control is precisely
calibrated in 98
IdB steps
(displayed from I99), the _first 24dB
of which is
accomplished as a
sequence of I-bit
attenuation
followed by 6dB of
analogue rangeswitching. Below
75dB on
Meridian's scale
(I), the
attenuation is
purely digital,
achieving a
theoretical dynamic
range of 140dB (or
very close to 23
bits) at 55dB (2)
after which
quantisation errors
tend to limit its
range to a `mere'
130-135dB!
This

should not be
confused with its
working signal-tonoise ratio, which
clocks-in at 111dB
(A-wtd) and
which, with the
disappointingly high
+12dB of noise
modulation, might
suggest apractical
range no greater
than 16-17 bits.
The minimal +010.4dB errors in lowlevel resolution over
afull 100dB range,
however, prove
otherwise.
A Motorola
DSP56004
processor controls
Meridian's
proprietary FIFO as
part of its jitter
reduction scheme
and, as claimed,
delivers arecordbreaking
performance for
what is, to all
intents and
purposes, a 'twobox' solution [see
Fig 1]. With
Theta's Data Basic
II as host CD
transport, the bulk
of the 155ps total is
accumulated by
substrate-level datainduced patterns
(3), though it's
interesting to note
the characteristic (if
inaudible) low-rate
broadening (4) seen
before with the
5001566 and 506
players flIFNIRR
Jan '97, Feb '981.
Typically, the very
best two-box digital
combinations yield a
minimum jitter of
around 200
picoseconds — only
the best integrated
players achieve
150ps or less.
In common with
the latest 506 CD
player; the 861
processor utilises
Crystal's new '24bit' CS4390
bitstream converter,
with an equivalent
20-bit CS5335
ADC to handle its
analogue inputs.
The spurious
ultrasonic output of
the 861 [see Fig 2]
bears very close
comparison with
that recorded for the
acclaimed 506120-

bit CD player
[HFNIRR, Feb 98,
p30]. Note, in
particular, the
residual stopband
images (5) and vert'
high-order sampling
patterns (6) that
crest this wave of
'shaped' requantisation noise.
The <power> of
this ultrasonic
output is not
insubstantial,
however, and will
possibly result in a
hard and generally
less sympathetic
sound when
partnered with
amplifiers that,
through
intermodulation, are
susceptible to such
ultra-high frequency
noise. Nevertheless,
the audioband (7)
is clear of sampling
patterns and, at
-30dB, distortion
which bests the
performance of the
505120-bit at just
0.0025%
(midband). At
OdBFs this falls to
0.0006%.
In Fig 3, the
classical ProLogic/Do/by Digital
`MX curves' are
represented on a
high-precision
20,000-point
response plot
(normalised at
IkHz and
extending over 4
decades). This
clearly demonstrates
the LF filtering of
its centre channel
'small speaker'
option (8), the HF
filtering invoked by
'MX Reequalisation' (9)
and the doublenotches of THX's
proprietary
Timbre-Matching'
(10) for the rear
surround channels.
Necessarily, this
short treatise can
only reflect some
semblance of the
861's technical
potential.
Nevertheless,
however brief our
exploration, the 861
is clearly amouldbreaking product,
deserving of every
success.
Paul Miller

Fig 1. Meridian 861: total jitter spectrum
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Fig 2. Meridian 861: spurious output resulting
from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

Fig 3. Meridian 861: THX responses, front

(black trace), centre (red) and surround (blue)
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0101TAL VOLUME SETTING

Fig 4. Aferidian 861: digital volume control,
distortion versus volume setting » OdB
Test results

input

Meridian 861

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
Channel separation (dB)125
88
72
Frequency response (dB)-0.1
o
Distortion (
THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-108 - 105
-81
At -30dB
-96 -92
-68
At -60dB
-62 -59
-15
At -80dB
-10
-35 -41
+5
At -90dB ( dithered)
-20 -30
At - 100dB (dithered)
-21
-12
At - 1.10dB (dithered)
Resolution (
linearity error, dB):
Error.at -60dB
o
o
Error at -80dB
o
o
Error at -90dB
0 -0.4
Error at -100dB
0.4
-0.2
Peak output level L/R
3.442/3.473V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
+4.76
Output impedance L/R
47ohms
Intermodulation. CCIR. OdB (dB)
-104
Stopband image suppression (dB)
96.5
1Hz noise modulation dB)
+12.1
Signal-to-noise ( A-wtd. dB)
Witn emphasis. OLSB
114.5
Without emphasis. OLSB/1.LSB
110.6/111
Total correlated jitter
155 picoseconds
Digital outputs
S/PDIF and AES/EBU
Crystal clock accuracy
-0.2ppm
Track access time (
to track 99)
3 seconds
Typical price inc VAT(
from f5545
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DVD PLAYERS

When DVD movies finally launch in Europe this
autumn, Meridian's 586.2 will do them justice
by KEN KESSLER

M

y gripes with Meridian —
unavailability of product,
over- optimistic release
dates, indifference to home markets
— can't apply to the firm's DVD
player. Its non-appearance in
Europe is due to industry strategies,
not the firm's attitude. But haviug
spent a week with the latest
Meridian 586.2 DVD spinner
(£2295), it would be remiss of me
not to inform you, the great British
public who put Meridian on the
map in the first place, just what's
what with the 586.2.
Sporting classic 500- Series
styling, the 586.2 is black, glossy
and uncluttered. If you didn't see
the letters ` DVD' below the logo,
you'd mistake this for aCD player.
Hell, you could mistake aToshiba,
a Sony or Panasonic DVD player
for a CD player because they all
spin
5in
discs
and
the
manufacturers have opted for
hardware which exploits DVD's
intrinsic familiarity rather than its
newness. An odd way to market a
new format, but then the assholes
who have kept DVD from us
apparently know best.
Across the front Meridian replace
the traditional ' skinny' frontloading tray for something more
substantial. Also in this sub-section
are straightforward transport
controls identical to those found on
a CD player: open, play, stop,
pause, display, previous, next and a
switch which takes the 586.2 out of
standby or back into standby; the
display button allows choice of title,
chapter, track and time. Primary
on/off is at the back, above the IEC
mains input, along with connectors
more associated with laserdisc
rather than CD equipment.
In addition to conventional
analogue audio and coaxial digital
outputs, and an RS232 computer
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socket and a brace of DIN- like The sound
sockets
for
inter- Meridian was glorious:
communications are three video crystal clear,
output options. The first and — by lush, almost
videophile
standards,
most analogue in
important — are the three phono its textures.
sockets for ' component' video High frequency
connection, academic in the Kessler sounds were
household as our two- year- old liquid and
Panasonic set lacks component sibilant — free,
video inputs. Next is composite, but wonderfully
Iopted for S-Video (the third). The rounded
586.2 Iborrowed is a Zone One, bass — from
NTSC player and as the only way I conventional
can get my set to play back NTSC CDs, too,
signals is via the S-Video socketry, I pointing to
didn't have much choice. Playback Meridian's •
excellent audio
was through both the Meridian 861
and the Lexicon DC- 1 surround stages finding
controller/pre-amps, the inputs their way out
of aCD player
were set up for Dolby Digital.
As my only other hands-on
experience with DVD was with a
SUPPLIER
Toshiba player, it was convenient
Meridian
that Meridian used the top Toshiba
Audio Limited,
mechanism and decoder PCB as
Huntingdon,
the basis for the 586.2. But from
eambs
there on it's aMeridian production
PE18 6ED.
— tray mechanism, D/A converter,
Tel: 01480
video and audio circuitry.
I ?4?34
Aside from communication with
other Meridian components —
switching
586.2, for »
example, activates an associated ,
r4z,
Meridian pre- amp or surround qz
decoder-pre-amp — operational 1
behaviour is conventional DVD.
Once Ihad negotiated the novelty
elements — on-screen information,
viewing options — Iused the 586.2
to access the Banderas bullet-fest
Desperado in Dolby Digital,
Delos' excellent DVD Spectacular
demo disc,
five
better
than
on 96kHz
the audio-only
DVDs from Classic Records
(which played back at
48 kHz
through the
861 — still

conventional CD) and the Beatles'
Help, A Hard Day's Night and
Magical Mystery Tour.
What the Meridian DVD player
demonstrated, beyond a relative
freedom from Stuartian operational
quirks, were pictures which had me
wondering if I'd ever buy another
laserdisc. Yes, kids, the blacks were
even blacker, the frame freezes rock
solid. But a scene full of leaping
flames looked like crude computer
video from four years ago — vague,
jerky and unconvincing. This, I
hasten to add, is not Meridian's
fault, but DVD's.
more
revealing were
Far
comparisons of the Beatles' films.
Never
mind
the
prefatory
assurances that these are taken from
the familiar mid- 1980s release.
Suggestions that they derived from
state-of-the-art re-releases for
American cable TV seem similarly
unfounded — this was no better
than a CD-ROM, and not as crisp
as the Criterion Laserdisc. That
said, the musical delight to be had
from the Classic Records offerings
— even stepped down to 48kHz
playback- is undeniable.
The sound was glorious: crystal
clear, lush, almost analogue in its
textures. High frequency sounds
were liquid and sibilant-free, with
wonderfully rounded bass- from
conventional CDs, too, pointing to
Meridian's excellent audio stages
finding their way out of a CD
player and into a DVD. Isuspect,
however, that the Classic Records
discs stood out because the 961cHz
brigade ain't foolin'.
So, after all that, am Ienvious of
Yanks who can actually buy the
Meridian? Yes and no. ' Yes',
because Idon't feel we should be
deprived of a new format because
some cigar- smoking Hollywood
execu-prats think we can't cope
with it yet; let's wish fatal heartattacks on these schmucks real
soon. ' No' because Ithink DVD
still has a long way to go before it
warrants dumping your VCR or
laserdisc player.
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Celebrating 10 years
in the hi-fi business,
Audio Synthesis
has launched the
DAX Decade, the latest
incarnation of
its successful
digital- to- analogue
converter
by MARTIN COLLOMS

ritish
specialist
Audio
Synthesis has built up aloyal
following for its aptly named
and finely-crafted ' Passion' series of
passive line controllers. We last
visited the range two years ago,
when we covered the Passion 8 ( a
remote controlled version) plus a
power amplifier, the Desire
[HFNIRR, May ' 96].
The Audio Synthesis DAX digital
decoder proved to be another
success, and by 1996 had evolved
into the DAX-2 [
HFNIRR, May].
Now we have the DAX Decade, its
name chosen to commemorate the
company's 10 years of operation.
Other new products for 1998
include a luxury CD transport and
a new power amplifier. Special
combinations of the DAX and
power amplifier are also available
for those who want to take the
Audio
Synthesis
short- path
technology to its practical limits. (A
complete combination will be
reviewed soon.)
Taken as a general purpose
digital decoder, the DAX Decade
has some important features. One is
the ability to accept the proprietary
Audio Synthesis ' N- Code' format,
which minimises the signal
modulated and related interference

Souwo Or
r
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The control
functionality
itself has
also been
moved into
the digital
domain, i.e.
remote control
of volume and
input selection
[digital] is
now derived
with control
logic and a
digital signal
processor

jitter, as well as the standard
S/PDIF digital audio signals. The
concept itself is interesting — in a
sense the Passion control has been
moved inside the Decade, thereby
eliminating
one
interface
connection.
The
control
functionality itself has also been
moved into the digital domain;
remote control of volume and
(digital) input selection are now
derived by control logic and a
digital signal processor. Analogue
signals may be interfaced with the
addition of an accessory A/D
converter unit, soon to be available
in the AS range.
DSP control allows further
functions to be incorporated, for
example, high- resolution, wide
dynamic range for volume: rather
better than the previous passive
equivalent. Volume settings are
initially ldB resolution over a96dB
overall range. Fine control, to
0.3dB, of channel balance is
possible, plus absolute phase
inversion. Higher control resolutions, even 0.1dB, are available to
order.
More subtle aspects include user
programmable dither (previously
seen on the Meridian 518 digital
controller, reviewed in HFNIRR,
August ' 96), control of the LCD
display brightness to include full
mute, instant or fade audio mute
facility, and last but by no means
least, HDCD decoding as standard.
The established DAX-2 is
currently priced at £ 2195 in single-
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ended and £ 2890 in balancedoutput form. Now incorporating
the digital ' pre- amp' facility, the
new DAX Decade costs £2795 SE
and £3490 balanced. In accordance
with the Audio Synthesis upgrade
policy, a DAX-2 SE may be rebuilt
into anew Decade for asupplement
of £ 1250 (this isn't possible for the
older technology of the original
DAX). And while we're quoting
prices, note that the new Transcend
CD transport will cost £2500, and
the new 2 x 175W per channel
Desire Decade power amp £2495.
In appearance the DAX Decade
offers a substantial upgrade on the
old. The thick mirror-polished alloy
fascia and fine-grain anodised
casework put it right in the front
rank of audiophile build quality.
Decade is clearly distinguished
by the gold-plated, milled from
solid control knob for manual entry
of volume when so required, and
by a back- illuminated large LCD
display window. Some indication of
the build quality is given by the
weight, 17kg — we're talking
Wadia territory here! Full sized, it
measures
450 x115 x330mm
(whd).
Front panel controls include the
full input selections complement of
Toslink, AT&T glass optical, BNC
coaxial, phono coaxial and AES/
EBU balanced via XLR. In
addition to mute/standby there is a
memo button which accesses the
various modes. Input selection can
be set to ' auto', when it will search
and lock the available ' live' digital
input.
Menu choices include channel
balance, signal phase invert, user
name function for inputs, display
brightness in four levels including
mute, user control of dither from
the DSP to the DAC including
'mono', ' 1- bit' and a choice of ' 2
or 5 bits with
high
frequency
weighting'.
For
the
record, the
dither
is
operative at
8-times this
internal resample rate.
A
supplied,
the DAX
ade
was
its natural
output of 3.13V, with
the volume control in ' 1dB' step
mode. This is operative down to 40dB, below which the steps
increase to 2dB. Below -60dB, 3dB
steps apply.
Mains input is by an IEC
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detachable cord with an adjacent
primary power switch. There is no
digital ' record' output, this being a
little-used feature which had been
found to lower DAX fidelity.
For the balanced version ( not
reviewed), the XLR audio outputs
are duplicated in top quality,
double-gold-plated phono sockets.
In this model, the signal path isn't
compromised by adding abalanced
output buffer; instead, the required
differential signal is generated in the
digital domain, and the entire DIA
path is duplicated for the second
audio signal phase. Thus this
version
operates
in
digital
differential mode, in theory giving
even greater resolution and
dynamic range for balanced power
amplifiers.
TECHNOLOGY
Noting the balanced option
outlined above, after careful analysis
the Pacific Microsonics PMD1
DSP/digital filter chip was chosen as
the function core of this decoder,
this LSI chip naturally incorporating
the HDCD decoding facility.
Internally operating at 24- bit
resolution, the optimised use of this
chip allowed adoption of the inbuilt
digital volume control, whose
interface is specifically designed not
to corrupt the HDCD coding
process. Internal processing and
resampling is at the 8-times fs level
and 24-bit data words are output to
the DACs.
Balanced Burr Brown PCM63
converters, now more or less an
industry standard for high end
designs, deliver better than 21-bit
effective resolution for this design,
while a special phase-lock system is
used to precision- gate the audio
current from the DACs to the
single-ended Class A IN converters
to help suppress any last trace of
jitter energy.
Digital input data acquisition is
by Crystal, this followed by no fewer
than three cascaded phase- lock
loops, these delivering a jitter
rejection bandwidth to as small as
1Hz.
Following the IN stage there is a
non- feedback, three-pole passive
alias filter, followed by a power
buffer, the latter hardwired discrete
with top quality components,
including Vishay bulk foil resistors
at critical points.
As regards the power supply,
nothing has been left to chance. In
addition to extensive multiple local
regulation, the DAX Decade has
three power transformer toroids,
almost improbably serving atotal of
40 regulators. On engineering
grounds, the Decade design is
reaching for the sky!

SUPPLIER
Audio
Synthesis Ltd,
P.O. Box 50,
Nottingham,
NG9 ¡ DZ.
Tel: 01159
224 138
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THE LISTENING SYSTEM
For this review, digital domain
signals were generated by Meridian
200T, Krell KPS20 and Audio
Synthesis Transcend transports.
Comparison players and decoders
included the Krell KPS20i/l, Audio
Synthesis DAX-2, Wadia 860 and
DCS Elgar.
Monitoring was via a Krell FPB600 and Conrad-Johnson CAV-50
and Cary 572 amplifiers, with
comparison line control from
Conrad-Johnson ART and Audio
Synthesis Passion 8. Cables were by
van
den
Hul,
Siltech
and
Transparent. In the main, the
speakers were Wilson WITT 2
supplemented by the Avantgarde
Duo and the QUAD ESL 63.
Extensively soak- tested by the
manufacturer, the DAX Decade
settled down quickly after afew days
use.
First of all, while the unit comes
with aremotely controllable volume,
it may be left on 'full' and used as a
fixed output decoder with any
audiophile grade pre-amp. That preamp has to be pretty special in view
of the typical loss (on my listeningtest scoring scale) of 7 to 12 points
when an audio chain is assembled
from separate components, even
when such very high quality sources
are concerned. Even if there is
detectable loss when the on-board
digital volume facility is operative,
this is likely to be preferable with
direct power amplifier connection;
in the case of the DAX Decade, the
loss amounted to just 4points when
judged at the highest quality level.
Consequently, we can confirm
from the outset the wisdom of fitting
avolume control to this unit for use
in the most critical applications.
In context of the borrowed Audio
Synthesis system, the arrangement
made sense, and provided seamless
control and drive to the amplifier,
improving on the sound quality of
the earlier AS implementations.
In absolute terms, the difference
in quality compared with the DAX 2
is incremental and concerns amore
neutral tonality. With the benefit of
hindsight, the older DAX sounds a
bit bright; the new model is more
sweetly voiced and plays with lower
subjective distortion and cleaner
sibilance. Since the old model fared
well in review in these respects, it
was only by direct comparison of the
two that these aspects could be
properly described. Clear gains were
also audible in transparency and the
recovery of low level ambience.
When the Audio Synthesis
transport was used there were
significant gains and minor losses.
The losses included a sense of a
more steady pace, a mite less
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...in response to your letter!
Quite recently we received alengthy letter which
outlined the writer's disappointment following
visits to some specialist hi-fi retailers.
Mr M's concern was that (in the case of the shops
he had visited) staff often didn't give sufficient
attention to what were, for him, particularly
important and quite specific criteria.
After careful consideration we responded with our
recommendations, and our reasoning behind why
they might be considered. More correspondence
followed before ahome demonstration was
arranged, decisions made and some equipment
taken in part-exchange. In fact Mr M told us that
he spent less than anticipated and we now like to
believe we have one very satisfied customer.
What we learned about Mr M. was that his
in-depth knowledge of music and the way it is
reproduced by hi-fi equipment has been a
meaningful learning experience (as it is with all
serious enthusiasts) accompanied by an up-grading
process pursued with studious deliberation.
The new team at KJ West One share many years

MICHELL
MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO
MUSICAL FIDELITY
OPERA
PARASOUND
PINK TRIANGLE
PIONEER
PRO- AC
QUAD
REL
SME
SONUS FABER
STAX
SUMIKO
TEAC
THETA
THORENS
UNISON
WILSON
WILSON BENESCH
XTC
YAMAHA

experience and enjoyment of hi-fi equipment at
the very highest level. As enthusiasts ourselves, we
take just as much care over the minutiae of our
subject which, we all know, can make asignificant
difference to one's enjoyment of recorded music.
We welcome all enquiries from serious enthusiasts
and look forward to hearing from you or,
better still, meeting you personally.
Steve Wilcock

Phil Neal

Steve Boxsitall

KJ West One
26 New Cavendish Street
London W1M 7LH

....••••••

Tel: 0171 486 8262/3
Fax 0171 487 3452

DIA CONVERTER
rhythmic and upbeat than when
using the Decade with a Krell or the
old ( Philips

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DECADE

CDM4-based)

LAB REPORT

Decade on such a

more interesting for

Meridian 200 transports. The gains,

Much of the lab

source. Further

small setting

which could be largely attributed to

measurement was

proof of 24-bit data

differences. For

the N-code interface for the digital

purely academic,

was seen in the low-

example, at -3dB

data link, were of a greater sense of

so nearly perfect

level measurements.

volume setting with

ease and purity, with significantly

were the test

In fact, it was

input level close to

higher definition, transparency and

results: response

possible (with

-20dB, in fact

focus. Clearly there is a notable

flat from near DC

suitable filtering) to

-19.8dB and

development here.

to 20kHz, channel

recover atone at

20.4dB, the

separation better

140dB below full

combined result was

quality, and the Decade achieves an

than I25dB mid-

level with 0.5dB

ashift from odd to

excellent soundstage: spacious,

band. At full level,

accuracy by using

even order. This

ambient, of large scale and with very

the simple THD

the usual dithered

was audible on the

good perspective.

readings were the

encode. Linearity

test set audio

The general standard is very good

best yet, - 103dB

was quite superb

monitor but it's

for this decoder, which when direct-

for low and mid

[Fig 2]. Even here

debatable whether
harmonics at

Transparency is the most obvious

coupled to a fine power amplifier

frequencies, 24-bit,

the minor deviation

achieves areference-level score of 50

and - 95dB for 16-

shown is afunction

-110dB relative to

points. There is little to criticise; the

bit. At high

of residual noise for

full level would be

bass is neutral, extended and crisp,

frequencies it still

a 16-bit input,

audible [Figs 4, 5].1

the mid highly resolved, and the

bettered - 95dB,

treble is well up to the best modern
standards.

this essentially

rather than aloss of
level accuracy for

system noise.
At 10dB below

CONCLUSION

full modulation,

the recovery of
encoded tone.
Ichecked the

linearity to - 120dB

resolution analysis
of a 10.05kHz

the distortion was

linearity when set to

still state-of-the-art

asubstantial 40dB

performance decoder to bring

at - 92.5dB. There

of digital volume

substantially better build quality

were no significant

attenuation.

with a highly professional look,

harmonics visible

Between -65dB

noise floor was

adding advanced facilities such as

at - 70dB using

and -95dB there

better than - 125dB

tone. Even with the
digital volume
control in action
(set to -4dB), the

user controllable dither (in review

dithered encode;

was up to 8dB of

at generally - I29dB

we generally used ` l-bit dither, flat

all you see is a

error seen on the

and there was no

filter') remote digital volume,

measurement noise

graph [Fig 3] but

broadening of the

remote digital source selection and

floor at 50dB

putting this in

central tone all

many others, including absolute

down(-120dB

perspective these

making for aclassy

phase inversion. Sound quality has

relative to full

errors were in fact

result.

kept pace with these developments,

level), this

quite small and

to maintain the unit's strong market

essentially the

occurred below

response under de-

and review ranking for the price.

dither component

-105dB relative to

emphasis measured

So, the ' recommended' status
continues for the DAX in its new

of the test signal.

full level. It means
that the volume

to within -0,

Decade form, while DAX 2 owners

some obvious proof

control was still

20kHz, not quite

may well have to consider their

that this converter

better than 10-bit

perfect but good

spending priorities, in view of the

had better than

resolution at this

enough. Output

possible upgrade path to the new
DAX package. It beats the sound

16-bit resolution

low setting.

impedance was a

when fed higher-

Conversely, it

low 330 ohms.

The frequency

3. Audio Synthesis DAX Decade: digital
volume control lincarnv

Fig

Fig 4. Audio Synthesis DAX Decade: ! kHz
tone at - I9.8dB (volume at -3dB, see text)

+0.4dB 500Hz to

quality of a DAX 2 plus a Passion

bit data and found

reinforced the point

8, which was the whole point of the

confirmation in the

that one would seek

radio frequency

exercise, and does so at no increase

high-frequency

to operate adigital

content in the audio

in price.

intermodulation

volume control

results. Fed with

fairly high in its

output, Ifound the
Decade

the usual '16-bit'

working range,

unexceptional; je,

data, the full-livel

with the right

some amplifiers

result was excellent

match to the

might not sound

at - 105dB for

system, in order to

quite so good with
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Fig 2. Audio Synthesis DAX Decade:

A check on low-

successful development of this high-
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DAX Decade: high

level clarity was
made using ahigh-

Audio Synthesis has continued the

Ilooked for

Fig 1. Audio Synthesis

frequency intermodulation, 24-bit (see text)

Examining the

difference tone

maximise the

this source. Signals

distortion; with a

working resolution

were present up to

-10dB modulation

and thus maximise

250MHz at a

level, Igot - 95dB.

transparency.

moderate -45dB

Increasing the
data to 24-bit

With no volume
attenuation,

components at

(from the AP

distortion products

around 35MHz

SYS-2 generator),

and 85MHz rising

this improved to

were buried in the
noise floor, but with

-112dB and

attenuation there

Spuriae in the

-105dB

was an inevitable

lower band to

respectively [Fig

increase. The

100kHz were well

1]. This proved

visible changes in

controlled, typically

though with two

to -40dBm.

the higher

harmonic

to - 110dB relative

resolution of the

distribution were

to full output.

Fig 5. Audio Synthesis DAX Decade:1 kHz
tone at -20.4dI3 (volume at -3dB, see text)
Test results

Audio Synthesis DAX Decade

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance LdB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
Channel separation (dB)125
88
72
Frequency response (c18)-0.1
0
0
Distortion ( THD vs level. dB):
At Od8
-108 -105
-81
At -30c18
-96
-92
-68
At -60dB
-62 -59 -15
At -80dB
-35
-41 - 10
At -90dB ( dithered) -20 -30 + 5
At - 100d8 (dithered) -21
At - 110d8 (dithered)
-12
Resolution (
Meanly mor, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80dB
0
0
Error at -90dB
0 -0.4
Error at - 100dB
-0.4 -0.2
Peak output level L/R
3.442/3;.7
4
4 736
1
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
Output impedance L/R
47ohms
intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-104
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
96.5
1.Hz noise modulation (dB)
+12.1
Signal-to-noise (A-wtd. dB)
With emphasis. OLSB
114.5
Without emphasis, OLSB/lLSB
110.6/111
Total correlated Jitter
155 picoseconds
Digital outputs
S/PDIF and AES/EBU
Crystal clock accuracy
0.2pprn
Track access time (
to track 99)
3 seconds
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£2795
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AMPLIFIERS

T

rying to explain the purpose
of an all- new type of
component is bad enough.
Assessing its worth is even harder,
especially when we're talking
about that great leveller: digitalia.
With many still unwilling to
embrace CD ( let alone DVD),
those fearful of an environment in
which music isn't entirely analogue
would best avoid the Z- Systems
RDP-1 Reference Digital Pre-

RDP-1 leaves the signal in its
digital state right up to the unit's
AES/EBU, coaxial S/PDIF and
Toslink optical outputs because
there's no on- board digital- to-

This is the first
pre-amp which
treats digital
sources in an
all-digital
analogue conversion. That's why a manner, rather
DAC must follow an RDP-1 in the than
system chain. (Note, however that compromising
the
TACT ' digital'
power their
amplifier announced at CES will
performance
take adigital input signal!)
by controlling
Looking backwards, it's the them in the
same for source inputs. Before
analogue
i cittèt. you panic, note that Zdomain

amplifier like the plague. Put in
the most basic terms, the 4.01
RDP-1 leaves only the /
S X Systems has announced
amplifier and speakers as
..4•1% z.
that
it
will
be
analogue devices. To the
) m ) producing an AID
horror of those who wish
converter to enable
the world still rotated at
analogue sources to be
33 1/3rpm, the RDP-1
.44
used with the RDP-1.
*saissif
will be regarded as the
It
For the time being, the
spawn of Satan.
RDP-1 accepts digital
While I'm unwilling to suggest signals only via a pair of
that the RDP-1 is the world's first transformer- isolated 110- ohm
all- digital pre- amp, it's the first AES/EBU or three transformerdevice I've used which has
isolated 75-ohm S/PDIF inputs, or
absolutely no analogue inputs or one optical input; you can specify
outputs. They're not kidding when Toslink or ST. Once you get past
they say that this is an all-digital
device, even more so than D/A
A pre- amplifier you connect to your
converters, all of which provide
analogue outputs. Its first threat to
CD transport: Z- Systems' RDP-1
convention? The RDP-1 fits
between the digital source, such as
performs all pre- amplifier functions
a CD transport, and the D/A
converter. So let's take this slowly,
in the digital domain.., including an
and with upper-case assistance:
You Connect Your D/A Converter
overkill tone control section
Directly To Your Power Amplifier.
As you've deduced, the RDP-1
performs all pre-amp functions in
by KEN KESSLER
the digital domain. Unlike other
pre- amps offering, say, digital
volume and balance operation, the

the realisation that this device only
accepts digital signals, you can
understand why the world is ready
for it. As has been put to me by
one of the RDP-1's most fervent
devotees, this is the first pre-amp
which treats digital sources in an
all- digital manner, rather than
compromising their performance
by controlling them in the
analogue domain. What you soon
learn after mere moments with an
RDP-1 is that its behaviour is
wholly determined by the D/A
converter into which it's fed. This
device - more than any CD
transport you care to employ - is
the ultimate acid test for D/A
converters.

TRANSPARENT
Moreover, the way the RDP-1
exposes the character of various
transports and DACs only serves
to
reinforce
how
utterly
transparent is its own behaviour.
This in turn confirms what every
digital guru has been preaching for
years: that signals suffer less
degradation
when
they're
manipulated in the digital domain,
if manipulated they must be. And,
at the very least, all of us need to
control playback level, the most
basic form of signal manipulation
possible, so it's revelatory to
acquire performance gains even
with
such
a fundamental
operation. (No, I'm not about to
veer off on atangent toward £300
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hand- made potentiometers or
passive pre-amps...)
To illustrate this phenomenon, I
tried to experience the RDP-1 at
home with as many DACs as
possible, noting swiftly that
transport differences — while
evident — imposed less on the
sound than did DACs. With
signals from the Theta Data III
transport, the Meridian 586.2
DVD player and Roksan Caspian
and Marantz CD63SE CD
players, I used the RDP-1 in
tandem with both stand-alone
DACs and pre- amps with onboard DACs. The latter included
the Meridian 861 and Lexicon
DC- 1; the former consisted of the
Theta Pro Gen Va and Chroma
and Musical Fidelity's X-DAC.
Additionally, Iheard the RDP-1
in a day- long session at Sound
Components in Florida, in a
masterful demonstration by Mark
Goldman. Here, the $ 300,000
system featured a Mark Levinson
No. 37 CD transport, a Faroudja
DVD and Runco laser disc
the
Meridian
861
players,
processor/pre-amp, three Mark
Levinson No. 36S DACs, two No.
33H power amplifiers, one No.
333 amplifier and one No. 331
amplifier, a pair of Wilson Audio
Grand
SLAMM
and
three
WATT/Puppy
System
5.1
speakers,
all
wired
with
Transparent Reference cables.
Why the litany of hardware?
Because the secret purpose of the
RDP-1 is to act as a digital tone
control, not just a pre- amp

controlling volume, balance and
source selection. This £ 5500 baby
also features the most sophisticated parametric equaliser
available for domestic audio
purposes, and the only way you
can assess its worth is if it
'improves' even a system which
you felt was above reproach.
After a period ' re- learning'
controls, you soon come to grips
with a front- panel array which
includes 10 push- buttons that
combine to provide multiple roles
for the three rotaries. Three

Once you get
past the
realisation
that this
device only
accepts
digital signals,
you can
understand
why the world
is ready for it

facilities assist you in eluding
technofear: a lucid display telling
you what's happening, a remote
control which duplicates all of the
fascia operations and an owner's
manual
which
identifies
otherwise alien labels. You'll

most current products and 24-bit
for forthcoming designs. You can
adjust channels individually, or use
astereo-linked mode to affect each
channel equally. Note that the
demo Iheard in the USA involved
three RDP-1s because it was a 5.1
channel set-up; in my own system,
the RDP-1 was used strictly for
twochannel operation.
Then there's the Transparent
Tone Control (TTC), the heart of
the RDP-1.
We all know that the practice for
the past 20 years of eschewing tone
controls is down to the degradation
they
caused
in
analogue
components.
Digital
technology
changes all
that. TTC is a
'complete
digital-domain
parametric
equaliser' which
can be used to
correct
either
minor of grave
anomalies in the
system itself or the
room. Generously, the
literature also says
the
RDP-1
can
'make it sound the way
you want it to sound.'
Which is the most
libertarian remark I've
heard in an audio context
in years.
As PM's section will
illustrate, the RDP-1 corrects

find yourself using the
remote more than the faceplate controls because
you'll want to adjust the
RD P- 1
from
the
listening seat. The best
way to set up the
RDP-1 is with a
spectrum analyser
and
an
SPL
meter, but most
audiophiles
would rather
do it by ` ear'.
Beyond the
basic controls
of source select
and volume, the
RDP-1 allows you to adjust
dither so it best suits your DAC:
16-bit, for older units, 20-bit for

Z- SYSTEMS RDP-1 DIGITAL PRE-AMPLIFIER
LAB REPORT
Before launching into the RDP-I 'sfacilities, a
quick overview of its `digital transparency' is
probably in order.
Firstly, the pre-amplifier's electrical SIPDIF
digital output is right on the nail at 516mVp-p,
though its 300ohm source impedance is
unexpectedly higher than the 75ohm standard
and could be linked to the slightly 'sluggish'
11.9nsec risetime if the RDP-I is terminated
with astandard 75ohm load [see Fig 5]. Very
little overshoot (1) or circulating RF interference
(2) is evident, however.
Increased jitter is just one consequence of mismatched impedances across an SIPDIF interface
though, in this regard, the RDP- Istill fares very
well indeed. Fig Idemonstrates the insertion loss
caused by the RDP- I, in Preset 0or fiat' mode,
between aTheta Data Basic II transport and
Meridian 861 processor. Data-induced
stifebands that are inherent to the
Theta/Meridian combination are highlighted by
black markers on the black trace; atotal of
147psec that increases to 195picseconds with the
RDP-1 in-circuit (3). Any residual patterns are
negligible in the Theta/Meridian duo but

30

increase to 204psec with the RDP- I (4), giving
aweighted aggregate of 282psec - atypical
value for agood quality two-box CD player.
Z-Systems' digital volume control offers up to
+12dB gain in +0.2dB steps for signals
appropriately below OdBFs, and attenuation, in
variable steps, to -95dB. The THD vs. Digital
Level 'curve' [Fig 4] is textbook stuff (compare
with the Meridian 861, elsewhere in this issue)
where, at an optimum point (5), atheoretical
dynamic range of 120dB can be envisaged,
offering agood 20-bit resolution.
A variety of output wordlengths are available

from the RDP-1, including 16-bit (dithered and
undithered), 20-bit (dithered and undithered)
and 24-bit (undithered). Dither is useful in
randomising fixed quantisation errors,
representing the error as auniform increase in
noise rather than harmonic distortions. However,
the efficacy of the technique will, in this instance,
be largely determined by the response of the
partnering DAC to dither [Fig .3]. Partnered
with Meridian's 861, for example, the case is not
terribly convincing, as we see an increase in
residual noise (6) due to dither and decreased
wordlength but no practical amelwration of the
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Fig I. ZSystems RDP-1: Meridian 861 fitter with
(???) and without (???) RDP-I

Fig 2. Z-Systems RDP-I: bell filter cut/boost versus
filter Qat lkHz
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tonal imbalances using two types
of filters: bell and shelf, the names
derived from their frequency
domain shapes. TTC provides
four completely independent bell
filters, ahigh shelf filter and a low
shelf filter, shelf filtering working
best for tailoring the frequency
extremes. With judicious use of
these controls ( and a lot of
patience), it's possible to deal with
problems which no amount of
component swapping would cure.

up in Florida, it was still possible
to reduce atrace of sibilance here,
a touch of boom there without
corrupting the rest of the sound.
The RDP-1 allows the careful
user to zoom in on a specific
problem without destroying
everything else.
This is not to suggest that the
RDP-1 will turn an awful system
into a dream, and the best
solution to system creation still
involves the sensible selection of
primary components to suit a
BYPASS
room. But the Z- Systems RDP-1
Does it work? In the Florida show will refine the sound in a way
room, the system sounded so which was never available to us
good in bypass mode that I before with the crude sliders of
couldn't imagine where Goldman
graphic equalisers.
would find a need for signal
Probably the most
correction. Most impressive was
fun to be had is
the way the RDP-1 made the
through using
Grand SLAMMs ' fit' the
the RDP-1 to
listening room by removing
Orb
'improve' trash
bumps, overhang and
recordings, and ( at
resonances Ihadn't really •
the risk of alienating
noticed until their
record companies)
4111
removal made them
4, a
the device makes some
evident.
A
byof the worst bootlegs on
-4/
product of the
earth almost listenable.
tone-shaping was
Given that the RDP-1
an enhancement
offers 99 presets, you could
of the
image
set it up to deal with your
positioning, while
room
and
a variety
of
the sound appeared to
hardware combinations, and
open up and transparency still have plenty of pre-sets left
increased rather than suffered.
over to dedicate to favourite
In a far cruder vein, Iused the recordings
with
less- thanRDP-1
as much to ` cure'
spectacular sonics. For that
recordings as Idid to correct the alone, the music lover will
listening room or the components hunger for an RDP-1.
themselves. With far less precision
As you've probably guessed by
than the spectrum- analysed set- now, Ihated seeing this product

MANUFACTURERS DATA
Input/output precision
up to 24- bits
Gain control
- 95 dBto+12 dB
Gain resolution 02 dB increments from + 12 dB to - 12 dB
1dB increments From - 12dB b 20 dB
2dB increments From - 20 dB to -50 dB
3 •1increments from -50 dB to -70 dB
5dB increments From 70 clB ti - 95 dB
Filter types
4 parametric, 2shelving
Center frequency resolution '4th octave ISO From
28 Hz to 18 KHz
from -95 dB to + 12.0 dB
Q=0.4, 0.8, 1.3, 2.0, 2.5,
3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0,7.0, 8.0
6 dB/octave

Filter gain/cut
Filter bandwidths
Shelf filter slopes
Dither types

20- bit and 16- bit proprietary
floating-point techniques
Dynamic range
better than 144 dB
Number of presets
99
THD+Noise
better than - 135 dB
Processor type
TM5320C31 32-bit floating-point DSP
Processor performance
60 MFLOPS
Sample rates supported
32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz
(88.2kHz/96kHz upgrades
available from factory

ee

re-quantisation distortion itself (7).
Z-Systems divides its Transparent Tone
Control' (TTC) filters into `Bells' and 'Shelves'.
The latter are all first-order (6dBloctave) filters

As you've
probably
guessed by
now, Ihated
seeing this
product go
back to the
importer...
SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham Rd,
London,'
SW2OODE.
Tel: 0181-947
5047

go back to the importer. But the
best news, for those of relatively
limited means, or those who are
quite conœnt with their existing
set-ups ( especially the preamplifier!), Z- Systems has just
announced a new model which
will consist only of the TTC
section, so you can add this
digital tone-shaping wizardry to
any system which will accept a
component within its digital
signal path.
As it costs half the price, I'm
putting one on my wants list.

the same 56 centre frequencies but have 12
different Q values with which to determine the
'sharpness' or bandwidth of the bell.
The grey curves all have ostensibly the same
Q (= 0.4) but demonstrate an increasing cut and
boost of +2dB, +6dB and + 10dB at I.12kHz.
In practice, however, the broader `positive bells'
evidently possess alower Q than their equivalent
'negative bells' due to an asymmetry in ZSystems' filter coefficients. The orange-to-red
curves, meanwhile, demonstrate the effect of
increasing the bell Qfrom 0.8 to 2.0 to 5.0,
highlighting the extreme flexiblity of the RDP-1.

Thus, with combinations of high and low-pass
shelf asid variable- Q bell filters it is possible to
construct complex filter shapes that must, surely,
suit ever,, conceivable occasion. It's afascinating
product for the digiphile who thinks he has
evrvthing.
Paul Miller

Fig 3. Z-Systems RDP-1: 1kHz tone at - 70dB, via

Fig 4. Z-Systems RDP-1- digital volume control,

Fig 4. Z-Systems RDP-1: SIPDIF digital output

Meridian 861, showing respone to dither (see text)

distortion versus volume setting for OdB input

waveform into 75 ohms

defined by any one of 56 different corner
frequencies ranging from 28Hz to 18kHz. High
and low-pass filters are provided whose
passbands may be boosted by 0-12dB or
attenuated by up to -95dB independently of the
master digital volume control and each other [see
Fig 2]. These high and low-pass filter settings
also operate independently offour available bell
filters. Once again, the bell filters operate about
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Test results

zsystems

RDP-1

Digital output cp-p. n- 75 ohms)
51671V
Digital output impedance
300 ohms
Digital edge risetime (r• 75 ohms..
11.ens
Crystal clock accuracy
+0.8gpm
Digital inputs/outputs
cc:axiai and optical E/PDIF. AES/E8U
'typical price (
Inc VAT)
£5.1.95
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Designed by Bob Carver,
the Sunfire 'Load Invariant Power
Amplifier' comes with some startling
claims both for power and
sound quality. Can it really put out
2400W into a 1ohm load? And can it
really sound like a tube amp?
by MARTIN COLLOMS

B

ob Carver has shown great skill
in reaching both his audience
and his customers ever since
his Phase Linear 400B amp appeared
in the mid 1970s. There's something
of the showman about the founder of
the Carver Corporation, a certain
flair which finds expression in his
more intriguing audio designs. These
began in the early 1980s with the
astonishing ' Carver Cube', which
delivered 200 watts per channel ( on
programme duty); a smoothlyfinished enamelled alloy box,
improbably light and described as a
'magnetic' amplifier. There was more
to it than that, but what abeginning!
More recently, Bob has founded a
new company called Sunfire. Best
known in the past year or so for 'The
True Subwoofer' avery compact and
powerful example ( due for review
soon), there's now also the £ 2200
'Load Invariant Stereo Power
Amplifier' which is the subject of this
review. Rated at 300W/channel, it
claims a Krell-style power-doubling
ability into successively lower
impedances, ultimately reaching
2400W per channel into 1 ohm,
'continuously', if on amodestly short
test duration. Also in the range is a
five-channel home theatre amplifier
(£2600), still rated at awhopping 5x
200W, all channels driven into 8
ohms. It is intended that the Sunfire
product line will expand to include a
larger subwoofer, a surround
processor/pre-amplifier, a smaller
stereo power amplifier and, perhaps
surprisingly, a valve
pre- amp including an
analogue disc input.
This is to be called
the Stage 4, and has
the remarkable
option to pre emphasise high level
CD and other line
level sources to the
RIAA LP specification, so
that they may be routed at
low level back into the
analogue disc input equaliser.

Ultimately
which output
connection you
use is amatter
of taste, but in
my view,
reduci ig the
damping factor
of agiven
power
anplifier from,
say, 500 to 8,
is not
necessarily
going to turn it
kilo atubed
classic

Ostensibly, this serves to add an
analogue- disc- like naturalness to
digital audio replay. Bob Carver still
has the capacity to surprise us!
Physically, the Sunfire is alarge if
relatively lightweight power
amplifier with aclean fascia,
dominated by alarge, dimly
and classically illuminated
meter. This in fact does no
more than provide a styling
element,
once
it
has
performed the single function
of moving up to a two-thirds
position, indicating the power
supply reserve held within the
amplifier. It doesn't indicate
volume or output power.
Arduous duty may indicate the
need for better air flow and local
cooling; as with the Cube before
it, there are no external heatsinks.
Accordingly,
an
accessory
platform is supplied, aglass plate on
feet to support the amplifier clear of
other equipment or indeed acarpeted
floor. ( I'm sure no-one would be
surprised just how many large power
amplifiers end up on the floor.)
A captive mains cable is fitted,
perhaps to maximise potential draw
from the mains supply, while the rear
panel also carries anumber of input
and output facilities. For example,
each channel has two sets of plasticinsulated binding posts, one marked
'voltage source' and the other
'current source.' The former is a
standard low impedance connection;
but Bob surprises us yet again with
the latter terminal, when he suggests
that it will also satisfactorily change
the sound of this solid-state amplifier
to that of an archetypal tube design.
Technically speaking, in this
product the term ` current output'
denotes the addition of a 1 ohm
power resistor in series with the
amplifier output. Ultimately which
output connection you use is a
matter of taste, but in my view,
reducing the damping factor of a
given power amplifier from say, 500
to 8, is not necessarily going to turn
it into atubed classic.
Augmenting its versatility, the
amplifier sports balanced XLR and
single-ended coaxial signal inputs,
the latter present in two choices, the
direct coupled ` lab' input and a
'normal' capacitor- coupled
connection. This means
that any difficulties with
older sources or with
DC offsets may
be resolved at
this point. Some
intriguing
suggestions are
written alongside
the loudspeaker
terminals; for example, to
try bi- wiring by using the current
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invarlont High Fidelity. Stereo Pow!. 4mplifier

outputs for mid and treble and
voltage output for the woofer. I
wonder what aspeaker designer
would make of someone else putting
an additional 1 ohm resistor into
what is effectively the designed
crossover network. If Iread it right,
then the voltage source is preferably
for sub woofer ( active or passive)
while the low damping factor
('current') terminal is advised for
planar magnetic, ribbon and
electrostatic speakers and also cone
based speakers. Feel free to
experiment, as no harm can come
from it; you might like the result,
regardless of technical arguments.

active switched-mode power supply
design minimises the excess working
voltage an the power transistors so
maximising their potential to deliver
power to the load. The power supply
may be considered as an array of
power MOSFETs delivering asupply
voltage to the power amplifier which
is directed to track the level predicted
by the audio input drive, but is set
about 6 volts higher than absolutely
necessary to give some working
headroom for the amplifier.
This oould be regarded as a
smoother, more elegant form of Class
D operation. In the latter, several

levels of power rail are present, the
amp switching to the progressively
TECHNOLOGY
higher rails as the signat demands.
Based on an original Bob Carver
For the Sunfire output stage, 12
patent, derivative of the original high-power plastic Motorola power
Cube concept, the Sunfire power transistors are fitted, with a claimed
amplifier uses a combination of an peak current of 6x20A (or 120A).
active variable power supply with a
The input is a FET-input IC op
push-pull power amplifier section to
amp, biased at its output to Class A,
deliver ahighly efficient design.
while the output stage proper is
On peeking inside you find what direct- coupled push-pull, biased
looks like abig encapsulated toroidal heavily into Class A, this possibly
transformer, but on closer exam- because the effzctive rail voltage is so
ination is revealed as ascreening can,
low. A polyester film capacitor
over a standard ' E- I' stack trans- couples the ' normal' (as opposed to
former. The amplifier is double'lab') signal input.
insulated and doesn't use the mains
supply ground wire connection.
SOUND QUOLITY
The core of the supply is ahighFor this review, Ihad access to
voltage single reservoir, using two
Meridian 605, Krell KAV 3001 and
9300µF, 150V-rated capacitors, these an Nairn 250 amps, plus my Krell
providing the peak headroom for
FPB 600. Wilson WITT speakers
both channels. Extensive power were supported by Epos ES14 and
fusing is seen around the circuitry.
Quad ESL63. Pre-amplification was
The main ones will blow on via XTC ` The PRE', the Sunfire
continuous power demand into lower also used with direct ( balanced)
impedances, and are intended to do connection to aKrell' ¡(PS 20i'l CD
just that. For the current output, the player.
series resistors are protected by
The review sample, awell-run-in
additional fuses. Described as a demonstrator, was duly put through
'Tracking Downconverter', this its paces. There is no doubt about it,
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the Sunfire is one hell of powerful
amplifier; and Carver's claim of load
imperturbability was largely borne
out on test. Here was an amplifier
whose rated 300W-plus per channel
was available at all times regardless of
circumstances. ( Bob Carver is no
stranger to big amplifiers — past
designs of his have hit 750W/channel
and a forthcoming version of the
Sunfire will have a600W rating.)
Power aside, the sound was very
traditional, almost to the point of
appearing old fashioned. The bass
had that clunky, slightly bumpy feel
traditionally associated with big US
power amps. The mid was lean and
crisp, the treble strongly-focused and
somehow ' concentrated'.

Whether by
accident or
design the
amplifier had
aIrmo-flat
frequency
response,
perhaps
engendered by
the relatively
large film
capacitor
wired directly
across the
speaker
ternirals and
piresumabl)
intended tc
filter out high
frequency
switct er
surie

Undoubtedly, there was some
coloration. The mid had glare and
hardness which by today's standards
was easy to pick up, and couldn't be
easily mistaken for better transient
accuracy or good attack. In the treble
range there was also a ' whitened'
quality, lacking fluidity or high end
clarity.
This amp had an amazingly big
kick, but wasn't very rhythmic or well
timed. Dynamics were rather
compressed and when combined
with decidedly average levels of
clarity and transparency, this
amplifier was left sounding rather
ordinary. Stereo sound stages were
neither very deep or spacious.
The comments above relate to use
on the 'zero impedance' or voltage
output terminals; next Imoved on to
'current output'. Now, the sound was
certainty different, in fact a little
more so than the specified 1ohm
output impedance might suggest.
Some of the bass slam had
evaporated, while the mid was
rounder and sweeter sounding. While
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some listeners might prefer their
particular loudspeaker used this way,
I judged that there was no
quantitative change in sound quality,
which, when scored on my usual
listening-test scale, remained at the
rather average level of 14 points.
Up to this point Ihad used the
'laboratory' direct inputs; Inow tried
the ' normal', capacitor- coupled
single-ended input. The differences
were marginal, with aslightly softer
bass and very slightly less midrange
definition, almost too close to call.

CONCLUSION
You could be forgiven for thinking it
was too good to be true, to be offered
so many load-invariant watts for so
little money, and on test the Sunfire
power amplifier certainly proved
problematical for this reviewer.
In the course of a review, it's
necessary to try and find that inner
balance of strength and weakness. In
the case of the Sunfire, the balance
has tilted
towards weakness. I
wasn't happy with several of my
findings: no power switch, not even a
detachable power cord; the awkward
and nigh near impossible entry for
side terminations to the ' voltage'
speaker terminals; the unblanked 4
mm sockets in the speaker binding
posts; the uninformative invariant
supply ` meter'; the relatively high
measured distortion and noise at
higher frequencies; the level of power
supply noise in the audio band,
including vestigial audible tones; the
varied and potentially radiative radio
frequency signals present on the
speaker outputs; the implied
suggestion that a 1 ohm resistor
replicates the performance of a
typical valve/tube amplifier whatever
that might be; the lack of a case or
chassis grounding for an amplifier
such high power rating (even if it is
intrinsically safe); the mildly non-flat
frequency response and finally the
complex broad band intermodulation
distortion for high frequency tones.
In my opinion, several of these
factors, singly or in combination,
proved prejudicial to the sound of
this amplifier design. The sound
assessment (undertaken before lab
measurement) indicated a rather
below average result for the class, but
despite this Sunfire is far from being
awrite off. While Ifound the sound
to be rather ' old-fashioned' in the
traditional solid state idiom, its main
saving grace was its ability to play
really loud into any conceivable
speaker loading. This is one
amplifier that you really
have to hear before you
buy — but in this case,
generous horse-power
alone may be insufficient
to make the deal.

MAT 191111

SIJNFIRE POWER AMPLIFIER
LAB REPORT
Due to the unusual
switch-mode power

the source, or on the
internal input
capacitor when used.

supply, the Sunfire
power amplifier
proved to be reticent
at high powers and
high frequencies. For

Input sensitivity was
quite high at 98mV
IHF for 1W (1.66V
for full output), in

example, at 4ohm

passive pre-amp used
with one of the

loading, 20kHz, I
was unhappy with
the observed cross
modulation with the
power supply
recovery cycle.

fact sufficient for a

healthier-output CD
players or DACs.
Channel balance held
to asatisfactory
0.15dB. DC offset

Distortion was
poorer than 0.3% on

was satisfactory for
both channels, at 13

4ohms above 100W

and 15mV.

and 10kH.z, for
example. Above
200W into 8ohms it
was also rather
rough-looking in the
final audible octave.
Furthermore, the
alternate channel
breakthrough
consisted mainly of
distortion at high
frequencies, rather
than abenign
leakage of the
primary signal from
the driven channel
[Fig 1].
This apart, the

Harmonic
distortion readings
were complicated by
some low level inband switching noise
from the tracking
power supply. At
rated power, midband
distortion was around
0.05%, and by
numeric value little
different at the much
lower 1W IHF level.
In Fig 2, the
spectrum of a200Hz
'midrange' tone is
shown. There's no
second harmonic and

main claim to load

while the 3rd and 4th

invariance was met

harmonics shown are

at bass and mid
frequencies (and at

representative; the
rest is line and

high frequencies, if a
fair view is taken of

switcher noise. This
does however show

the spectral power
variation actually
found in music).

that intrinsic linearity
is pretty good, better
than 0.01%.

Rated at
300W/ch 8ohms,
24.8dBW, it could

In Fig 3, on 10W,
10kHz, 8ohms, the

deliver this level, or
something very close
to it, with one or

distortion is clearly
higher, around -50dB
(mainly 3rd and
5th), while switcher
noise is present to the

both channels
driven, into 8or 4

limit of the 80kHz

ohm loading; for tie

analysed span.

latter impedance,
this means atrue
power of 1200W in

Similar results
were obtained for
high frequency

total. Tested on IHF

intennodulation. At

burst signals into 2
ohms, it kicked out
1. 16kW per channel

full power, the

with 2. IkW
available into 1
ohm — not quite
Krell FPB300 loadinvariance, but
reasonably close,
and achieved at a
fraction of the price.
Output impedance

difference tone result
was fine at - 75dB,
0.018% but it was
accompanied by a
rash of spuriae at the
-70 , and - 90dB
levels relative to one
of the
tone
fundamentals.
The picture was
similar down at 1W,

('voltage' output)

where power supply

was calculated at

effect might hopefully

0.05 ohms or less, a
damping factor of

be expected to settle
down [Fig 4 Here

better than 150 into

the ¡ kHz component
was well down at -

8ohms; it was also
capable of sourcing a
peak current greater
than + 70A.
Input impedance
was very high at
470k ohms, with
negligible loading on

73dB, but was

12kHz and more
spuriae beyond that.
Whether by
accident or design the
amplifier had anonflat frequency
response, perhaps
engendered by the
relatively large film
capacitor wired
directly across the
speaker terminals and
presumably intended
to filter out high
frequency switcher
spuriae which could
otherwise radiate
from the speaker lines
and speakers. If
¡kHz is set to zero
reference OdB (Fig

Fg 2. Sunfire: distortion spectrum, 11r,
200Hz, 8ohm load

51 then the response
rises aquarter of a
dB at low frequencies
and falls by 0.2dB to
3kHz before rising in

AP

aslightly unbalanced
manner to an average
of +0.7dB by
20kHz, generally a
bit like some pickup
cartridges. The final

4
4wL.#t.,
44
lig 3. `izotifire: distortion spectrum, 10W,
10Hz, 8ohm load

peak tops out at
+2dB, 40kHz,
giving rise to the
controlled overshoot
seen on the square
wave test [Fig 71.
Channel
separation was poorer
than average but
probably sufficient at
67dB mid band, and
53dB by 20kHz.
Band limited to
22kHz, the signal-tonoise ratio was
satisfactory at 74dB
unweighted, 78dB
`A' weighted for
OdBW. For afull
power reference level
there was some
improvement to 98
and 102dB
respectively.
Any more
measurement
bandwidth
and significant
ultrasonic
power supplv
noise dro:
into the
readings.
Ilooked
into this aspect
using spectrum
analysis up to
250MHz and
found some
interesting
spuriae. I
regarded the
output found
at 700kHz (in
the AM band)

accompanied by
higher order products
(2kHz, 3kHz), and

as

accompanied by a
swath of modulation

of signal
modulated
enero is also

noise from 8kHz to

rg I. Sunfire: crosstalk, 20k1k, 8 ,Ion load

questionable,
while apeak

Fig 4. Sunfire: frequency response, 8ohms
present in the
4MzHz region at
only 40dB below an
RF milliwau. Even
with no input signal
there was another
radiated noise band
ranging from 2030MHz down at 60dBm, amarginal
result in interference
terms. However,
when driven hard, em

Test results

or off load, and worse
on load, arash of
spuriae appeared on
the speaker outputs
ranging up to
25MHz at -50dBm.
The optimal use of
AM and short-wave
radios is questionable
in the vicinity of the
Sunfire power
amplifier when it's
running hard.

Sunfire power amplifier

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 300W (24.8dBW*)
Rated power into 4ohms (makers spec) 6COW (24.8dBW•)
20Hz
lkHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm bad (dBW)
24.5
25 see text
Both channels 4ohms
24.3
24.85ee text
Burst 10ms. 8ohms
25
Burst 10ms. 4ohms
24.8
Burst 1(1ms, 2ohms
24.2
Peak current. via 1 ohm, 2.2pF + 70A/- 70A
Output impedance
<0.05 < 0.05 < 0.07
Distortion (
dB)
THD. at rated power 8ohms -66 -67 see text
THD. at OdBW 8ohms -63 -66 -46
Intermodulation distortion (
dB)
(19kHz/20kHz, rated power/OdBW - 75/-70.6
Stereo separation (
dB)
53
-92 -67 Signal to noise ratio (
dB) (full gain)
tel OdBW ( 22Hz - 22kHz)
- 74
tel OdBW (' A'wtd)
- 78
rel full level rated ( 22Hz - 22kHz) -98
rel full level rated (' A witd')
- 102
Channel balance (
dB)
0.4
Input impedance
470k ohms
Input sensitivity (
IHF. OdBW)
98 mV
sensitivity for programme clip
1
9.6m
6V
V
Frequency response (-0.5dB) < 1Hz-16.1kHz
Frequency response (-3dB)
< 1Hz-34.5kHz
Distortion residual
complex, power supply noise
Supply modulation
satisfactory
Dimensions (
whd)
19 x6.5 x15.75mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£2180
'where OdBW =2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
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for

Though both
employ a
derivative of
Pioneer's
famous
inverted
'Stable Platter
Mechanism',
the PDR-04
uses a simple
one- stop
oversampler/
bitstream
DAC, while the
PDR-05
features a
Legato- Link S
digital filter

T

he January issue of HFNIRR
saw Martin Colloms and I
collaborating on a review of
the Philips CDR- 870 recorder, a
product that finally put paid to
the idea that bit- for- bit digital
copies are necessarily identical. In
that instance, although the data
remained intact and in the right
order, a direct (digital) bit- for- bit
copy on to CD- R still incurred a
significant dose of low- rate,
uncorrelated litter. And this
compromised the fidelity, if not
the integrity, of the musical data.
Several months on, Ihave been
disappointed by the lack of any
obvious progress by Philips in
rectifying this oversight. [We are
now informed that the CDR- 870 is
being replaced by anew, improved and
possibly even less expensive model, the
CDR-880 — Ed.]
Nevertheless, this is not to
suggest that all current CD- R
recorders are in fact similarly
compromised; quite the contrary, as
this brief overview of Pioneer's
domestic CD- R machines, the
£699 PDR-04 and the £999 PDR05 will demonstrate. Clearly, both
recorders are costlier than Philips'
£499 CDR-870 and yet are actually
less flexible. Neither of these
Pioneer recorders is equipped to
handle the latest ' erasable' CD-RW
disc format,
and
though
optical
and
electrical
digital inputs
are provided,
there is no onboard samplerate conversion
to cope with
sources other
than CD, MD or
DCC; alternative
48kHz or 32kHz
sample- rate
sources such as
DAT and DAB
inay be recorded
only via the analogue
inputs. Otherwise,
both machines are

Pioneer claims its

the supply- related jitter possibly
adding awarming bloom to its bass,
while high-order sampling patterns
PDR-04 and PDRO5
may prove responsible for tainting
the purity of its treble. Importantly,
CD-R machines give
the PDR-04 outputs a far higher
level of ultrasonic requantisation
perfect CD copies.
noise than the PDR-05 and, as
such, may prove ` rougher-sounding'
We put them to the test
with some amplifiers than others.
The PDR-05 is a different kettle
by PAUL MILLER
of chips. For starters, the ` real'
92dB signal-to-noise ratio is at least
partially compromised by an idle
equipped with the now- familiar pattern tone at 2.5kHz. Without
auto/manual track writing and skip this, the PDR-05 would undoubID to ' hide' those recording tedly be capable of 16- bit- plus
performance.
blunders.
Both players are potentially
Record level adjustment is
accomplished manually on the hampered by high, lk ohm output
PDR-05, but for the PDR-04
impedances, but in the case of the
PD- R05, the inclusion of Pioneer's
you are required to play the
loudest selection of any analogue Legato Link S digital filter brings an
source to automatically establish element of unpredictability to the
sound, which tends to vary with
the optimum, maximum record
setting. Technologically there are different musical genres, rather than
differences too, for though both with different partnering amplifiers.
Pioneer's original Legato Link
employ a derivative of Pioneer's
famous inverted ' Stable Platter filter sought to merge stopband
Mechanism', the PDR-04 uses a energy with the very top of the
simple one- stop oversampler/ audio range, giving the
bitstream DAC ( the Crystal- impression of amore
ey\ N
N
\
derived AK4321) while the extended highPDR-05 features a Legato- Link frequency
S digital
filter
with
two response, .,
PD2028B ` PulseFlow' bitstream which;
converters.
ostensibly
mimicked the
ultrasonic content
PERFORMANCE
It is gratifying to see that that
of real music [ see
costlier PDR-05 [ Fig 2] does offer a my original articles in
more refined performance than the HFNIRR July and Oct
1992].
PDR-04 [ Fig 1]. Jitter is dominated
In
practice,
of
by power-supply- induced patterns
course, the ultrasonic
(1) in both players, but the
components bore no
1012picosecond ` clump' is reduced
to 418ps in the PDR-05, albeit at harmonic relation to
the expense of some higher- rate the in- band signals
from which they were
upper-midrange components (2).
Incidentally, both the scale and derived, a criticism
colour- coding on these graphs is Pioneer has evidently
sought to redress with
comparable with recent group CD
player reviews in HFNIRR. The Legato Link S [ see
subjective and technical perfor- HFNIRR, Feb ' 96].
In this instance, as
mance of the PDR-04 is alittle less
tidy than that currently achieved by can be seen clearly
its budget players, however, with from Fig 4, odd-order
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Fig I. Pioneer PDR-04: total jitter spectrum

Fig 2. Pioneer ¡'DR-OS: total fitter spectrum

(record/replay)

(record/replay)

harmonics ( 3) are synthesised in
Remember, our earlier jitter plots
response to musical signals above
showed the total record/replay jitter
7kHz or so ( 4), appearing
of the recorders. Fig 3, by contrast,
spontaneously outside of the
compares digital copies made by
audio band. As can be seen, the
Philips CDR- 870 ( in grey) and
amplitude of these harmonics is
Pioneer's PDR-05 ( in black) which
determined by the slope of the
are then replayed via my reference
player's filter, which, incidentally,
sample of Sony's CDP-715 CD
also lets slip a second- order
player. The difference is obvious,
stopband image ( 5).
with any jitter incurred by the
Consequently,
the
Pioneer copy well below the 160ps
concentration of these synthesised residual of the Sony player. For
components bears a direct
interest, substrate- level datarelation to the HF content of the
induced jitter is picked-out by red
music at hand. And subjectively,
markers with transport- related
it turns out that the music can
phenomena in purple. This, quite
sound very transparent and vivid
frankly, is what the CDR- 870
one moment but, as one listener should have achieved.
put it, ' oddly manipulated' the
next.
CONCLUSION
Nevertheless, though the PDROne object of this review was to
05 does sound uniformly cleaner,
see whether Pioneer's domestic
more sharply focused and solid
CD- R recorders exhibit the high
than the PDR-04, it would still
jitter seen with Philips CDR- 870.
face an uphill struggle against
In practice they do not, and offer,
conventional £ 1000 CD player
instead, digital CD- R copies that
competition.
are as faithful to the original as is
But naturally, no-one will be
practicable.
buying either of these machine
It's as well to remember that,
solely for its performance as aCD
though cheaper, Philips box of
player. The question we really tricks is significantly more flexible
want answered is whether digital
than either Pioneer recorder,
copies made on either machine
offering the advantage of auto
suffer the same jittery indignation
sample- rate
conversion
and
served- up by Philips CDR- 870.
'erasable' CD-RW recording. For
The answer, thankfully, is a archive copies on CD- R only,
resounding ' no'.
however, Pioneer's recorders
And
here's
the
proof.
clearly come up trumps.
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Fig 4. Pioneer ¡'DR-OS: total jitter spectrum (record/replay)

Fig 4. Record jitter: Pioneer ¡'DR-OS (black) and PidtPs CDR-870 (gre
Test results

Pioneer PD-1205

201Iz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB)
3
0
o
Channel separation (dB) 142
116
86
Frequency response (dB) -0
o
-0.3
Distortion ( THD vs level. dB):
99
At OdB
-96
-68
At -30dB
-82
-89
At -60dB
ED
-53
-51
At -80dB
-23
-29
-48
At -90dB (dithered)
1.5
-20
-30
At -100dB ( dithered)
-14
At - 110dB (dithered)
-11
Resolution (
linearity error. dB):
Error at -60dB
o
o
Error at -80dB
-0.1 -0.1
Error at -90dB
-0.3 -0.4
Error at -100dB
-0.5 -0.5
Peak output level L/R
2.422/2.431V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB)
+1.7
Output impedance L/R
995ohms
lntermodulation. CCIR. Oda (dB)
-93
Stopband image suppression (
dB)
82.7
1Hz noise modulation (dB).
-4.8
Signal-to-noise A-wtd. dB)
Without emphasis. OLSB/11.58
1.00.5/92
Total correlated jitter
418 picoseconds
Digital output
coaxial
Crystal clock accuracy
-77ppm
Typical price (
Inc VAT)
£999

It's as well to
remember that,
though
cheaper,
Philips box of
tricks is
significantly
more flexib .
ie
than either
Pioneer
recorder,
offering the
advantage cf
auto samplerate conversion
and ' erasable'
CD-RW
recording

T

he importer's offer was
tempting: ' Imust get your old
Kuzma record player brought
up to current spec...'. As asatisfied
user of the Stabi turntable with Stogi
arm, Iwas intrigued. Yet a part of
me said: ' It ain't broke; don't fix it!'
Iknew there were areas where my
ten- year- old Stabi could stand
improvement, yet Ididn't want to
risk compromising the things about
it Iliked. Updates are so often
double-edged, abenefit in one area
often paid for with losses elsewhere.
When Ifirst heard the Stabi, Ifell
in love with its rich weighty sound.
Perhaps its smooth, warm balance
wasn't absolutely accurate tonally,
but it certainly sounded authentic
and believable. It reminded me of a
'70s Linn Sondek ( pre-Valhalla),
only better. Bass was perhaps abit
over-full, but overall the sound had a
lovely sweet depth and spaciousness
that was very beguiling.
Because I also run a Roksan
Xerxes, I knew my old Kuzma
wasn't exactly tops when it came to
tight, precise musical presentation.
But did Iactually want that? If you
use two turntables, it makes sense to
choose a pair that are wellcontrasted. The Xerxes is fabulously
clean, precise, and analytical. The
Stabi is rich, weighty and full. Each
has something the other lacks; one
complements the other. Could one
improve the Kuzma's focus and
precision without losing its tonal
bloom and richness? Iwasn't sure...
Then Audiofreaks came up with a
perfect solution; they'd let me try a
latest spec turntable (£ 1990) and
arm (£ 750) against my old one.
What could Ilose? Isaid yes, and
waited for the new deck to arrive.
Despite the passage of ten years or
so, the externals of the new arm and

turntable seemed hardly to have
altered at all. Yet below the surface
there are many differences.
Fortunately, one thing hadn't
changed: the Stabi's very high
standard of finish. The superblycrafted oak plinth is just as heavy
and solid, weighing 20kg overall
including platter and lid. Like a
piece of antique furniture, it inspires
confidence from the first. It's rare to
find something modern that's built
with such obvious love and care over
detail. Perhaps for some the styling
will be too traditional, too old
fashioned; but the Stabi is built to
last, and barring accidents will
probably outlive its owner.
It falls into the high-mass/welldamped category, and features a
thick MDF sub-chassis supported
by four adjustable springs. The
platter is heavy too, at 4kg, making
the whole floating assembly
exceptionally massive, with a low
resonant frequency of just 4.7Hz.
Decoupling
from
external
vibration is almost total; you can
bang the plinth hard with your fist
and barely aripple reaches the stylus.
However, once the suspension is
excited, it keeps moving for some
copnsiderable time. To control this,
Kuzma has provided viscous fluid
damping to stop the suspension from
breaking into oscillation. This also
improves speed stability, preventing
the sub-platter from moving relative
to the motor driving it.
High- mass turntables tend to
produce afull, weighty bass, and
the Stabi is no exception.
Indeed, for some tastes and
systems, the Stabi may
prove over- full at the
bottom end. However,
damping the lateral
movement of the sub-

Despite the
passage of ten
years or so, the
externals
seemed hardly
to have altered
at all. Yet below
the surface
there are many
importart
differences

chassis helps control the low
frequencies. You're supposed
accomplish this by using the viscous
fluid supplied, but I achieved
effective results simply by using a
thin strip of Detlex damping material
lightly wedged between arm board
and plinth. This checked lateral
movement without compromising
the deck's vertical isolation.
Icould argue that the most farreaching difference between the new

It might look the same, but
Kuzma's solid-wood deck has
changed in the last decade or so.
How much better could it get?
by JAMES M HUGHES
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TURNTABLES
and old Stabi is the replacement of
the latter's thin round belt with aflat
one, but there are many other
changes. The AC synchronous
motor is now driven from its own
dedicated quartz controlled outboard
power supply, giving switchable 33
and 45rpm speeds with ± 5% fine
adjustment. There's also an
improved turntable platter (now with
vinyl mat) and abetter finished subplatter and main bearing.
Speed stability is very good, even
by Roksan standards. Many
suspended sub- chassis turntables
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suffer
from
minute
pitch
irregularities because the platter can
move slightly in relation to the drive
motor. With its low 4.7Hz
suspension resonant frequency, the
Stabi might've suffered problems in
this area, but with damping it
produces a superbly stable result,
within the limits of the LP itself.
The heavy glass- and-wood lid is
now fitted with sprung hinges which
hold the lid open at a variety of
angles, eliminating the possibility of
the lid crashing down from fully
open. This greatly improves on the
non-sprung original, which required
the lid to be propped up when
raised. It also means the lid is easily
removed — the old one was
semi-permanently fixed via a
couple of stout door hinges
Improvements to the Stogi
arm include superior quality
bearings, now to ABEC 5
standard, and better- quality
signal cable. The headshell is
fixed, but azimuth adjustment is
possible via Allen bolts that
secure the arm tube to the
bearing fulcrum. Effective mass is
around 12.5g and the arm has a
very solid reliable feel to it; the fact
that my old one still works perfectly
after ten or so years ( no siezed
bearings!) is atestimony to Kuzma's
high engineering standards and build
quality. ( A five year guarantee is
offered on all products, incidentally.)
The counterweight is screwthreaded,
making
ultra- fine
adjustment simple and repeatable.
When you've found the correct
playing weight, it's intended the
counterweight be locked into
position using a small Allen bolt.
The massive C- shaped bearing
housing ensures excellent rigidity,
but its extra height may foul the
underside of some other turntable
lids, especially if a deep- bodied
cartridge is used.
I fitted
the
new
Kuzma
combination with the Transfiguration Spirit cartridge I'd used in
my old Kuzma, using a set of
Michell precision stylus scales to
make sure playing weight was exactly
the same as before. Setting up the
new Stabi was straightforward
(having the suspension adjustment
knobs on the top is agreat help).
Ifound it very important to get the
sub- chassis level with the plinth,
otherwise the belt would
unship itself from the
motor pulley or ride on
the crown. Fortunately,
the three support feet
are adjustable, which
makes levelling the plinth
pretty straightforward. The
Stabi is pretty big — some
50cm by 40cm — and is

slightly oversized for some turntable
support stands. Having its three feet
placed at the plinth edges doesn't
help — though this is dictated by the
large sub-chassis of course.
Without having two identical
cartridges, it's always difficult to do
quick A/B comparisons between
turntables. So Ispent some time
listening to the old Kuzma, before
removing the cartridge and installing
it in the new one, keeping all
amplifier controls untouched.
As the stylus touched down, it was
immediately obvious the new
turntable had all the best qualities of
the old; there was a definite family
resemblance. Yet it clearly displayed
its extra pedigree, sounding superior
in terms of focus and precision. The
new deck seemed even more solid
and stable, with rock- steady pitch
and outstanding control. Bass was
better too; just as deep, but firmer
and more dynamic, making bass
lines more vibrant and articulate.
Stereo placement was clearer, overall
presentation having the outstanding
solidity and firmness of CD, but
without CD's clinical quality.

LOW SURFACE NOISE
Ultra-low surface noise is one of the
great
plus
points
of
the
Transfiguration Spirit, but fitted to
the new Kuzma background silences
seemed even more inky-black than
before. Overall, the sound was lively
and positive, with a complete
absence of strain. There was plenty
of the ease, finesse, and sheer
naturalness that characterises LP
reproduction at its very best.
Any negatives? Perhaps it's still
too soon to tell, but so far none. The
differences between new and old
seemed to be wholly positive,
building on the original turntable's
strengths while minimising its
weaknesses. Perhaps the old Kuzma
did sound a bit warmer and more
rose- tinted, but overall Idoubt if
anyone would regard the changes as
other than totally worthwhile.
Of course, there are many
outstanding turntables in the world,
but Kuzma's Stabi and Stogi deserve
a place among the elite. Kuzma
makes superior ' Reference' versions
of both (£ 3750 and £ 1250), and
doubtless these improve on the
standard models reviewed here. Yet,
leaving aside questions about which
particular turntable/arm/cartridge
combination might be judged
absolute best, when Ilisten to the
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi with the
Transfiguration Spirit, Ifind it
difficult to imagine anything could
actually be better. The sound is so
completely satisfying on its own
terms, one wants for nothing.
Can there be higher praise?
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Two new baby speakers from big names are
fighting for their share of the under- E130 market:
the Mission 700 and Tannoy M1
by ALVIN GOLD

T

his is the big one. Forget about
those hairy-arm, zillion pound,
tube- bedecked monsters that
threaten to redefine music that you'll
find covered ad nauseum on the
other review pages. When two big
names like Mission and Tannoy slug
it out with £ 120-£130 two-way
loudspeakers, you know you're
talking about real products that
people will buy in real numbers. It
also means of course that we're
talking real money. They may only
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cost £ 120 or so a pop, but the
market they're slugging it out in is an
important one, and potentially a
lucrative one.
At a basic level, these two
newcomers from Tannoy and
Mission are designed to fulfil broadly
similar briefs. They are both entrylevel products in a marketplace
already rich in low cost talent, much
of which has been covered in recent
reviews and System Synergy features.
KEF, B&W, Wharfedale, Celestion
and others all have key models
within spitting distance of these two.
Prices are £ 119.90 for the Tannoy
MI, £ 129.90 for the Mission 700.
Turning to the physical stuff, on a
superficial level at least the two
models have much in common.
They're both compact, two way
loudspeakers with vented enclosures,
which are intended to be used fairly
close to a back wall. In detail
however, they could scarcely be
more different.
The Tannoy is the more
straightforward of the two, and
closely follows the pattern set by
other M series speakers, though it is
a clean sheet design to the extent
that the only substantial shared
component is the tweeter. The
enclosure, which is a little smaller
than its Mission counterpart,
measures 30 x 17 x 20cm, and is
vented by a port on the back panel,
which means that it should not be
used hard up against a wall, which
would tend to short-circuit the port
airflow. The box steers clear of using
plastic mouldings, sticking with tried
and tested cabinet materials, namely
18mm MDF for the baffle, and a
15mm particle board wrap. The

drive units are a 130mm pulp cone
bass driver with an inverted cone,
giving a smoothly dished profile,
chosen (according to Tannoy) on the
back of careful listening tests, and a
25mm doped fabric dome tweeter,
each with substantial magnet
assemblies. The crossover is a 2nd
order network centred on 2.5kHz.
Aesthetics are in the familiar M
series style: straightforward with a
black vinyl woodgrain wrap and a
choice of cherry or grey birdseye
vinyl covered baffles. It all looks
thoroughly
workmanlike
and
traditional, with an overlap between
the bass unit and tweeter to
minimise the distance between the
two to improve off-axis behaviour in
the crossover region.
The Mission 700 is a quite
different proposition, ostensibly
more high-tech, and with a more
obviously ' designer' cosmetic
treatment to suit its intended market:
primarily the young, who will
probably listen mainly to more house
and garage music, and home cinema
system buyers. The 342 x 188 x
257mm box is made from 15mm
'high density' particle board, with a
black `woodgrain' vinyl wrap, and a
baffle of injection-moulded, mineral
loaded polypropylene, artfully
softened by a black texture finish,
and equipped with two small
forward-facing ports. The drive unit
array is inverted (bass unit on top) in
typical Mission style, which helps
optimise phase response on the
designed listening axis.
Mission's bass driver is also
equipped with a 130mm cone with
an inverted dust cap; however, the
cone material is a glass composite,
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which looks like B&W's Kevlar, but
which is said to have a higher
stiffness to mass ratio. This in turn
allows the designer to set the
crossover frquency at a high 4kHz,
with a simple first order rolloff and
some phase correction. The tweeter
is buffered with a second order
network, and is fitted with a dome
made from a mixture of a synthetic
fabric and silk, with a lossy laminate
damping layer. It is mounted on an
shiny shaped faceplate, which in turn
is bolted through alossy gasket to the
baffle to inhibit vibration transfer.
Despite the obvious physical
differences, the manufacturers' specs
come out looking remarkably similar.
Both are 8 ohm systems, with an
87dB/watt sensitivity. Power handling
and the -3dB bass rolloffs are 75 W,
60Hz and 70W, 55Hz for the Mission
and Tammy respectively. .
One curiosity, for students of such
trivia is the fact that the MI is
assembled in Tannoy's factory in
Scotland, though other M series
speakers have been sourced from
various places, most recently
Portugal. The Mission, meanwhile,
is assembled at the very Portuguese
plant that was once earmarked for
the Ml. It's asmall world...

LISTENING
The two speakers were run-in
extensively over a long period of
time. Mission specifies a minimum
of 24 hours, but both received more
than this with a mixture of music
and out- of- hours low level pink
noise. They were then auditioned
with various apparently like-minded
amplifiers, including the Pioneer
A30OR Precision and Musical
Fidelity Ell, but although neither
speaker appears to present a testing
load to any half- decent amplifier
(indeed, Mission specifically claims
that the 700 has been designed to
work with the cheapest, nastiest AV
amps it could lay hands on) these are
not sensitive speakers, and both
needed rather more than either
amplifier could deliver before finally
running out of steam. A Roksan
Caspian was fired up to provide the
extra horsepower for high level
testing, but it then proved difficult to
judge power-handling on programme
material as each treated different
frequency bands differently.
Most of the time it was the
Mission that sounded more muscular
and less compressed at high (90dBAplus) volumes with wideband
material, probably because its
midband was rather harder to
overload, a function of the higher
crossover frequency. But it was the
Tannoy that coped better with high
level bass passages, albeit in its
characteristic rather lightweight way.
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This said, neither speaker sounded at
all comfortable if pushed hard, and
both compressed dynamics severely
when doing so.
Within their natural volume
ceilings, the two speakers are quite
different in balance, and will clearly
attract a different clientele. The
Mission is the bigger-sounding, not
just because its extra cabinet volume
may mean aslightly lower bass rolloff
point ( manufacturers'
claims
notwithstanding), but also because its
bass has amuch fuller balance, full
enough in fact to make near wall
positioning adistinct liability, in my
room at least, and which sometimes
smeared bass lines. The treble is also
boosted alittle, the overall frequency
balance having a distinct, if mild
'loudness contour'. The Tannoy has a
lighter, more agile sounding bass, and
acooler, crisper balance, with awellprojected midband giving it alivelier
feel than the Mission — or, for that
matter, than the M2, the next model
up in the M series.
The Mission 700 undoubtedly has
the more ' commercial' balance of
our two protagonists. The immediate
impression it provides is of a e or
surprisingly big, generous Ae. ,
sound from asmall box, with
a full bass and a rich and sL)
varied tonality. It's a i<
coherent, and often very
cs)
believable sound too, helped
undoubtedly by the fact that ‘ 7most fundamentals and their
main harmonic overtones are
handled by asingle drive unit.
If the Tannoy is less immediately
appealing, it is, Isuggest the one
with the greater staying power. Its
midband especially is altogether
sharper and more agile, and with
classical material ( I'm talking here
about a wide swathe of orchestral,
vocal and chamber music), it is the
more communicative and engaging
of the two. Orchestral colours
sounded fresher and brighter, and
textures were more vividly painted.
Our story thus turns out to be one
of horses for courses. The M1 is
certainly the more neutral, and the
more finely-detailed of the two, with
a bolder, better-projected balance
which pays dividends, especially with
well recorded classical music. It is a
little limited in what it does: the
treble is atad less sweet, and the bass
is drier in balance, but its gloriously
explicit yet subtle and well projected
midband is aquite unexpected joy in
aspeaker this price.
Given the right material, the
Tannoy is the one that gets closer to
the core of the music, laying bare
complex, multilayered recordings in a
way that communicates their essence,
especially of acoustic instruments and
voices. It is, however, substantially

the less forgiving of the two, and with
problem recordings it was the
Mission that often had the edge.
Fleetwood's Mac's The Dance, alive
recording which, with its muddy,
opaque balance, definitely falls into
the problem category, benefited from
the Mission's sharper treble and the
greater front-to-back depth ( which
appears to be related to the speaker's
particular tonal balance). Certainly,
the result was crisper and easier to
follow. Indeed the Mission seems to
have a particular affinity for rock
music generally, providing fuller,
more propulsive bass lines and a
colourful, immediate top end. albeit
with less midband resolution.

CONCLUSION
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In the end, the Tannoy M1 is the
one Iwould go for, but my musical
tastes may be rather different from
those of the Mission 700's target
audience. This is no getout. Here are
two exceptional budget speakers,
each reflecting considerable glory on
their respective design teams. Ir is
unrealistic at this price level to
expect any loudspeaker to be equally
competent with all kinds of music,
and their respective concentration on
particular fields of excellence is
inevitable, and gives potential buyers
a clear choice. It's the Mission for
rock ' n roll, or if you want the
biggest sound from the smallest box,
Tannoy if you're looking fow clarity
of line, resolution and transparency. +
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE- ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the CAD-805C, the latest version
of this breathtaking 50W monoblock, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the Western Electric 300 B.
MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £2123 plus, with the CAD 572 SE
monoblocks, which provide an impressive 20W, visually the baby-805,
sonically its equal in many respects.
The Reference All-Valve Earmax Mk H Headphone
Amplifier with improved circuitry and
sleek new case. Still only £375 inc. And the new
Pro. for low impedence headphones, Grado, Sony,
AKG. Jecklin etc at £475 inc.

805 Monoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor
Apertura Tanagra

The Audiophile Club
PO Box 6477
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•Shinpy cables
•Claravox speakers
•Music plus

London N13 4AY
Tel: 0181 882 2822 Fax 0181 372 3772

GOOD ADVICE AND THE BEST EQUIPMENT get it together at The Listening Rooms. We are
the London specialists for systems' building.
Our 35 years of combined experience let us

ACOUSI
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ANGSTROM
ARCAM
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIO LAB 4,AURA

get the details right—down to the last plug
and cable.

BOSE + CELESTION

Our two fully equipped listening rooms give

COI'LAND

you the chance to relax and listen to some
of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We
offer home installation, full export and
credit facilities and can design and install
quality multi-room and home cinema
surround systems.
NEW KRELL AND AUDIO RESEARCH
Products now on demonstration. Including Krell

CYRUS
DFNON + EPOS 4,KEF
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eMARANTZ

MARTIN LOGAN
MERIDIAN

MICHELL
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MONITOR AUDIO

KAV 250P/250A/300CD/300i

NAKAMICHI

Audio Research LS9/LS8/VT50/D130 ARC

NEAT PETITE

Products now represents excellent value for
money as they have recently been subject
to price reductions.

PINK TRIANGLE
PIONEER + PROAC
QUAD # REL
ROGERS 4• SME
SONUS FABER

listening

STAX

TRICHORD RESEARCH
TANNOY + THETA
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KRELL FPB 300
161 Old Brompton Road London SW5 OU. Tel: 0171-244 7750/59 Fax 0171-370 0192
Monday-Satunlay 10am-6pm. Nearest lobe Sloth Kensington or Clouceste-

Road

Full power balanced. The new Krell F.P.B. series,
probably the best solid state amplifiers in the world.
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orn out of the pioneering
Amator, the more powerful
Electa Amator has stood the
test of time by remaining in
production for several years. It's still
able to impress old hands when
demonstrated on suitable material as
part of agood audio system. But now
we have anew version, this time with
an ABR ( the old model was bass
loaded at the front by along ducted
port). This ABR and certain other
elements derive from the Extrema.
Sonus Faber speakers traditionally
go that extra mile; specifically they
achieve better bass and play louder
than you have any right to expect
from their compact size.
Priced at £ 2998, the Electa
Amator II can be supplied with the
adjustable matching stand with solid
walnut sides (£480 extra), which I
used in review and found to be very
compatible, visually and in sound
quality. It includes fixtures to prevent
the speaker being accidentally
dislodged. Other stand options are
stone/wood at £ 499 and a nonadjustable iron type at £290.

PUSHED
er

Electa Amator

Sonus Faber's

long- running favourite
is now even better than ever
by MARTIN COLLOMS

rounded and blended edges, which
aspect contrasts with the grille, this
built of 12mm MDF panel with
negligible rebate and every potential
for adding unwanted diffraction.
Fortunately the new Electa Amator
looks great with the grille off. There's
a neat `Y' shaped skeleton protector
over the relatively durable tweeter
dome to keep prying fingers off. •
This
high
frequency
unit
outperforms many a25mm unit at
the low end thanks to the acoustic
design of the rear chamber while
its upper range will stretch more
uniformly to beyond audibility
mainly thanks to its smaller size.
Partially encapsulated in low
resonance resin the crossover is
hard wired to the drivers with
heavy
duty cable, The
TECHNOLOGY
Where the older Amator used a crossover is quite a complex
polypropylene polymer cone for the one, of the order of 10
main driver the new model has a elements including some
specially
tailored
resinated impedance and frequency
diaphragm reinforced with carbon equalisation. Inside the 13.5
fibre.
Built by Scan Speak in litre enclosure is fully lined with
thick
soft
absorbent
Denmark, this 180mm driver is 2.5cm
exceptionally powerful, operating polyurethane foam; slanted front and
with a38mm alloy former motor coil, back panels help to disperse higher
amassive, field-cancelled magnet and frequency standing waves. The
configured with some distortion- carcass is 2.5cm thick solid walnut,
minimising eddy current control with front and back sections of 2.5
elements in the pole system. A still to 2.7cm thick MDF, black
leatherette covered. This finish also
longer throw, more rigid and massloaded version of this, sans magnet provides afine seal for the drivers.
The all metal, five-way, bi-wire
and coil, serves as the matching
(passive) auxiliary bass radiator binding posts will take avariety of
terminations and are compatible with
(ABR) located on the rear panel.
Previously SF used a 25mm the heavy duty terminations found on
Dynaudio tweeter but this has been some luxury cables.
superseded by a custom version of
the highly sophisticated 20mm soft SOUND QUALITY
dome Scan driver. This unit has been An obvious amplifier to partner the
around (at least) since the time of the Electa Amator II is the Krell
first Linn Isobarik and here sports a KAV300i; I also used the 50W
cutaway concave faceplate unique to Conrad-Johnson CAV50
SF, smoothly aligning itself in and aCary 572. For an-all
desirably close proximity to the mid out thrash, the Krell
driver. The enclosure is undoubtedly FB600 proved invaluable.
a low diffraction design, with well- First impressions of the new Amator
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were of an easy relaxed tonal balance,
significantly free from glare or
hardness in the upper mid range;
indeed you could go so far as to call
it laid back. Iremember the previous
Amator sounding livelier and more
explosive in the mid, though care was
needed with the matching system to
avoid this becoming too obvious.
Initial trials with the Cary 572SE
monoblocks were unrewarding, with
aflat, weak sound, some tizz in the
treble, lacking any worthwhile bass
punch. Analysis showed neither
component was directly to blame,
simply that the Amator needed more
power and wasn't such an easy load
for the Cary.
Moving to the Krell 300i
integrated, this combination also
sounded poorer than Iexpected.
Somehow the individual
residual colorations of the
amplifier
and
speaker
conspired to make a sound
unworthy of each component
even though this powerful
amplifier certainly showed the
potential of this speaker in
respect of dynamic range and
bass performance.
As I worked with this
speaker Irealised that its
audiophile
potential
demanded higher quality
sources, even to the level of the
Krell FPB-200 or equivalent power
amplification, so in the end Iused
my own FPB-600. With the grilles off
Ifound the Amator to define well
focused
stereo
images
with
considerable depth and a satisfying
recovery of low level ambience. The
images were stable with natural
perspectives and the airy treble was
beautifully balanced when using
high-quality amplification.
In the midrange the tonal balance
was slightly warm, and recalling my
experience of systems with reduced
mid range distortion it was easy to
confirm that the Amator also
belonged to this category. In a top
flight system, transparency rated very
good, was truly audiophile and
was beyond expectation of
U S -\ price and size. As usual
)
Faber
have
managed to produce
disproportionately good
bass, which sounded
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The HiFi Company - now the West End
comes to the Eastern Counties
If you're interested in serious
hi-fi, take atrip to Peterborough
where you'll discover that The
HiFi Company offers the widest

range of legitimate hi-fi in the
region and, better still, we can
also demonstrate the type of
equipment you normally only

expect to find in specialist shops
like KJ West One, our world
renowned ' highend' branch
located in central London.

ON DEMONSTRATION IN PETERBOROUGH
-41M,

elf
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE
OPERA PLATEA
SONUS FABER CONCERTO
KRELL KSA300i
ARCAM ALPHA 8SE

PINK TRIANGLE TARANTELLA
MISSION 750LE
AUDIOIAB 8000LX/SX
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS i
CYRUS daD3q

COPLAND CDA4à
NAIM CDX
AuktUDIO RESEARCH CD2
411/MERIDIAN 508 24bit
QUAD 77 AMPLIFIER

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
We've also afabulous range of true
'high-end' equipment that can be

with only aday's notice. Just take a
look at our advert for Ig West One

what agreat range of serious hi-fi
we can bring to enthusiasts in the

made available for demonstration

in this magazine and you'll see

Eastern Counties.

WILSON BENESCH FULL CIRCLE
PROAC STUDIO 2.5
CHORD CPA1800/SPM400

UNISON SIMPLE 845
MUSICAL FIDELITY ECD2
LIVING VOICE AUDITORIUM

IIETA PEARL/PROGENY
HARBETH HL-P3ES
WILSON BENESCH ACT 1

And to make things even more

range of quality used hi-fi in the

there's no better place, with Part-

interesting, our Trading Station
branch, which offers the largest

country, is just across the road!

exchange, Interest Free Credit and

So, for ' serious' sound quality

awhole world of hi-fi just waiting!

THE HI-FI COMPANY 42 COWGATE PETERBOROUGH PE1 112

TEL: (01733) 341755

FAX: (01733) 358141

LOUDSPEAKERS
punchy and quick, dynamic and

SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATOR II

tuneful as well as nicely extended in
low frequency reach, and capable of

LAB REPORT

playing satisfactorily loud. In the

From the reference

was judged good,
generally + 0.2dB,

excellent decay
rate indicative of

treble,
vocal
sibilants
were
reproduced cleanly, this combined
with a sparkling upper range, airy,

response, 1judged
the sensitivity to

increasing to - 1dB
in that critical

clean transients,
as heard on

be alittle below
average at
85.5dBW,

crossover range.
With ahighly
capable power

audition [Fig 3].

delicately resolved and free of grain.
It fared well on rhythm and timing
(another Sonus Faber hallmark),
combining satisfying dynamics with
good listener involvement on both

I.5dB below the
specification.
Fortunately, the

handling of 150W
peak programme
providing that

classical and rock programme. That
initial laid back first impression was
soon swept away, the pleasant tonal

load presented to
your amplifier is
pretty good, close

very heavy bass
inputs are

balance and low distortion making
for fatigue free long term listening.

to areal 8ohms,
and this helps the

avoided, decently
high maximum
sound levels of

Biwiring is certainly worthwhile, in

sensitivity rating

104dBA were

improving the analytical qualities of

as compared with

practical in

7.5kHz ringing,

this fine loudspeaker.

so many recent
speakers which

typical living
rooms using a

well down in the
field [Fig 4].

have ampler

stereo pair.

While Ican't give the Electa Amator
II unqualified approval as a
professional programme monitor, but
it was fundamentally truthful and

compromised,
near 4ohm
loading.
Considered

At low
frequencies good
bass extension was
present especially

well balanced, conveying the essence
of the musical signal fed to it.
Compact, beautifully crafted and

fairly uniform, the
frequency response
was characterised

finely finished, this speaker provides
incrementally more refinement and

by some ripple in
the upper mid

for acompact,
reaching 39Hz,
-6dB, and when
room loaded it
achieved a

CONCLUSION

On the
frequency sensitive
10dBldivision
(0.2p5 filter rise
time) display the
decay rate was
still way above

Fig 1. Sonus Faber Amator: axial frequency
response, lm (dashed line, nearfield correction)

average with little
to report in the
frequency domain,
perhaps atrace at

As regards the
enclosure, the
largely solid wood,
glued block

Fig 2. Sonus Faber Amator: response family
at 2m, axial (solid trace), off-axis responses
+15° vertical (dotted), 30° lateral (dashed),
45° lateral (long dash)

construction was
singularly free
from resonance.
Likewise the
Auxiliary Bass
Radiator 'port'

transparency than its predecessor,

range, the

surprisingly deep

had no secondary

with greater musicality, lower
distortion and greater aural ease.

transition between
the bass and treble

35Hz. The ABR
resonance was at

transmission
resonances. In its

Fig 3. Sonus Faber Amator: MLSSA

Focus, definition and spaciousness

drivers around the

37Hz and

it was stop band

waterfall of energy decay, 0.2ms risetime

were all to audiophile standards, and

2-3kHz region.

delivered agood

was better than

(5dBldiv)

it also achieved a satisfyingly deep,
powerful and articulate bass, if

[Fig I]. There is
atapered overlap

bass alignment in
this system.

20dB down.
Finally moving

understandably not on a large

between the

The lateral off

on to the RAR or

subwoofer scale.

drivers, perhaps to

axis responses

room averaged

It needed a relatively powerful
amplifier, but then it rewards the

help fill in the
moderately bumpy

were very good,
indeed even at an

response [Fig 5],

listener with an accomplished,

response from the

extreme 60 degrees

dynamic and rhythmic performance
appropriate to its high market
stature. Sonus Faber hase come up

top end of the bass
unit. the dotted
curves on the

off axis the output
held up quite well,
[Fig 2]. In the

2did afine job,
achieving +2.5dB

with ahighly accomplished successor
to the long established Amator , and
it is warmly recommended.

reference response
show the acoustic
crossovers slopes.

vertical axis the
result taken above
was better than

It nevertheless
met +2dB limits

`character' of this
speaker design)

70Hz-18kHz

shouldn't be set

before continuing

range if the

too high, in fact

to that smooth

grille was

height and or

airy treble, set

detached.
With it in

angle should place
the mid unit

place there
was amajor

region to align
with your head. It

essentially in good
balance with the
bass/midrange

5dB suckout
at 4kHz
followed by a

didn't have•to be
angled inwards
and aneat

2.5dB peak

'straight ahead'

at 6kHz.
The plush

alignment was
affective in my
room.
Looking at the

reference level.
All-in-all these
results constitute a
fine performance
for this compact
which must be
viewed in
conjunction with
the exceptionally

the upper

waterfall display

low distortion,

treble by an

for decay

particularly in the

average of

resonance, the

midband,

0.8dB which

5dBldiv

approaching 0.1%

presentation

or -60dB at

showed an

normal levels.

was audible.
Pair matching

-

-

ILIIA

Fig 4. Sonus Faber Amator: MLSSA
waterfall of energy decay (10dBldiv)

(this is part of the
audible

axis. As regards

cloth also
attenuated

MAY MIN

35Hz to I.5kHz
dipping acouple
of dB in the
crossover range

placement it

over awide

MR NEWS

that for below

the Electa Amator

Fig S. Sonus Faber Antator: Room averaged
response (solid trace); impedance versus
frequency (2 ohmsldiv, dashed tracé)
Test results

Sonus Faber Amator II

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
380x225x360
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
35-150W
Recommended placement
in free space, on matching stands
Frequency response ±3dB ( 2m)
65Hz-18kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
39Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
35Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
85.5dB/W ( see text)
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
104dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
6 ohms/8 ohms/very good
Forward response uniformity
very good
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT)
£2998
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Music's Finest Conductors
Audio Note is the only High- End company to design and manufacture complete analogue and digital
systems in-house. Our product range spans cartridges, tonearms, DAC's, CD players, amplifiers, loudspeakers,
speaker supports and cables plus a wide range of carefully selectee high quality components.
The same sonic assessment criteria are applied to each individual component and therefore all our products will remain
consistent with each other regeraless of price. We regard the system as a whole where complementary design parameters
and their realisation result in a level of emo'jonal involvement and musical enjoyment unobtainable in other systems.
FURTHER INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM

Audio Note

FOUNDING

Music's Finest Conductor

›

PONSOR
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Audio Note ( UK Lid, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, Lyon Close, 125-'27 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 ( 0)1273 220511

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1273 731498

Web: www.audionote.co.uk

LOUDSPEAKERS

C

otswold; the word evokes
quintessential Englishness.
TDL's Cotswold CF200 does
likewise, offering much in the classic
English loudspeaker tradition —
warmth, neutrality and an easy
going lightness of being that lets the
music lift the spirit. A floorstanding
speaker finished in real Oak, Cherry
or Mahogany veneers at £ 650, or
Rosewood at £ 750, the CF200
Cotswold ( 780 x 225 x 233mm,
hwd) is the smallest of the ' tower'
range of new carbon fibre coned
TDL designs, yet still manages a
strong, rolling deep bass output.
The clue to the bass performance
is the Reflex Transmission Line
loading — a description which
sounds fancier than straight reflex
porting but which achieves asimilar
objective. The cabinet tuning is
carried out by adivider which runs
vertically two thirds of the way up
the cabinet to form an extended
'line' that ends in a large output
port at the base of the front baffle.
This section is undamped and acts
like alarge diameter port tube with
the advantage that airflow is
unimpeded
by
the
narrow
restrictions of a conventional port.
The rest of the interior is damped
by a mixture of BAF wadding and
acoustic foam.
Two drive-units cross over via a
third- order network utilising
polypropylene capacitors for the
treble and a first order with zobel
impedance balancing network for
the bass/midrange. Air-cored coils
are used throughout, and all
components are hardwired on to
the back of the terminal plate.
Claimed sensitivity is 87dB/1W/lm
(8 ohm nominal impedance), the
speaker suitable for amplifiers in the
range 50-100W.
Carbon fibre is used in woven,
resin-stabilised form for the 150mm
bass/midrange cone which is
mounted on a strong cast chassis
secured by six Allen bolts to the
MDF front baffle. TDL claims that

the CF cone has ahigh strength to
weight ratio allowing it to retain a
piston action through its frequency
range, maintaining a smooth
frequency
response.
High
frequencies are handled by the
respected TDL 25mm anodised
aluminium dome treble unit.

SOUND QUALITY
The
CF200 forms
a good
impression on first hearing that
does not fade even during extended
listening. Spaced away from rear
wall and corners, the bass
performance is strong without being
loose or detached from the lower
midrange. The restricted enclosure
dimensions prohibit extension to
the lowest octave, and the bass does
not excel in the tight, hard
transient, slam that excites some
audiophiles. It is nonetheless
prodigious in power when the
music contains it, while gently
adding warmth at lower SPLs.
The midrange is clear and of low
coloration, delivering both male
and female vocals realistically with
good projection that is well
balanced with the bass. The
crossover at the top of this unit's
range is handled well, and there is
no evidence of spittiness or excess
sibilance from the treble unit.
Classical listeners can enjoy
performances set in a spacious
soundstage that extends around the
speakers and has relatively good
height considering the size of the
cabinets. The front grilles are alittle
restrictive here; a more open and
deeper stereo image is obtained if
they are removed, an easy five
second job for a bout of serious
listening.
Not so simple is the removal of
the treble dome protective grilles.
These have to be teased of
carefully, being held in place by
magnetic
attraction.
Once
detached, however, the treble gains
extra sparkle at extremes, with
triangle and cymbals gaining clarity.

The CF200
offers much
in the classic
English
speaker design
tradition warmth,
neutrality
and an easy
going lightness
of being that
lets the music
lift the spirit

CONCLUSION
The CF200 is an attractive
proposition in many ways — the
choice of real wood veneers has
furniture appeal and the slim, low
cabinets are not at all obtrusive in
the living room. Classical music
listeners will generally be delighted
with the sonic performance, and the
Cotswold's combination of warmth
and liveliness brings
equal
enjoyment to solo, small-group and
orchestral discs.
Rock enthusiasts may find the
frequency extremes over-emphasise
typical pop EQ, and in some rooms
the bass can become overpowering
with
the
treble
hardening
unacceptably. Otherwise the fine
clarity and natural qualities of the
midrange
deserve
firm
recommendation.

SUPPLIER
TDL
Electronics Ltd,
Chiltern House,
Knaves Beech
Business Centre,
Loudwater,
High Wycombe,
Bucks
HP10 9QR
Tel: 01628
850111

TDL's Cotswold CF200 speaker offers
carbon-fibre cones in a suitably
'traditional' floorstanding design
by PETER 1 COMEAU

NESTLING IN THE

14I-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Treble performance is the only
quibble here. Raise the treble
energy from over- equalised pop
recordings and the unit begins to
harden and shout its presence. In
comparison to the warmth of the
lower midrange and bass, the treble
is much colder in character, and
adds a bite to electric guitar and
synthesiser that may or may not be
welcome depending on your
preference. It certainly doesn't
flatter Bjork's voice with its
unusually high overtones.
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9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

'TRAY CHIC'

Tr 01727 855577
FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:ATC * AVI * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AUDIOLAB * AURA * AE * BOW
B+W * CABLE TALK * CASTLE
CHARIO * COPLAND * DENON * EAR
GENESIS * GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH
HEYBROOK * HARMAN-KARDON * IXOS
JBL * KLIPSCH * KONTAK * LFD
LYRA * MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL * MIT
MICROMEGA * MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
MYRYAD * NOTTS ANALOGUE * OPERA
ORTOFON * PRIMARE * PROAC
PROCEED * PROJECT * QUAD * REL
REVEL * ROTEL * RUARK
SD ACOUSTICS * SHEARNE * SME
SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX
SUMIKO * TARGET * TEAC * THETA
TRICHORD * TUBE TECHNOLOGY
WBT * XLO

THE
"MARK LEVINSON NO. 39
CD PLAYER"

MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
\POR1, MST d't EFHCIENT

Electrostatic
Loudspeakers
for the

l
ove
o
fmusic
•

To hear the beauty and intimacy of Claude Debussy's 'Danse Sacree'
your HiFi system comes from Audiofreaks.
As it has been known for years, electrostatic speakers are the only ones to
recreate the real and natural sounds of music.
AUDIOSTATIC and SOUND - JAB (USA) electrostatic
loudspeakers are our choice among the very best. Different designs,
difièrent looks, first-class performance - all for the love of music.

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment

15, Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 7QT. Tel: 0181. 948 4153 Fax: 0181 948 4250.
email info@audiofreaks.i-way.co.uk www.audiofreaks.i-way.co.uk
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TOSlink optical and two coaxial
digital inputs render the DC -1
unew
41011.
almost ultimately flexible. Switch on,
MIN
. . 1110.1t110 11alilfugli111114.04,11M .0...“
and the display shows the model
-' —
name, the copyright date for the
ImmitilliSimeSliGinnoncit wow
. ...e>1111111111,111111111111J11111.0.».
software and a sequence
of
liii
,%.71:11111 4F2
diagnostic tests. When it ends, you're
minimum iinsinuam,
left with adisplay naming the source
Itilisiiiiumuira
moo 1,/11,1111111111Itt:
and effect in use, eg, TV Dolby
.:111111.111111W
9.111Monleina.
offl10 I; 111111111114 I
ProLogic, according to the defaults
atono
tur10111
4.111110 . .....
own,
1.11,1,1111111111111
you set for each input. Only now,
toolo,
.1. .1.
01111111111111111111 ...u
1111111111111111111
. o
during set-up, you can add DTS,
1,1111 >`1111111111/1111111.11......
DTS THX, DTS Music or whatever
1
11! 1:111:=1111 :
1.11t1111111111111111111111K11 I else your heart desires.
It's here that Lexicon slaughters
the opposition, for set-up borders on
the intuitive.., especially after the
rocket science demanded by the
alk about cautious: it was in
Meridian. Although Ihadn't seen a
October 1996 that Ireviewed
DC- 1 in over a year, I ( and an
Lexicon's DC -1 surroundobserver from the opposition)
sound processor/pre-amp, and made
managed to get rocking without even
the naïve observation that ` a DTS
option is under discussion'. Had I once opening the owner's manual.
The remote control and the onknown then just how prudent
screen displays all but walked us
Lexicon is, I'd have phrased it
through it, in marked contrast to
differently — say, compared it to the
farting about with the Huntingdon
time which elapses between the
Method. Should you wish to install
release of amedical break-through,
or modify the settings for a
awonderdrug, for instance, and its
component after 6pm, or on a
appearance in the UK. Whatever,
Sunday, you needn't panic through
the DTS card has now been fitted
lack of direct access to your retailer.
to the DC -1... and Ican tell you
— so much for an insistence on
that it was well worth the wait.
dealer-only installation.
In case you lack that back issue,
A basic DC-1still costs £2000,
let me remind you that the DC- 1
while an extra £ 1000 adds THX
differed from earlier Lexicon
and myriad Dolby variants bar
processors by including a fullDolby Digital. Up the ante another
function pre-amp. What was rare in
£1000 and Dolby Digital is yours.
1996, but is now fast becoming the
You'll also want to spend £650 for
multi-channel
norm, is that
Lexicon's LDD-1 RF demodulator
all analogue
so you can use NTSC laserdiscs
Mu*. -17with Dolby Digital encoding. Finally,
signals being
another £ l50 is required for DTS,
fed into the
DC- 1
pass
so you're looking at £ 5100 for an
allsingingalldancing DC- 1like the
through AID
current review sample.
converters,
To test the DTS-equipped DC- 1,
this giving full
Ifell back on the trusty Theta Data
compatibility
with
true
III laserdisc player, had aburst with
Meridian's 586.2 DVD player and
digital-domain
used Meridian and Millennium DTS
functionality.
processors. Audio-only DTS discs
As a result of
the continued
included Bonnie Raitt's Road Tested,
Steely Dan's Gaucho, DMP Big
war against separates outside of
Band Salutes Duke Ellington and
hobbyist circles, and this trend
Belinda Carlisle's A Woman and A
toward
multi-functionality —
Man. Films? The astounding DTS
combining apre-amp, aD/A and an
versions of Hitchcock's Vertigo and
AID converter, a video- switching
Jurassic Park: The Lost World, with
device and a surround-sound
processor — devices like the DC- 1 Toy Story, GoldenEye and Last Man
Standing for aDTS vs. Dolby Digital
can be regarded as the control units
showdown. The findings reaffirmed
of the future.
Eight line level inputs, three S- what I felt about the pre-DTS
version: the DC-1is one of the finest
Video inputs, five standard video
multichannel controllers on earth.
coaxial inputs, two standard video
Little things showed why Lexicon
and two SVideo outputs, one set
was wise to hold out until it had
each of analogue outputs for record
'enhanced' DTS' software. The alland a second stereo- only zone,
outputs for front and rear left-and- too-familiar DTS drop-outs, those
momentary shutdowns where you
right, centre channel, subwoofer and
get apop and silence, still occurred
left and right side channels for 7.1
but for ashorter duration than I've
channel installations, and two
.
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Competition
is hotting
up among
purveyors
of serious
multichannel
sound: now
Lexicon
offers the
DTS option

Steely Dan in DTS
surround: other
currently-available
musiconly discs
feature Bonnie
Rain, Belinda
Carlisle and the
DMP big band

SUPPLIER
CSE, Unit 9,
Centre Park
Holdings,
Tockutith, York..
YO5 8QF.
Tel 01423
359054.
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experienced with any of the other
DTS set-ups. While it's still irritating
and probably the only area where
one can criticise DTS, the drop-outs
are now nearly-instantaneous and
less likely to spoil one's pleasure.
Note that these silences seem not to
occur with music- only DTS discs,
just with the laserdiscs. Additionally,
the Lexicon is faster at locking on
to a DTS signal than others I've
tried, whether Theta's, Meridian's
or Millennium's. This is particularly
welcomed during track skipping or
'fast-forwarding'.

GOOD VALUE?
But sonics are what matter, and it's
here that the DC- 1actually starts to
look like good value: hard to believe,
Iknow, when we're talking about
five big ones. But, even after the
magnificence
of
Meridian's
impressive (nay, mindboggling) but
far costlier 861, the DC- 1still had
some flourishes to admire. And they
include extra warmth and greater
channel-to-channel cohesion.
What the Meridian offers for an
extra couple of grand is (with levels
set precisely by digital SPL meter)
abigger sound, with richer bottom
octaves and a wider and deeper
soundstage. The DC-Imatched the
Meridian for precision in image
positioning and for attack and decay
(explosions proved useful for testing
this), while bettering it with a
distinct lack of digital ' overcrispness'. If anything. the DC- 1is
sweet enough even for atube fanatic.
Better still, the Lexicon further
reinforced the argument supported
by some of us that DTS is more
satisfying and convincing than the
Double D alternative. Using just the
final chase in Toy Story or the first
big gunfight in Last Man Standing
was enough to make one bemoan
Dolby's automatic supremacy when
standards are mooted. Quite simply,
DTS fills the room while Dolby
merely encircles you.
Lexicon's implementation of DTS
doesn't just enhance the DC-1's
reputation, it also does a great
service for DTS itself. And if you
remain to be convinced, especially
of the suitability for music-only
programme
material
to
be
experienced in 5.1 channel surround,
ask your dealer ta play Steely Dan's
Gaucho. This disc is the best
argument yet for 5.1 channel
surround for music-only CDs which
aren't live recordings. And if you
already own a surround set-up but
want to add DTS without dumping
your existing pre-amp for aLexicon
(or a Meridian, or a Theta), the
£3650 Millennium 2.4.6 add-on
decoder is still one hell of abargain.
Ken Kes sler
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FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

AUDIO RESEARCH LS15
COME AND LISTEN TO

AUDIO RESEARCH 0100.2

HE BEAUTIFUL AUDIO RESEARCH COMBINATION. THIS

NEW STUNNING AMPLIFIER REALLY NEEDS TO BE AUDITIONED
1
YOU OWE IT OF
YOURSELF TO
HEAR THE

SIMPLY 845

STUNNING
NEW CDM7

The best Integrated amplifier available today.

BY B&W

NEW IN:

THE BEAUTIFUL,
AWARD WINNING
CASTLE SEVERN 2
ON PERMANENT
DEMO

Milleniuni 1000 & 3000 loudspeaker cable from Yamamura

Churchill. Hi-end performance loudspeaker cable at affordable prices, and as
you would expect from Yamamura Churchill it is very good indeed.
Immedia RPM 1&2 Turntables and RPM 2Tone arm. You've read the reviews
in Stereophile, need we say any more.

New & Ex-dem Equipment for sale

THE KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER

COPLAND CSA 28

THIS OUTSTANDING
NEW CD PLAYER FROM KRELL
MAKES AN IMPRESSIVE
PARTNER FOR THE
INTEGRATED AMP

HEAR THE NEW CSA 28 REMOTE
CONTROLLED AND UPGRADED
REPLACEMENT FOR THE CSA 14
INTG. AMPLFIER

ARRIVING SOON AND NOT TO BE MISSED!!
KRELL KAV500i INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER AND
KRELL KAV 250 CD PLAYER
PLUS..THE PHENOMINAL VALUE OF THE COPLAND CSA 515
AMPLIFIER 150w/c FOR ONLY £ 1,295.00!
• CREDIT FACILITIES BUY NOW PAY LATER

Croft Epoch pre-amplifier Excellent condition
£400
Croft Epoch pre-amplifier. Silver wired & upgraded power supply.
Unbelievable performance
£650
Mullard 5-20, original main and output transformers ( stereo set),
new ànd boxed
£120
PYE Mozart HFS20 Stereo amplifier, very collectable, great sound . . £400
Leak TL12.1 (
matched pair), BBC spec rebuilt to avery high standard £1600
QUAD H's (
with close serial numbers), Original KT 66's,
very good condition
£650

OUR AGENCIES INCLUDE:Croft, Denon, Diapason, GATE, GM Audio, GRAAF.

• 4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

Immedia Turntables & Arms, Leak Troughline Tuners,

• MAIL ORDER FACILITY
• EX DEM AND P/EX LIST AVAILABLE

Matisse, Monti°, Nottingham Analogue, Posselt,

Agencies include:

SME, TRON, UKD Opera, Unison Research.

AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, B&W, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE, CELESTION, CHORD,
COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN,
MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK,
SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO
We stock awiffie range of accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from:
AUDIO-TECHNICA, APOLLO. GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON, SENNHEISER,
SOUND STYLE, TARGET, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, FLATLINE, SILTECH, OED AND MANY OTHERS

Jtr

Pre-Owned Equipment for sale

Audio Analogue. Audio Physic, Avantgarde Acoustic,

OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE
{SUBJECT TO STATUS)

=rwri

‘vantarde DUO's Horn loudspeakers,
Special metallic re finish ' list £7,600.)
£7,000
Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, birds-eye maple ( list £3400)
POA
Audio Physic Tempo 1loudspeakers, black and cherry ( list £ 1999 . . . £1500
Audio Physic Step loudspeakers. black & cherry (list £ 1299)
£975
Adyton Opera Integrated amplifier, ( list £2595)..
£1995
Meracas Tanto CD player, ( list £ 1395)
£995
Maranta CD17 CD player, boxed with guarantee (list COO)
£500
Posselt Condor, same as the Albatross but much smaller,
made in real wood, 94dB
£1400
ART Monolith loudspeaker cable. 3metre stereo pair, (list £650)
£
495

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm TuesSat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

VISA

Yamamura Churchill Cables & Accessories.

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY:
Tel/Fax: (+44) 01895 833099
e Luc situated ou

the outskirts of London 4minutes from

junction 16 of the M25 ( M25/M40) or
20 minutes by train from Marylebone Railway Station
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epending on your point of
view, DSD is either aspanner
in the DVD-Audio works —
or the record industry's best bet for
survival, revival and preservation of
its archive assets. Tony Faulkner,
one of the UK's leading independent
classical recording engineers, is clear
where he stands.
Siding with Sony and Philips, he's
declared firmly in favour of DSD, in
preference to high resolution PCM.
His conversion follows several
months of DSD Beta-testing, during
which time he's made a number of
parallel PCM/DSD recordings.
While demonstrating one of his DSD
recordings at Sony's Whitfield Street
studios, Faulkner explained the
appeal of DSD, and countered
several of the arguments regularly
levelled against the technology.
A long-time advocate of the
highest possible mastering standards,
and a pioneer of 96kHz high- bit
PCM recording, Faulkner sees a
variety of advantages in DSD.
Naturally he endorses the purity of
sound obtained from DSD: ' I've
been working with conceptualised
DSD prototypes, so the equipment
may not be as fine-tuned as it will
eventually be. Even so, I'm aware of
an openness at the top, alayering of
the sound and an absence of
perceptible noise.
'I'm very aware of the sonic
thumbprint this system makes. It's
highly neutral. The lack of colour in
the sound and the absence of ringing
in the filters is very apparent to me.
If you switch between this and a
DAT recorded in parallel, the
difference is quite ashock.'
In fact, any attempt to make a
direct DSD/PCM comparison is
fraught with difficulty. As Faulkner
points out, one major problem is that
you have to use different D/A
converters: ` Take the example of my
parallel DSD/24-bit 44.1kHz
recording for Antony Michaelson
[HFNIRR, April]. It's impossible to
compare like with like, because you
have to use different A/Ds and
different D/As. Any audiophile
knows that you can do quite
successful parallel listening just
comparing A/Ds and D/As. In these
entire systems there are three
completely different elements, so
you're not separating variables
sufficiently to be critical. The only
way you could make a sensible
comparison would be to take finished
pressings, and set up parallel
products
from
the
same
manufacturer. You have to be very
careful what you're trying to prove.'
Faulkner's analysis of the technical
pros and cons of DSD and 24bit/96kHz confirms what his long
term listening tells him. One of
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THE PROS AND CONS
Super Audio CD and the DSD
recording format have plenty of
support in the world of professional
audio. But it has its detractors too
by JONATHAN KETTLE
his worries about 24/96 is that it isn't
abig enough improvement over Red
Book to expect consumers to buy a
new player costing £ 500 or more,
and new discs costing more than fullprice CDs. Another issue for him is
that downconversions from 24/96 to
16-bit/44.1kHz are lossy. He's
prepared to stick his neck out and
say that he thinks a DSD
downconversion would give abetter
sound purely because of the digital
filtering processes it eliminates.
'All PCM recording requires a
brick wall filter at around half the
sampling rate. It rings, it's high-Q, it
has certain effects we've all grown
used to. But it would be nice to
avoid them. Change from 44.1kHz
to 96kHz and you shift the filters up,
but they'll still be ringing in the
audio band. When you make a
96kHz recording and downsample to

44.1kHz, the signal passes through
two filtering processes and two
approximation processes. Using
DSD instead, Ithink you would
eliminate the 96k A/D and the 44.1k
downconversion.
`It's my view that PCM itself is the
barrier to making a significant
improvement over 16-bit/44.1kHz.
The interesting thing about the
delta- sigma data stream is that it's
much more like an analogue signal.
If you take the bitstream output you
can use a simple C/R network and
play it through apair of headphones.
The signal waveform is remarkably
similar to audio.'
One of Faulkner's other concerns
is to ensure that the next generation
of high- definition audio is made
future-proof. He's convinced that a
delta-sigma data stream is inherently
more upgradable than PCM, and
doesn't relish the prospect of
hardware people saying in ayear or
two's time, after the DVD-A
standard has been fixed, ' Iwish we'd
gone to 192kHz, 384kHz or 728kHz
sampling instead of 96kHz 24-bit'.
He sees DSD as a much more
elegant solution.
Anyone who's been following the
DSD/PCM debate on the Internet
and elsewhere will know that DSD
has its fair share of detractors,
primarily among small, specialist,
high- end audio designers and
manufacturers. But as long ago as
1996, on the Acoustic Renaissance
for Audio (ARA) Website, Professor
Malcolm
Hawksford
of the
University of Essex was warning
against delta- sigma 1- bit for
addition,
gain
change
and
convolution operations. In his view,
since multi- bit processing is
inevitable, ' signals then have to be
re- translated to a bitstream code
using a further noise shaper
configured around a 2- level
comparator. It is highly probable that
such cascades of essentially nonlinear processing will have audible
consequences that will not withstand
the scrutiny of the audiophile
community'.
Tony Faulkner responds robustly:
'For the last 20 years all digital audio
has been PCM, because it's avery
attractive package. But it's actually
not true to say that there's no
solution to delta- sigma signal
processing. It's just that you can't go
to the Motorola catalogue and order
a DSP chip to do DSD duties
because it hasn't been arequirement.
It doesn't mean it's an impossibility.'
His views are mirrored by Bob
Doris, president of Sonic Solutions,
the leading producer of pro- audio
workstations. Doris actually agrees
with Hawksford's analysis, but
disputes his prognosis. He sees it
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Bob Doris,

president of Sonic
Solutions: the
company showed its
prototype DSDequipped SonicStudio
to the Audio
Engineering Society
in the autumn
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as his company's job to develop the
high end professional audio tools to
meet this difficult challenge. A full
voting member of the DVD Forum,
Sonic Solutions continues to support
96kHz/24-bit PCM, yet at last
Autumn's AES, it showed a DSDequipped working prototype of the
industry reference SonicStudio.
Sonic Solutions is aiming, this
Autumn, to deliver DSD editing
systems to anumber of companies
who have expressed interest. Yet
Andy Moorer of Sonic Solutions
admits that ' we don't yet have away
to do EQ. What the Sonic DSD
Workstation
can
create
is
overlapping splices of stereo
material, and full level/pan control
including up to 24dB of boost'. He
also admits that for signal processing,
'it is better to keep alarge number of
bits around, then requantize back to
1-bit at the very last stage. This way
any amount of headroom can be
built into the system'. During DSD
processing, a PCM proxy stream is
actually used for waveform display
and audio level metering.
There are those who suspect the
DSD bandwagon is a ruse to sell
studios lots of new equipment.
Certainly
the
absence
of
accumulated
interfaces
is
undeniable. But there are more
substantive
arguments.
One
suggestion is that since 75 per cent of
the energy in a 1- bit delta- sigma
datastream is noise, shifted to
supersonic frequencies by the noise-

The sampling rate of
Direct Stream Digital
lends itself to simple
downconversion to all
the standard PCM
distribution formats.

14.112 MHz

shaping process, DSD's data rate
becomes unacceptably high when the
needs of multichannel audio are
taken into account.
Here is Tony Faulkner's response:
'If you measure the S/N ratio from
DC to 20kHz, DSD is absolutely
phenomenal. Above 20kHz the noise
starts to rise, but Idon't consider it
to be a serious issue. Nearly every
CD we listen to at home has gone
through a DSD front end. It isn't
called DSD, but the A/D conversion
which makes the signal into is and
Os is already exactly the same
concept.
`A symphony could not be stored

in DSD on one Red Book CD
because
the
650MByte,
or
thereabouts, storage capacity is
inadequate. DSD was a non-starter
for CD, historically, but the numbers
problem is overcome now that we
have a 4.7GByte high density layer
and lossless compression. You can
apply lossless compression to DSD
just as you can to 96kHz, to increase
the number of tracks or playing time,
add video.., whatever you want.
'A lot of people talk as though
two- channel will be superseded by
multichannel. I've thought this
through carefully. Iappreciate that
home cinema is multichannel, but I
can't quite work out where surround
sound fits in with classics. Recording
Renaissance polyphony in a huge
church with awrap-around acoustic
creates avery nice experience. But
it's a considerable engineering
overhead for record companies, and
Ireally don't know how many people
who listen to classical music are that
interested in. surround sound. It's
very good for audio equipment sales,
but Ithink it's very easy to get into
what's called an " office hit"
situation, where everybody sits in on
an A&R meeting or a product
meeting for hi-fi development and
says, "what we need is surround and
5.1 and abig TV screen and it'll all
be hooked up to the Internet, with
three speakers at the front and two at
the back, a DVD player, a DVD
Audio player"... Ithink there are
probably five of these people in

FROM DSD TO SUPER AUDIO CD...
Direct Stream Digital ( DSD) was originally
proposed by Sony as asolution to the record
industry's primary problem, the
preservation of its rapidly
disintegrating ' iron mountain'
assets. Hundreds of
thousands of priceless
master tapes, fragile
acetates and lacquers
dating back to the 1950s
need to be transcribed to a
robust, high resolution
storage medium, conveniently
downloadable to any release
format.
Last year Philips announced its support for
Sony's DSD technology. In June, Sony and
Philips proposed adual layer hybrid disc
release format, Super Audio Compact Disc,
one layer for Red Book CD and asecond
using Direct Stream Digital ( DSD) 1- bit
technology to provide higher resolution
audio.
The timing of the SACD announcement
was no accident. DSD proposals were falling
on too many deaf ears within the DVD-Audio
Working Group- 4, and an agreed DVD-A
standard was due to be announced by
Christmas. In the event, the draft DVD-A spec
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emerged at CES in January. Apparently it
leaves the door open for DSD as well as a
raft of high resolution PCM options
up to 192kHz sampling rate and
24- bit word lengths, plus lossy
and lossless compression
including DIS, Dolby Digital
and MPEG. Fine and dandy
for all interested parties. But
where would such an open
format leave the consumer?
Undoubtedly, for many, in a
state of considerable confusion.
Bob Stuart agrees an open
standard is, 'good in theory' but
presents difficult choices to buyers, and he
hopes in particular that alossless
compression system is mandated rather than
any of the lossy compression alternatives
provisionally optional. So, as David
Kawakami, Sony's new- business
development director pointed out at CES, if
'everybody's goal is to end up with a
singular format.., we'll all [ have to] sharpen
our proposals.'
On the face of it the Super Audio Compact
Disc meets all the criteria laid down by the
International Steering Committee
representing the wishes of the international

record companies. The draft DVD-A spec, on
the other hand, leaves hardware
manufacturers conspicuously free to choose
whether or not to equip players with Red
Book capability. ( In practice virtually all can
be expected to include it for the foreseeable
future.) So, when push comes to shove, will
the record industry demand full, mandatory
Red Book backwards compatibility? Or is
there room here for compromise?
Philips says it has already produced the
hybrid Super Audio Compact Disc, but here's
what Jordan Rost, Warner Group's senior VP
of new technology, reportedly stated as
recently as January: 'no-one can deliver the
dual layer discs easily today.' If it cannot be
guaranteed that 100 per cent of ' legacy' CD
players are capable of playing the CD layer
of hybrid discs, here is afurther reason for
the record industry to soften its view on
backwards compatibility.
Nobody can predict whether Sony, Philips
and the DVD-A Working Group 4will find a
way to negotiate asingle inventory disc
format providing CD backwards
compatibility, aSuper Audio Compact Disc
and DVD integration. Failure to meet the
challenge risks both aformat war and a
divided record industry.
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London! And as a software
originator, Ihave to deal with the
real world. A record company like
Hyperion isn't going to make a
record of British classical music for a
handful of people.'
Whether or not classical record
companies eventually warm to
multichannel, there's no doubt that
any future high quality audio format
will have to be multichannel-ready.
Bob Stuart, chairman of the ARA,
and Technical Director of Meridian
Audio, remains adamant that DSD is
unsuitable
for
multichannel
application on the grounds of its high
data rate requirement: ' Even with
lossless compression', he insists,
`DSD needs 2-3 times the data rate
of transparent PCM'. And according
to Stuart, DSD is not thought to be
very
amenable
to
lossless
compression. For the record, Philips
engineer Fons Bruekers presented an
AES paper last year concerning
advanced techniques of lossless
compression for 1-bit audio, using
higher coder complexity to achieve a
2:1 gain in bit-rate efficiency. Stuart
does accept that DSD is sufficient
for what Philips wants to do with it,
but he emphasises it won't be
enough for those who want to
include moving pictures alongside
transparent audio.
Andy Moorer, of Sonic Solutions,
takes acontrary view: ` Since we can
already buy a2x DVD-ROM player,
it's not clear why we're worrying
about compression at all.' He says
the DSD data rate is ' not particularly
higher than 24/96 PCM', and
reckons
that
even
without
modification, current generation
DVD transports will achieve three
channels of DSD or four channels of
96/24 PCM.
Moorer accepts the theoretical
signal-to-noise ratio superiority of
96/24 PCM, but questions whether
any sonic advantage would normally
accrue in practice. What matters, he
says, is that a high resolution
mastering format is used, because it
is an important hedge against future
development. In this respect, he sees
DSD as ` a kind of Lingua Franca'
enabling easy downconversion to any
of the formats currently under
consideration. Significantly, he
echoes Tony Faulkner's views on
digital filtering: ` You cannot
underestimate the importance of
eliminating the anti-aliasing filter.'
Perhaps the fiercest criticism Bob
Stuart levels against DSD concerns
its jitter susceptibility. He argues that
'with a high order noise shaper you
get noise at high frequencies and
jitter at any interface.' A bitstream
code simultaneously containing highamplitude and high-frequency noise
is susceptible to jitter. In-band errors
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DSD
Down Conversion
32.0 kfti
asi kHz ill-bit
48.0 kHz — 20-bit
882 kHz
24-bit
98.0 kHz

A single DSD server
can perform multiple
tasks to support a
music company's
production and marketing environments.

Analog Masters

Tony Faulkner:
'If you switch
between this and a
DAT recorded in
parallel, the difference
is quite ashock...'

DSD to an HDCD master. 'We're
result, he says.
Andy Moorer makes the following
very excited about DSD,' said
recording engineer Ronald Prent. ' It
rebuttal: ' the jitter requirements for
DSD are no better or worse than for
seems to have a clarity and warmth
96kHz/24-bit PCM. The 2.88MHz
that's unusual for digital. I've even
DSD exhibits no more, or less, RF
given up my own half-inch machine
in favour of DSD. We can't wait for
noise than the 12.8MHz clock rate
used for 48 and 96kHz converters'.
DSD editing machines to become
available.'
And he reminds us that most Bob Stuart of
As David Walstra, Sony's DSD
converters today are 1- bit DACs Meridian and the
preceded by an interpolation ARA: an open
R&D representative in Europe,
step. ` DSD simply skips over the standard is 'good rn
explains, Beta testing is one thing,
theory', but...
but there is a real determination to
interpolation step and drives the 1bit DAC directly.'
produce finished product in time to
Tony Faulkner's aim is to be
build acatalogue ready for the Super
Audio CD launch.
editing and mastering in DSD by late
The technical pros and cons of
summer, but he warns that the
DSD will continue to be debated with
workstations need to be bomb-proof
one eye on its archiving potential and
to ensure that there's no risk of
the other on DVD-A, but the
erasing valuable masters accidentally.
countdown to Super Audio CD has
On sessions for Hyperion, Telarc and
already started. Sony has targeted
others, his plan is to continue making
Spring 1999 for the commercial
parallel PCM/DSD recordings,
including one scheduled with Sir
launch of the Super Audio CD. By
May of this year we can expect the
Charles Mackerras and the Scottish
DVD Working Group- 4 to have
Chamber Orchestra, and another
published the V1.0 DVD-Audio
with Sir Colin Davis and the LSO.
standard. So there's only a narrow
'Making parallel recordings is alot of
time frame for unification. On one
fun', he says, 'but artists now are used
to some editing, and at the moment
point an are agreed: it's in no-one's
interest for the record industry and
all we can do is abit of cutting and
general public to be faced with a
pasting if we know the time codes.
choice between aDVD-A disc and a
These are just crude butt edits.'
Super Audio Compact Disc. There
Detailed testing and appraisal of
DSD such as Tony Faulkner's
are plenty of good reasons for
predicting adeal will be thrashed out,
parallel recording programme are
but, as Bob Stuart, says, it may go
essential if its sonic potential is to be
right to the wire.
appreciated. DSD sets are installed
at Sony's Whitfield Street studios,
London; in New York; at Wisselord,
SUPER AUDIO COMPACT DISC
a Dutch Polygram- owned studio,
KEY SPECIFICATIONS
which U2 and the Rolling Stones
• One-sided 120mm dia disc, 1.2mm thick
have been known to use. DSD test
• Two signal layers:
recordings have been made at
i) CD- density Red Book Audio reflective layer
Wisselord. The first commercial CD
16- bit PCM, 44.1kHz sampling
made from aDSD master for sale in
ii) High density semi- transmissive layer
the Netherlands is expected to be an
1- bit delta- sigma Direct Stream Digital ( DSD),
April release featuring Dutch singer28224MHz sampling (
44.1k x64Fs)
songwriter, The Louw. Other artists
• 6- channels of DSD
featured in Wisselord's parallel
• DC- 100 000kHz frequency response
DSD/half-inch test recordings
• 120dB S/N ratio
include the Swiss band, Core
• 74 minutes playing time
(somewhat similar to Prodigy) and
• Text, grophics and video
German rock group, Gule Neigel.
• Direct- Stream Transfer, the high order lossless
Blind listening comparison of
compre.,sion system developed by Philips, is claimed to
DSD and DAT masters, using the
give 5G% data rate reduction
Gule Neigel rock material, indicated
• Digital Watermark disc ID for Copyright protection
a strong preference for DSD, but a
and anti- piracy
more equivocal reaction comparing
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DAX DECADE
Advancing the state
of the art with asuperb
converter and attenuator.

NATURAL
SONUS FABER's philosophy and design are the nearest you
will get to amusical instrument: that is why you won't find
in their brochures any high-tech multi- driver devices that
scream for attention. No: Sonus Faber's creed is one of
meticulously executed simplicity with the use of beautifully
crafted natural materials. That is why their creations are so
cherished, both musically and aesthetically.
Their ' Concert' series has set anew standard in the more
affordable arena and is anatural match with the KRELL KAV
cd player and amplifiers.
Now, after ten years with the wonderful Electa Amator, we
have the ELECTA AMATOR II. With a rear-firing passive
radiator, this is anew speaker in its own right and achieves
alevel of naturalness and involvement that will bring tears
to your eyes. This is high end to die for.
Telephone for ademonstration: Pinewood carries the full
Sonus Faber range.

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
RU. Box 5q. Nottingham NC') 1D1.
Tel: 0115 922 4138. +44 1159 224138 Fax: 0115 922 9701. +44 1159 229701
Demonstrated at: The

Right

Note. Bristo!. Tel: 01225 8747.-› • Premier Audio.

Yorkshire. Tel: 01924 255045 • Progressive Audio.

Kent. Tel: 01634 389004

• Armchair Audio. Northampton. Tel: 01604 415412 • Orpheus Audio. Manchester.
Tel: 01257 473

175 • Sounds of Music. Tunbridge Wells. Tel: 01892 547003

•Unique Audio. London. Tel: 0181 450 7384 • Signals. Ipswich. Tel 01473 622866

SIMPLE

NETHERLANDS: Renaksance Audio. Amsterdam. Tel: 31 20620 7125.
FRANCE: Next Audio. Salon De Pro ,ence. Tel: 33 49056 7682.

Like Sonus Faber, Pinewood also believes in keeping it simple, no matter what the budget. Our flagship system is
composed of the amazing KRELL KPS-25 compact disc
player, KRELL FPB-600 stereo amplifier, WILSON SYSTEM
5.1 and TRANSPARENT REFERENCE XL interconnecting
and loudspeaker cable. Ten years ago we were using ten yes ten - chassis on our main system. Now it's just two and
the sound is far better. That's genuine progress, wouldn't
you say?

SOUND

CONNECTIONS
TEL / FAX : 0151
E-mail

348 1988

sound connect ons@dial, pipex corn

MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QIUALITY HI-FI ACCESSORIES

PINEWOOD MUSIC IS AN EXCLUSIVE AGENT FOR
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS LTD AND IS THE ONLY TRUE HIGH
END DEALER FOR THE SOUTH WEST.

The importance of
cables and accessories
is often overlooked when
purchasing a hi-fi system.
It is very easy to be scepti-

•KRELL • KRELL DIGITAL • WILSON AUDIO •

cal about cables because of

•SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND •

their apparent high cost or

•AUDIOGRAM • TRANSPARENT CABLE •
•HARMONIX STRINGS •

.
»fteetterrileblie
Knights • Broadway Road

but they
can play a major part in

erMelite
Broadway

Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation anti Demonstrations l'y appointment ( mly
Please teleplli»ic

insubstantial appearance,

achieving the full potential
from your system.
We offer a popular HOME TRIAL SERVICE which
enables you to evaluate cables in your own system,
therefore ensuring you purchase the right cable.
PLEASE TEL / FAX / E-MAIL FOR OUR LATEST PRODUCT AND PRICE LIST
VAN DEN HUL • DNM RESON • SONICLINK • NORDOST • CHORD CO
XL0 • AUDIO QUEST • KIMBER • SENNHEISER • STAX • ORTOFON
LAT • SUMIKO • LYRA • MICHELL • STANDS UNIQUE • TARGET
SOUNDSTYLE • TOWNSHEND • IXOS • MUSICAL FIDELITY

52 Green Lane • Great Sutton • Soulh Wirra• • Cheshire • L66 4LE

blackbox

Different
room
acoustics
and room
construction
types have
a significant
effect on
the listening
experienca

0

ne of the late 20th century's
more damaging aspects is
conformity and standardisation. Some prime offenders (it is a
double-edged sword) include global
businesses, 'Windows 98', the EU,
many underpublicised technical
standards bodies, and the outcome of
European colonisation and diverse
missionary work. Fortunately, many
regional and national differences
persist. One of these is that British
loudspeakers sound different to
people in the USA, and vice-versa_
Reasons proposed for this, and
similar national sonic characteristic
differences in regions ` divided' by
their common language. have
included (in the case of the LIS vs.
UK) the different tonality of speech
sounds;
genetic
drift;
dietary
differences; the one-time high tonal
accuracy of the BBC and the ITN
and IRN news services; and the mass
teaching of music in British schools
(now under threat) since 1944, and
so on.

IN DIFFERENT ROOMS

'Audio/Studio
Mains Supplies —
volume 2now
available —
completes a
compendium
Ben Duncan '.c
in-depth articles
on apopular
subject where
readable
information is
otherwise very
sparse — as
published in
HEN RR and
other professional
audio journab. over
the past 14 years.
For details, send
SAE to the author,
do HFNIRR.
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Another, possibly no less highly
contributory, if more prosaic, reason
is that whereas amajority of serious
hi-fi listeners in the USA, south-west
of the architectural solidity of New
York and Chicago, live in mainly
wooden-walled houses, in Britain, to
build atwo-storey house from wood
would probably break the UK's
draconian building and local council
regulations (unless licensed as akit
from Sweden), while UK lenders and
property insurers mostly regard
wooden buildings as risible.
Hence facing bricks or vernacular
stone, with internal 'breeze' blocks,
concrete floors, slates and tiles,
continue to dominate as the
surroundings of most domestic
listening spaces in the British Isles.
Assuming a solid floor, the only
wobbly bits are the ceiling, doors and
windows.
These
are
mainly
segmented (by nailing or framing)
into small panel areas that have
fundamental resonant frequencies
above most bass frequencies.
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Fortunate enough to be able to
duplicate similar reference systems in
different settings, and having awide
range of listening spaces that include,
for example, outdoor woodlands, also
awooden-walled building (of doubleskinned, 3
/in ply construction with 6
4
inches of fibreglass wool in between)
reasonably akin to many USA
listening spaces, Ihave been able to
make comparisons.
To begin with, the wooden room
largely swallows ' low' bass (below
about 120Hz) like the sylvan
outdoors, because the room's wall
panels are either transparent to, or
else very considerably absorb, low
frequencies. In atypical British sitting
room (somewhat smaller than my
wooden room) the bass levels from
the same large test speaker — with
its peak-free bass response — would
be far higher,
thanks to a
surrounding 12M thickness of brick
and plaster (and with all the acoustic
problems this leads to).
Secondly, the wooden room can't
take high levels: the panels go into
acoustic chaos (which destroys any
sonic quality) at fairly low SPLs,
around 90 to 95dBc average. So
turning up loud to hear more low
bass is out of the question. One is
driven to listening at quite modest
levels and perhaps turning up the
bass. One sensible alternative to suit
such circumstances would be to
produce speakers which were ` bass
rich' — and this, broadly, is what
some makers in the USA appear to
do, if rather unconsciously. In future,
maybe worldwide speaker makers will
become more upfront about the kind
of listening space their creations have
been optimised to work in.
The lowest level of the ' wooden
room' problem (for listening rooms)
is asuspended wooden floor. This
problem is shared by many listeners
— both in the UK and worldwide.
Here, for once, living space aesthetics
and the needs of music are at
loggerheads. Floorboards are apoor
starting point for deep bass and
percussive music. Conventional
remedial possibilities range from
pulling up and ' floating' them on a
thick rubber pad to simply jacking
them up from beneath, to be in
tension, and gluing plyboard on top
to damp and diffuse spot resonances.
A few years ago, Iwas impressed
by a demonstration in one of Russ
Andrews's listening rooms, which
proved that such treatments were not
the sole option. Other than the care .
that he had taken to ` ground' the
speakers mechanically to the floor
(and thence to the wall mass) with
spikes, and additionally to `isolate' the
system's electronics from vibration,
there was said to be another level of
optimisation at work, which allowed

the system to 'master the room'.
I've experienced this effect myself,
and it's something that should
encourage those readers who live in
rooms they know to be acoustically
non-ideal (according to conventional
acoustic theory).
The hypothesis arising, for readers'
own testing is as follows:When the
amplifier-cable-speaker combination
has been suitably tuned', and all
preceeding components 2 have been
desensitized to vibration — by the
various means already known to
regular readers — so that, overall, the
various subtle interactions that can
occur have been largely overcome,
then the system will often seem to
overcome bad sonic problems caused
by the acoustics'. This without
recourse to either architectural and
aesthetic vandalism or great disruption
and expense. The gist is that, by
using system-tuning tools coherently,
it is possible to achieve asonic quality
and dynamic clarity in aclearly less
than ideal space that would leave a
room acoustics expert open-mouthed.

IN DIFFERENT ROOMS ( ll)
In piole,ional s unU, ieanv of my
colleagues are subject to the lure of
apparently powerful CAD programs
for predicting sonic performance in a
given space. A critical missing feature
which helps make a nonsense of
many predictions, as well as the
schemes and plans by acousticians
who don't check out the real space,
is that most rooms adjoin other
rooms. These either absorb at
random frequencies, or else store
energy in spaces without the benefit
of any acoustic treatment, then return
it.
A prime example — on the big
scale — is the 1930s swimming pool
under the present floor of London's
Wembley Arena. Until the pool was
discovered, concert sound engineers
couldn't understand why the hall
acoustics 'broke down' at certain bass
frequencies. In related vein, readers
may like to consider objects that
vibrate, rattle, store and release or
absorb acoustic energy, in all rooms
surrounding any boundary surface of
the listening room. Investigation can
be aided by playing the low frequency
part of apink-noise track (if nothing
else, disconnect the tweeters), initially
at low levels then increasing, to find
and then deal with each surrounding
room's next layer of vibrations.
Ben Duncan
1. This concerns the control that the cable
enables, the control the amplifier has to exert
(strong with good solid-state, limited with
limp SET outputs), and the control the
speaker-system hands over to the electrical
domain.
2. Especially CD players and turntables, all
digital circuitry and any surface-mounted
circuit
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Choosing
just eight
composers
would be
lard
enough for
a 'Desert
Island
Castaway',
let alone
eight works

*Radio 4's longrunning programme
Desert Island Discs
was devised by the
late Roy Plomley
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very so often Iam asked which
eight pieces of music I'd
choose in aDesert Island Discs*
situation, and respond by pointing
out the horrendous problem this
poses for any music-lover with broad
classical tastes. In fact I usually
mutter something about including
the Eroica Symphony, a late
Schubert chamber work, and
Vaughan Williams's Tallis Fantasia,
but then cop out. If pushed, Iquote
in defence the experience of afriend
who undertook to don the awesome
BBC straitjacket, and then spent
agonised weeks making his choices
as the programme's recording date
loomed, so difficult was it to be
ruthless in excluding well- loved
pieces.
The nearest I've come to this
situation was when the HFNIRR
reviewing team were invited to detail
their eight indispensable recordings
for listing in the magazine's April
1991 Classical Supplement. But that
circumscribed the recordings, not
the music, thus permitting extra
works to be slipped in via discs
carrying more than one item. Also,
the rules were flexible enough for
one of the eight to comprise aCDset of closely related pieces, and
another to accommodate a single
long work, and by exploiting these
options my list encompassed six
symphonies, two shorter orchestral
pieces, six chamber works, and a
four-hour opera.
This nevertheless ignored many
items I could hardly bear to be
without, so Iindulged in what the
Music Editor called ' an outrageous
piece of cheating' by including a
further imaginary CD which drew
upon carefully timed excerpts from
nine other recordings. This added
two more orchestral items, some
songs and operatic scenes, movts
from two baroque concertos, and
part of aRequiem, giving an overall
total of 24 pieces by ten composers.
Yet in afinal flourish Iprotested that
there were vital works by a further
dozen composers still clamouring for
inclusion.
MAY MS

But the ' eight works' challenge
remains, and recently the question
popped up yet again, so Idug out
that 1991 piece to remind me of past
thoughts and braced myself for the
real task, which led after much
heartache to the following bloodstained list:
1) IS Bach: Brandenburg Concerto
No.3
2) Beethoven: Symphony 3
(Eroica)
3) Berlioz: Requiem
4) Brahms: Symphony 4
5) Schubert: C-major Quintet
6) Sibelius: Symphony 1
7) R Strauss: Four Last Songs
8) Vaughan Williams: Tallis
Fantasia.
If asked that famous question
about which piece I'd pick if Icould
only take one, it would be the Tallis,
which always moves me with greater
power than any other music Iknow.
And this is decidedly not because it
is ' quintessentially English',* the
phrase used recently by a radio
announcer as if this were a prime

Ralph Vaughan Williams with 'Glorious
John' Barbirolli, whose EMI recording of the
Tal/is Fantasia is on CDC 747 5372

recommendation for music which
has a visionary, universal feel far
transcending mere nationality.
But if for this reason it would be
tolerable for RVVV to be represented
by that one work, with Brahms
likewise confined to what is for me
his greatest symphony, and if Imight
under pressure
opt just
for
'September' and 'Im Abendrot' from
the Strauss songs, I'd nevertheless
feel robbed of huge riches when it
comes to the other five composers.
Ideally there would be at least one
more Sibelius symphony, while
Schubert's Quintet would be joined
by his last two String Quartets and
the Winterreise song- cycle, with
Bach's roster expanded to include
some of the Cello Suites, the Double
Concerto, the elegaic Adagio from

the E-major Violin Concerto, the Dminor Harpsichord Concerto, and
Stokowski's orchestral transcriptions
of the Toccata & Fugue in D-minor
and Passacaglia & Fugue in C-minor.
With Beethoven, it would be
dreadful not to have the remaining
odd-numbered symphonies, though
I might settle for 5(i), 7(ii), and
9(iv), while the Piano Concertos
could be represented by the Fourth
and — terrible sacrifices here — the
solo
piano
music
by
the
`Appassionata' and ' Moonlight'
Sonatas and the Quartets by the
Serioso' (0p.95) and the C-sharpminor (0p.131). But the latter
would have to be in Mitropoulos's
transcription as performed by the
VPO's strings under Bernstein, a
version whose last three movts Ifind
absolutely shattering.

WHAT ABOUT BERLIOZ?
As for Berlioz, I've opted to
represent him with the Requiem
rather than the complete Trojans
chosen in 1991, but would accept
just the ` Lacrymosa' and ' Sanctus'
from the former if allowed the Love
Duet and the final scenes from Act
5 of the latter, plus Les nuits dété
(or at least ' Le spectre de la rose'
therefrom), the Nocturne from
Beatrice & Benedict, and the ` King
of Thule' ballad from the Damnation
of Faust. And ideally I'd add the
complete Benvenuto Cellini, the Love
Music from Romeo & Juliet, and
`Tibi (mimes' from the Te Deum. But
note that Ihaven't even mentioned
the Fantastic Symphony or Harold in
Italy!
All the above come from my
shortlisted composers, while the total
of those whose music I love but
which must remain inaccessible has
now risen to 15. To be fair, some
highly prized would-be candidates
are mere excerpts, such as the death
scene from Mussorgsky's Boris
Godunov or the canto populare
episode from Elgar's In the South,
whose 4m of exquisite nostalgia I
rate as highly as anything in his
whole output — although the Cello
Concerto is not far behind.
But imagine being deposited on
that remote isle without being able
to hear anything by Bartok,
Bruckner, Chopin, Dvorak, Elgar,
Haydn, Mahler, Mendelssohn,
Monteverdi, Mozart, Mussorgsky,
Shostakovich, Tchaikovsky, Verdi or
Vivaldi... All of these join the listed
eight in being vital to my musical
diet, while many areader would no
doubt come up with an equally
crucial but quite different list. Which
only goes to show what a vexing
business it is even to pick one's eight
favourite composers, let alone eight
pieces of music.
John Crabbe
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Here's our rundown of the rest of the
goodies seen at the Winter CES. Part 2 kicks off
with all things digital
by KEN KESSLER

B

ritish digitalia: ARCAM
showed
a ' working
engineering sample' of the
24-bit Alpha 9CD player. Based on
the transport and motherboard of
the Alphas 7 and 8, the Alpha 9
adds the Ring DAC, which was
developed and made famous by
Cambridge-based neighbour Data
Conversion Systems, currently one
of the most talked-about names in
digital technology.
Now made available in IC form,
the DCS Ring DAC is a 4.5-bit,
64- times oversampling converter.
Arcam's application involves two
chips working with a Motorola 24bit DSP. The good news? There
will be an upgrade kit for Alpha 7, 8
and 8SE owners converting the
older players to Alpha 9spec.
Audio Analogue's Paganini CD
Player, seen at the Hi-Fi Show in
pre- production form, is almost
ready. The device heard in Las
Vegas had its circular display in
place, and it appears that the price
is going to be under four figures.

Burmester's latest 900- series
addition is the 979 CD transport.
Selling for DM17,000, it's a beltdrive deck made in-house; no Sony
or Philips borrowing here. It bristles
with every output configuration,
including AT&T, coaxial, 75ohm
(transformer), low-impedance coax
and more. Also fitted is an output
for an external clock.
Camelot's Merlin Pro CD
transport is based on the Pioneer
'stable platter' mechanism, to which
it adds an ultra- high stability
temperature- controlled crystal
oscillator ( TCXO) to minimise
jitter. Its power supply would do
justice to most amps - a massive
toroidal with separate windings for
motor, servo, digital control, DSP
and ASP — and outputs are
provided for five- and six-pin I2S,
RCA coax, BNC coax, AES/EBU
and optional ST glass. Also seen
was the Morganna 24 CD player,
with full 24-bit architecture via a
Crystal Semiconductor 4390 24bit/96kFly compatible DAC. The

Chord released
the DSC 1500
Advanced D/A
Converter,
featuring dualmono 20- bit
Delta-Sigma
converters from
Crystal. It's 24bit, 96kHzready, the
necessary
hardware easily
retrofittable
once the new
standards are
in place

Clockwise from top
left: Basis 1400
turntable;
Wharfedale AV4OS
receiver; Metronome
Technologie TI CD
player;Linn Intersekt;
Unison Research
Smart 300B; MBI
9006 power amplifier

Morganna also uses the Pioneer
stable platter mechanism and
TCXO.
Chord released the DSC 1500
Advanced Digital To Analogue
Converter, featuring dual-mono 20bit Delta- Sigma converters from
Crystal. It's 24-bit, 96kHz-ready,
the necessary hardware easily
retrofittable once the new standards
are in place. A microprocessor
controls five digital inputs, amix of
one BNC coaxial, one XLR
balanced and three TOSlink
optical, and outputs include one of
each of the three types. The unit
features Chord's custom-designed
gas discharge display with 20mm
characters, showing source, the
output selected, volume level,
sample frequency, oversampling
rate or de- emphasis state.
Gryphon's `
entry level' Tabu
range now features a CD player.
The gorgeously, glossily black
CDPI, Gryphon's first-ever source
component,
adheres to the
company's dual mono policy, with
minimal internal wiring, fullyisolated, separate power supplies for
analog, digital and control/display
circuitry
and
custom-made
components including precision
crystal oscillators and C- core
transformers. The Tabu CDP1
offers true dual- differential 24bit/96kHz
digital- to- analog
conversion, decoding for HDCD
using the PMD-100 chip from
Pacific Microsonics, a modified
Sony transport with dual digital
servo, fixed pick-up mechanism,
disc clamping, military spec doublesided PCBs, balanced outputs with
PCB- mounted gold-plated Swiss
Neutrik XLR sockets, AES/EBU
and S/PDIF direct digital outputs,
XLR and RCA analog outputs, full
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remote controlled operation and a
confidence- inspiring weight of 25
kg. Oh, and it comes with gloves
and polish so it will forever look
immaculate.
Krell's previously announced
KPS 25s flagship integrated player
made its formal debut, this toploader combining a transport, a
D/A converter and an analogue preamp in a single chassis. Inside is a
newly- developed
pro- grade
transport utilising a neodymium
direct drive motor and belt-driven
laser, viscous-damped suspension,
HDCD processing, and separate
UltraAnalog dual converter DAC
boards for each channel, providing
20- bit
decoding
and
x16
oversampling — said to be aworld's
first. The KPS 25s also features a
digital volume control, a full
selection of digital and analogue
inputs
and
outputs,
future
upgradeability via plug-in cards,
separate displays for CD and preamp functions and full system
remote control. One of the coolest
aspects — surely afuture audiophile
party trick — is the piston-damped
solid acrylic cover, a visual link to
earlier Krell CD players. It's fitted
with an LCD and it allows the
cover to change from transparent
when the transport is stopped to
opaque during playback; this
prevents external light from
affecting sound quality. For those of
us of lesser means, the KAV-250cd
was also launched. Based on the
absurdly terrific KAV-300cd, the
KAV-250cd is a front- loader
stackable
with
other
Krell
components, HDCD-equipped and
using a pair of Burr- Brown PCM1702 converters.
Linn's long-awaited CD- 12
flagship CD player has evolved even
further since its appearances in
Atlanta, London and Milan. Seen
with the lid off in Las Vegas, and
minus the stroppy employees telling
us it wasn't to be photographed, the
CD- 12 will be on sale in 1998.
Metronome Technologie of
France showed the impossibly
elegant Tl CD player, ahandsome
top-loader with a clean front panel
containing only the display. On top,
a slight slope leads to a square lid
covering the CD aperture, the ends
of the fascia also sharing the slope.
Details were sketchy, but•it is
known that the digital conversion is
Bitstream, digital outputs ( or
'Numerical Exit', as Metronome
describes it) include AES/EBU,
AT&T and coaxial via WBT
phono, with analogue output also
through
WBT
connectors.
Dimensions are 450x70x400mm
(whd) not counting the lid. Also
shown was
an
equally- chic
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converter, the Cl, housed in a
similarly styled and dimensioned
chassis. This provides 18-bit DeltaSigma
conversion
with
x8
oversampling.
A rear- panelmounted switch allows you to
choose between SPDIF, RCA,
AES/EBU, XLR balanced, TOSlink
and AT&T inputs, while outputs
(selected by an internal jumper)
include Asymmetrical Left and
Symmetrical Right, RCA, AT&T
and other options.
Oracle, as the company hinted
last year, delivered a CD player
which will find immediate favour
with owners of the Delphi LP
spinners. There's no mistaking this
suspended subchassis deck's
antecedents, with a pillar in each
corner, the controlled bounce, the
machined aluminium struts — the
Oracle CD Player (not the Delphi
as was previously assumed) looks
exactly as you'd hoped. Based on
the Philips CDM12 transport, the
Oracle sells for $ 6500 with onboard DAC ( the type to be
decided); in transport-only form, it
sells for $4500. Like the legendary
turntable, it features piano-key-style
controls, a clamp and looks which
scream ' modern classic'.
Pass Laboratories has delivered
a new DAC styled to match the
beefy X Series components. The
D1 accepts AT&T, AES/EBU,
SPDIF and TOSlink input, and the
8x oversampling conversion is
handled by four matched BurrBrown
PCM-63 ( K)
D/A
converters operating in fully
balanced configuration. Two
separate toroidal transformers, one
for the analogue circuitry and the
other for the digital, plus a
deliriously solid chassis contribute
to aweigh of 351b. The D1 will sell
for $ 5000.
Sonic Frontiers demonstrated
the production version of the
wonderful ' iris' apertured Transport
3 CD Turntable which dazzled all
and sundry when the Canadian firm
first showed it in disassembled
prototype form. The camera- lensstyled iris still crowns the lowprofile chassis, now revealed to
contain a Philips CDM-12i
mechanism.
The
chassis
is
machined from lin thick aluminium
plate, and the Transport 3 comes
with the company's palm- sized
round remote control. Also
announced is the two-box Processor
3 to match the Transport 3, with
four 6922 valves in the output
stage, HDCD processing, the latest
UltraAnalog custom DACs, DVD
readiness and I2S enhanced bus
connection to the Transport 3, said
to eliminate the necessity of jitterinducing clock encode and recovery

Clockivie from top
left: Mal's latest
'radial' speaker;
Diablo Acoustics
Model 6speaker;
Artistic Audio
speakers

circuitry.
Z- Systems announced a multichannel version of their stereo rdp1digital pre-amp, which is soon to
receive
the
Miller- Kessler
treatment. This precludes the need
for owners of 5.1 channel systems
to buy three RDP-ls. Also
launched is a simplified version of
the rdp-1 with fewer facilities but
the same sonic wallop.

ANALOGUE

Gry eon's
'entry lerel'
Tabu range
now featmes a
CI) player. The
gorgeously,
glossily black
Gryphofs
first-ever
source
component

Basis continues to lower its entrylevel tariffl The superb 2000 series
has now been undercut by the
1400, the sample of show featuring
aclear lin thick acrylic chassis and
a lin thick machined acrylic platter,
a VTA-adjustable version of the
Rega RB100 tonearm, belt- drive,
the expected top-quality bearing
and motor assembly and a price of
— wait for it — US$1400.
Who'd've thought we'd ever see
basis quality on offer for under a
(British) grand?
Camelot's latest contribution to
analogue listening is one of the
neatest phono stages a tweaker
could covet. Lancelot's dual-mono
topology has resulted in a threechassis arrangement, including two
cigarette- packet- sized
main
modules providing the two channels
of pre- amplification. Each mono
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phono amp features separate mm
and mc inputs with user-selectable
loading, a choice of two RIAA
curves
and
passive
RIAA
equalisation. The third box? It's the
Charm II rechargeable DC batterybased power supply, good for six
hour operation.
Graham Engineering displayed
the ' I,' version of the popular
Model 2.0, the ' L' designating a
range of modifications tailoring it to
use on aLinn LP- 12. Also seen was
anew dedicated cartridge made for
Graham by Immutable Music,
which is the source of the terrific
Transfiguration cartridges. Dubbed
the Nightingale, it comes fixed to a
Graham ceramic arm tube, so you
don't have to fiddle around with
cartridge mounting screws or
connecting wires, the arm wand's
wires being directly soldered to
Nightingale.
Rockport Technology has
sustained its policy of introducing
less exclusive turntables for those
who don't have the price of a new
Mercedes to drop on arecord deck.
The utterly gorgeous Capella II
starts out as a $ 7500 base model
belt-drive deck, constructed on a
beautifully sculpted gloss black
plinth. Upgrades and additions
include an air-bearing, a tonearm,
vacuum clamping and an active
suspension, the fully tweaked
version costing $ 28,500. Rockport
also showed a smaller speaker, the
Merak, which is a two-way
pyramidal design on a massive
stand. Price is $ 13,500 per pair; a
companion subwoofer will follow.

baffle, while the treble issues from a
lin aluminium dipole dome on an
open baffle. The crossover is
external and it operates at 400Hz
and 3500Hz. Sensitivity of the
Circe is 87dB, impedance is 8ohms
and you'll need to sacrifice space
with the dimensions of 52.5x12
3/4x15in (hwd). Each Circe weighs
1351b, and apair will relieve you of
US $ 12,000.
Artistic Audio (not to be
confused with Audio Artistry,
below) showed a couple of slightly
wacky but nonetheless fascinating
designs which break from the box
and panel norms. The Gemini 1
floorstander consists of a vertical
half-cylinder to which is attached a
timber baffle that's sculpted to a
LOUDSPEAKERS
rounded tip. The baffle contains a
lin silk dome tweeter and a 7in
Acoustic Energy's latest offering
is an entire range derived from the mid-bass driver with neodymium
magnet, while the cylinder houses a
Reference models AE1 and AE2.
10in subwoofer. Cooler still is the
The 500 Series will consist of three
Gemini 1Bookshelf, which consists
floorstanding speakers using the
company's new 130mm die-cast of a small wooden arch, on top of
chassis, pressed-metal-cone woofers which are mounted a circle
containing a 7in mid-bass driver
and 25mm silk dome tweeters. All
cabinets will be made from fully- and a smaller circle housing a lin
braced 18mm MDF and finished in silk dome tweeter. The latter is,
real- wood veneers including effectively, the former sans subwoofer. Whatever, they both look
'Black', ' Antique' and ' Georgian'.
(Gimme a break...) Don't worry great.
ATC, in addition to launching
about lead-shot filling because all of
athe new power amplifier detailed
the 500s will be mass-loaded at the
factory, and all will be fitted with in Part 1, also found time to release
die-cast alloy plinths and 8mm a new floorstander and the
company's first...subwoofers! The
spikes. Sensitivity across the range
will be 90dB/1W, with power new SCM 20SL TA is an active
handling up to 200W.
floorstanding model measuring
Alon's Circe is a monster of a 1023x239x355mm (hwd) and fitted
three-way floorstanding design with no less than 300W of bass/mid
amplification and 50W for treble
using Alnico magnets throughout.
The lowest frequencies are covered duties. Prices start at £ 33750
by a 10in long-throw woofer in an depending on finish. Given ATC's
reputation for building speakers
infinite baffle enclosure. The
midband is handled by a 5 1/4in which can survive studio abuse, the
cast- frame midrange on an open
SCM0.1/15 powered subwoofer
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top

left: Acoustic
Masterpiece sterco
amplifier; Relco
Mantis speaker;
Silvateteld monoblock
amplifier

should
find
favour
with
headbangers: this cube houses a
IkW amp and a 15in bass unit.
Crossover points available from the
rear- mounted controls are 50Hz,
60Hz, 75Hz and 90Hz. A gain
control works over a 12dB range
and maximum SPLs are 115dB.
Expect a 12M version, too.
Audio Artistry, currently a fave
in American high-end circles, defied
the world's downsizing craze with
the Beethoven Grand. Its two
enclosures per channel measure
1470x380x560mm ( hwd) for the
woofer
column
and
1830x340x150mm (hwd) for the
main panel. The ' dipole' woofer
tower contains eight 12in drivers
while the main panel houses four
10M paper drivers, two 8in Kevlar
drivers and a lin soft dome tweeter.
Also supplied is a separate active
crossover equaliser, and the spec
calls for three stereo or six mono
amps to drive the main panels, plus
a stereo amp or a pair of
monoblocks for the woofers.
Christian's Axis 7 is derived
from the Axis 10.5 seen last year.
Its sealed enclosure houses a 6.5in
woven carbon fibre woofer, a 4in
woven carbon fibre midrange and a
lin silk dome tweeter. Sensitivity is
90dB and the impedance 8 ohms.
One of the neatest things in the
Christian room was the new
Flexstand, made from 35Ib of steel
plate, finished in sand- textured
Desert Grey and designed to
remove unwanted vibration through
the natural flexing of the stand.
Christian has applied for a patent
for the Flexstand technology.
Diablo Acoustics' Model 6 is a
pretty little thing with aslope-sided
enclosure
fashioned
from
PolyCrystal. This resin- composite
looks like granite, and Diablo offers
it in five colours. The sculpted
baffle contains a 7in Kevlar woofer
made in Germany and a titanium
dome tweeter. Impedance is
specified as 6 ohms, sensitivity is
85dB 1W, and the ' 6 can deal with
amps rated between 100 and
400W. Also offered is a special
stand which mirrors the speakers'
slopes.
Diapason — which deserves an
award for its eye- boggling new
catalogue — showed some startling
new finishes and a cluster of new
models, including a revision to the
flagship model; the Adamantes III,
sporting a Martin-Loganesque seethrough metal grille, contains a
`polymetilpentene' proprietary
Diapason Direct Drive 170mm bass
unit and a20mm silk dome tweeter
in a cabinet sculpted from
Canaletto walnut. In a similar vein
is the Kentron centre- channel
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speaker, housed in an enclosure
made from the same wood, with the
same grille, but housing a 155mm
'polymetilpentene' Diapason Direct
Drive bass unit and the same 20mm
tweeter in ahorizontally configured
enclosure. The winner for me,
though, was the jewel-like Karis,
with 110mm ' polymetilpentene'
woofer, the same tweeter, the same
styling.., but in a enchanting little
190x260x285mm box. Bijoux or
what?
Evett & Shaw, which first
appeared on the scene with the
stunning Milano floorstander, went
the other way with the Elan.
Disgusted, as we all should be, with
the polystyrene- encased crap
flanking most computer monitors,
E&S decided to produce a nocompromise, fully- shielded minimonitor for near- field usage.
Although
measuring
only
100x200x250mm (whd), each Elan
contains a forward firing full-range
driver, while underneath lurk a
100mm woofer and 100mm passive
radiator. Although hardly a
substitute
for larger,
more
conventional designs, the Elan is a
brilliant alternative to the norm for
those with deep pockets. And
they're cute, too.
Genesis had a bunch of new
products on show, most with the
kind of prices which suggest the
need for asecond mortgage. At the
thin end, the Genesis 700 is
designed for both two-channel and
home theatre use, each enclosure
housing two 6.5in metal cone
woofers and two lin circular ribbon
tweeters. Price is $ 1500 in black or
$1750 in rosewood. The 900
($1900 in black; $ 2200 in
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rosewood) is a subwoofer with a
15in metal cone driver, fitted with
the company's new G-SAT 500W
internal switching amplifier. Full
remote control allows the user to
vary the filtering, phase and level.
Next up
price- wise if not
numerically is the 500, derived
from the Genesis V Driver
complement consists of three 8in
metal cone servo-woofers, a 6in
aluminium cone mid-bass coupler,
a 5in titanium cone midrange and
two lin planar ribbon tweeters.
Allow $ 10,000 for apair. Got $ 25k?
Then check out the Genesis 350.
Its 63in tall vertical module
contains a 4ft long midrange
ribbon, three lin planar ribbon
tweeters and one at the back, and a
bass section with four 8in servo
woofers. Oh, and there's 1.5kW of
servo bass power. Lastly, there's the
APM-1, which seems a bargain at
$7500=2E This honey features the
G- SAT 500W amp driving two
15in side- firing woofers per
enclosure, while the baffle houses a
lin planar ribbon tweeter, two 6.5in
mid- bass couplers and a 5.5in
titanium midrange.
Kochel is a wild-looking, threeway horn loaded speaker which
consists of asmall octagonal tweeter
module mounted on top of a
rectangular midrange enclosure,
which rest on top of the horn
cabinet with its 12in driver. The
middle section houses a 2in
compression driver, while the super
tweeter is a 1.75in compression
driver with a 140 degree dispersion
slot horn. Standing 57.2in tall and
weighing 1501b, the Kochel boasts
97dB sensitivity for 1W, yet it will
handle 200W. Scary stuff...

The company
deserves
full marks
for breaking
away from
convention
for the grilles;
instead of
asingle
rectangle to
cover the JBL
Pro 2405H
tweeter,
JBL LE8TH
midrange
and Audax
PR3l30M0
woofer, Kora
opted for
two separate
grilles

Clockwise
from top left:
Unison Research
Mystery Two preamp; Chord
SPM I400
monoblocks:
Rockport Capella II
turntable; Unison
Research Power
35/Feather One;
Gryphon Tabu CD
player; Oracle CD
player

Kora, though French and better
known for valve amps, showed an
intriguing floorstander named
Odyssey. The company deserves
full marks for breaking away from
convention for the grilles; instead of
a single rectangle to cover the JBL
Pro 2405H tweeter, JBL LE8TH
midrange and Audax PR380M0
woofer, Kora opted for two separate
grilles. Treating ' em like Rorschach
blots, they look like either a
butterfly, acameo representation of
a speaker profile, a stylised ' K' or
whatever else your psyche tells you.
Odyssey stands 1800mm tall, with a
550x370mm footprint, and finished
in Natural Wild American Cherry.
Other details include tri -wiring
capability, WBT binding posts and
Cardas
wiring.
Sensitivity?
95dB/1W.
LeDoux showed some of the, uh,
strangest looking speakers at CES,
the Egyptian pyramid in the
company's promotional material
attesting to a styled-near- the-Nile
feel. The 3005 and 3006 consist of
three-way satellites sitting on top of
ported woofer enclosures and subbase pedestals. Although the
brochure describes the cabinetry as
hardwood veneer, the finishes are
mottled and granite- like. Move
onto the 4506, and it's a 997mm
tower, plus a truncated pyramid
sub. But the rear eyecatcher,
departing slightly from the house
style, is the 8006. This consists of a
six-sided floor-standing speaker and
a six- sided bass enclosure, the
former looking like a prop from a
dystopian SF extravaganza; you can
just about picture laser cannon
firing from its aperture. Which isn't
too farfetched an analogy, as

Come and hear the stunning
Thiel CS.6 speakers being driven to
perfection by the new
Mark Levinson 33H Monoblocks
I

"Let music be without dissimulation"

EVinsOrl

Could be the prime directive
of musical reproduction.

If so, the .Mark Levinson No 33H fulfills that commandment
better than any other electronic component I've ever heard
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XTC

Dump the preamp...

The ultimate listening experience

"It was meant as a reference,
and relerence quality il is."
VVorld November 96

"...a welcome addition fo the
top rank ol British audio."
-Gramophone August 97

"Firmly Recommended"
News & RR April 97

Pl4E-1/POM - I

tgiztifibeceweeff
Call 0181 810 9388
www. xtc-h
co m
Fax: 0181 810 9365
also in the range...
CDP-1

CD Player

POW-2 Power Amplifier

Have you considered connecting a CD player directly
to your power amp and selling your preamp?
Preamps are aweak link in all systems - even the best
degrade the sound by comparison with direct connection.
Some of the new generation of top-class players and
DACs - like the Wadia 850 and 860, the Audio Synthesis
DAX and the ultimate dCS Elgar - have digital volume
controls and drive the power amp directly with no loss.
If you need apreamp to play LPs occasionally consider
transferring them to CD-R, and sell the turntable as well!
Give us acall then come to listen. Customers say we make
some of the best sounds they have ever heard, so you know
we can do the same in your home. Our advice will take
account of your best components and guide you where
change is needed, in stages you can afford. You avoid
expensive mistakes, enjoy music along the way and save
money in the long run. Just listen and you'll know.
CD: Accuphase, Acurus, Audio Synthesis, Classé, dCS Elgar,
Enlightened Audio Design, Meracus, Orelle, Wadia, XTC
Vinyl: Basis, Crown Jewel. DNM, Graham, Michell,
Stratosphere, Sumiko Blue Point Special, Transfiguration
Amplifiers: Accuphase, Acurus, Audio Sculpture, CAT, Classé,
DNM, Lumley, Michell, Orelle, Siemel, SiriuS, Sonneteer, XTC
Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry, Audio Physic, BKS, Ethos,
Harbeth, Magneplanar, Lumley, Mirage, NEAT. Totem
Tuners: Accuphase, Fanfare, Magnum Dynalab
Cables: Chord Co., DNM, SonicLink, Tice etc

The Right Note - Bath
(01225) 874728
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LeDoux has equipped the speakers
with fibre optic tell- tales which
indicate when the speaker is being
driven to distortion. Other niceties
include anti-vibration steel points,
Neutrik terminals colour options
including Ruby Red and Black
pearl, and — for those quick off the
mark — Patrice LeDoux's signature
on the first seven pairs of each
model.

300x250mm footprint. The upper
section contains what looks like a
dipole ribbon; below it is a 160mm
woofer. The latter crosses over at
350Hz, and the system is said to
cover arange of 50Hz-20kHz. The
Mantis is bi-wirable and available in
gloss black or anthracite grey.
Revel, which outboarded again
but had the decency to send
brochures to my room, launched
NXT, not quite the talk of the the Ultima Voice, a centre-channel
show one might have expected, did speaker for the Gem system. The
however turn up with what may or Ultima Embrace is — as the name
may not be shop-ready models on might imply — a surround/rearboth the Mission and Wharfedale
channel speaker which can run in
stands. The latter opted for di- polar or bi-polar mode. Both
environmental designs for wall- feature carbon- tilled drivers and
mounting, exploiting NXT's ability cabinets up to the usual Revel
to make speakers disappear, while
standard.
the former chose to highlight both
Also unleashed is anew four-way
the aesthetic potential of NXT floor-standing system with titanium
panels finished to look like painting and carbon- filled drive units and
on easels and the novelty value of three 8in bass drivers in a separate
speakers fitted into the lids of ported cabinet. The Voice starts at
notebook computers, or teensy $4800, the price escalating up to
models for use with personal hi-fis
$5900 depending on finish ! the
and automotive applications.
Embrace is $ 5000 per pair in black
Quad has returned with — get or white, and the floorstander sells
this — new electrostatics! After a for $ 14,000 per pair in matt-black
few years rattling around in the or $ 15,300 in gloss.
bowels of the Verity empire, Quad
Revox's new loudspeaker range
is — according to MD Stan Curtis,
is the oddly named Emetric (no,
`...now committed to ESLs again.'
not ' emetic'),
notable
for
Seen in prototype form were new asymmetric/mirror-imaged
full-range models evolved from the
cabinetry, floating metal grilles, and
ESL- 63 called the ESL- 988 and baffles with 15° slopes. This range's
ESL-989, both featuring upgraded woofers have aluminium cones and,
power supplies and a switch which depending on the model, the
optimises the speaker's dynamic available wiring options go all the
range according to the humidity in way up to triwiring. It starts with
agiven environment.
the small two-way stand or shelfThese developments will also mounted Emetric Shelf, followed by
appear on the updated Quad ESL- the three- driver Emetric 160
63, all models now benefiting from floorstander. The flagship is the
new frames and side panels which 220, with six drivers and a cabinet
are said to provide much better standing 1345mm tall. How do
mechanical integrity and increased
they sound? Iwouldn't dare judge
rigidity.
The
ESL- 988
is
anything at a show. How do they
approximately ' 63- sized, but look? Metallic and techyenough to
features a 10-degree tilt; it should
suit Nagra amplification.
sell for less than the ' 63. The ESLThiers new baby is the CS2.3
989 contains two extra bass panels floorstander. This three-way —
so it will go deeper and louder. Not unmistakably Thiel by virtue of its
yet seen, but said to be due for sloped, curved- edge baffle —
1998 release is a half-scale version measures
a
manageable
of the ESL-63 called the ESL-987,
11x15x41.5in (wdh) and sells for
supplied with wall brackets making $3300 per pair. Driver complement
it suitable for home theatre use, cg consists of a lin dome tweeter
where dipoles are needed for the coaxially mounted to a 3.5in
side channels.
midrange and an 8in woofer
Relco's Mantis is an Italian- augmented by a 9in passive
made, 1600mm tall column with a radiator. The mid/tweeter drivers
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Left to right: Theta
Miles; Chacconne No
66 integrated
amplifier; Sutherland
modular pre-ampler

share the same voice coil. Also
announced was the CS7.2, a 55in
tall floorstander with a 12in woofer
and 12in passive radiator, a 6.5in
midrange driver and a coaxial
tweeter/midrange driver.
Totem, still incapable of
producing names worthy of their
speakers, showed the ARRO, atwoway floorstander in a vented
enclosure. Drivers include a 4.5in
sandwich cone woofer with double
magnet and a 3/4in cloth dome
tweeter. A 4 ohm nominal
impedance and quoted sensitivity of
just 85dB/1W don't prevent the
ARRO from delivering 103dB
peaks at 2m in a 12x16ft listening
room. Totem has also announced
the Model 1 Center Signature, a
centre- channel speaker with two
5.5in woofers flanking a lin
tweeter. Maximum SPLs are
quoted as 110dB at 2m.
Vandersteen's Model 2CE
Signature adds to the 2C legacy
with barrier strip bi-wire inputs,
improved crossover components,
revised crossover design and layout,
an upgraded tweeter (as used in the
Model 3A) and improved coupling
between the woofer and the active
acoustic coupler. Price remains at
US $ 1495 per pair.
Voce Divina continues to act
like an American speaker company
that thinks its Italian, the pretty
little Soprano featuring 7in carbon
fibre woofer which extends beyond
the edges of the baffle.
Requisitely curvy, this small
stand-mounted speaker wears its
Focal inverted dome tweeter on
top, in its own enclosure. But the
trick is the imposing pedestal. At
first, it looks like an oversized twopillar affair; tip it over and you can
see
a 9in
downward- firing
subwoofer. Better still, though, is
the Pear, a two-part floorstander
consisting of the Bartlett upper
section — shaped like the fruit
which gives it its name — and the
Stump II woofer section.

The range's
woofers have
aluminium
cones and,
depending on
the model,
wiring optiens
go all the way
up to tri wiring

The Bartlett contains a 7in
midrange driver and a lin tweeter;
it slots into the top of the Stump II,
which contains two 9in woofers.
The latter also houses a 12dB
electronic crossover and subwoofer
amp, or you can specify an external
24dB electronic crossover for use
with other power amps.
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Oxford Audio Consultants
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HI-FI SPECIALISTS
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - AT LAST IT'S HERE!
JADIS - THE NEW ORCHESTRA CD & AMP - £ 1099 EACH - these are going to be world
beaters - you owe it to yourself to audition this French duo - styling to die for as well!!
AUDIO RESEARCH - WATCH THIS SPACE - A HOST OF NEW PRODUCTS FROM
THIS DYNAMIC COMPANY INCL VT50/LS9/LS8/CD2/100.2
KRELL FPB600 - we now have this awesome powerhouse on permanent demonstration
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 5 - still our reference speaker; ours sound even better now!!
SONUS FABER MUSICA - agorgeous looking amplifier with sound to match
THETA JADE TRANSPORT - A TOP-CLASS REPLACEMENT FOR THE DATA BASIC 2
JAMO CONCERT 8LOUDSPEAKERS - not to be under-rated
MARANTZ CD17/PM17/ST17 K.I. SIGNATURE SERIES - hear how good it is
EXPOSURE CD PLAYER - have you read the Stereophile review???
INTEREST
FREE CREINT
NEW PRODUCTS FROM PINK TRIANGLE INCL LITAURAL CD PLAYER &
,CENSEL CREW
TARANTELLA TURNTABLE
KRELL 250P PREAMP AND 250A POWER AMP - incredible value for money - just ask
for adem
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT SILTECH, CABLE TALK, SHAKTI,
GM AUDIO, SHUN MOOK, HARMONIX, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET KONTAK etc
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI/DONIZETTI/BELLINI AMPLIFIERS - staggering build
quality and unrivalled sound; quite extraordinary, believe me!
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - now even better looking and superb value
OPERA DUETTO/PLATEA & TERZA SPEAKERS - SOLID MAHOGANY - JUST IN!
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE
COPLAND CD266/277/288 CD PLAYERS - all superb value for money from this very
impressive company
UNISON RESEARCH SIMPLY 845 INTEGRATED AMP • you've read the reviews;
just wait till you hear it
MUSICAL FIDELITY 1001 AMPLIFIER - areally excellent new amplifier - try it!

EX DEM
PROCEED PDT 2/PDP 2
£1595
PROAC STUDIO 100S YEW
£495
MERIDIAN 500CD TRANSPORT
£795
MERIDIAN 606 DAC
£795
LFD DAC 3
£1595
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al
£ 150
NAD 208
£495
MICHELL ARGO
£495
MERIDIAN 557 POWER AMPLIFIER
£895
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2 MK 1
£995
NAIM CD3 CD PLAYER
£695
ARCAM ALPHA 5CD PLAYER AS NEW
£325
ARCAM ALPHA 6PLUS
£250
ORELLE XTC TRANSPORT/DAC
£ 1395
AUDIOLAB CDM CD TRANSPORT/DAC CONVERTER £ 1295
AUDIOLAB CPREAMPLIFIER
£395
AUDIOLAB 0 PREAMPLIFIER
£795
AUDIOLAB MONOBLOCK PPOWER AMPS
£1150 PAIR
AUDIO RESEARCH D200 POWER AMPLIFIER
£ 1495
MAGNEPLANAR 2B SPEAKERS MINT PRIVATE SALE
£695
MUSICAL FIDELITY ESERIES AMP/CD/TUNER
P.O.A.
ORELLE DA188 DAC
£250
SPENDOR SP7 SPEAKERS CHERRY
£1295
£ 175
SD ACOUSTICS SD3 SPEAKERS
MICROMEGA STAGE ONE
£250
B&W THX SPEAKER SYSTEM EX DEM
£2500
AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120SE PRIVATE SALE
£3750
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION
£850
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK1
£1495
B&W SILVER SIGNATURES INC STANDS
£2500
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Moving coil cartidges
TEMPER
• Provides the most accurate
instrumental timbres
• Fast, Dynamic Transients.
• Ultra Low distortion.
• Provides all the information
without etched brightness
The new

GRAHAM Mk 2.0

tonearm

The next step forward from the award winning
1.5 with increased dynamics,
bass extension, solidity and soundstaging.

Covergent Audio Technology
The new C.A.T. SL1
Signature Mk III
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preamp has arrived.
With aline stage offering
aS/N ratio of 112db making
it possibly the quietest
preamp available with a
dramatic sonic improvement.

The stunning

el Triode
monoblocks
100 watt per channel class A,
are available for audition.

XD
XD
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4X- FREE EXPC,Ft7- SERVICE
MAIL -

A musically astounding partnership

For further details contact:

AVAILABLE 01%1 /
1.4.4IVY

Agencies include Air Tangent. Audio Alchemy, Audio Analogue, Audio Gram,
Audio Research, Aura, B&W, Bose, Cable Talk, Castle, Copland, Denon, Exposure,
GM Audio Tables, Goldring, Harmonix, Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Marant2,
Martin Logan, Michell, Micromega, Moth, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Onion, Orelle, Ortofon, Pink
Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Proceed, QUAD, REL Subwoofers, RCF, Rogers, Rotel, Royd, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Spendor, Stax, Tannoy, Target, T.D.L., Teac, Theta, Thorens,
Transparent Cables, Unison Research, van den Hul, Videokron, Wilson.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm

Oxford Audio

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 11E
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com

IMPORT & DISTRISLITION

Distributors of:
Magnum Dynalab Tuners
Unit 8Enterprise Park, Slyfield 19dus1rial Estate,
Guildford, Surrey GUI 1RB
01483-575344
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HOME THEATRE AND
MULTI- ROOM
Acurus returned to CES with the
ACT 3, what looks set to be one of
the biggest bargains in home
cinema processors. This single-box
pre-amp/processor features classy
styling, its main distinction being
press buttons arranged in a
downward swooping curve, with a
silver coloured rotary volume
control contrasting with the
charcoal grey of the fascia. ACT 3
provides accommodation for eight
sources and comes with Dolby
Digital, DTS (for both laser discs
and DVDs), MPEG-2, Dolby
ProLogic and proprietary DSP
modes. The supplied remote
control is pre-programmed to
access codes for over 500 different
components, unlike other system
remotes which don't ` learn' codes
for products from other brands, and
the ACT 3 will connect to multiroom systems through and RS232
port. Also fitted are phonos for all
sources, S- Video inputs and
outputs, and coax and TOSlink
digital inputs.
B&W's commitment to multiroom has been emphasised by the
introduction of the neatly- named
Casa system. This package starts
with a system controller which can
command four zones, and it can be
expanded to operate 32, with zones
able to be subdivided into ' subzones'. Compatibility with source
components from other makes is a
given, and the hand-held remote
control is awork of art. Also part of
the package are wall-mounted keypads with multi-character luminous
displays and a selection of three
low-voltage speakers — two for inwall and one for ceiling fitment. A
neat touch is the inclusion of IR
receivers in the speakers, so the user
can point the controller at either a
keypad or aspeaker.
Citation's new System 5000 AV
Surround Audio System is based
around the 5.0 AV Controller. It
features the Jim Fosgate-designed
'6-Axis decoding system', said to
reproduce ' a near discrete multichannel surround experience from
all audio and video source material,
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including non-Dolby encoded music
programs.' The controller also
provides video switching. Also part
of the package are three 5.1 highcurrent, multi-channel amplifiers
and loudspeaker consisting of three
LCR Speakers, a pair of 5.3 Dual
Drive Dipole Surround Speakers
and two 5.4 subwoofers. Features
include onboard Dolby Digital 5.1
(AC- 3), a selection of up to 4
different custom surround modes
which may be saved for both digital
and analog surround, accomplished
through a variety of filters, sound
levels, and ' other surround field
image
enhancements.'
The
company's patented Dual Drive
dipole technology operates when the
5.0 AV Controller is used in
conjunction with the Citation 5.3
Dipole Loudspeakers, and the
system can be configured for both
diffuse surround for Dolby Prologic
or Point Source surround. External
devices including amplifiers, and
motorized screens and window
treatments can be activated with a
low voltage trigger output. An RS485 bus port also provides
multiroom communication, and the
system may be operated by using
either the front panel controls or a
remote.
The
menu- driven
commands appear on the 5.0 LCD
display or onscreen.
Jamo launched not just aspeaker
but an entire home theatre system,
with afive-figure price tag attesting
to the brand's high-end aspirations.
Called, logically, the Complete
Jamo Home THX Speaker System,
it includes the LCR one speaker for
front left, centre and front right use,
the Surround One dipolar THXapproved side speaker and the Sub
One, designed so that a pair
become the lower sections of the
LCR Ones.
Lexicon, now shipping the DTS
version
of
the
DC- 1
preamp/surround
controller,
launched a nifty Media System
Controller. The 700t is atouch-pad
device with a ' user-friendly
graphical interface' on its back-lit
screen and it's been designed to talk
to just about any device operated by
infra-red remote. Best news of all is

The supplied
remote
control is preprogrammed
to access
codes for over
500 different
components,
unlike other
system
remotes
which don't
'learn' codes
for products
from other
brands

Left to right: Unison
Research Power 35;
Audiolabor
Diamante; Graham
Model 2.0 DeLuxe
tonearm with
Nightingale cartridge

that you don't program it; the
installer does the dirty work.
Linn's commitment to home
cinema has been strengthened with
the launch of the LIMBIK, a new
'playback format' which endows the
AV51 System Controller with
processing capabilities for deriving
six channels of sound from twochannel material. The algorithms
were developed in-house. On the
multi- room front, Linn has
delivered the perfectly- named
Direktor, a stand-alone component
which provides two-way room
control
to
systems
lacking
conventional multi-room capability.
Martin- Logan showed the
finished version of the centrechannel speaker seen at the summer
CEDIA event. The. Cinema ( full
marks to M- L for grabbing the
name and having it trade-marked!)
can be positioned on the floor or
wall- mounted, while its fully
shielded status and dimensions of
33.5x10.5x8in (wdh) will allow it to
sit on larger television monitors. A
three-way hybrid, the Cinema
contains apair of 5.25in woofers, a
lin soft dome tweeter and — for
the all-important midband — a
curved electrostatic panel. Weight is
281b, sensitivity 89dB/1W and
impedance 6 ohms, with a 3.7 ohm
minimum. Naturally, it's the sexiest
looking centre- channel speaker yet
devised, and traditional ' Logan
owners won't feel that its presence
compromises the elegance of
ReQuests or even Statements.
Meridian's 561 is a new digital
surround controller which squeezes
a number of the functions of the
565 and 562V into a single box.
Among its features are seven
adjustable analogue audio inputs,
one digital audio optical and five
digital audio coaxial inputs, audio
outputs for six analogue or eight
digital channels plus two analogue
tape outputs, four composite video
and four S-video inputs, on-screen
display for set-up on both
composite and S- video, flash
memory for update and RS232
computer control, a dozen music
processing modes and optional
Dolby Digital, DTS and MPEG
surround and more. Here's hoping
that you don't need infinite
patience and a degree from
CalTech to install the bastard. Also
shown were the DVD version of the
near- mythical 800, an upgraded
version of the equally-mythical 861
Reference Surround Processor able
to
drive
16
independent
loudspeakers, and the 581 Video
Controller. The latter, in addition
to
handling
enough
video
components to allow you to set up a
duplicating facility, also allows you
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to convert S-video to composite and
back, and NTSC or PAL to
Component or RGB. Expect a run
in the UK on Zone One DVD
players...
Metropolis, from Aachen in
Germany, entered the home
automation field with some of the
strangest-looking cabinetry I've ever
seen, its gold colouring adding to
the shock value. But the heart of the
system is an almost conventionallooking device called the Rados, a
sloped- top multi- facility digital
decoder containing, according to
the
customer's budget and
requirements, a D/A converter,
Dolby Digital, MPEG2, Dolby
ProLogic and/or DTS decoders,
four digital inputs and two digital
outputs, a bypass mode for 5.1
channel systems and software
updating via an RS232 port. The
Navigator — fitted with an internal
modem for easier programming —
features touch panel control and bidirectional data transfer. Cubus,
which looks like a single- colour
version of Rubik's puzzle, is
described as a Matrix Controller
and it provides home automation
through a touch panel, surround
sound decoding ( Dolby Digital,
DTS
and
MPEG-2),
DSPcontrolled room treatment, audio
and video signal switching, internal
line- doubling, video decoding, a
multi- media Internet option and
software upgrades via its internal
modem.
Despite the purist's usual desire
to have everything separated in its
own little box, the Cubus is
indicative of atrend toward offering
an all- in- one solution, and onboard line doublers and modems
are just the start.
Platinum's
first
speakers
marketed specifically for home
cinemas fall under the PT Series
banner. Three fully- shielded
models were launched, including
the 2-way PT801 satellite, the 2.5way PT806 for satellite or centre
channel use and the 2.5-way PT808
floorstander, ported and measuring
lm tall. All use the company's onepiece titanium dome tweeter with
25mm voice coil and polypropylene
woofers with 35mm voice coils —
one in the PT801, two in the
PT806 and PT808. Cabinets are
fashioned from 3/4in thick MDF.
PSB's overwhelming array of
subwoofers has been extended to
include the Stratus SubSonic 3i and
Subsonic 4. Both use Poly-coated
fibre cone 15in woofers with 2in
voice coils and 40oz magnets,
24dB/octave variable crossovers and
'BASH'
discrete
MOSFET
amplification dumping 300W into
each driver. The SubSonic 4 adds
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NEW AUDIOPHILE RELEASES
The big announcement? A new format courtesy of Classic Records and assorted frieeds, as covered
by Steve Harris in March's 'Comment'. All that Ican add to Steve's cogent descript;an is that this
left-field proposal for 24-bit196kHz digital audio on aDI'D is being taken very seriously, that it
resulted in one of the best-attended press briefings at the show and that not afew of us want to see
it happen if only for its value in humiliating the multi- national morons who have hamstrung DI '
D
from the outset with their stupid politics. Full marks to Classic for spearheading this rare case of
civil disobedience in the face of the multi- nationals. Also announced at CES was Pacific
Microsonics' collaboration with Motorola, whose 56362 24- bit audio DSP chip provides HDCD, as
well as Dolby Digital, DTS and MPEG2 processing on asingle chip.
ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
Thelonius Monk: The Riverside Tenor Sessions
(AAPJ037) 7LP set: (CAPJ037) 7CD set - and without a
doubt the most impressive new release of the sh6w. A
perfect mate for the last year's staggering Miles Davis

DTS
Belinda Carlisle: A Woman & A Mon (DTS CD
7102151014 22)
Bonnie Rain: Road Tested (DTS/Ccpitol DTS ¡ 070)
Steely Dan: Gaucho (DTS CD 7702157012-2-4)

box.
CHESKY RECORDS
David Chesky: Three Psalms For String Orchestra,
Deutsches Filmorchester Babelsberg, conducted by
Stephen Somary (Chesky CD 763) 961cHz/24-bit
Dave's True Story: Sex Without Bodies (.10164)
96kHz/24-bit
Jon Faddis: Remembrances (.10166) 96kHz/24-bit
Sara K: Hobo (Chesky JD155DVD) The world's first
audio-only PAL DVD?
CLASSIC RECORDS
Also Sprach Zarathustra ( LSC 1806-45) 45rpm, single sided vinyl release
Sonny Stitt: Blows The Blues (MGVS-6149-45)
45rpm, single- sided vinyl release
Gounod: Faust: (LSC 2449-45) 45rpm, single- sided
vinyl release
Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue (LSP-2438-45)
45rpm, single- sided vinyl release
Witches' Brew (LSC 2225-45) 45rpm, single-sided vinyl
release
Dave Brubeck: Time Out (CS 8192-45) 45rpm,
single- sided vinyl release
Art Davis: A Time Remembered (DAD 1001) 24bit/96kHz
New Music Consort: Pulse (DAD 1002) 24bit/96kHz
Red Rodney: 1957 (DAD 1003) 24-bit/96kHz
Rachmaninoff: Symphonic Dances (DAD 1004) 24bit/96kHz
24-bit/96kHz titles to follow: John Lee Hooker:
Boom Boom and Mr. Lucky; Terry Evans: Blues For
Thought; OST: Glory; Gershwin: Collected Works;
Ravel: Collected Works; Ives: 'Holidays' Symphony;
Copland: Billy the Kid/Rodeo/Fanfare

digital signal processing to the
package, operated by an infrared
remote control so the user can
adjust the speaker from the listening
seat. The 3i is specified to cover
24Hz-150Hz, the ' 4 covering
20Hz-120Hz.
Rowland finally succumbed to
the multi- channel siren with the
Model 8Ti. As you'd expect of a
Rowland product, it's massive, built
to last and finished like a Patek
movement, only this time it
contains
six
channels
of
amplification rated at 150W each.
Wharfedale, in addition to
offering enough new loudspeakers
to take up most of this report's
space allocation, surprised all and
sundry with the AVR-405 surround
sound receiver. This baby appeared

JVC
Steve Miller Band: The Joker (JVCXR-0043-2) XRCD
mastering
Tina Turner: Private Dancer (JVCXR -0044-2) XRCD
Mastering
MOBILE FIDELITY
Blue Oyster Cult: Agents of Fortune WOW 697)
Gold Ultradisc I/
Original Soundtrack: Saturday Night Fever
(UDCD 716) Gold Ultradisc II
MA RECORDINGS
Mauro Refosco: Seven Waves/Sete Ondas (M043A)
96kHz single point recording
MORE MUSIC
Joshua Samson & Lifestream (
9920242) Live to
two- track
POPE MUSIC
Alex Rostotsky Trio: Boiled Borsht (PMG2014 2)
gold CD
Various: Reel 4 (PMG2016 2) Gold CD label sampler
REFERENCE RECORDINGS
Tutti! Orchestral Sampler (RR- 906C0) HDCD various
artists sampler
SHEFFIELD LAB
Tower of Power Direct Plus! (10074-2-F)
Remastered extended version of the 1981 direct-cut classic
STEREOPHILE
Encore: Music for Strings & Piano by Brahms &
Mendelssohn (STPH011-2)

Argent's
Room Lens,
which looks
like something
which might
inspire the
title of a Mike
Oldf leld album,
is described
as afeedback controlled,
mocified
broadband
Helmholtz
Resonator
for damping
unwanted room
on
the
stand,
looking
comprehensive and expensive, yet I resonances

swear Stan Curtis said its price was
in the £ 3300 region. Sounds like a
great power source for five of the
company's
new
Diamond
Anniversary
limited
edition
speakers...

TWEAKS, ACCESSORIES,
NOVELTIES AND WIRES
Argent's Room Lens, which looks
like something which might inspire
the title of a Mike Oldfield album,
is described as a feedbackcontrolled, modified broadband
Helmholtz Resonator for damping
unwanted room resonances. Each
room lens consists of three tall,
cylindrical pillars handsome enough
to be mistaken for modern
sculpture and a wekome departure
from aesthetically challenged, clothcovered frames. Three appear to be
the minimum needed for effective
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damping, one placed centrally
between the speakers and the rear
wall, the other two outside of the
speakers at an angle. US price is
$395 each.
Discovery Cable has upgraded
one of my fave wires. The
turquoise- coloured interconnect is
now called Discovery II, the suffix
denoting Teflon dielectric and
connectors made by Clearaudio.
Also deemed noteworthy is the
purple- coloured Discovery Plus
Four, also with Teflon dielectric,
and the new Signature speaker
cable, which employs four heavy
OFC conductors with a Teflon
dielectric and gold- over- highpurity- copper spade connectors.
Due to some weird lapse in my
normal response to entreaties to
sample cables, Isuccumbed and
borrowed a set. Keep an eye on
`Headroom'...
Grado was demonstrating a
welcomed
pre- production
prototype: a more affordable
version of its headphone amp.
Solid-state and carrying one output
(which can be doubled with the
simple insertion of a headphone
splitter), the as-yet- unnamed black
box is currently being analysed for
battery operation; the samples at
the show were all mains powered.
Target price? Circa US$300.
Kimber Kable launched the
new Select range with the most
luxurious catalogue any wire
makers has had the nerve to
produce, one which would do
justice to an estate agent working in
Beverly Hills. When the price list
falls out of this 12-page, printedon-textured-buff-paper, landscaped
work of art, you figure out how they
paid for it: the interconnects start at
$330 for a meter pair, the speaker
wire commences at $ 1550 for an 8ft
pair, and the digital interconnects
kick off at $ 580 for 0.75m.
As you go up the range, the wires
evolve from pure copper to
copper/silver hybrids, ending up
with pure silver. Kimber's attention
to detail is positively anal, with
wooden accents, WBT hardware,
and air- and water- tight Pelican
cases for the wires' packaging.
However much Idespise the whole
concept of luxury cables, Igotta
admit: the Kimber Select is project
aclass act. Cynics, however, should
note aline on Page 4: ' The value of
any loudspeaker cable should not
be based on the companies ( sic)
propaganda or on its advertising
budget.'
Straight Wire's latest catalogue
features a bunch of new cables
sprinkled throughout over a halfdozen ranges. What's so admirably
sensible about the primary ranges is
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that they're labelled Levels 1
through 4. Top of the tree?
Virtuoso Platinum II interconnects
and speaker cables.
Tara Labs is promoting a new
angle in earthing through the
addition of teensy black boxes
called ' Ground Stations'. The
company's Isolated Shield Matrix
Components are interconnect
cables which, in conjunction with
the appropriate Ground Stations,
create ' the most complete system
ever devised for the effective
isolation and grounding of RF and
EMI energy.' It appears to be the
most complex wiring system yet,
devised to tailor each set of leads
to the earthing needs of analogue,
digital and phono sources and
monoblock amplifiers.
Wiring involves the connection
of the leads to the Ground Stations
as well as to the primary
components, and Tara has thought
of every possible combination,
accommodated by isolating shield
plates, a special docking base and
even an earthing system for
components which actually lack
earthing posts.
If you're a cable junkie who
finds merely connecting the wires
to the correct sockets to be
somehow unsatisfying, then the

If you're a
cable junkie
who finds
merely
connecting the
wires to the
correct
sockets to be
somehow
unsatisfying,
then the Tara
Isolated Shield
Matrix
Components
will be your
idea of
group sex

Clockwise front top
left: Grado 'sas-yetunnamed headphone
amplifier; NXT flat
panel speakers;
Revox CD player;
Canary Audio valve
amplifiers;
Nightingale power
conditioner; jadis
valve amplifier

Tara Isolated Shield Matrix
Components will be your idea of
group sex. Just budget afew grand
to do it right...
Transparent's big news is the
announcement that all of its cables
now feature the XL computer
modelling technology previously
launched in the dearer ranges. Allnew products have been added, too,
including the PowerLink XL Power
Cord mains cable, the PowerLink
Ultra
Extended
and
the
Transparent Buffer Circuit allowing
the user to employ asecond pair of
interconnects with networks on the
second set of unbuffered pre- amps
for superior subwoofer or biamping connections.
Wireworld unveiled the latest
generation of its wire comparators,
the device now featuring a remote
level control and far easier set-up.
To celebrate this device — what
should be dubbed The Great
Leveller — WireWorld also
introduced a bunch of new cables,
including nine levels of Series III
audio and video cables ( the
catalogue is, uh, overwhelming, to
say the least) and Rainbow 5.1
Home Theater Interconnect. A flatconfiguration wire available with
both RCA phono and
multipin connectors.

DB-25
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

:

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

JCDI2 WDE3

TI:E ULTIMATE '.."' MPINIC;MATERIAL
NEW PRODUCTION LINE . REDUCED PRICES
DEFLEX PANELS FROM AS LITTLE AS £ 4 EACH
ASK FOR BROCHURE & NEW "SPECIAL OFFERS"
PRICE LIST

PZ7,7"7'

THE ONLY PURPOSE DESIGNED
PATENTED ACOUSTIC DAMPING PAD
FOR LINING LOUDSPEAKERS
SPECTRA DYNAMICS, UNIT Al, FFORDD DERwrN INO EST, RHYLL118 2YR

TEL: 01745 360070 - FAX: 01745 360086

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEAL°
GAIN 15 9dB F to

email: smason@enterprise.net

B 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT

MS

* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

Mordatant Short

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ .
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon-Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays
5minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway

http://www.mordaunt-short.corn

NAPA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

LOUDSPEAKERS
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"
Claics"

Your 301 or 401 turntable can now be remanufaitured
Loricraft Audio, the official Garrard licensees.
"The music was always vibrant and passionate full of raw energy
The sense of scale, power,
sheer oomph is simply unmistakeable"
Johnathan Kettle, Audiophile, Loricraft 301 review
.
4I
"It offered massive stability and precision

the sound locked into place and aquired the'not to'43e

ignored, almost hypnotic quality of real music

Andrew Cartmel, Hi Fi News, Loricraft 301 revie

We have test and calibration equipment from the original Garrard factory and can rebuild your turntable to " as new"
or latest specification. We can mount your unit in our world-renowned plinth,

We can also source and supply 401 -

and 301 motor units. All our own remanufactured units come with a full 2 year guarantee.
To find out more send the coupon

to

Loricraft Audio, 4 Big Lane, Lambourn
Berkshire, RG17 sxg.
or call 01488 72267.
e-mail garrard@audio.mlirect.co.uk
or check our website:http://www.audio.ndirect/garrard/
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YES! I WANT TO KNOW MORE. PLEASE SEND ME DETAILS OF YOUR :-

I301/401

Re- manufactured units

I PRC2 R4tiepleaner

I

New Garrard 501
sories

IName
IAddress

L.

Postcode
MIMI MU MR.
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radio

The debate
on DAB
continues;
and a new
contributor
to ' Radio' is
introduced

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

T

he recent item on DAB quality
generated alively correspondence, including a letter from
the BBC itself to which we will
return later. By coincidence, there is
an interesting debate on the same
subject currently taking place in the
letters pages of Ariel, the BBC's staff
newspaper. I'm not sure whether
quoting from this source is likely so
land the Editor and me in the dock
at the Old Bailey. However, on the
assumption that Ariel is not a
publication subject to the provisions
of the Official Secrets Acts, it seems
safe to cite the following.
'My experience of listening to
reduced bit-rate audio as used fer
DAB and demonstrating it to others
is that the artefacts introduced by
coding are not always immediaiely
apparent. However, listeners appear
to become sensitised over time, and
once attuned are able to hear the
effect of the coding on typical
programme material.' (A Technology
Manager, BBC Resources.)
'I would suggest listening to
speech on Radio 4, preferably female
speech. One impairment introduced
by the Layer II coding is adistortion
of sibilant sounds, sometimes
resulting in whistle-like noises. These
effects are clearly audible to me.' (A
member of BBC staff.)
'At Radio **** we have over two
years' experience of using MPEG
Layer
II
at
256kbit/s
for
broadcasting... the majority of
conventional music and speech
sounds fine, but sounds like sea wash
and wind noise, and recordings with
high levels of compression or
distortion sound very strange. This
effect is worse at the lower data rates
used for DAB... with difficult source
material and lower data rates, there
will be times when the sound quality
on some services falls noticeably
short of the description " CD quality
radio"... customers could be highly
critical of the BBC if they get less
than perfect sound on their favourite
service.' (An Area Engineer, BBC
Resources.)
To which I can only add that
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these and many other comments
precisely
parallel
my
own
comparative listening experiences to
date. I would also add that
promoting DAB under the banner of
'CD-quality radio', as the egregious
Mr Matthew Bannister did recently,
is silly - and to claim (as no less a
personage than the Managing Editor
of BBC Digital Radio did recently)
that DAB offers afrequency response
and dynamic range superior to that
of CD is absurd.
We shall return to DAB in due
course, but it is now time to forsake
terrestrial radio for something much
more celestial. As promised last
month, I now have pleasure in
introducing you to atrenchant critic
of this column's content, who will
be keeping us up to date with
satellite radio. So without further
ado, here is Reg Williamson — with
whom, Ihasten to add, Iam now on
the friendliest of terms!

REG WILLIAMSON ON
DIGITAL SATELLITE RADIO
'Very early in the Birtist regime, it
became painfully obvious that future
policy within the BBC would be
determined by market forces and
nowhere
this more painfully
apparent than in that one-time
flagship of culture, Radio 3. Small
wonder that genuine music- lovers
began to seek out other sources of
high- quality radio, and a veritable
oasis was discovered available from
satellites. The multiplicity of publicly
owned German radio stations have
yet to be corrupted à /aBirt, and as
far as programme content is
concerned take one back to the
happier days of Radio 3.
`Not only that: years before DAB
was agleam in the eye of the BBC,
German radio was putting out afirst
class service in its Digitales Satelliten
Radio or DSR. A beautifully
engineered system, it used 32K
sampling, 16 bits linear and could
be accurately described as "near CD
quality". Tuners were available and
a full " packet" of 16 channels
occupied one transducer. Two
satellites carried the service, one
being sufficiently powerful to be
received in the UK on an 80cm dish.
Alas, Deutsche Telekom owned the
satellite, was privatized, and one of
its first acts was to close down the
satellite and sell it.
'Does
that
sound
familiar?
Consequently, the new company was
forced to compensate thousands of
German listeners for the now silent
tuners but the service survived on a
low power, domestic satellite,
"Kopernikus". This was accessible
in the UK but only with aminimumsized dish of 1.2m. So, those who
could find away round the planning

laws kept the service. Mine is
mounted on atree! However, it must
be accepted that DSR will not last
forever, although DT did confirm
they would maintain the service to
the end of the ageing satellite's life
- and that cannot be more than
another year or two.
'Now, the alternative - and
coming up fast - Astra Digital Radio
or ADR. Introduced about two years
ago, it uses spare space on any one
of the satellites in the Astra complex,
currently numbering five and more
to come. By modern standards the
DSR system represents uneconomic
use of the radio spectrum, so ways
have to be found round this problem.
In 1988 an international body, the
ISO/IEC/MPEG (Moving Picture
Experts Group) was founded, with
abrief to assess and compare various
coding systems for both TV and
audio. For the latter, the Audio Subgroup was established.
'Now, the main techniques
recommended by this sub-group have
become internationally accepted.
There are actually three; MPEG
Layers 1, 2 and 3. From Layer 1
onwards (the simplest) there is
increased complexity but apro rata
increase in bandwidth. The method
adopted
is
known
as " lossy
compression", where the signal is
processed into 32 frequency bands.
It takes advantage of a perceived
phenomenon in a complex sound,
where a psychoacoustic model
demonstrates that aweak sound in
one part of the spectrum will be
masked by a louder one, so would
not be heard. This is uncoded and
so saves spectrum space. ADR uses
Layer 2, also known as MUSICAM
[as does DAB, of course - JN]
`So, does it work? For this listener
at least, yes; certainly, it is far
superior to any analogue signal but
does fall theoretically short of CD
quality. The service grows each week
with currently, about 77 stations
covering every possible musical taste
and Astra are predicting more than
100 by the end of 1998. Most are
German, but there are others from
the rest of Europe and even one
British example — Granada's
London-based " G-FM". Nearly all
are excellent stereo, and free. So if
you have asatellite system for Sky,
all you need is a tuner with this
facility included. Ihope to cover
what is available, plus any questions
that Iget, in afuture issue of John's
column.'
It only remains to say that Reg
Williamson will be talking about the
satellite scene on a quarterly basis,
and in the meantime I'm sure he will
be only too pleased to answer
questions about this aspect of radio
broadcasting.
John Nelson
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ulian Lloyd Webber has teamed
up, with Swedish pianist Bengt
Forsberg (Such aresponsive
pianist, don't you think? A brilliant
collaborator too — he contributed so
many strong ideas concerning
balance and interpretation') for a
Philips anthology devoted to the
complete cello and piano music by
Grieg.and Delius.
`The links between composers
were so strong. They were very close
friends. It was Grieg who wrote to
Delius's parents in order to persuade
them to let him take up music.
Delius adored Norway and regularly
spent his summers there. I've never
thought of Delius as aBritish
composer. He's amuch more
cosmopolitan, universal figure than
that. Ido hear " folky" links between
Grieg and Delius. They both wrote
nature music that's full of outdoor
feeling.
'I'm certain their cello works have
never been coupled on CD before.
But then, so few people play the
Delius cello music anyway.'
Inevitable comparisons will be
made with Lloyd Webber's earlier
Unicorn-Kanchana account of the
sonata with the late, great Eric
Fenby. 'That was aspecial thing to
do, of course. Ihave to say, though,
that by the time we made the
recording his technique was not was
it had been and it's markedly slower
than the new version. He would
rightly stress the importance of a
true sense of line in Delius's music,
but from atechnical viewpoint he
couldn't put into practice everything
he wanted to. Inever really thought
of it as adefinitive interpretation and
was extremely keen to do it again at
some point.
'It's adifficult piece to learn: if
you play either the cello or piano
parts on their own they don't really
mean anything. The piano part has
so many crotchet chords that it must
be very hard to practise it without
the cello. So in that sense it really is
atrue sonata, because you need to
work on it together and then you get
the flow of it and the wonderful
harmonic sense.
`By the way, Ifollow Beatrice
Harrison's example in ignoring
Delius's final low chord: after you've
reached that high D, it's always
struck me as such an anti-climax.
This new version is as near to how I
see the piece as Iwill ever get.'
Mention of Harrison — the
dedicatee of Delius's Sonata and
Concerto — prompts Lloyd Webber
to wax lyrical about one of his
favourite cellists.
`I love her spontaneity. Though
she really goes for everything, there's
never any feeling of bad taste.
There's an ecstatic quality — almost
asuppressed hysteria — about her
playing which Ifind very moving.
She wasn't technically the greatest
player but that doesn't seem to
matter somehow. By all accounts,
NI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'Fournier was
my kind of
teacher. I
always
responded
more to
someone
who didn't
tell you
exactly how
to do
everything
technically
and
musically,
but rather
tried to get
the best out
of you'

The ceUist has rec:orded works by
Deliu3 and Grieg with pianist
Bengt Forsberg. And he
takes part in a record devoted
to the music of his father
Interview by Andrew Achenbach
her sister May was aterrific violinist.
What atragedy they didn't record
the Brahms or Delius Double
Concertos together.'
Happy memories ensue of another
great cellist, Pierre Fournier, with
whom Lloyd Webber was fortunate
enough to have studied. ' He was my
kind of teacher Ialways responded
mare to someone who didn't tell you
exactly how to do everything
technically and musically, but rather
tried to gei the best out of you. If I
ever take pupils myself, that's the
approach Iwould adopt, too.
Nobody ever had amore beautiful
tone than Fournier.'
Painstaking preparation is aLloyd
Webber hallmark these days. ' Idid
several concerts with Bengt featuring
these Grieg and Delius pieces before
we went into the studio. With the
best will in the world, if you don't
play things live beforehand, it
somehow shows an the finished

product. Every time you play apiece
for the first time in public, you learn
something about its shape, about
what works and what doesn't. If you
haven't done that, no matter how
hard you try, something is going to
show. Unfortunately, particularly
when it comes to orchestral music,
the first time people see it is when
they're actually in the studio —
which can't be ideal. Although there
are some terrific results, you can't
help wondering whether they
couldn't have been even better.
'There are occasions when it's just
not possible to programme items in
the concert hall, but Itry and keep
those to aminimum. When I
recorded Frank Bridge's Oration for
Lyrita back in the 1970s — those
were my very first orchestral sessions
— I'd never done it in public. I've
performed it four times since and
feel much more at home with the
piece now. I'd dearly love to record
it again. Promoters can be so timid.
When Irecorded the marvellous
Miaskovslcy Concerto, Icouldn't
persuade anyone to put it in any
concert anywhere. It's sad.'
Last year witnessed universal
acclaim for Lloyd Webber's coupling
of Britten's Cello Symphony and the
Walton Concerto (awork very close
to his heart). He also gave us a
memorable premier recording of
Bantock's Sapphic Ode, an absolute
charmer of awork. How many other
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interview MUSIC
similar gems await discovery?
'At the risk of getting letters from
your readers, Idon't think there are
in the British field. I've gone
through that repertoire very closely.
True, there are other Bantock
pieces, but the Sapphic Ode struck
me as the best. I've never subscribed
to the " let's do everything"
philosophy. What's the point of
recording music you don't really
believe in? It's awaste of
everybody's time, especially if there
are other musicians who believe in
something more than Ido.
`Although I'm an exclusive Philips
artist, if alabel like Hyperion has a
splendid project like Tod Handley's
Bantock series and Iwant to be
involved, my record company is very
understanding. Having said that,
Philips are beginning to do more
British music! Last year, Marriner
gave us aFinzi CD as well as a
collection of tone-poems by Bax and
Bridge and the like. However, given
the current state of the industry,
artists — even exclusive ones — are
not going to be making as many
records as they have done in the
past. That's not necessarily abad
thing, in my book.
'I don't want to be labelled as a

R

eleased this month, as part of
John Eliot Gardiner's on-going
Berlioz programme with his
Orchestre Révolutionnaire et
Romantique, is Berlioz's Dramatic
Symphony Roméo et Juliette, the
A recording of which, some readers
may recall, was the subject of a
j fascinating South Bank Show ayear
or so ago. Roméo is the third of the
4
e composer's symphonies after the
Symphonie fantastique and Harold in
rn
Italy. It's easy to forget that Berlioz
(1803-69) was ayounger
contemporary of Beethoven
(1770-1827) — the Fantastique was
first performed in 1830, just two
years after Schubert's death, and
only three after that of Beethoven.
'The impression that Beethoven
must have made on Berlioz was just
colossal,' says Gardiner. ' He wrote
in one of his letters " Hearing that
fearful giant Beethoven has shown
me the point that the art of musicmaking has reached. It's aquestion
of seizing it at that point and taking
it further.., no... equally far along
another path". And that's exactly
what Berlioz did.'
Philips' new recording of Roméo et
Juliette [
454 454-2, 2CDs — to be
reviewed] restores music deleted by
Berlioz from the 1839 version and
never heard since, and includes an
orchestration by Oliver Knussen of
the second Prologue. The trackorder of the CDs is programmable
to get either version.
An unorthodox orchestral seating
plan was used for this recording,
reflecting Berlioz's exact

I
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British music specialist. For instance,
I've always been very drawn to
Russian music. Shostakovich,
Prokofiev, the Rachmaninov Sonata
— I've played that alot. In away
I'm lucky, because there are no
pieces in the standard cello
repertoire that Idon't like. The
Dvorák Concerto is fantastic, the
Schumann is agreat work, the SaintSaens Ienjoy playing — even the
Lalo, which people are rude about!
Then there are the Beethoven and
Brahms sonatas, Bach suites — I
love the D-minor. People have
always said the cello repertoire is
limited, but it's also distinguished by
quality.'
William Lloyd Webber
When we met up last November,
Lloyd Webber was already excited
about aforthcoming Chandos release
devoted to the music of his father,
William, arespected teacher and
superb organist. ' It's atremendously
wide-ranging collection. Tasmin
Little plays the Benedictus for violin
and organ which my father
performed with his wife at their
wedding ceremony, and there are
five orchestral pieces, the biggest of
which is Aurora — the only one to

instructions. The arrangement
influenced the sonority and clarity of
the sound produced, and how the
players heard each other, and thus
their performance. Gardiner again:
'It's called adramatic symphony,
but it's theatrical in every respect;
incredibly private and intimate one
minute, the next you're presented
with the Capulet's Ball and the full
panoply of Berlioz's orchestration,
Berlioz saying defiantly "This is the
power of my orchestra".'
Schumann
A second major project, the
complete symphonic music of
Robert Schumann ( 1810-56)
including the symphony in G-minor,
'Zwickau', was scheduled for release
in March [Archiv 457 591-2,
3CDs]. The recordings are again
with the ORR and will be followed
by others of Schumann's choral
music. The sessions were held in
conjunction with Gardiner's
acclaimed performances at last year's
Barbican Festival ' Schumann
Revealed'.
On the subject of Schumann's oftcriticised ability as an orchestrator
Gardiner is unequivocal. ' It didn't
seem to have occurred to either
Mahler or Weingartner that what
they saw as grave problems in
Schumann's symphonic writing had
far more to do with the increased
size and expanded sonority of their
own late 19th-century orchestras
than with any ineptitude on
Schumann's part. Reduce the
proportions of the ensemble to

have been recorded before. There's
also, amongst other things, aLatin
Mass entitled Princeps pacis [The
Prince of Peace'] and Iperform a
Nocturne for cello and harp with
'I've always
Skaila Kanga.
been very
'But the most extraordinary thing
drawn to
on the disc is the Lento for strings.
It's also the earliest composition
Russian
here, but many people might think it music ...
the latest, so adventurous are the
In a way
harmonies. The string writing is
I'm lucky,
extraordinarily assured and it shows
that he was fully aware of what was
because
happening on the European
there are
continent. He was only 25 when he
no pieces
wrote it and it shows the path he
in the
could have taken. He never talked
about his music at all and gave alot standard
of his manuscripts away.
cello
`For many years, Ihad no idea
repertoire
he'd written so much. In asense,
that
I
we're almost listening to anew
composer here: it's not that the
don't like'
music was neglected, it never even
had the chance to be neglected! I
personally can't understand the
mentality of someone who could
write apiece like the Lento and
actually not be desperate to hear it
played. Anyway, I'll be very
surprised if the disc doesn't create a
lot of interest.'

John Eliot

around 50 players, as we
have done, replicating
those of the Leipzig
Gewandhaus of the 1840s,
and you begin to create
those for which Schumann
had assiduously fashioned
his symphonies. But that is
only the start: instruments,
bowing styles, phrasing and
articulation, as well as the
spatial deployment of the
musicians, with violins and
violas playing standing up,
as was the custom in
Leipzig at the time, all play
apart in creating an idiomatic
approach to Schumann's orchestral
world that requires no additional
"aeration", let alone the euphemistic
"retouching" which Mahler and
others have considered necessary.'
Gardiner also points out that,
when standing up, the players hear
each other better, especially the
wind section, bringing improvements
in ensemble. Interesting parallels
may be drawn between this
Schumann project and the recent
cycle of Brahms symphonies with Sir
Charles Mackerras conducting an
orchestra similar in size to that at
Meiningen, for which Brahms wrote.
Further Gardiner releases (on
DG) include aVP0 Schubert ' Great
C-major', recorded live at the
Salzburg Festival; Mendelssohn's
'Italian' and ` Reformation'
Symphonies, with the composer's
own revisions; Rossini overtures; and
later this year, works by Elgar.
David Inman

Gardiner
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Record of
the month

CPE BACH:
Keyboard Concertos W11, 14, 19
Mild& Spányi (f-pno)IConcerto
ArmonicolSzuts
The 1904
translation
from Friedrich
de La Motte
Fouqué from
which
Frederick

HENZE:
Undine
London SinfoniettalPeter Donohoe
(pno)IKnussen
DG 453 467-2

Ashton
worked was
illustrated by

(
2CDs, 102m 53s)

Arthur

There was nothing of Henze's three- act ballet score completed for Frederick

Rackham

Ashton in 1957, and premiered at the ROH under the composer, in DC's
14CD retrospective [ 449 860-2] issued in 1996. And it is greatly to the
credit of Henze's record company that they have mounted this complete
recording under Oliver Knussen ( the booklet records some of his responses
to the music, and those of the London Sinfonietta who crowded into the
control room at Henry Wood Hall to hear playbacks).
graphic and suggestive; depictions of
Henze wrote his music in London to
Ondine herself are both `watery' —
aminutage specified by Ashton (who
in various ways water is omnipresent
constantly complained of the lack of
in this ballet score — and ' idealised*.
'tunes', as composition progressed);
The depiction of the flight into the
the work was, in Ashton's mind, a
forest in Act 1and the Act 2finale
'concerto' for Margot Fonteyn (his
are especially powerful and exciting.
`violin') and, without her presence,
whilst Act 3 ranges in moods from
later revivals failed. Henze's
the Ondine Adagio, through the
development of the score — and a
manic energies of the Divertissement,
working relationship with Ashton —
to asombre Finale which fads away
is related here in excerpts from the
as the water-sprite is ultimately
composer's diaries, and there is
returned to the sea. (One can just
further information adapted from
picture Fonteyn dancing this.) This
Julie Kavanagh's Ashton biography.
set makes amagical discovery, and
In particular, Henze recorded his
the realisation is excellent.
admiration for the pianist working
with the ROH Orchestra, Margaret
Kitchin: the Act 3Divertissement is
virtually apiano concertino in
`Broadway' style, played with
aplomb on this recording by Peter
Donohoe [ CD2, tracks 12-20].
Undine has remained afavourite
with Henze, who attended some of
the DG sessions (co-produced with
Knussen/balanced by Tryggvi
Trygvasson). The music is always
accessible, if redolent of Stravinsky's
neo-classicism, and amarvellous
example of his transparent scoring: it
was written for augmented chamber
orchestra. The music is at once

Christopher Breimig

A:1"

Margot
Fonteyn,
Frederick
Ashton and
Hans Werner
Henze

The stage action, based on a fairy tole, concerns Beatrice, betrothed to
Palemon, who rejects her when he sees the wafer- sprite Ondine; they flee into
the forest and are married there by a hermit, with the cautious blessing of
Tirrenio, Sea King and father of Ondine. Beatrice and her huntsmen are in
pursuit, and given directions by the hermit. Act 2: Palemon and Ondine ore
about to set sail; Beatrice arrives and is taken on board the ship. A
reconciliation is attempted: Ondine offers a cocci amulet to Beatrice. Tirrenio
recalls his daughter, and the mortals are snipwrecked by a storm. Act 3: now
Beatrice and Palemon are to marry. Tirrenio c• -)
d his entourage appear in
disguise but terrify the wedding guests when he

are - e-ectleci as Nymphs

and Tritons. Palemon spurns his bride, confidert -hat he wi'l see Ondine once
more, but when she does appear and he embraces her he dies and she is
returned finally to the sea.
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BIS CD-785

(73m 42s)

This is Vol.5 of Spányi's laudable
project to record all the keyboard
concertos of CPE Bach, one of the
most influential of 18th-century
composers. At this stage in such a
series there is adanger that it will
run into the twin buffers of routine
and apathy, the artists showing signs
of rut-sticking, the public diverted
by other delights. Ibelieve that this
will not apply here. Artistic
standards remain high, the music,
much of it recorded for the first
time, shows consistent vivacity and
depth, and the recording, if overresonant, is rarely less than clear and
satisfying — forgettable in the best
sense.
But there is another reason for
maintaining eager interest. With this
issue Spányi and his colleagues have
examined afresh the sources and
found exciting things. Horns enrich
the strings in W14: if they are there
in Pinnock's excellent old CRD
recording Ican't hear them, but on
this BIS CD there is no doubt —
their tones are suitably prominent.
In the slow movement of W19 solo
flute joins muted violins in unison,
giving astrangely ghostly effect to an
already other-worldly A-minor
Andante. Most telling of all are the
trumpets and timpani in W11:
wholly appropriate to the D-major
ceremonial style of (i) and the
military march of (iii). It is the
visceral energy with which these
instruments are played that puts this
recording amongst my top five of all
CDs. Trumpets ring out, and
timpani-tone — dark, threatening,
with every stroke like athunderclap,
its fp attack and subsequent growl
frightening in its intensity — fits the
playing of this wild and dramatic
work superbly well.
Emanuel Bach remodelled many
of his works for changing tastes, so
these wind and percussion parts are
almost certainly authentic. Even if
not, these performances are
unsurpassed in portraying the
highly-charged spirit of CPE Bach.
Spányi, as always an outstanding
performer, chooses fortepiano here,
afine-toned instrument recorded in
just balance. The 1740s may seem a
little early for this instrument, but it
is evident the composer meant it; in
any case the later revisions would
bring it into chronological line. At
one point in W11(iii) Spányi keeps
the sustaining-pedal down to join
the strings in awhirling nebula of
sound unlike any music Iknow.
CPE the experimenter would have
loved it, and the warm acoustic
accentuates it.
For the dozen or so future
volumes of this series it is hoped
that Spányi will dántinue to
75
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BEETHOVEN:
Symphonies 1 & 6 ' Pastoral'
Violin Concerto
Hemyk Szeryng (v1n)ISaarbrücken
RSOIZender
CPO 999 474-2
(2CDs, 112m 05s) recorded live
Superb Beethoven playing and
direction. Not only does Zender
give his fullest attention to the
rhythmic pulse of the First
Symphony, but he applies exact
weight and emphasis to phrases and
leading notes. There is a chamberlike spring and thrust similar to
Klemperer's Philharmonia version,
but in terms of tempi and sudden
dynamic contrasts, the performance
is closer to Toscanini's. Repeats in
both (i) and (ii) are observed, and
the whole interpretation is like a
breath of fresh air. Strangely,
Zender doesn't observe Beethoven's
first-movt repeat in the Pastoral,
maybe due to his essentially lyrical

BRAHMS:
Violin Concerto/SCHUMANN:
Fantasie Op.131 (
arr. Kreisler)
Anne-Sophie Mutter (v1n)INYPOI
Masur
DC 457 075-2

(53m 25s) recorded live

When agreat artist decides to rerecord awork, there's a real danger
comparisons will favour the original,
especially when that has ' classic'
status. Mutter's 1982 DG account
of the Brahms with Karajan [now
coupled with the Double Concerto:
76

overall view of the work. Again,
uncanny balancing of
instrumentation shows this
conductor's keenness of ear; and at
no time does he allow phrases to
sag by expanding their spiritual or
pictorial qualities. Nor does he
strive after ultra-scenic effects in the
Storm section, but steers swiftly and
comfortably into the joyful, yet
devoutly simple atmosphere of the
Finale, counterbalancing the earlier
music of the ' Peasant's
Merrymaking' with the more
relaxed, spacious melodic sequences
that become apaean of praise just
before the serene close.
The performance of the Violin
Concerto is on the highest level too.
Iremember orchestral players
admiring Szeryng's commanding
technique in recording sessions, yet
Iregretted a certain lack of
emotional involvement. In live
performances this was not true ( I
recall performances of
Mendelssohn's E-minor and
Brahms's Double Concerto, with
Klemperer conducting, that were
just as inspired as the Beethoven
here). As with Szigeti/Walter,
Hubermann/Szell and
Menuhin/Furtwângler, soloist and

439 007-2] has certainly stood the
test of time; aperformance of fiery
passion and great technical
accomplishment, it has always struck
me as virtually perfect.
Now, 16 years on, Mutter gives us
anew interpretation. And if
anything it's even more dramatic
and intense than before. Clearly the
years have not mellowed her
approach; she still sees the work as
both lyrical and aheroic battle
between violin and orchestra.
Karajan's tempi felt more spacious
than Masur's, yet overall the new
performance has greater tension and
bite — the finale is incredibly
vibrant and exciting. Mutter's
playing displays increased
assertiveness and personality,
underlining details that (before)
were less clearly focused. Some may
find the playing mannered, and her
rather tight, intense vibrato does
make it harder for the sweeter, more
lyrical passages to melt the heart.
But overall, the conception and
execution are magnificent, and one
could hardly ask for more.
The Schumann rarity is played
superbly, with great technical polish,
making the case for awork that can,
in lesser hands, sound rather diffuse.
[Mutter says ' The Kreisler version is
more flamboyant and virtuosic — he
made it a better piece.] Recordings
are good, but tonally very full as
though made in awell-damped hall
[Avery Fisher] with, doubtless, a
capacity audience.
James M Hughes

A: 1

Iremember
orchestral
players
admiring
Szeryng's
commanding
technique in
recording
sessions, yet
Iregretted
a certain lack
of emotional
involvement.
In live
performances
this was not
true

conductor act as equal partners
throughout: wind phrases
(particularly solo bassoon) pair
perfectly with solo violin in many
places, and the rapt pp line of the
slow-movt is very moving. It has
been many years since Iheard
anything quite so beautiful as this.
In both symphonies, sound and
balancing are fine. The more
reverberant acoustic of the concerto
results in some apparent lack of top
response and pin-point definition in
winds, but does not affect listening
pleasure.
Bill Newman

A-11:1• 0

BRAN/AS:
Viola Sonatas 1 & 2
Kim Kashkashian (via)/Robert
Levin (pno)
ECM 457 068-2

(44m 06s)

`Amabile' is the qualification in 2(i),
but now you get a lot more than
amiability. Kashkashian and Levin
sweep through this movement,
Brahms's last in sonata form and ' an
unsurpassed example of plastic
variation of material' [Ivor Keys],
with plasticity of phrase and internal
tension. There is a rapport here that
spills over into the whole work,
through aweighty but mobile
sostenuto middle section in B-major
of (ii) and agraciously flexible (iii).
This sonata is placed first and sadly
it all ends here, because No.1 is not
in the same league. Kashkashian's
unease highlights the point that the
piece is more elusive than its
companion. And her playing, at
times rigid, at times episodic,
suggests that she hasn't got to grips
with its architecture. Levin tries to
maintain stability, and some
commonality of approach is achieved
in (iv). It offers little compensation.
The image is biased to the right but
instrumental balance and timbre are
truthful. Kashkashian's sniffs are
pretty graphic too.
Nalen Anthoni

B:1-3 0

CHOPIN:
Polonaise-Fantasie Op.61
Nocturne Op.55:2 J Mazurkas 0p.7:3, Op.17:1, 2 & 4; Op.41:3 J
Scherzo Op.54:4 J Barcarolle
Op.60
Richard Goode (pno)
Nonesuch 7559 79452 2

(
48m 38s)

Better be warned: it is difficult to
label these performances. 'Without
aberrations' could be an easy way
out, but then there is the
overlapping image of something dull
and middle-of-the-road, which is not
the case. The booklet states that this
is Goode's first recorded Chopin
recital, and that may offer a clue.
Credentials are discerned at the
beginning and are firmly established
by the end: Goode has thoughtthrough these pieces from the
MAY ION
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investigate later scores, further to
invigorate Emmanuel's dynamic
music. These punchy performances
promise much.

photo: Joel Meyerowitz
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ground up. Prowess
at the keyboard and
pedal are coupled to
adisciplined form of
romanticism where
compulsion and
circumspection sit
together. Rackety
rhetoric, of the sort
often offered in
Chopin, is eschewed.
The marking '
il canto
sostenuto' in the Poco
piu lento section of
the Polonaise-Fantasie
is beguilingly
observed; the
Nocturne is dramatic
but not overwrought;
and the Scherzo
brims with red blood and quicksilver
virtuosity. Only in the Mazurka
Op.17:2 is there atrace of stiffness,
but that's overshadowed by the
wistful qualities of No.4; and
Goode's control of rhythm and
dynamics in its central A-major
section is superbly accomplished.
Find alabel if you must, but this
is, by any standards, very good
indeed — and no pun intended. The
sound is very good too. More air
and space round the instrument
would have made it excellent.
Nolen Anthonl

A:1 0

DELIUS:
Fennimore and Gerda
StenelHowarthIColeman-Wrightl
TuckerlHauglandlDanish Nat RSO
& ChlHickox
Chandos CHAN 9589

(
79m 36s)

Delius completed this, his last opera,
in 1913 but it had to wait another
six years until its Frankfurt world
premiere (where it enjoyed arun of
e success). Beecham, to whom it was
dedicated and who so adored A
Village Romeo and Juliet, disliked it
1. intensely (' three rather dreary people
with nothing to sing'), and its
a
.e economy, unusual formal properties
(the opera divides into two episodes,
consisting of 11 'pictures' and four
interludes) and conventional 'happy
ending' found little favour with
contemporary commentators.
Apparently, even the composer's
friend and biographer Philips
Heseltine was somewhat scathing.
Flawed though it may be, Fennimore
and Gerda nonetheless contains
nature-music as inspired and
piercingly beautiful as Delius ever
conceived, not least in those
ravishing orchestral introductions to
the sixth, seventh and eighth
pictures; the cortège ending the
`Fennimore' episode is another highspot.
Whereas Meredith Davies's EMI
version (now restored on a ' British
Composers' CD) used Heseltine's
English translation, Hickox turns to
Delius's own original German
libretto. As on that earlier recording,
RI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Richard
Goode: a
Chopin recital
on Nonesuch

the Danish Radio forces contribute
in sensitive and shapely fashion.
Both casts, too have much to
commend them. As Fennimore,
Randi Stene is vibrant and involving,
though Elisabeth Siiderstrnm for
Davies gives perhaps the more
appealingly vulnerable portrayal.
Neither Peter Coleman-Wright nor
Mark Tucker (as Niels and Erik
respectively) quite matches the
distinction and intelligence of Brian
Rayner Cook and Robert Tear on
the 1976 recording. The numerous
smaller roles are well taken in both
sets. On balance, Hickox's
conception possesses the greater
dramatic impulse, Davies's the more
tenderly moving restraint.
My only real carp about this
vividly recorded Chandos offering
concerns the well-intentioned but
occasionally distracting soundeffects. During the Second Picture,
for example, with its magical
wordless `Voice across the Water',
the action is played out against a
taped background of sea-swell gently
lapping onto shingle, yet aglance at
the very specific stage directions in
the booklet, to say nothing of
Delius's sublimely evocative
orchestral backcloth throughout,
should already provide all the
imaginative stimuli necessary for any
listener. That single caveat apart, a
most pleasing achievement.
However, if you already have the
Davies, don't part with it, for it is
by no means outranked by this
newcomer.
Andrew Achenbech

A-I1:1-2

DELIUS:
Cello Sonata U Caprice and Elegy
Hassan - Serenade J Romance/
GRIEG: Cello Sonata U Intermezzo
Julian Lloyd Webber (v1c)1Bengt
Forsberg (pno)
Philips 454 458-2

(65m 43s).

A formidably concentrated, yet
wonderfully rapt account of the
sonata Delius wrote for Beatrice
Harrison in 1916. Lloyd Webber
Lloyd
and Forsberg form amemorable
alliance [
see interview], and this is an
Webber and
altogether more fluent display than
Forsberg
the former's previous recording with
form a
Eric Fenby, rather special though
memorable
that remains; indeed, the cumulative
power of the joyous close is
alliance, and
marvellously conveyed here. Next,
this is an
equally heartfelt, are the ' Caprice'
altogether
and 'Elegy' comprising the Two
more fluent
Pieces of 1930, apoignant Hassan
'Serenade', plus the rare opportunity
display than
to hear the pretty Romance Delius
the former's
wrote in 1896 whilst living in Paris
previous
(and which, until rehabilitated by
recording
Lloyd Webber in 1976, had
remained unheard).
with Eric
The 1883 Sonata by Delius's
Fenby, rather
close friend, Grieg, emerges with an
special
unexpectedly epic sweep on this
though that
occasion. These perceptive artists
find atoughness and dark-hued
remains

grandeur in the impassioned (i),
with its unmistakable echoes of the
A-minor Concerto. The central
Andante resuscitates the ' Homage
March' from Sigurd jorsalfar written
11 years previously. Most ambitious
of all is the 12m Allegro finale,
whose eventful progress is charted
with acogency and characterful flair
that grip from first note to last. The
Sonata is preceded here by a
charming Intermezzo (1867) probably
intended for Grieg's amateur cellist
brother, John.
Philips's warm, rich and
beautifully balanced Abbey Road
sound captures beautifully the
mellow tone of Lloyd Webber's
1690 Stradivari cello (an instrument
once owned by the Russian cellist
Alexandre Barjansky, who in January
1923 gave the world premiere of
Delius's Cello Concerto in Vienna).
A lovely disc.
Andrew Achenbach

A- A• : 1 - 1 •

ELGAR:
Violin Sonata in e/FRANCK: Violin
Sonata in A
Midori (vin) /Robert McDonald
(pno)
Sony Classical SK 63331

(
54m 50s)

Billy Reed, leader of the LSO, was
specific about Elgar's wishes. ' He
hated any of his music to be played
in arigid manner — he was always
asking for it to be more elastic.'
Moreover, 'he was very particular
about the observance of the
numerous marks of expression...
with which he peppered his scores'.
And (i) has various types of accent:
stress mark, vertical hairpin,
horizontal hairpin and the doublehairpin that looks like adiamond.
The differences may be subtle, but
in the hands of Sammons [Pearl]
they are noticeable. Not here.
Midori attacks the part too
vehemently, and though she varies
the pulse there is no elasticity within
the phrases for such minutiae to tell.
It doesn't help that her tone, as
recorded, thins and tightens under
pressure. A pity, because the rest is
very good indeed. Flexibility, flow
and attention to expressive detail are
much to the fore, as they are in the
Franck sonata. Again, the lack of
warmth in Midori's tone above forte
is adrawback, but there is no
gainsaying the warmth of the
interpretation. Or the rapport she
enjoys with McDonald, who is a
genuine partner (and properly
balanced) in both works. If he
doesn't match the headlong fire of
Cortot in (ii) of the Franck
[Biddulph], his overall sensitivity
and command of arounded sonority
at all dynamic levels — except in the
last page of this work where the
engineers cut back — more than
make up for this loss.
Nolen Anthoni

A- B:2/1 0

Erato 0630 19571 2

(54m 47s)

Grimaud's earlier recordings showed
musical promise; at the time she was
not quite mature enough in
personality to compete with other,
more established pianists performing
the same repertoire. Here we have
two stunning showpieces, where
Zinman and his Baltimore orchestra
play a large part in their success.
Gershwin has suffered the more
through ` pullings about',
interpolations and emendations to
his music. This performance sticks
pretty faithfully to the actual score
markings, with the conductor
providing anice sense of theatrical
buildup, quite in keeping with
Gershwin's intentions, during the
introduction. Grimaud's playing is
rock-steady and always expressive,
integrating with her colleagues with
never the intention of upstaging
them! That mixture of straight
theatre and vaudeville, with its
bluesy trumpet solo, is also
beautifully contained during the
central movement; and the breezy
Finale never descends into vulgarity
by slamming the brakes on for the
coda.
Ravel's G-major Concerto makes
an admirable companion piece. The
Frenchman's mode of jazz is far
more piquant than the American's
down-to-earth traditions, and both
artists revel in its fancies and glories.
Iwish the Left-Hand Concerto had
been included — do record
companies constantly fear that
recording costs will never be
recouped in sales?
Bill Newman

A:1

Goldschmidt
was so
impressed by
the artistry
of the LSO's
one-time
principal
clarinettist,
Gervase de

GOLDSCHMIDT:
Cello Concertol J Clarinet
Concerto 2 J Violin Concerto 3
Yo-Yo Ma (v1c)ISabine Meyer
(c1t)1Chantal juillet (vin) /'Montreal
SOIDutoitI2Orch der Komischen
Oper, BerlinIKreizbergl
3PhilharmonialGoldschmidt
Decca 455 586-2 (
67m 22$) '
recorded live
Written in 1953 and premiered by
William Pleeth with the BBC
Scottish SO under the composer in
August of the following year,
Berthold Goldschmidt's Cello
Concerto proves highly rewarding,
chock-full of striking invention yet
strongly disciplined too, the writing
at once resourceful, eloquent and
polished. Apparently, the work grew
out of adiscarded Sonata that the
19-year-old composer had written in
1932 for the legendary Emanuel
Feuermann (one year his senior).
Like the Cello Concerto, the
Violin Concerto had its origins in
the early 1930s. Not until 1952 did
78

Peyer, that
he set to
work on
a concerto
for him
in December
1953

Goldschmidt return to those initial
sketches to produce a three-movt
Concertino. Still he wasn't happy.
What had been the concluding
`Gigue' became a scherzo, and he
added an entirely new finale.
Goldschmidt's fully-fledged
Concerto was first given by Erich
Gruenberg in February 1954. Like
its two disc-companions, here is a
work which will surely repay further
study: it has apersonable warmth
and unignorable pedigree that
genuinely excite.
Goldschmidt was so impressed by
the artistry of the LSO's one-time
principal clarinettist, Gervase de
Peyer, that he set to work on a
concerto for him in December 1953.
Once again, one can't help but
admire the expressive fervour, wit
and sheer craft of Goldschmidt's
music; Ifind the deft Allegro
moderato (i) especially enchanting in
its lyrical flow and gentle logic.
All three performances are firstclass and well engineered too (the
Cello Concerto derives from alive
concert within Montreal's Place des
Arts, though you'd never suspect it).
In sum, yet another exemplary
`Entartete Musik' Decca release.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1 -

HINDEMITH:
Cello Concerto J Kammermusik 3
J Cello Concerto in E-flat, 01).3
David Geringas (v1c)1Queensland
SO/Albert
CPO 999 375-2

(65m 54s)

The rarity here is the E-flat
Concerto, composed in 1916 when
Hindemith was a 20-year-old
student at the Hoch Conservatory in
Frankfurt. Opening with apositively
Straussian horn-call, it's a fluent,

solidly constructed affair, if patchy
in quality — the Brahmsian opening
movement contains the best music
— yet always rewarding soloistically.
(Hindemith's younger brother,
Rudolf, quickly mastered the
instrument, so Paul would have
grown up with the sound of the
cello ringing in his ears.) The
succeeding Romanza' and
'Tarantella' are linked, but despite
incidental felicities, especially in the
former, neither contains much to
entice one back for further hearings.
That excellent Lithuanian cellist,
David Geringas, and the Queensland
SO under Werner Andreas Albert
form asensitive alliance.
Years later, the composer recalled:
`I was very fond of this piece, mainly
of the first movement. Idid not
think that the other two movements
had turned out as well. But soon I
found that one has to try things in a
different way'. That ' different way'
makes itself compellingly manifest in
the Kammermusik 3 ( 1925), a
bracingly inventive miniature cello
concerto featuring a ` chamber
orchestra' comprising just ten
instruments. By far the biggest movt
of the four is the deeply-felt (iii), but
there's also much to relish elsewhere
— not least the wit and transparency
of Hindemith's scoring. This latest
account is thoroughly committed, if
without quite the poise and
character of rival versions from
Harrell/Chailly [Decca] or
Stirling,/Stenz [RCA]. Still
inexplicably overlooked (in the
concert hall, at any rate), the
immensely engaging Cello Concerto
of 1940 shows Hindemith at his
most fertile and playful best.
Geringas and Albert are as
persuasive as any in recent times,
though Iretain an especial fondness
for the 1955 Tortelier/Ancerl, now
in excellently refurbished mono on
Supraphon. Tuttis in this last item
can verge slightly on the rowdy in
CPO's otherwise vivid and
judiciously balanced sound-picture.
Andrew Achenbach

A- B:1-2

KURTAG:
Music for Strings
Keller QtIMiklós Perenyi (vk)I
Gyârgy Kurtág (clsta)
ECM 453 258-2

(
49m I4s)

Kurtág's works for string quartet are
few in number, but are of
considerable significance in his
compositional development. Indeed,
the first work with which he
established his reputation as a
composer was the String Quartet
Op.1 of 1959. He has gone on to
write afurther two quartets as well
as two shorter occasional pieces.
The Op.1 quartet shows Kurtág's
style at its genesis, seeking to fuse
the fragmentation of Webern with
the quintessentially Hungarian
idiom of Bartók. Its composition
MAY Ifni
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GERSHWIN:
Piano Concerto/RAVEL: Piano
Concerto in G
Hélène Grimaud (pno)IBaltimore
SOIZinman

photo (Maw): John Carme/Faber usic Ltd
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came about after Kurtág had
encountered the psychologist
Marianne Stein (the dedicatee of the
work). In its first movement ` an
insect seeks the light' amidst a
'patchwork of colours and patterns'
— an apt metaphor for Kurtág's
own quest for a personal style.
That, at the age of 33, the
composer had finally found himself
signalled an increasing confidence in
the manipulation of the quartet
medium, and indicated the
beginning of an increasing concern
with colour and gesture as the
vehicles for his increasingly wideranging imagination.
After this first work (which at
15m 34s is the longest on the disc)
all of Kurtág's other pieces for
quartet have a named association in
the title, from the composer and
cellist Andras Mihaly, who is the
subject of the Second Quartet
(1977-78) to the publisher Alfred
Schlee, whose 90th birthday is
commemorated in Aus der Ferne III
(1991). These homages seek not
only to act as abstract tributes but

,s; u;
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HEADINGTON:
Piano Concerto J The Healing
Fountain J Serenade
Gordon Fergus- Thompson (pno)1
Alexander Baillie (v1c)1Andrew
Garwood (ten)/ Britten Sinfonial
aeolnay
ASV CD DCA969

(
60m Ois)

This CD goes some way, Ibelieve,
towards focusing the thoughts and
expressions of a neglected composer
whose talks and lectures on Radio 3
and considered reviews brought him
a larger, responsive audience. [
CH
was also an accomplished pilot — he
died as the result of a skiing accident.
Mus Ed.]
The opening movement of the
Piano Concerto shows his positive
technique in scoring for a sparse
group of orchestral players in lyrical
vein, much as his teacher Lennox,
Berkeley did in his finest works. The
pianist plays in improvisatory,
introspective fashion, quietly for
most of the time. The choice of
chordal groupings sounds akin to the
music of Alan Rawsthorne (note the
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to portray in sound the characters of
the individuals concerned. The
booklet notes even inform us that
Kurtág has written an Hommage à
Nancy Sinatra, which has, alas, not
yet been committed to disc.
In the Second Quartet, subtitled
'12 Microludes', we encounter a
series of pieces of the most extreme
brevity and economy. Here a
spectrum of motion states is
encompassed, from extreme languor
to frenzied activity, in a manner that
generates indirect inspiration from
the cyclic elements of Bach's WellTempered Clavier. This tendency
towards distillation and the
regeneration of past forms can also
be seen in the Third Quartet
`Officium breve/in memoriam Andreae
Szervánsky' (1988-89) which the
composer describes as a ' minirequiem'. The direct influence of
Webern can be felt here, including a
transcription of the last movement
of Webern's Cantata 2 which forms
the tenth movt. This was originally
made for Kurtág's chamber music
classes in Budapest.

three-part woodwind combinations,
half-way). Only in (ii), aPassacaglia,
and (iii), Vivace, are we aware of the
links with Britten's compositional
style and structuring.
A Healing Fountain —
Headington's ` In Memoriam' tribute
to Britten — was, he believed, his
finest work. The beginning
reiterates, albeit briefly, Britten's
opening ` Sea Interlude' from Peter
Grimes, and elsewhere early on we
have allusions to Britten's Serenade
(note the horn scoring) and
Nocturne. It would be easy to
attribute a sequence of fleeting
visions to the older composer, like
the sudden bi-tonal swirling motives
in winds that cut across the
orchestral canvas, yet Headington's
own skill as an orchestrator comes
continually to the fore. His style of
writing perfectly balances the chosen
texts by Sassoon, Masefield, Owen,
Moore, Auden and Shelley in each
of the eight sections.
Serenade (
or Serenade-Scherzo to
quote its original title) moulds a
wandering yet poetic cello part into
acarefully selected orchestral
setting, imaginative use of lower
string timbres providing astriking
partnership with players who relish
the challenge of performing music
off the beaten track.
Performances are exemplary
throughout and the production too:
Henry Wood Hall/Andrew Keener.
Headington was in attendance
throughout the sessions. [
This struck
me, too, as music immediate in appeal,
nicely balanced as aprogramme, and
beaunfully recorded - Mus Ed.]
Bill Newman

A':1*

Nicholas Maw
and ( below)
Christopher
Headington:
new works
on ASV
The disc also contains two
versions of Ligatura — Message to
Frances-Marie (The answered
unanswered question) (1989) which is
scored for two violins, two celli and
celesta. The Italian cellist FrancesMarie Uitti has developed a
technique of cello playing that uses
two bows playing under and over
the strings simultaneously, and this
brings about asound that is
strangely reminiscent of viol playing.
The celesta appears only for the
final three bars, as a closing
benediction (or even asking another
question?).
This is fascinating music that is
excellently played and recorded.
The disc offers an ungenerous
playing time, but otherwise it is
difficult to fault this most
worthwhile enterprise.
Jahn Kersey

A':

MAW:
Ghost Dances J La Vita Nuova _J
Roman Canticle
Carmen Felton (sop) ¡ William Sharp
(bar) /20th Centuty Consort/Kendall
ASV CD DCA 999

(
64m 36s)

When Iheard the Coull Quartet
premiere Nicholas Maw's Third
String Quartet at the Wigmore Hall,
Isuddenly realized that Ihadn't
listened to new music of such a
calibre for quite some while. Each
Maw work on this CD similarly
reflects inspiration and
craftsmanship of avery high order
indeed.
Ghost Dances features tiny cells
made up of melodic ideas from
various instrumental combinations,
all utilised in uncanny fashion, to
hold the attention as the music
progresses from its Intrada opening
through nine successive movements
to an Epilogue. Listeners will be
fascinated by the subtleties of flute
doubling piccolo/alto flute, clarinet
doubling E-flat and bass clarinets,
violin, cello and piano all
interweaving in surreal patterns,
invoking sudden moments of terror
when 'The Demon' makes his
appearance. A minute later we are
soothed by aLullaby only to be fast
re-awakened by 'The Ballerina
Overwhelmed'; and the music
proceeds through other fleeting
79

subject matters to what is described
as 'The Frozen Moment' and an
equally fraught Bacchanale.
La Vita Nouva, to words by
renaissance love poets, is a
magnificent combination of vocal
artistry and instrumental setting.
Listen to the solo horn at the
beginning and you will realize that
Britten's Serenade is at the back of
the composer's mind, yet the timbre
of the work is quite different, with
its four divisions enhancing each
other in the way instruments are
combined under the female singer's
descriptive lines. The two outer
poems are taken up with love,
beauty and life, while the two inner
ones have a ten-instrument backdrop
depicting the pastoral quality of
birds singing in bright brooks and
green swards, while the silence of
forests and streams lies locked in
love and sweetness with no breath,
no voice, or the sound of a kiss!
Roman Canticle revisits an Italian
landscape through British eyes and
sets Robert Browning's Two in the
Campagna. A female voice intones
the poems and is supported by an
ensemble of flute, viola and harp,
the message harking back to
thoughts and experiences while on
holiday. Again, the sounds are lovely
in the extreme, Maw possessing that
uncanny genius for combining voice
and winds in agorgeous panoply of
visionary beauty.
This is indeed a lovely record of
superb music. Christopher Kendall
and his forces excel, with the sound
entirely complementing the musical
standards.
Bill Newman

A':1"

MOZART:
Piano Concerto in d, K466 J
in A, K488
Ivan Moravec (pno)IASMIMarriner
Mossier Classic CD 98.142

(
58m 10s)

No-one could fail to be impressed
by the sheer professionalism here —
playing and engineering. (Though
Andrew Keener's Henry Wood Hall
production is rather ' tightly packed'
and lacks the marvellous
transparency of his ASV recording of
the Headington Concerto reviewed
this month: same venue; similar
scale.) You can hear all the
orchestral strands clearly, and
ensemble with Moravec is
impeccable.
But are these performances to
love? Irather doubt it. Ivan Moravec
suggests the ` old school' soloist: he
really comes into his own in solo
passages and cadenzas, cg the
opening bars of K488(ii) or the
Beethoven cadenza in K466(i).
(The notes are decidedly unclear as
to whether Beethoven's are used or
not!) This pianist eschews all
improvised decorations except ten
bars before the end of K488(ii)
where he allows asotte voce link over
80

the strings' staccati. The close piano
balance emphasises the quite
percussive character of his playing
(and the mics catch his
vocalisations). The presto finale of
K488 is clearly not intended to
charm; and the middle section of
K466(ii) is firm rather than
turbulent.
Moravec was 67 when he made
these recordings; there's an earlier
K488 on Supraphon ( rec.1975)
which shows his greater economy of
means of expression today — the
slow movt there was 8m 11 svs. 7m
10s with the ASM. Short gracenotes in (iii) too, long ones with
Marriner. The Czech winds have a
stronger character than those of the
ASM. But it must be said that Sir
Neville's accompaniment is tailored
to Moravec's approach; contrast the
sweeter-toned exposition in K488(i)
with Brendel (who does, of course,
embellish the text).
Christopher Brent*

A-8:1 0

PURCELL'S SHAKESPEARE
Musicians of the Globe/Pickett
Philips 446 218-2

Moravec
was 67
when he
made these
recordings;
there's an
earlier
K488 on
Supraphon
which shows
his greater
economy of
means of
expression
today

(
69m 30s)

This recording in Philip Pickett's
series with his Musicians of the
Globe was made as long ago as
December 1994, just before the start
of the Purcell Year. Delayed it may
be, but very welcome it is: music
from Timon of Athens, Dido and
Aeneas, The Tempest, King Richard II
and The Fairy Queen, plus the last of
Purcell's settings of ` If music be the
food of love'. The performances are
of avery high order, with singing
and playing of distinction, stylistic
insight and — difficult to achieve
with music from the Restoration
stage — creation of the appropriate
atmosphere of these very different
works. Invidious it may be to single
out artiits for special mention, but
Roderick Williams gave me
particular pleasure in avariety of
roles — though the Sorceress from

MOZART:
Clarinet Concerto J Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik -IWind Serenade in
E-flat K375
Karl-Heinz Steffens (basset-clt)I
Bavarian RSOIDavis

PROKOFIEV:
Ivan the Terrible ( arr. Stassevich)
Liubov Sokolova (m-sop)INikolai
Putiin (bar)IKirov Ch/Rotterdam
POIGergiev

RCA 09026 62531 2

Philips 456 645-2

(
71m 58s)

A mildly business-like orchestral
ritornello and asoloist who tends to
glibness at the beginning don't
prepare the listener for what turns
out to be a distinguished
performance of the Clarinet
Concerto. Just one year after his
1992 VPO recording with
Ottensamer [Philips), Sir Colin
Davis set down this performance
with the principal of the orchestra of
which he is now honorary
conductor. Both instrumentalists use
the basset clarinet and do so with
discretion. Not all Giegling's
editorial suggestions in Barenreiter's
New Mozart Edition are followed
(the autograph is lost) and both
artists have fairly similar views about
the conjectural restoration of the
solo part. As with Ottensamer, so
with Steffens: technique, tone and
musical judgement are on a
remarkably high level. Choose
according to taste. The overall
sound may be a matter of taste too.
It is smooth, set-back and has a
concert hall balance — anything but
intrusive.
And there is nothing intrusive
about Davis's interpretations of the
remaining pieces either. Perhaps that
is how he wanted them to be:
mellifluously turned but without an
inspiring edge. What's more, he
inexplicably reinforces the low line
of K375 with a double-bass. Its
presence might have been helpful in
a dry acoustic, but here it only
muddies the texture.
Wen Anthonl

AS: 1-2

(
64m 40s)

Enjoyment of past recordings of
Prokfiev's epic score for Eisenstein's
film Ivan the Terrible have probably
been tempered by the need to sit
through acres of Russian narration
— some between numbers, some
while the music itself plays.
Rostropovitch's 2CD version on
Sony helpfully used an English
narrator, while Neeme Jârvi's Concert
Scenario arrangement by Christopher
Palmer [Chandos] avoided narration
altogether. Valery Gergiev also
dispenses with anarrator, but has
the advantage of authentic Russian
soloists and chorus. His account of
the score is incredibly exciting and
passionate, with many thrilling
moments and plenty of colourful
action. The lack of speech allows
one to concentrate on the music,
and helps maintain flow and tension
between sections. The Philips
recording is outstanding too, with
excellent range and clarity, tactile
percussion plus massive bass-drum
swipes, and vivid, clangorous•bells.
A triumph!
M Hughes

A•:1-1*

Romeo & Juliet - excerpts
BPOIAbbado
DG 453 439-2

(
68m 28s) recorded live

Except in the ' Morning Dance' and
'Dance of the young girls with lilies',
Claudio Abbado is now consistently
faster in the nine items he first
recorded with the LSO for Decca in
1966 — to those excerpts he adds a
further eleven drawn either from the
MAY 1114
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Dido and Aeneas was one that took
me by surprise. The recording, apart
from sounding as if made in an
empty theatre (in fact it was All
Saints, Tooting), is vivid, and
balanced to give agood sense of
perspective. There is a fine essay by
Andrew Pinnock in the insert, as
well as full texts (though the diction
is so clear that one hardly needs it).
High praise to Philip Pickett and his
expert Musicians, whose taste and
virtuosity are equally commendable
in this beautiful music.
Peter Branscombe

A-3:1 0

RACHMANINOV:
24 Songs
Nina Rautio (sop)ISemion Skigin
(pno)
Conifer 75805 51278 2

(56m Ws)

Yet further testimony to
Rachmaninov's status as one of the
greatest of all Russian song-writers,

complete [c. 145m]
ballet or the three
Concert Suites. In
virtually every aspect
the earlier recording is
superseded (in any
case, it transferred to
CD less well than its
companion Chow
Suite); the selection
follows the narrative
more accurately and
allows — as Abbado
writes in a foreword —
awider reflection of
Prokofiev's
characterisations by
taking in the Nurse
and the First Scene
quarrel and fight
(sharply contrasted
with the grotesque ' Dance with
mandolins' that follows on).
The orchestral playing is
sumptuous and remarkably accurate,
and Abbado displays acute
sensitivity to Prokofiev's scoring. Yet
Ifound myself distanced by his very
fastidiousness. Not so with other
versions. Esa-Peldca Salonen
displayed a lighter touch, bringing
greater fantasy to a 56m selection
with this orchestra and in this hall
[CBS, 1986]. Chung's 63m
Concertgebouw programme, drawn
from the Suites [DG 439 870-2],
has compelling rhythmic vitality and
dramatic engagement.
Made two years ago in the
Philharmonie, Klaus Hiemann's
recording seems to betray no
audience presence (except for some
coughs in track 17); indeed generally
it has more of the feel of a studio
production:There's plenty of weight
and depth, however — 'Juliet's
funeral' is especially impressive.
Chnstopner Breuntg
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with a selection which although
dwelling predominantly on the dark
side also encompasses such lifeaffirming utterances as ` Spring
Waters' and ' Lilacs'.
Nina Rautio may be credited as a
soprano, but her lower range is so
secure, with aseductively dark
richness about it, that at times one
could be mistaken for thinking she
was anatural contralto with an
unusually extended upper register.
Not only that, but she brings an
operatic intensity to such as ' Christ
is Risen' so that even without the
translation you'd have a graphic
awareness of what was going on.
Some may prefer astyle more
redolent of the chamber room than
the concert hall, but for sheer
impact and emotional fervour Rautio
certainly keeps you on the edge of
your seat.
Occasionally she pushes the voice
almost too hard, as in 'The Answer'
and particularly ' How my heart

Pleasure of
a different
kind is to be
had from
the third- act
'Hunt and
Storm', in
obvious
homage to
Berlioz - that
surprising
God of
Balakirev's
circle - but
with a
Russian
flavour
all its own

aches', which at one point comes
near to disintegrating; yet in the face
of such impassioned artistry such
passing moments are very easy to
forgiven, especially when much else
impresses deeply. Semion Skigin is
fast establishing a reputation second
to none in the Russian song
repertoire, and no wonder when he
so unerringly captures the spirit of
each and every song — as is
demonstrated by such as ' Oh, do
not grieve', where he sets up the
voice to perfection.
All in all, another distinguished
addition to the burgeoning
Rachmaninov discography, enhanced
by a recording which ideally
balances power and atmospheric
clarity.
Julian Haylock

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
The Maid of Pskov
GorchakovalOgnovienkolGalusinl
FilatovalBezzubenkovIGassievl
Kirov Opera Ch & OrchlGergiev
Philips 446 678-2

Stills horn films by
Eisenstein and Paul
Czinner (with Margot
Fonteyn as Juliet)

A*:1

(
2CDs, 124m 05s)

Like so many scores from RimskyKorsakov's inexperienced youth, and
like Mussorgslcy's Boris Godunov
with which its original inspiration is
famously contemporary, The Maid of
Pskov — his first opera — was
subject to the composer's
painstaking revision. What we have
here is the third version, smoothing
out some of the original crudities
and vocal declamation (Itake this
on trust from Robert Layton's
informative note, although the
original score is available for
comparison in the complete RimskyKorsakov Edition) but affording
some remarkable orchestral
sophistication. It makes for sensuous
listening in the eminently excerptable
overture, where Gergiev's expansive
phrasing and the warm colours of
the Kirov brass heighten the pleasure
(some uncanny pre-Janacek high
horn writing is impressively done).
Pleasure of adifferent kind is to be
had from the third-act ' Hunt and
Storm', in obvious homage to
Berlioz, that surprising God of
Balakirev's circle, but with a Russian
flavour all its own.
Nevertheless the fascinations of
the young kuchkaist's musical
realism, and its correspondences
with his wilder friend's much more
famous opera, remain central. Notso-totally-Terrible Ivan, arole duly
vehicularised by Chaliapin, has vocal
nuances and supporting harmonies
in common with Mussorgsky's Boris;
and the tenderness of Boris's
relationship with his daughter Xenia
becomes the central theme of
Rimsky's opera when this tsar
realises that Princess Olga of Pskov
is his love-child. Their third-act
scene together is the best in the
opera, and touches the heart on this
recording not through the
81

SCHUBERT:
Symphonies 1-6, 8 & 9
Sinfonia Varsovia/Menuhin
GIB Classics GIB 7905 2
(4CDs, 233m I7s)
with 33m interview disc, dist. Koch
In 1968, when EMI published the
first of five LP couplings in a
Schubert cycle — never reissued on
CD — with the Bath (later
'Menuhin') Festival Orchestra,
Yehudi Menuhin had mostly
directed non-symphonic works for
the gramophone. Indeed, what was
then surprising was that no-one
asked him to record the Beethoven
symphonies until he was in his late
70s. Those live recordings [Carlton]
are now out separately at budget
price: they were also with the
Warsaw orchestra, with which Lord
Menuhin had earlier recorded
Mozart symphonies to great effect
for Virgin Classics.
Astonishingly, his Schubert was
completed at the Polish Radio
studios over a ten-day period in
January last year, working with his
preferred producer/engineer team,
John West/Mike Hatch. Brian
Newbould, no less, has prepared the

generalised characterisations of
Ognovienko and Gorchakova —
more unfocused in middle-range
than before — but the tender
sustaining thread of Gergiev's
orchestra. Often the orchestra is, in
Rimsky never any case, more interesting than the
vocal lines — Rimsky never quite
quite had
had the speech-sensitive instinct of
the speech - his colleagues — though there is a
sensitive charming duet for Olga and her
instinct of his lover Tucha (the stentorian Vladimir
Galusin, reminding us of his stirring
colleagues,
Sadko in Tucha's battle-song) in
though there which the 5/4 melodising fits the text
is a charming like aglove. The choral alarums are
duet for interesting but never quite leap off
the page like Mussorgsky's public
Olga and
scenes: not until the late Invisible
her lover City of Kitezh did the composer do
Tucha in epic justice to the horrified
which the anticipation of acity awaiting its
conquerors. There is, however, a
melodising
marvellous piling-up of textures in
fits the text the final paean, the first part of the
like a glove work to be performed.
S2

booklet notes, and on the bonus disc
German-speaking readers can hear
Lord Menuhin in interview; he sings
his own music examples, and those
dubbed in from the recordings
[Syms. 4, 8 and 9] have little
relevance. A full English translation
is printed. Topics cover: Schubert's
apolitical nature; the
'contagiousness' of his music; how,
once set, the rhythm of amovt
should be left undisturbed;
`playfulness' in the Sixth, and the
changed character and depth of the
two last symphonies (how the
'Unfinished' was complete, but the
Ninth, though vast, contains ' little
architecture'); and Schubert's
personal nature and expressive
constraints in a Romantic age. It's a
pity the transfer engineer adds a
long [9s] pause between 8(i) and
(ii), when Lord Menuhin says ' it
should almost be attacca'.
Symphony 3 provides a suitable
sampling/starting point: its wide
dynamic range, fast speeds and high
intensity are typical. The tempi are
not unlike those of Kleiber, in his
classic VPO/DG version; the Polish
strings are hardly less good, and if
the winds are not so capable of
perfect ensemble in some allegros,
they come into their own in a
gloriously rustic trio in (iii) here.
The Presto vivace finale is driven like
the wind, and the combination of
gruffness of expression (
eg, in the
maestoso introduction to the work), a
large sense of scale and forward
momentum make you think of the
kinship with Beethoven's Symphony
in D, No.2. These recordings have a
reverberant sound which almost
jeopardises internal clarity and
makes the former Polish CO seem
rather larger than it probably was.
Certainly this is avery different
Schubert conception from those of,

say, Davis, Sawallisch or Böhm.
The slow introduction to the
'Tragic' exemplifies Lord Menuhin's
main credo: that apulse must beat
unhindered; thereby the tempo for
the principal Allegro vivace seems an
inevitable outcome — as do trios to
scherzi in this set (delightfully so in 4
— contrast, incidentally, the overall
timing of 2m 40s with Giulini's 3m
48s on DG!). The slow movt of 4
shows the cycle at its best — the
lyrical sections are gently expressed
and the alternating Sturm und Drang
passages [Newbould's definition] are
not exaggerated. Iwould have liked
more charm in 5 — certainly a more
relaxed tempo for (ii). The ' Great C
major' starts with a very rapid
Andante, string phrases soaring, the
intensity quickening, though not out
of control. This is aNinth in the
Charles Munch style — both
conductors avoid that awful
monumentality which turns the work
to cold marble. In (ii), taken at a
crisp walking pace (fine oboist; at
2m 54s honeyed strings), the brass
strive manfully at the big ' abyss'
climax [to 8m 04s] but lack the
power of those of the Boston
Symphony or Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestras; but this is a reading
sensitive to drama as well as
inwardness. The exposition repeat is
taken in (i), but not the big finale
one. Here Iliked especially the very
human rallentando between 3m 05s
and 3m 29s (new subject), je, there
is both flexibility and urgency. A
version to return to, like a
quenching spring.
In sum: highly individual,
wonderfully vital, great
musicianship; the cycle of choice.

The performance comes live from
the Kirov, with the stage noise
intrusive only during Olga's scene at
the beginning of Act Two, and as
with the recent Ruslan and Lyudmila
the production team seems to have
glamourised the stage picture — a
loss compared to the naturalism of
earlier days in my view, but perhaps
anecessary obeisance to the Steaneled dictates of what arecording
ought to do for the singers.

my way contains the E-major
Quartet D353 and C-major D32,
the 14-year-old's Overture in Cminor D8 for string quintet, and the
brief fragment D87A, part of a Cmajor Andante of uncertain origin.
Werner Aderhold, who edited the
quartets for the New Complete
Edition, provides a long and
informative introductory essay (in
three languages), and performances
and recorded quality are thoroughly
acceptable. As so often with
recordings of chamber music, the
venue sounds too large, the
resonance not entirely natural: this
has the effect of imparting an edge
to high-lying violin tone in climaxes.
The Leipzig Quartet is atalented
young ensemble, adept at balancing

David Nice

A— B:1 0

SCHUBERT:
Complete String Quartets, Vol.9
Leipzig Qt
MDG 307 0609.2

(56m 18s)

'Vol 9' might be thought excessive
in the context of Schubert's string
quartets, even though this is a rather
short CD. However, this MDG
series is clearly avery thorough
undertaking. This first set to come

Christopher Breunig
A(B):1*-1 (
2) 0

the claims of drama and lyricism,
and they take care not to make
exaggerated claims for these early
works.
Peter Branscombe
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SCHUMANN:
Symphonies 2 & 4
Saarbrücken RSOIZender
CPO 999 465-2

(
64m 51s) recorded live

The benchmarks for Schumann's
most overtly Beethovenian
symphony, the Second, remain
Karajan and Kubelik (both
BPO/DG), the former physically
imposing and texturally alluring, the
latter more urgently youthful and
spontaneous-sounding. Both,
needless to say, are quite
magnificently played. It would be
careless to suggest that Saarbrücken
RSO commands the same degree of
glowing translucency, but in any
case, Iam not at all sure that Hans
Zender sees Schumann as a
composer whose poetic expression
responds particularly well to such
flawless musical polishing.
What continually emerges here is
Zender's acute attention to detail.
The various wind entries which
permeate the sustained string
textures of the Symphony's
introduction do not weave in and
out, as with Karajan and Kubelik, so
much as take on adistinct colour of
their own. The music is felt not so
much in terms of Brucknerian
paragraphs as Mozartian sentences.
Dynamic inflections and fluctuations
are experienced more as gently
undulating wavelets than mere
ripples on ashimmering surface.
There is an attractive chamberscale ambience to this music-making
which has diverting musical lines
emerging from even the potentially
over-scored finale. This is helped in
no small way by Zender's continual
insistence on atrue staccato rather
than one experienced as if via a
piano's sustaining pedal.
Zender's directness and
unvarnished musical honesty also
make light of the Sturm und Dranglike Fourth Symphony. Without
careful handling and sensitive
pacing, this work's many angstdriven outbursts can seem rather
overbearing and oppressive. This is a
problem which the late Sir Georg
Solti did not entirely overcome in
his high-tensile, imposingly volatile
VP0 reading, any more than the
otherwise memorably tender and
lyrical Josef Krips with the LSO
[both Decca]. Zender, by keeping a
steady hand on the music's
potentially stormy undercurrents,
generates aconsiderable degree of
musical excitement — try the end of
(i) — without overdriving the music.
These stimulating readings clearly
suggest akeen musical intelligence
at work. Zender even makes out a
convincing case for Schumann's
orchestration by opening out
textures which in other hands can
emerge as opaque, while his control
over the music's occasionally prolix
structures appears exemplary.
Even so, Ifind that Zender's
desire to free, for example,
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Symphony 2's slow movt of any hint
of suffocating expressiveness
occasionally comes close to losing
sight of the powerful emotions
which generated this music in the
first place. He doesn't see such
moments in terms of musical
'swoons', ' sighs' or ' caresses', so
much as heightened musical events
which arrive as the natural outcome
of the music's own internal logic. So
Iremain only partly convinced in
the context of these particular works
— although the conviction and sheer
integrity of Zender's readings can
hardly be questioned.
Julian Haylock

1:1-2 III

is required to
impersonate
the unearthly
voice of a
nun praying
to the Virgin
Mary. For
the highest
notes
Keenlyside
employs a
beautiful
falsetto:
creating the
surreal

SCHUMANN:
24 Lieder, Opp. 30, 31, 35, 98 &
117
Simon Keenlyside (bar)IGraham
Johnson (pno)
Hyperion CD) 33102

The singer

impression
that James
Bowman has

(70m 2h

momentarily

put his
Even by Hyperion's exalted
head round
standards this is an exceptionally
the door!
well produced release, one which
carries no fewer than 80 pages of
texts and masterly annotations by
Graham Johnson — who uncovers
more of interest in songs that often
last less than two minutes than
many writers do in an entire
Beethoven symphony. Serious
collectors will be aware of the
Fischer-Dieskau/Eschenbach DG
recordings of these particular songs
(only available as part of a6CD
set). Yet whereas those distinguished
artists tend towards the view of
Schumann as the Romantic
`dreamer' par excellence, the creator
of aseemingly endless flow of
enraptured melody, Keenlyside and
Johnson, while in no way shying
away from the composer's lyrical
impulse, discover awealth of
introspective detail which
considerably raises Schumann's
intellectual stature as aresult.

Some of Schumann's favourite
poets are featured here — Lenau,
Geibel, Chamisso and Goethe —
but by far the most important
collection consists of 12 settings of
Justinus Kerner. Dating from 1840,
the KernerLieder (
0p.35) are
arguably less emotionally effusive or
melodically indelible than
Schumann's other vocal works from
this miraculous year, yet his very
refusal merely to fall back on agood
tune results in some of his most
thought-provoking songs. Take the
second and longest of the set, S̀tirb,
Lieb' und Freud!' (` Die, Love and
Joy'), during which the singer is
required to impersonate the
unearthly voice of anun praying to
the Virgin Mary. For the highest
notes Keenlyside employs abeautiful
falsetto: creating the surreal
impression that James Bowman has
momentarily put his head round the
door! With the Wanderlied', a
rollicking rustic number complete
with aSchubertian section of gentle
repose, both feet return quickly to
Earth; yet turning to S̀ehnsucht nach
der Waldgegang' (' Longing for the
Forest') one experiences astrange
sense of temporal dislocation caused
by aseries of unusual rhythmic
displacements.
At such moments Keenlyside and
Johnson are perhaps at their most
compelling in their insistence upon
taking nothing for granted. One is
continually made aware of the
importance of the texts here, with
Keenlyside's detailed responses
encouraging frequent reference to
the printed text in order to follow
exactly what is going on. It is
fascinating to compare this with
Fischer-Dieskau's more overtly
sensual approach, which tends on
occasion to seduce more by the
medium than the message. Both,
though, are masterly in their
markedly different ways.
Julian Haylock
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SHOSTAKOV1CH:
Moskva, Cheryomushki
ProkinalGelakhovalChernykhl
Baturkhin1LochaklApaikhin1Russian
State Symphonic Cappella/Hague
Residentie OrchlRozhdestvensky
Chandos CHAN 9591(2)
Gennody
Rozhdestvensky:
the complete
Cheryomushki
AKC/VICI-1

GENNADY

Het NOOS

110Z4IDESIVINSK

(
2CDs, 141m50s)

`Cheryomushke, as the endlessly
repeated title-song leaves us in no
doubt it should be spelt and
stressed, can hardly be claimed as a
neglected masterpiece of light music.
When Pimlico Opera staged it here
in 1994, impressions were of too
many generic waltzes in
Shostakovich's ballet-suite vein, and
too much repetition in awork at
least 3
/hr too long. The possibility
4
of cult status was claimed only by
those who didn't know Shostakovich
could be funny without being
bitingly sarcastic, and by others who
hailed this as arare specimen of
83
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Schumann's is a world of shadows
and impulsiveness; as with
Beethoven, the contrasts arrive
without warning, and it is
insufficient for performers merely to
observe the score indications and
play all the notes — the interpreter
has to understand the many
changing moods, the total expression
of the music as awhole.

Andsnes has obviously explored
the composer's expressive details in
terms of cause and effect. All
Schumann's expressive markings
come through, with considerable
beauties revealed throughout both
Sonata 1and the highly personal
outpouring of the C-major Fantasie.
He spoke to me fairly recently and
was full of fascinating ideas that he
was applying in his playing — all
connected with fingers and wrist
action — to add greater variety to
the colour and textures of his
repertoire. These come through in
both works on this disc, where
EMI's recording (St George's,
Brandon Hill, Bristol) is true to the
personality behind the approach. But
the inspired magic of Schumann's
creativity is missing.
For that we must turn to Perahia.
With a canny understanding of
historical contexts (the composers'
place in society; the style of
composition allied to the tonal
properties of the pianoforte), he has
come up with Schumann readings of
near genius. Listeners will be aware
of this from the very opening bars of
Sonata 1, where the music 'breathes'
and radiates the charismatic
colorings of Schumann's visionary
writing. Perahia's command of the
keyboard has now reached a
consummate summit; he makes the
piano sing and his Kreisleriana is the
equal of those of Moiseiwitsch
(whose magnificent recordings are
now on Testament), or Annie
Fischer at her greatest. Here also is
apiano sound that matches perfectly
with the style and intentions of this
highly gifted pianist, rich in its bass
register, glowing in the middle, with

a very persuasive song- like higher
register. Superb!
Iam dismayed to report that
Eugene Mursky does not appear to
be fulfilling the considerable promise
shown at the World Piano
Competition. He plunges into
Schumann's Fantasie like abat out
of hell, as if to show that Evgeny
Kissin is not the only Russian
pianist who can command awildlyenthuasiastic following, and
emulating his colleague at every
wilful change of mood and spate of
pianistic glitter. Perhaps the Sauter
piano — which sounds across
between axylophone and a fairground organ — is partly to blame.
Mursky may make every note
crystal-clear, but he skates over
scoring subtleties. His tempo for
Schumann's finale: Langsam
getragen, is far too fast, losing out on
tenderness and bestilled passion in
the two climaxes. He should go to
Dmitri Bashkirov for advice! The
Toccata is adazzling display, but
ultimately lacks that essential
lightness and humour so well
displayed by, say, Mikhail
Kazekevich on Conifer.
Mursky's present style of playing
suits Beethoven rather better, but
Op.27:1 sounds rather calculated in
(i) if undeniably exciting in (ii).
After a ruminative Adagio con
espressione, the approach to the
Allegro vivace finale is all too 'pennyplain'. The ' Moonlight Sonata' also
has its moments, but more sonority
in low bass notes in (i) would have
balanced better with the right-hand
melody.

social criticism in the relative lull of
the Khrushchev thaw (it was
premiered in 1959). True, there is
some fascination in the application
of the Offenbach- Sullivan style to
the question of housing problems in
1950s Moscow, and plenty of mild
satire aimed at bureaucratic
corruption, but the ' solution' is as
sugary and silly as that in
Cheryomushki's near-contemporary
on the London stage, Salad Days.
Criticism of the piece itself over, I
should go on to say straight away
that it could never be better done
than this; and most of the pleasure
can be ascribed to the Midas touch
of Gennady Rozhdestvensky. Right
from the first billowing waltz you
know that the tunes, however silly or
unmemorable, are in the hands of a
master who knows how to have fun.
He can easily be granted his few
spoken interpolations, not to
mention a good few bars of
Beethoven's Fifth in Act Three,
since he presents the score almost
exactly as it appears in Volume 24
of the complete Shostakovich
Edition (how unfair, incidentally,

when the much more audacious Age
of Gold and The Bolt are confined
there to the briefest of suite-forms
only). The Act Two dances which
are the heart and soul of the score
— agreat sequence to rival ' Moonfaced, starry-eyed' in Weill's Street
Scene, and the packed-apartment
Polka, perhaps the only catchy
number of quality — certainly go
with a swing.
Rozhdestvensky's singers seem to
be enjoying themselves, too. It's a
luxury indeed to have the wonderful
Yelena Prokina as the soprano lead.
Her spoken dialogue is as much of a
joy to hear as her not very
demanding set-pieces; the same goes
for Irina Gelakhova and Alexander
Kisselev. Not all the other voices are
on the same level, and Hermann
Apaikhin's tenor sounds distinctly
unsupported. But everybody makes
the long stretches of dialogue
crackle, and these shouldn't be
excessive for anon- Russian speaker
following carefully with the text.
In any case, Pimlico Opera's brave
selection of as much music as could
be accommodated on to asingle

CD, supplied with the April '95
BBC Music Magazine [Back Issues
enquiries, tel: 01795 414749], soon
makes you appreciate the fun you
miss by having it in English with
very little dialogue. That production
came gift-wrapped in Gerard
McBurney's practical and ingenious
pit-band scoring; as I'm sure he'd be
the first to admit, it can't match the
simple glories of Shostakovich's full
orchestra when the playing — from
an unexpected Hague source — is as
good as this. Timely sound-effects,
brilliant engineering and handsome
presentation, with an excellent essay
by McBurney — though it's a shame
to insist throughout on
transliterating the Cherry Tree estate
as Cheremushki — make this an
unsurpassable venture. But when,
either in CD issue of the old
Moscow recording or in mint
Chandos glory, are we going to have
Rozhdestvensky's peerless
interpretation of The Nose — a far
more essential absentee from the
Shostakovich discography at present?

ale

Leif Ove
Andsnes: well
served by his
EMI engineers
on a new
Schumann
recital disc

SCHUMANN:
Piano Sonata 1 j Fantasie in C
Leif Ove Andsnes (pno)
EMI CDC 556 4142

(
63m 49s)

Piano Sonata 1 J Kreisleriana
Murray Perahia (pno)
Sony Classical SK 62 786

(
58m 13s)

Fantasie in C J Toccata/
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas
Op.27:1 & 2
El(gent' Murskv (Imo)
Haussier Classic 98.178

Most of the
pleasure con
be ascribed
to the Midas
touch of
Gennady
Rozhdestvensky:
right from
the first,
billowing
waltz you
know that
the tunes
are in the
hands of
a master
who knows
how to
have fun
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(
66m 51s)

1:2 A•:1* C:3

David Nice

A stl • 0
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SIBELIUS:
Symphonies 6 & 7 J Tapiola
Lahti SOIVanska
815 CD-864

(68m 16s)

Karajan said he would look down
from the clouds (up through the
stench of burning sulphurs, Norman
Lebrecht would have it) to see how
the Berliners fared without him. I
think he would be admiring of the
young conductor Osmo Vânskâ's
Seventh — awork he failed to bring
off with complete conviction in his
two commercial recordings (as with
Beecham) — but wonder at how the
Lahti Orchestra had risen from
nowhere in recent years. As with any
Karajan performance, this one has

R STRAUSS:
Die Frau ohne Schatten
Voigt1HeppnerlSchwarzIGrundheberl
Hass/Dresden Opera Chi
Staatskapelle DresdenISinopoli
Teldec 0630 3156-2

(
3CDs, 184m 21s)

For all its It does seem odd, in an era of
faults, this recordings devoted to 'The
Complete...', to return to a Frau
Dresden ohne Schatten with cuts. There are
based no fewer than 26 of them here,
venture, admittedly the standard ones
based on live 'approved', with his usual
practicality, by Strauss himself. But
performances,
for all its faults, this Dresden-based
does enrich venture ` based on live performances'
the ever- does enrich the ever-growing
growing catalogue of Fraus, and Iam
grateful to have heard it. Hovering,
catalogue
like the Empress at the beginning of
of Fraus, and the opera, in a kind of middle-air
am grateful which surely has much to do with
to have the basically mellow, unweighty
Dresden sound, Sinopoli's
heard it
interpretation lies somewhere
between Sawallisch's miraculous
balancing act [EMI], always
sensitive to the drama, and Solti's
pressed, sometimes scrappy delivery
[Decca].
Cast-wise, too, it treads a far from
mediocre middle ground. Sinopoli's
86

its climactic turning point: the if 2m
42s before the end. (BIS's excellent
notes by Andrew Burnett quote the
different tempo changes, but these
are not accessible separately by
tracking on the disc.) For the first
time, Ihear echoes of Valse triste in
what follows [at 22m], whilst the
final rising question mark, more
often hopeful, leaves an unexpected
tinge of sadness.
Sibelius called the Seventh a
`Fantasia sinfonico' until publication;
as in the later Tapiola it requires of
the conductor seamless transitions
— and both works get that to
equally stirring effect with Vânskâ.
This great minor-key tone poem was
commissioned in 1926 by Walter

singers are no match for Solti's
team, the best quartet of
heavyweight couples since the classic
line-up of Biihm's 1977 Vienna
recording; but nor are the earthlings
as disappointing as Sawallisch's Ute
Vinzing and Alfred Muff.
Grundheber's Barak lacks a finely
discriminating tenderness, but the
tone is right. Sabine Hass is a
committed singer and, pragmatically
speaking, a clear asset in aworld
hardly teeming with warhorse
sopranos. She rises to great things in
the heartfelt repentance of Act
Three. Voigt, too, is more
interesting than Ihad previously
thought: not abeautiful voice but a
strong one with a firm middle
register; and she gauges the
commitment of the ever-more
sympathetic Empress well through
her many Zaubedliite-ish trials.
There's aclear stage impetus both
here and, earlier, in the increasing
desperation of Heppner's Emperor
in his big scene — gleamingly
delivered, thrillingly dramatic,
though somewhat undercut by
Sinopoli's failure to rise (in
everything but his usual textural
clarity) to the many contrapuntal
turns of the screw in Strauss's Act

Damrosch and premiered in NY; it
was categorised as L̀andschaftmusik'
[Landscape music] in the preface to
the score. Burnett makes the salient
point that Sibelius's tempo markings
are not slow, but alternate Allegro
moderato with Allegro. In this
performance there are some
orchestral attacks the ferocity of
which made me jump!
Herbert von Karajan did set a
benchmark in his DG recording of
the Sixth ( 1967) but Vânskâ's is
finer still. It has aliberated feel to it,
yet this seemingly free-spirited
manner brings the listener even
closer to its essence: insights are of
both expression and structure. Cecil
Gray wrote of ' the purest and
coldest water that has flowed from
his fountain'; Sibelius said the Sixth
defined ' aphase in one's ihner life'.
(His outer life at the time, as the
BIS notes describe, was one of
discomfort, self-doubt and family
troubles.)
What Vânskâ has demonstrated
most persuasively in his now
complete cycle (
ie, Symphonies 1-7)
is that sheer beauty of sound,
delicacy, unhurrying care for detail
and translucency are no less
appropriate to the music than
ruggedness or coldness — indeed,
the soft but radiant pianissimi he has
drawn from his Lahti players has
drawn criticism elsewhere. Perhaps,
as he is also with the Scottish BBC
SO, BIS should record him in nonnative works?
Christopher Breunig

A-A*:1

Two. The Mephistophelian Nurse is
Hanna Schwarz, repeating her
ideally sinuous performance for
Sawallisch, albeit with much less to
sing (she suffers most from the Act
3 cuts) and clearly advanced in
years: the lower register is more
impressive, the higher reaches less
so. Dresden house singers are no
match for rival interpreters in any of
the smaller roles; the Watchmen in
Act One's crucially radiant quiet
curtain are poor.
The miracles of balance Sinopoli
constantly achieves become
increasingly undercut by a lack of
real romantic schwung until the very
end. Most of Act One is a revelation
of textural delicacy; Act Two, as
I've implied, is no match for
Sawallisch's magisterial weightiness;
but in the perilous final quartetapotheosis a level head is a distinct
asset and ends up providing a longabsent frisson.
The recording in Dresden's
Semper Opera, which in its old
form paid host to so many Strauss
operas (though not Frau, which
went to Vienna), is unobtrusively
superb, Teldec's presentation more
flamboyantly excellent. A handful of
photos of R(r)osalie's designs make
MAY MS
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Suzie MaederlDecca

TCHAIKOVSKY:
1812 Overture _ISerenade for
Strings J Voyevoda J Romeo and
Juliet
St Petersburg Cham Ch/Leningrad
Military OrchlSt Petersburg POI
Ashkenazy

phOW:

Decca 455 971-2

me wish there were avideo; it might
stand abetter chance of survival
than this impressive but ultimately
uncompetitive format.
David Nice

As:2-1 0

WEBER:
Oberon
NielsenlKasarovalPaulsen'van der
WaltISeiffertISkovhusIBerlin Rad
Ch/Deutsches SO Berlin/Janowski
RCA 09026 68505 2

HI-F1 NEWS IS RECORD REVIEW

a Tchaikovske
programme
from St
Petersburg

(
2CDs, 20m 54s)

Recordings of Oberon are rare; there
hasn't been a new one since
Conlon's unsatisfactory version that
was issued here in 1993, and most
Weber-lovers have continued to rely
on the Kubelik recording cif 1971,
which offers in Birgit Nilsson and
Placido Domingo some exciting
singing in addition to Kubelik's
sensitive direction of his Bavarian
forces. The new RCA set, sung as
usual in Theodor Hell's famous old
German translation, contains the
most essential spoken dialogue, and
the performance can be generally
welcomed, even if it is not ideally
idiomatic or gloriously sung. The
fact is, nothing but a coruscatingly
brilliant account can overcome the
drawbacks of Planché's original
English libretto that the mortally ill
Weber had put before him in 1825.
Peter Seiffert is a reliable Hüon if
without the panache of Rosvaenge
on the famous old 78s, and Inga
Nielsen, happier in ` Ozean, du
Ungeheuer' than the 'Vision' of Act
I, gives considerable pleasure as.
Rezia. Melinda Paulsen's Puck and
Deon van der Walt's Oberon stoutly
represent the spirit world, and as
the servant pair, Vesselina Kasarova
(despite incompetent German) and
Bo Skovhus are excellent. Choral
singing and orchestral playing are
good, not outstanding; Marek
Janowski's beat is too rigid in the
fairy choruses, and the recording at
times over-favours the voices at the
expense of the magical
orchestration. The three-language
libretto book has been inadequately
edited. Overall this version must be
counted a disappointment.
Peter Branscombe

Vladimir
Ashkenazy:

B:2-3 0

MAY 1998

The 1812 is impressively done,
culminating in a thrilling finale that
features chorus plus bells and
cannon from the Peter and Paul
Fortress in St Petersburg. The
chorus sings at three points in the
work (begining, middle and end),
and at the close the sopranos add an
extra flourish I'd never heard anyone
else do. Perhaps inevitably with such
large forces, the soundstage crowds
up abit at the end when the extra
brass and chorus all pile in, but the
cannons are quite weighty and
powerful.
The Serenade gets awarmly
affectionate performance, well played
by the St Petersburg strings.
Tchaikovsky's rarely played
Voyevoda symphonic ballad is given
abold, red-blooded performance
that makes the music sound fiery
and exciting — the same for Romeo
& Juliet which is very heart-onsleeve and passionate (a fearless first
trumpet), yet is more atmospheric
and imaginatively played than
Ashkenazy's 1989 Decca account
with the RPO. The St Petersburg
recording sounds bright, open, and
nicely distanced, with a wide
dynamic range. It sounds best
played at a slightly higher volume
than usual, but then the sound
expands nicely and is often very
impressive.
James M Hughes

Based on
incorrect
information
supplied
by EMI,
David Nice's
Celibidache
review (March.
page 82) was
edited to
suggest that
the Debussy
CD also
included
Ravel's Mother
Goose. This is
not the cate.

(74m 03s)

A:1

performances are never merely slick
or glossy. Capriccio Italien begins
with spacious dignity, but in the
final few minutes the pace increases
for an exciting finale.
Maazel recorded both Wellington's
Victory and the 1812 overture (with
chorus) for CBS/Sony in 1982, but
these new accounts outclass the old
ones in every respect. For his new
1812, Maazel dispenses with chorus,
giving the familiar instrumental
version; cannons roar ferociously,
and extra brass added at the end,
plus bells, make an impressive
tumult. Yet clarity remains excellent
— despite the din you can still hear
the strings clearly. Wellington's
Victory is likewise played with a
controlled passion that brings out
the dignity of the music without
eroding its excitement. Oldfashioned football rattles are used to
simulate gun fire, with bass drums
(not real cannon fire) for the heavy
artillery. The final 'Victory
Symphony' is played with great
passion, sounding like vintage
middle-period Beethoven.
Liszt's Hunnenschlacht likewise
benefits from Maazel's steady hand,
his sensitivity to nuances of rhythm
and tone-colour, aided by the warm
yet committed playing of the
Bavarian orchestra. RCA's recording
is beautifully rich, well balanced,
and superbly natural. It must be
played at ahealthy level for the
whole sonic picture to snap into
focus, but then the sound is
magnificent. Dynamic range is wide,
and so too is the frequency range.
Yet the engineers avoid turning the
whole thing into a 'sonic
spectacular'. Very impressive!
James M Hughes

A*:1*

TCHAIKOVSKYs
Overture 1812 .7 Capriccio
Italien/BEETHOVEN: Wellington's
Victory/LISZT: Battle of the Huns
Bavarian RSOIMaazel
RCA 09026 68471 2

(
62m 56s)

`Symphonic Battle Scenes': works
that, in lesser hands, can sound
threadbare and noisy. The orchestra
plays with ablend of enthusiasm
and refinement, and Maazel's

Recent listening figures show that Radio 3
has added 300,000 new listeners a week
(just half the number brought to Virgin
Radio by Chris Evans), bringing the total
to 2.6m. Of greater interest to ' Record
Review' devotees is news that, from
September, presenters Richard Osborne,
Jonathan Swain and Anthony Burton will
be replaced by Andrew MacGregor,

moving out of his early morning 'On Ain'
slot. He has, says Nicholas Kenyon, 'an
approachable but always authoritative
voice'. ' Building a Library' is to continue.,
and 'expert guests' will continue to
appear. But many will fear a favourite
programme is at risk of becoming merely
anodyne - and wonder what purpose
these changes really serve.
CB

C15

o

CIMP # 143

In the 1960s, vibist Jamal played
with Sun Ra alumni The Cosmic
Forces. Since then, he's been
associated with Byard Lancaster,
Sunny Murray, Shannon Jackson and
Billy Bang. This may explain why his
deceptively unambitious music is so
gratifying. Rippling vibes and
marimba drench the listener in warm
exoticism. With just bass, cello and
two drummers there are no soloing
horns, and Jamal doesn't emulate sax
lines Bags-style. In short, he's come
up with anew ensemble sound, a
steel-pan orchestra where glancing
pulses invoke tidal shapes. Apart
from the repulsive cover (afauxnaif
portrayal of Jamal as astring puppet
— above left), this is afine release
from musicians who do not need
avant histrionics to produce
something fresh.

Reviews by Ben Watson

GENE HARRIS/JACK McDUFF
DOWh HOME BLUES
CONCORD CCD4785

(
59m 46s)

Blues-pianist Gene meets
Hammond-legend Jack for some
studio blues. Drummer Paul
Humphrey's credits include Gene
Ammons, Gerry Wilson, Jean-Luc
Ponty, and Zappa's Hot Rats — but
he's not stretched here. Not apatch
on McDuffs Dynamic! (1964) or
Getting Our Thing Together (1968),
where producers hadn't made
McDuff relinquish the Hammond's
pedals for ' proper' bass
accompaniment. Indifferent vocalists
try one's patience, though every time
the Hammond sounds, ears prick
up. John Zorn recently revitalised
Big John Patton; McDuff too is
capable of more than this casual
reminiscence.
A:1 0

DEREK BAILEY & TONY
OXLEY
SOHO SUITES
INC'S CD29/30

(
2CDs, 105m 10s)

Guitarist Derek Bailey and drummer
Tony Oxley pioneered free
improvisation in Sheffield in the
1960s. As house drummer at
Ronnie's, Oxley has had more time
for jazz than Bailey, but he's
thoroughly attuned to his slashing,
clashing soundworld. Indeed, his
zinging compatibility actually
suggests that ' free improvisation'
may simply be aname for ' jazz'
that's still alive and progressing.
This double set comprises two
performances in districts of the same
name divided by the Atlantic (each
disc is printed with an appropriate
map): the first in Soho, London in
1977, the second in Soho, New
York in 1995. Bailey always shines
with apowerful percussionist, and
Oxley is one of the best: this is a
chance to assess how both have
developed.
On the London suite, Oxley
builds firm yet elaborate metrical
structures into which Bailey pours a
dazzling variety of motifs. Ox/ey's
playing his electronic kit, and the
two players meld into fractal
88

(
73m 38s)

A:1 0
'Indifferent
vocalists
patience,

THE NEW JOHN HANDY
QUINTET
NEW VIEW!

though

KOCH JAZZ CD 78112

every time

A tribute to Coltrane recorded at
the Village Gate in 1967, this begins
with meandering modal sublimity,
clicks into infectious bossas and then
develops avantist panache. John
Handy's alto is thin and sweetly
lyrical; Bobby Hutcherson's vibes go

try one's

the
Hammond
sounds,
ears
prick up'

modernism, iridescent with
fascinating detail. At the conclusion
the musicians send out chimes as if
to signal satisfaction with their work.
They're right to be
pleased.
On the New
York suite, the two
players dispense
with any scaffolding
and get straight to
the dialogue.
Oxley's acoustic kit
sends woody rattles
into the heart of
Bailey's new zigzag
vehemence. There
are tense moments and risks ( 15m
into ` Rivingtore they sound exposed
and vulnerable). More peaks and
more troughs than the earlier date.
On `Lafayette', Bailey teases an
over-obsequious audience with a
false ending, and the music explodes
with helter-skelter mirth. Alternately
sentimental and aggressive, this is
very serious fun: musicians asking
each other what the point is of it all,
without relenting. Veteran players
who risk more as they age? This
bucks the clichés with vengeance.
Shattering.
A:1* 0

(
54m 03s)

from pastiche ethnicity to swelling
eroticism (those requiring jungle
kitsch don't have to endure the
vacuities of Les Baxter). CD transfer
restores seven minutes of Handy's
opening solo to the beautiful halfhour ' Tears Of Ole Miss (Anatomy
Of A Riot)'. Debuting here, Doug
Sides proves a marvel on drums —
he resurfaced on various straightahead releases in the 1990s. Here,
wide-open blues was an excuse for
all kinds of startling repartee.
A:1* (>
THE JOHN KLEMMER &
OSCAR CASTRO-NEVES DUO
SIMPATICO
JVC 9025

(
46m 54s)

Tenor saxophonist Klemmer and
guitarist Castro-Neves spent
summers playing together at a
'quaint little cafe' on a Malibu
beach. They recorded aduo set in
1977 with no idea of commercial
release. This ` allowed the two of us
to be totally spontaneous', as
Castro-Neves puts it. Against some
discreet surf, shingle and seagull
effects, they play intimate, dreamy
bossas. The warm body of their
acoustic instruments comes over
beautifully; their wordless scats and
the playful, open-ended give-andtake are the opposite of Martini-ad
stridency. Gorgeous.
A:1
LALO SCHIFRIN
THE DISSECTION AND
RECONSTRUCTION OF MUSIC FROM
THE PAST AS PERFORMED BY THE
INMATES OF LALO SCHIFRIN'S
DEMENTED ENSEMBLE AS A
TRIBUTE TO THE MEMORY OF THE
MARQUIS DE SADE
VERVE 314537751

(
32m 55s)

With a title like that, and lavish
packaging courtesy Verve's Elite
Edition, you expect something
special. Listing the Marquis as ' one
of the fountainheads of modern
psychoanalysis' (along with
Aeschylus, Shakespeare and Freud),
and nodding to Peter Weiss's
Broadway smash Marat/Sade,
Schifrin was evidently alert to the
cultural shockwaves of the 1960s.
Unfortunately, such hipness fails to
inform the music, which is cod
baroque, trivial and phony. Best, in
fact, left as an impossible-to-obtain
cult item. Disappointing.
A:3 D
JEFFERY SMITH
A LITTLE SWEETER
VERVE 537790

(
55m 35s)

Jazz singing never recovered from
Rock's revival of the virtues of the
blues: macho utterance, direct
statement, grit. Along with bachelorMAY 1988
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KHAN JAMAL
PERCUSSION & STRINGS

REVIEWS
pad pipe-racks, dry Martinis and
Playmate of the month, jazz singing
is acurio. However, if you still crave
a sax-imitating, key-conscious
vocalist ready to negotiate
Broadway's legacy, then Jeffery
Smith is your man. His plump,
buddha-like cheeks part to produce
purrs and roars to go with the best.
Is it legitimate to pummel and
stretch ' Eleanor Rigby' into Sinatraworld lachrymosity? Probably not.
Yet Smith delivers such anachronistic
grotesques with flair. And it's not a
matter of affectation: only someone
convinced of their stylistic legitimacy
could get this weird. Bizarre to the
max. You can't but be impressed.

Tenor saxophonist Archie Shepp
declared that his sound had
'never been better recorded' than on
Steam [
ENJA CD2076, 63m 43s],
while the critics decided his playing
at the East-West Festival in
Nuremburg in 1976 was superlative.
Right on both counts: a glorious
unrolling of bluesy confessions and
romantic sighs. Cameron Brown's
bass sounds great, and longterm
accomplice Beaver Harris is just
right on drums. A:1 • E
Shepp's Soul Song [
ENJA 4050,
45m 07s] is a studio recording from
1982. Both sound and music are
stodgy in comparison to Steam.
Clunking through the procedures of
Trane's Classic Quartet seems a
poor substitute for former glories.
Drummer Marvin Smitty' Smith
stokes some heat, but Kenny
Wemer's sub-Tyner piano swamps
everything in cliché. Shepp's
'revolutionary poetry' recital is a
travesty or agas, depending on
taste. Shepp's soloing has a new
simplicity which can result in
haunting twists, but it's mired in a
lazy group concept here. B:1
Cecil Taylor's high-energy music
keeps its focus on the instant and
makes your hair stand on end; never
more so than with the quintet on
Dark To Themselves [
ENJA CD2084,
61m 45s] recorded on one
continuous number in 1976 in
Ljubljana, with Jimmy Lyons's
astonishingly fleet alto joined by
David Ware's tenor and Raphé
Malik's trumpet. Exhausting but
triumphant. A:1
Judicious editing has allowed Bill
Laswell to make sense of Miles
Davis's sprawling early- 1970s output
on Panthalassa: The Music Of Miles
Davis 1969-1974 [
Columbia
CK67909, 59m 40s]. Laswell's
pop/funk mix gives themes from In
A Silent Way, On The Corner and
Get Up With It an attractively
organic-sounding groove, and
Miles's trumpet emerges mournful
and affecting. A:1 0
Finally, an update on GIMP _
(Creative Improvised Music
Projects), a label persisting in a
brave jazz purism. Trombonist Steve
Swell delivers a sterling session with
Moons Of Jupiter [
CIMP #149, 59m
19s]; although Mark Whitecage's
tenor has some of Ayler's vibrato,
the quartet avoid the emotive
unguardedness of Free, parsing its

Atl
VARIOUS
GUITARS ON MARS
VIRGIN AMEIT24

(
2CDs, 139m 10s)

This is the fourth in David Toop's
Ocean Of Sound, a series which
collates the great, the obscure and
the trivial. Guitars provide him with
one of his strongest suits: irresistible
1960s twangers rub shoulders with
the downhome (John Lee Hooker),
the revolutionary (MC5) and the
sublime ( Hendrix). Anyone who
segues Frank Zappa into Derek
Bailey must receive the blessing of
those who know it's a crime to
make commercial success a musical
category. There are duds (A Small
Good Thing, Spiritualized, Eno)
plus blasts of the forgotten that
rearrange your idea of what's
possible (Ray Russell, Love Cry
Want). This works like a tapecompilation made by someone with
a massive record collection — who
also has a sense of humour ( a
rarity, in my experience). Earawakening.
A:1
VARIOUS
RAGTIME TO JAZZ 2 1916-1922
TIMELESS HISTORICAL CBC 1-045 (
72m 57s)
Twenty-six shots of early jazz
straight off the shellac. Those
suspicious of Robert Parker's
stereophonic recreations and Cedar
Noise Reduction will welcome
authentically hissy sound for the
irrepressible banjo of the Fred Van
Eps, the absurdly catchy riffs of the
Paul Biese Novelty Orchestra, the
stunning polyphony of the Brown
and Terry Jazzola Boys and Eubie
Blake's awesome solo piano. Mark
Beresford's liner notes are datapacked (though it'd be nice if you
didn't have to thread your way from
track-number to song-title to text
each time you wanted to know
who's playing what). On ' Muscle
Shoals Blues', recorded by an
unknown black orchestra in Chicago
in 1921, the drummer's sudden
double-time is shockingly propulsive:
HI-FI NEWS 8/ RECORD REVIEW
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outreach into no-nonsense syntax.
Jay Rosen's drums are particularly
articulate, though the point here is
ensemble balance. A:1 0
Kahil El'Zabar's Ritual Trio
includes Art Ensemblist Malachi
Favors on bass and An Brown on
tenor: knockabout fun on Jitterbug
Junction [
CIMP #150, 60m 58s].
A:1
Alto saxophonist Claude
Lawrence isn't quite up to his
illustrious accompanists (Wilber
Morris on bass, Denis Charles on
drums) on Presenting [
CIMP #147,
67m 07s]. His licks are tired, and for
some reason sound is foggy and
diffuse. B:2
Despite the fact that Roswell
Rudd's vocalised free-jazz trombone
is utterly unsuited to bop's tempered
finesse, GIMP have released another
volume of his The Unheard Hcrbie
Nichols 1'o1.2 [
GIMP #146, 59m
52sj. Greg Millar is a fine guitarist,
but wasted here. A:2
Not on CIMP, but on Cadence
— another label from the same
roster — comes Red Rope: 3 Pieces
for 2 Players [
Cadence CJR1070,
48m 36s]. George Cartwright and
Michael Lytle recorded these lively
sax/clarinet duets at New York's
Knitting Factory. Unfortunately,
their improv brief is not vehement
enough to get beyond KnitFac
avant-lite and scale the aimed-for
Braxtonian heights. A:2
A return to form with the Glenn
Spearman/John Heyward Group's
oddly-named th [
CIMP #148, 71m
20s], where Spearman's forceful
tenor meets Christopher Cauley:s
biting free alto. Post-conceptual
painter/lettriste Heward sounds
engagingly untamed on drums.
A:1 "

RANI' IL
.ZAPAR 'S RITUAL TRIO
'No wonder
the Dadaists
loved jazz:
you can hear
19th- century
decorum
crumbling
into dust'

your speakers threaten to rattle out
of shape. There is so much music
here and so much to learn, a short
review can't do it justice. No wonder
the Dadaists loved jazz: you can hear
19th-century decorum crumbling
into dust. Excellent addition to an
excellently-presented series.
Ht1'
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Roswell Rudd Trio
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MOON SAFARI

Virgin CDV 2848

(38m 26s)

There are times when Nicholas Godin and Jear-Bienoit
Dunckell, the duo who comprise Air, sound a rmite naive.
Moon Safari is filled with B- picture space effects, and there

are moments when their keyboard sounds edge
dangerously near those of Hot Butter. Against hat are set
hints of Kraftwerk, Eno, Jan & Dean, Gong and even The
Youngbloods: all influences worth owning up to.
Marshmallow, then, but melodic marshmallow. Dead easy
to swallow.
Fred De/hr

A*:1

Unequalled as the French are for an absolute iack of pop
music- making skills, they do on occasion transcend
Hallyday. Which is not to say that Air's Moon Safari is
actually any good, only that it's not utter crap. Boiled

As. boil Ken and Fred seem to be saying, Moon Safari is,
liite good. It's 'appearance here os our Featured Album
has more to do with the astonishing reaction of the UK's
music critics than with the music per se. The Guardian, for
example, made it tneir Pop CD of the Week, calling it 'an
album of classic songwriterly pop'. The Times' Metrc''
sectiom accorded it their Big Album status and declared
'Moon Safari takes it Dambient music] onto another level by
breeding the music wi htrip- hop, Bacharach melodies, folk,

down to the essentials, what you get is Mood Music for
the Millennium ( no, Ididn't say Muzak...). Think Paul
Mauriat, only MIDI'd, sampled and injected with a dose of

space-age synths and New Romantic pop electronicc'.
Meanwhile, Q magaz]ne awarded fowr stars and reckoned

technoid typical of France's natural ally - Germany. This
is soulless, homogenised Europap sans pareil,
interchangeable with the sort of chart- fodder generated all

GO magazine, it's 'A gern, walking o tightrope between
ambient techno and ea.iy-listening'. Being somewhat long of
tooth, it reminds me of nothing so mch as Belgian

over the EC; Clannad could cover 'All INeed and you'd
think it was their composition, while Kraftwerk could duet

Kraftwerk impersonators Telex crossed with French eectronic
pioneers Perrey & Kingisl!ey sampling cast-off Beach 3oys

with Nena on ' Sexy Boy'. Makes you wanna nt..'ke the
Tunnel.

ri:Fs. if, however, you were born yesterday, that mignt
sownd new and interesting.

Ken Kessler

THE BOBS
IBROW CLUB
Rounder CD9062

(46m 14s)

After the hilarity of their 1996
Christmas CD, this one is all
attitude — WASPy in both upper
and lower cases. If ever acomedy
troupe needed a theme for its
albums, the a cappella Bobs are it.
You'd have to be a student at one of
America's more precious East Coast

The Bobs:
the cuteness

it 'could well be the ultimate aid to seduction'. Acconding to

A:2 -3

Johnny Black

universities or a preppy snot to
'groove' on their humour, but
there's also an insidious, irresistible
audiophilic tang to these 'witty'
ditties: gœgeous harmonies in the
Four Freshmen league. Still, the
cuteness wears thin after awhile and
you want to poison the Bobs with
the same toxin I'd love to use on the
equally smug Seinfeld.

UNFINISH ED MONKEY BUSINESS
Polydor 539 565 2

CLOSED CAFTIOIED RADIO
Arista ARC-899O

(
advance tape) import

See, this is what you get for having
new ideas. Your record company
won't put your records out. The
Bogmen are a New York-based
sextet cursed with furiously eclectic
musical magpie minds. At times they
sound like demented dwarves, but
they can become medieval monlo.,
choirs of stoned angels, or just
dissatisfied young Americans who've
found away to say what they feel to
more than just their best friends, via
some of the most innovative guitar
MAY 1998

riffs ever to masquerade as rock.
Finding reference points to describe
their sound is difficult but Frank
Zappa and Talking Heads come into
it somewhere along the line. Easy
listening it isn't, but nothing worth
having k .' ver e,kr

IAN BROWN

wears thin

THE BOGPIEN

H18I NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

A:2

• advance tape)

Contemporary critical
wisdom holds that Ian
Brown, having been the
singer with The Stone
Roses (now officially
the world's second best
band after The Beatles,
thanks to the recent
Channel 4/HMV poll)
is a musical icon
worthy of much praise,
and that this is a
splendid album. Sorry,
but neither of these
notions is borne out by
reality. This is an

LILY'S
BETTER CAN'T MARE YOUR LIFE
BETTER

utterly predictable exercise in doing
exactly what you'd expect from
someone bereft of ideas and lacking
a musical bone in his body. Dreary
and plodding, this album recycles
every cliché that has blighted the
decade of lad rock, and
overshadowed the fact that the UK
is brimming over with genuinely
gifted young musicians. This isn't an
album. It's a symptom.

Dr Didg: only

COLD
COLD
Flip/A&M 540829-2

one trick, but
(49m 28$)

A number of influences are flaunted
on this debut album from a muchtouted Florida-based quartet,
ranging from monumentally heavy
Black Sabbath-style riffs to melodic
guitar underpinning à la Cure, and
bleak, desperate vocals in the vein of
Eddie Vedder. However, it has also
been constructed with confidence
and ingenuity, whether the band is
blasting its way through the opener
'Go Away' or slowly turning up the
pressure on the subtler ` Strip Her
Down'. Unremittingly dark and
intense, Cold is certainly wintry stuff,
but if the band can reproduce this
depth of emotion live, they could
indeed be a major act waiting to
happen.

A J CROCE
FIT TO SERVE
Ruf RUF1023

DR DIDG
SEROTONALITY
(47m 32s)

Droney-moronie, the sound of a
jive-mad didgeridoo. And though,
down at the doctor's, they have but
one trick, at least it's agood one,
with funk, jazz and (Ayers) rock all
playing apart. Denny Islet decorates
the riff that is ' Retro Rockets' with a
92

at least it's a
good one

handy line in free-flow guitar,
though whoever provides the
excellent sax and trombone, heard at
various points in this energetically
enjoyable instrumental set, isn't
listed. A pity, that. Otherwise, no
complaints.

MICHAEL HEAD & THE
STRANDS
THE MAGICAL WORLD OF THE
STRANDS
Megaphone CDMEGA01

Micheal Head
(42m 40s)

How time flies. With Jim Croce long
gone, his piano-pounding, bluesbawling son is already up to his
third solo album. Made at Ardent
Studios, Memphis, home of Big Star
and suchlike, it's a spirited, brassbacked R&B affair, with AJ offering
gritty though undistinguished vocals
on mainly original material, plus
some borrowed items including Skip
James's 'Judgement Day' and
Richard M Jones's age-old 'Trouble
In Mind'. The probability is that
AJ's photoonthewall hero is Dr
John, though his vocals lack the
Nightripper's rough-hewn charm.
Even so, when he opts to do it
Steinway, things happen in a
manner reminiscent of the best of
tlicuood Doctor.

Hannibal HNCD 1406

Che Trading CHE78CD

and the
Strands:
crafted
melodies that
are light and
elusive
Tasteful
songwriter Lisa
Loeb ( below)

The initial impression, that Lily's
are but a mix'n'match hodge-podge
of re-cycled Kinks, Who and Beatles
riffs, quickly gives way to the
realisation that these guys actually
know what they're doing and have
their own identity which belongs
right here in the 1990s. Leader
Kurt Heasley is a hard taskmaster
who keeps everything unusually
tight, from stratospheric vocal
harmonies to nailed-down beats,
from crunchy guitar hooks to offthe-wall excursions into neopsychedelia. They've had a taste of
the charts via their Levi's-assisted
single ' A Nanny In Manhattan', and
this album amply confirms that
there's more and better where that
came from.

(
51m 09s)

Forget that Head was in the Pale
Fountains and Shack, that this first
appeared as a French import, that
the hip and trendy adored it. Forget
indie tags, 1980s Liverpool hype and
anything else which might suggest
an anodyne, sub-Stone Roses mishmash. However loose, floaty and
delicate the material, this set ranks
with the very finest of 1960s
'baroque' pop — yes, right up there
with the Left Banke, the Beau
Brummels and the Zombies. Head
has crafted melodies so light and
elusive that you don't grasp the
substance until a second or third
play. By the time you hit the end of
'Glynis and Jaqui', you start
wondering how the Zepplinisms
crept in, and why you have asudden
urge to buy copies for friends. Just
pray the Oasis horde makes the
connection. Or doesn't.

MM."

(
46m 23s)

11111111Ma

Lily's: these guys know whet they're
doing, and belong rigf,there in the
1990s

LISA LOEB
FIRECRACKER
Geffen GED24946

(46m 16s)

Folksy New York songstrel Loeb
lucked into amajor hit when her
song ` Stay' was included on the
soundtrack to Reality Bites in 1994.
Since then, she really hasn't
followed through, and this album
probably won't change that. It's a
fine piece of work, sensitive and
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romantic, a bit blue and melancholy
overall, but with hints of optimism
and redemption in tracks like ' IDo'
and ' Truthfully'. It's certainly of a
sufficiently high quality to confirm
her status in the hearts of the
converted, but its unlikely to
expand her audience and lacks any
obvious hit singles. Loeb is a
tasteful songwriter, well worth
hearing, but that's not enough to
shifts units these days without a
strong image.

With the profusion of post-Tarantino soundtracks laden with pop
'classics', it's nice to know that Elvis Costello actually recorded a fresh
tune for the Coen Brothers' The Big Lebowski [
Mercury 536 903-2] to
augment Dylan, Beefheart, et al. A:1 -2 •
Boogie Nights [
Capitol 855 631-2] also adds a gem to recycled tracks

from the Beach Boys, ELO and others: a theme song featuring Michael
Penn. A-B:1 -2 • And, in contrast to the CD filled with 1950s nightclub
standards, the second soundtrack from LA Confidential [
Varèse
Sarabande VSD-5885] - my fave film of ' 97 - reverts to convention with
a fresh score by Jerry Goldsmith. A:1 •
But it's another month for collectors. The MGM-Ryko team has a
quartet of rarities, all with CD-ROM footage. The Mick Jagger vehicle,
Ned Kelly [
Ryko RCD10708] features songs by Kristofferson and Jennings

NICK LOWE
DIG MY MOOD
Demon FIENDCD939

A:2 0, Across 110th Street [
Ryko RCD10706] employs Bobby Womack
(37m 21s)

It's easy to imagine Nick, in his
best slippers, sitting round the
fireside, dreaming up this near easylistening package, with the help of
old mate and keyboardist Geraint
Watkins, plus a couple of others
who favour at least a temporary
retirement from rock. The opening
'Faithless Lover' is a trip to Brel
and back; ' Lonesome Reverie'
would suit anyone from Nashville
with agood ear; ' You Inspire Me'
might easily be Tony Bennett, while
'Man That I've Become' is pure
Johnny Cash with a Ray Davies
fixation. And so it goes. The best in
roon-a-toon. Dead friendly.

A:1 0, and Rancho Deluxe

[Ryko RCD10709] boasts Jimmy Buffett A:1 -2 0. Best of all? The
soundtrack to Lenny [
Ryko RCD 10707], with Dustin Hoffman as
legendary comic Lenny Bruce: Miles Davis, lots of dialogue and the film's
trailer on video. A-B:1 -1' •
Silva Screen has two more HDCD-Dolby Surround compilations from
the Prague Philharmonic. Cinema's Classic Romances [
SILKD 6018]
contains smoochie tunes from Tess, Hamlet, Emma and 12 others A:1 0,
while Alien Invasion [
FILMXCD 190] is the label's second 2CD set of
Science Fiction scores, right up to date with Starship Troopers and Mars
Attacks. A:1 -2 •

Last up, a real oddity: Erotica Italiana [
Arista 74321

541932 2], twenty tracks from Italian smut of the 1960s and 1970s. Or
loungecore goes softcore. A:2 •

Ken Kessler

Dellar

Nick Lowe: the best in croon- a-loon
PEARL JAM
YIELD
Epic 489365 2

(48m 37s)

With this release, Pearl Jam may
have produced the most satisfyingly
coherent album of their career,
exceeding even the brilliance of
1996's No Code. Despite the fact
that the band has returned to the
.rockier feel of their earlier output,
and that Yield still has its quirkier
moments, it holds together with far
greater ease than the band's last
two albums. Whether working out
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Stooges-style on ' Do The
Evolution' or getting wistfully
evocative as only Eddie Vedder
knows how on Wishlist', the band
sounds relaxed and in control at all
times, A classic.
Valerie Potter
Pearl Jam: may have

produced the most
satisfyingly coherent album
of their career
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reissue of the month
DEAN MARTIN
MEMORIES ARE MADE
OF THIS

delete all traces of I.esley Gore
or Connie Francis. A:2 <>

Bear Family BCD15781HK
(8CDs, 429m 59s) mono

A completist's dream:
eight CDs just
covering Dino's
recordings up to
1955! Ilt starts in
1946, with 225
expertle transferred
tracks including his
early Fits like 'That's
Amore', ' Sway', the
title classic and a slew of otners. Along the way, you get
everything he recorded for Capitol during the period in
question, plus his sides for Diamond, Apollo and Embassy,
soundtrack material, duets with Jerry _ewis, Nat Ki-ig Cole
and other contemporaries, and more. Inside the Icr‘risi box
is a stupendous 96- page, hard- bound 12x12in book
containing a discography and filmography, page after page
of rare photos and memordbilia, and - of course - tie
artist's story. But then you pet to the punch line: there's a
second 8CD set to follow in mid- 1993. And why not? After
you've listened to the first CD, you soon realise Dino sworth
the effort. Simply the most relaxed vocals post- Bing, nd
mellow enough to make Sinatra and Bennett seem tense. A
masterpiece worth every penny.
6:1
KEVIN AYERS
JOY 0: A TOY
BCO BCOCD78

(
41m 23s)

See For Miles CSIICD666

SHOOTING AT THE MOON
BG0 BCOCD13

(
40m 46s)

Ayers's first two deliriously
dippy solos, with his old band,
the Soft Machine, assisting on
the first and Lol Coxhill and
Mike Oldfield on the second.
Remastered, Ayers-approved
and bearing new liner notes,
these early 1970s recordings
just sound better and better.
Proof that rock would evolve to
produce its own (hippie)
equivalent of Noel Coward. Or
George Sanders. A:1-1 8/1
MICHAEL BLOOMFIELD
THE BEST OF
Taitoma/Ace CDTAK 8905

(
55m 45s)

A dozen tracks filling gaps in
the blues guitarist's entire
career, from 1963 to 1983.
Essentially, this is what he did
while not in Paul Butterfield's
band, Electric Flag, et al.
Dazzling. A- B:1
ERIC BURDON
LIVE AT THE ROXY
Magnum CDTB184

(
52m 45s)

This previously unreleased set
dates from 1976, the exAnimal performing five
originals and a couple of
Animals classics at the Roxy in
LA. Irritating histrionics
carried over into his funk
period, but he still knew how
to entertain. Mainly for
completists. B:2 0
Neiman aRECORD RENEW

ALEX CHILTON
LIKE FLIES ON
SHERBERT/LIVE IN LaNDON

ALLAN CLARKE
IWASN'T BORN
YESTERDAY/THE ON_Y ONE
(78m 36s)

Lest you thought Nash was the
only Hollie to issue solo work,
here are two albums (actually
Clarke's third and fourth) from
the group's lead singer. The
hair styles and sleeve art
identify them as his late
1970s/early ' 80s efforts to
make it as astandalone
performer, but the voice is so
distinctive that they still sound
like middle-period Hollies.
A:1-2
GLENDA COLLINS
TH S LITTLE GIRL'S GONE
ROCKIN'
RPM RPM182

(70m 10çj

Strictly for Joe Meek
collectors, 28 tracks from what
was probably the best distaff
vocalist in his stable. Periodpop of the most anodyne sort,
about as distinctwe as a loaf of
white bread. A rarity-laden set,
and one to buy 1 they ever

MAY 19N

Edsel EDC0544

(
25m

el)

Moving past ' Spirit In the Sk'
and nearly back to his jugband period, Greenbaum
delivered this gentle set back
in 1472. Lightweight and
hippie-esque, but it does boast
Ry Cooder plus members of
the Paul Butterfield Blues
Band and Sopwith Camel.
A:1-2 D
HAWKWIND
199-:7: PARTY - LIVE AT THE
CHICAGO AUDIT)R UM,
MAF-III 21, 1974
HAWK6

(
XDs, 97nr

A collector's treat: a
handsome, lavishly-packaged
set with 16 tracks from their
'infamous' 1974 US tour. Still
unmatched in the art of mixing
processive, acidic and space
rock, Hawkwind is still the potsmoker's choice. A-B:1-2 -)

(
78m 531)

Reissued yet again, but this
time Sherbert is attached to the
much rarer live set from 1980.
Big Star fans will want this
anyway, regardless of the
appearance of a tortured take
of Chilton's finest moment,
'September Gurls>.
A- E:1-1' )

See For Miles C511C0665

NORMAN GREENBAUM
PETALUMA

Voiceprini/Point PNIVP101CD
(51m 22e)
THE : FFICIAL BOOTLEG
Voicepnint/Point PNIVP109CD
(-9m

3Is)

A brace of Man rarities, part
of an extensive (nine-plus) CD
reissue programme. The Welsh
band is heard here live in 1975and then 19 years later. The
hypnotic guitar work, the
lengthy solos — probably the
most impressive element is
consistency which spans two
decades. Check out the 1975
set for a hot rendition of the
band's finest album, Slow
Matzen. A- B:1-2 A:1-2

mum"

RYDER & THE
DETROIIT WHEELS
DE- 01T BREAKOUT! AN
UL7 MATE ANTHOLOGY

West We WESD202
(2CDs, 154m Ils)
Fores the four individual CDs
on import: this 50-track, 2CD
set boasts all of the LPs in full
and bonus cuts. Unequivocally
the finest party music to
appear post-Gary US Bonds,
and not equalled until the J
Gas Band appeared, this
soul- and R&B-based rock
embodies very core of the
garage band ethos.
AbIke:1" ‹)
TOP TOPHAM
ON TOP 1963-1969

Hawkwind: the
pot-smoker's choice

Indigo IMO 2080

TOMMY JAMES & THE
SHORIDELLS
IT'S A NEW VIBRATION
WestSide WES0203
(:CDs, 135m $1.$)
Though less successful on this
side of the Pond, James & Co
issued the original `Mony
Mony'. ' IThink We're Alone
Now' and ' Crimson & Clover'.
WestSide's 50- track set is the
best-yet study of a group
which took up residence in
America's Top 40 from
1%6-73. A:1/1 8/2
ALBERT LEE
UMISCOVEFED.- THE EARLY
YEAR5
Di Jmoni GEMCD018

MAN
LIVE IN LONDON 1975

gem 57s)

Albert Lee has long been the
UK's leading C&W surrogate
picker. Ultra-rare, pre- Heads,
Hands & Feet material, mainly
from 1968-70, showing that he
earned his legendary status
well before the Crickets,
C/apton and others employed
him. A-B:1

(
57m .:•2s)

One of the most unexpected
surprises yet for Yardbirds fans
who thought they had it all.
Tapham was the guitarist who
preceded Clapton, Beck and
Page; this set contains 18
previously unreleased tracks
frorn his post-Yardbirds output.
No, he's not another EC, just
one more worthy Britblues
scholar. Essential, though, if
you're scompletist.
A- C:1-2 '›
VARIOUS
CF RISTMAS AT THE PATTI
Voicepriet/Point PNTVP110CD
(55m 19_3s)
A mega-collectible for fans of
pub rock and other 25-yearold diversions. The event:
Man's 1972 pre-Xmas party at
the Patti Pavilion in Swansea.
The guests? The Flying Aces,
Help Yourself, Dave
Edrnunds, the Jets, Ducks
DeLuxe... and Man
throughout. A/B:1
Ken Kessi'er
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

Pe=Nee
Inteç
Answers to that oft-posed question
what do the HFNIRR reviewers use in their own
systems and what do they recommend as
their best hi-fi buys?
This regular HFNIRR series assembles
and updates current listening systems and
key recommendations from HFNIRR's
reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components
for personal listening systems ( on this
page) will be of great interest to all
who follow equipment reviews. Note,
though, that the writer's inclusion of a

Dave Berriman

Eric Braithwaite

DAVE BERRIMAN
CD PLAYER
TEAC VRDS ¡ OSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM
Rega RB300
CARTRIDGE
Dynavector Karat 17D
PRE- AMPLIFIER
Bryston BP5 (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS
various, including his own designs

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
CD PLAYER
Sugden SDD1/SDA-1
TURNTABLE
Michell Gyrodec/QC power supply
ARM
SME IV
CARTRIDGE
Orto fan MC7500
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Michell Argo/Michell !so phono
stage/Hera power supply unit
POWER AMPLIFIER
Michell Alecto
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER
Krell KPS20i/L
TURNTABLE
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM
Nairn Aro
CARTRIDGE
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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given product here does not
necessarily constitute ageneral
recommendation.
Turn the page for the reviewers'
recommendations proper. For this feature
we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of
all-round performance and value. ( In the

Martin Colloms

PRE-AMPLIFIER
Audio Research LS22
POWER AMPLIFIER
Audio Research VT150 or
Krell KAS 2 or Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
CD PLAYER
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM
Linn Ittok
CARTRIDGE
Goldring Excel
PRE- AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS
ATC SCM2OT

ALVIN GOLD
CD PLAYER
Theta Data Basic II Transport/
Theta DS Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE
Roksan Xerxes
ARM
Roksan Artaxerxes
CARTRIDGE
Roksan Shiraz
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Logan SL3

case of speakers, where separately
purchased stands may be needed, the
price of these is not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the models
listed under each recommended heading
are not necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does carry a
personal stamp of approval from an
experienced audio critic.

Perer I. Comeau

Ken Kessler

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER
Marantz CD12/DA12
Krell KAV300cd
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE
Thorens TD124
Garrard 401
ARM
Decca International
Ortofon 12
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon SPU-A
Decca Gold
PRE- AMPLIFIER
Graaf WEB Two
Meridian 562V/565
Krell KRC-3
POWER AMPLIFIER
Quad II Reissues
Sutherland 2000
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL 57
Quad ESL63
Rogers L53/5a
Wilson WATT 5.1

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE
van den Hul MC Two
PRE- AMPLIFIER
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor
'
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Review

Recomrn
Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
a maximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!

I

Dazi' Berrnnan

Alarun Co/louis

LI
Perer J. Comeau

Ken Kessler

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, PosseIt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, OreIle CD- 100

£500-£1000

TEAC VRDS-7, OreIle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT- 1
LE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus Ill, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/38NRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Celestion 3Modaunt Short MS 10i, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 Rogers 1.533, Castle Durham
£350-£500 Epos ES? I, Harbeth HL P3, Rogers Studio 3
£500- £ 1000 Mission 753, Tannoy D300,
UKD Opera Callas Gold
£1000- £2000 BBC L55/12a, Jamo Concert 8,
Harbeth HL Compact 7
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy
Westminster Royal
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon DCD-315
£200-£350 Denon DCD825, Marantz CD-67SE,
Denon DCD-1015
£350-£500 Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD- S901,

Marantz CD- 631I KI Signature
£500-£1000 Marantz CD17, Quad 77, Ratel RD0980/RDP980
£1000-£2000 Denon DCDS10, Meridian 500/563,
Sugden SDD-1/SDA-1
OVER £ 2000 Counterpoint DA-11/DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Drive/CAC, McIntosh CDM 7009
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Ratel RA- 931
£200-£350 NAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500 Sugden A21 a, Sonneteer Campion,
Sheame Phase 2
£500-£1000 Quad 77, Soneteer Alabaster, Sugden Stem food SF60
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA-14, Quad 77Pre/707Power
OVER £ 2000 Cary SLP90/300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
Chord CPA2200/SPM600

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a/II, Sequence 400
£350-0500 B&W DM603, Epos ES! I, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000 ATC SCM10, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-0500 Marantz CD63-SE, OreIle CD480

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac TMeridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS

1 /D r-1

£1000-£2000

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 Ill, Technics SU A600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity EIO
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Shearne Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI, Myryaci MI- 120
£1000-£2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AVI S2000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180
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MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS 10i,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES!!, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short M540i
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Naim SBL, Tannoy 0700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SLAMM XI, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, OreIle CD100SE
£500-£1000 Ore/le DA188

£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Ore/le DA 780
OVER £ 2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500 OreIle SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Naim NAC82/NAP 180,
Audiolab 80005
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Nairn NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PV 70-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS 2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson IIA, Audio Research VT150

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Mordaunt Short MS 10i Pearl, Celestion 15i
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Mission 750LE, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
£500-£1000 Castle Avon, Celestion A1, Jamo Concert 8
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor SP7/I
OVER £ 2000 Definitive Technology BP2002, Ruarkn Equinox
Excalibur, Martin Logan CLS11z11
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP- 4090, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD- S505

Precision, Sony CDP-X3000ES
£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, Ore/le CD100e, Roksan Caspian
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA28
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-2505E
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon
HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audio/ab 8000S, Nairn Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

MM31:111112311M11111
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tandy Geneoca LX5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Ruark Epilogue
£350-£500 Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers L53/5A, ATC7
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3/5A plus
ABI subwoofer, Kelly KT3
OVER £ 2000 Wilson WAIT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Musical Fidelity X-ACT
£200-£350 Musical Fidelity X-DAC), Marantz CD67SE,
£350-£500 Kenwood DP7090
£500-£1000 Theta Chroma HDCD (D/A converter) Roksan
Caspian,

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW ML510, Rogers LSI, Tannoy 631 SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers 1_533
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rotel
RDCD970BX
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£1000-£2000 Copland CDA 277, Marantz CDI6
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAV 300- CD, Theta Pro Gen Va,
Mark Levinson No.31.5/No. 30.5 (transport/DAC
combination
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA 960
£350-£500 Musical Fidelity XA-50 Audio Analogue Puccini,
Audio Analogue Bellini
£500-£1000 Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti,
Unison Research Simply Two
£1000-£2000 Copland CTA40I, Audio Research VT60
Graaf Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Graaf GM200/WB13.5, Krell KAV300i, Marantz
Project TI, Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600

£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CDI7
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio Lambda/Ultralink 11, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200
Harman Kardon HK610, Rotel RA920AX
£200-£350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum 1A170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audio/ab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI 52000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus Illi
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Rotel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505
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EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: ' Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £23.00 III
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer
£70.00 D
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber O /steel E mounting
£10.50 D
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: wallet for
14 CDs £9.00
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£65.00 C
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£89.00 o
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, hid)
£99.00 III
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 El
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 LI
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 DOM I)
per 100 £ 19.00 U per 500 £ 0.013 E
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x150 x3mm
£ 13.00EI
HFNIRR 024 ToolBox: essential tools for
self-build, in flightcase
£100.00 O
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 O

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
(as used by BBC, EMI, Nat Archive etc)
Kit £199.00 111 Ready built £370.00
Ringmat: 3mm XLR ' Universal' version,
ultimate LP support £47.50 III
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.00 O per 100 £ 8.00
per 500 £ 180.00 o
Polythene LP bags: 12 x12M,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00 U
per 100 £. 00 III per 500 £40.00 El
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00
Decca London tonearm: modified and
improved
£99.00 11
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£ 5.00 D
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 CI
Musical Fidelity X- LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£130.00 C

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£0.00 I EL34WXT £. 00
5881/KT66 £7.00 C 6550/KT88 £ 15.50
ECC81/82/83/88 £6.00 C EL84 £. 50
[11 EL84M £7.00 U EF86 £8.00
GZ34 (China) £12.50 D PCC88 £6.00 D
EL509/519 £ 8.50
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes OM C
pre-amp tubes £6.00 C
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

CD CARE AND PROTECTION

CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £6.50 D
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 111
slim double (same width as std) pack of 5
100

£.50 O 5in, clear protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 11
RATA ' Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £10.00 O
BIB CD Cleaner: automatic, batterypowered unit
£15.00 12
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00 O
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£13.00 C
XL0 Reference Test CD: de-mag, burnin, the lot!
£25.00 III
Statmat: (
from Ringmat Developments),
CD overlay for improved sound £20.013 C
Harmonix CD damping foils:
pack of 8£18.00 III
Musical Fidelity X- series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00
X-ACT DAC unit, economical high quality
DAC converter £ 129.00 U X-DAC DAC
with HDCD facility £300.00 U X-CAN
valve stage, headphone amp
£130.00 D

VARIOUS

Michell Tenderfeet: the original isolation
cones,
small (three) £7.00 O
large(three) DOM El
Isopod ceramic isolation cones: for
larger items
(three) £33.00 C
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00 El
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
DOM
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small ( 6mm dia) pair £12.00 O
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00 0
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.00 III
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 111
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00 U
DeoxIT: de-oxidises, cleans and protects
electrical connections, 50oz aerosol spray
can
£14.00 O
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 C
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable £40.00 ñ

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk) £40.00
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00 U
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk)
£20.00 U
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £17.00 O
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.00
(h-bk), signed £45.00
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00 11
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £ 0.00 per set 111 each £17.00 C
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
DOM O
Valve Amplifiers by Morgan Jones (s-bk)
£5.00
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£26.043

HOTLINE 3Ljzfe BE
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Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk)
£25.00
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self ( s-bk)a5.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
DOM Ill
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander (s-bk)
£25.00 El
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 o (
h-bk) £50.00 O
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill (s-bk)
£12.50 D
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00 El
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £18.00
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00 O
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£99.00
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£10.00 El
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00
Mini Disc Jan Macs, Sony (s-bk) £15.00 12
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk)
£22.50 C
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk)
£7.00 O
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 O
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 11

CATALOGUES
HiFi News Accessories Club full review
catalogue 111 Book, technical CD and
software catalogue II Audiophile LP and
CD collection 111

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
OF SELF-BUILD ITEMS

Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
original 5m single length £20.00 D
double core 10m length £45.00 O
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 0
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls
£88.00 E
Batteries and charger unit
£70.00 O
Case and chassis
£60.00
Assembled unit, complete
£295.00 O
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 U per two-pair £110.00 El
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics £250.00 111
Casework and chassis
£80.00 III
Assembled unit, complete £ 99.00 U
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA

** *

THIS MONTH'S ,fr
FEATURED ;THAI
Pure Power Mains
Conditioner:
Assembled unit
£399.00 11
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IN NEED OF CONDITIONER?
IMPROVEMENTS to ahi-fi system can
often be summarised as making it all
sound much more ' capable' — perhaps
sharper in image focus, more extended at
frequency extremes, or simply more
'musical'. But the extent to which the
performance of the system depends upon
the quality of the incoming mains supply
is not something readily appreciated.
In his regular ' Black Box' column,
designer Ben Duncan has touched
from time to time on
how mains power can
adversely
affect
electronics, producing
mechanical resonances
with transformers and
PCB components, or
motorised units like
turntables, cassette and
CD players. His Pure
Power conditioner was
created to overcome these
by no means subtle effects.
Let me be blunt: this
accessory was not one I
welcomed in principle, even
though Iknew that in inner London
my system sounded relatively poor at
certain times in aweek. The Conditioner
is physically extremely large and heavy —
it's like lifting a24in concrete paving slab.
It comes with two 13amp switched outlet
sockets and 2m of cable. ( One might
experiment here, says Ben Duncan, with

Prelude & Fugue, Norwegian CO/Brown
on Virgin Classics.) These benefits were
conferred to the system as a whole:
notably to the Linn LP12, already run
from a Naim power supply, which by
itself took the player well beyond Valhalla
quality.
The designer's claims ( set out in the
full feature Pure Power, HFNIRR
January, page 70) for a lower noise floor
and reduced modulation effects are by
no means overstated — this was the
best £ 400 upgrade I could
imagine
undertaking.
(Another amplifier would
have cost substantially
more.)
e
The unit is based on
a ` Trans- reactor' 1:1
toroidal transformer,
with
thermal
protection
cutout/
reset; it doesn't run
e 'hot' or generally make
a noise. There may be
times, when the mains
is well below par, when there will
be audible hum but Ihave found this to
be short-lived. At other times it's as silent
as the grave. And — though this may
seem odd — with the conditioner
constantly on there seems to be a
beneficial character within the room: I
can only describe this as ' calming'.
(Audiophiles who run their systems
continuosly could hardly deny how much
nicer the room will become if there's a
power cut!)
The Accessories Club is able to offer an
alternative unit for siting near the
incoming domestic supply with outlet
cabling to the hi-fi system. A 240-110V
converter model is also available.
Christopher Breunig

something like Kimber mains cable for
extra filtering.)
My first test was simply with the
Meridian 508.20 CD player feeding a
PHONES-01/Beyer headphone setup.
Straight away the bass seemed to go
deeper and to sound fuller, the sound was
freed of strain and was more vibrant and
real. (The disc was the demanding Britten

COSeroke
The CD Service can normally supply
all titles reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found
at the foot of the review. List the CDs/LPs
you require, with the format and price as
indicated, then add 50p per disc for post
and packing, up to amaximum of £ 1.50 for
three or more discs. Unless listed here at a
special price, sets are priced at the
appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
Musicassettes can also be supplied for titles
where this format is available. Telephone
+44 ( 0)1234 741152 for details and prices.
The CD Service will supply any record
generally available in the UK.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.45 each
• MID PRICE: £7.95 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each
• SPECIAL PRICE
(see below for this month's listings)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — Beethoven/Zender £ 12.45
Jazz — Derek Bailey £22.95; Guitars On
Mars £ 14.75; Ragtime to Jazz £9.95
Rock/pop — The Bogmen £ 14.95; Pearl
Jam £ 13.25; Air, Ian Brown, Lisa Loeb
£12.95; Cold £9.95
Soundtracks — The Big Lebowski, Boogie
Nights, Erotica Italiana £ 12.95; Alien
Invasion £ 13.45
Rock reissues — Dean Martin £ 124.95;
Kevin Ayers £9.25; Hawkwind £20.75
Tommy James, Mitch Ryder £ 10.45;
Top Topham £6.45

ACCESSORIES CLUB St CD SERVICE

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

ORDER FORM

Catalogue number & title

CO/LP/MC

f

IC('

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling) Payable to HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number '
delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order Form (tear-out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; fax: +44 (0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: +44 (0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
Cl) Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area ( tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: (tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.
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CHESHIRE

DEVON St CORNWALL

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

(Sounds.
Per ection

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA1 3NU

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

Tel: ( 01925) 828009
Fax: ( 01925) 825773
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

GREATER LONDON
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ALCHEMIST

\ORTHWOOD
A

Li

AUDIONOTE ARION AUDIO MECCA

Pfee-1--It+FM

CHORD DENON DPA EXPOSURE HEART

1iIG)

27 BOND STREET, EALING WS
str 0181-567 8703

MARANTZ MICROMEGA MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
NAD NEAT PROAC REGA ROSE ROTEL

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL

AUDIOLAB, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON 1(ARDON, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS. TARGET, THORENS,

STAX TALK ELECTRONICS TEAC

SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS

THORENS WOODSIDE
B & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS,

Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday

HARBETH,

VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS.

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 IBA

KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL, RUARK,

PHONE: 01296 428790

TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &

installation. Repairs 8. service.
Closed Wednesday

I

EIRE

Hearing is Believing

studio

A rcam
B8. W
A udlolab
Castle
Meridian
Classe

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

llega

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS

Rpvo

BONUS FABER YAMAHA

Technlell

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Open:

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA

Epos

30 years of Excellence

B
P5S KEF

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

Marnntx

Sony

Tel: ( 0I ) 2889449/2888477
Tues -Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur -Fri 10 am to 9 pm

BADA BONDEDDEALER

Naim
SI r \ IR

Rs.

\ I,

Is,

I \ (. 1 I

LONDON

te
r

711/
0'
INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE

,

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI-FI
KR! Il

ORANGES
& LEMONS

Now in our third tangy year

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
102

• Naim

Audio • Audiolab •

•

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
AKG, ARCAM, AUDIOGUEST, AUDIO
TECHNICA,

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

GREATER MANCHESTER

dkW O'Brien Hi-Fid

CHORD,

BEYER,

CABLETALK,

COPLAND,

DENSEN,

IXOS,

DENON,

JECKLIN,

KRELL,

MARTIN LOGAN, MAXELL, MICHELL,
MOTH,

MUSICAL

FIDELITY,

THORENS,

SME,
UNISON

SONY,

mu,

,

I,

()
L

9 V

your . 21,

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc. . etc... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL

AUDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,
OLDHAM

14 Stockport Road,
CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

TEAC,

RESEARCH

MIBIMMIMMR\

SNP

v_

MAKI1N 1.1 /liAN

Demonstration Room - Installation Service Major Credit Cards -Mail Order - Repair facilities
5mins walk from Raynes Park BR - Free car parking
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW

Te1.10181 ) 946-1528

TDL • Mission • Copland •

NAD,

NAIM, OPERA, ORTOFON, QED,
R A LABS, ROGERS, ROYO, RUARK,
SENNHEISER,

•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

Fax ( 01811946-0331

<>k›I
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<>
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4141 •' d ay
Authorised Dealers for: too ReM • ksto Mi., • 1..do A.69.. • Odom • e.d.
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01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME
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HEREFORDSHIRE

LINCOLNSHIRE
ZeroFeedliack
Audio
Consultants
Lincolnshire
01472 883722
11350 7.2635@Compuserve.Com

ENGLISH

audio

Digital Analogue Company
Nottingham Analogue
Audion - Arion - Klipsch - Triangle - Silver Sounds

..**(YRI'S CENTRE****
Arcam, A.T.C., Audiolab, B&W. Castle.
Denon, Exposure. Harman Kardon, Kef,
Marantz. Micmmega. Mission, Maim,
Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Quad. Rd,
Rotel, Ruark, John Sheame, Stax. Teac. Yamaha
line,. Service Dept

No TV - No Video - No Satellite
Just Pure Music
Talk to Shaun on the above number
Exchisive HiFi fie Erchisive Ears

NORFOLK

ria
The Old School

Mon-Sat 9.30 - 5.30
Ilererord 1014.;2)

School Road, Bracon Ash

I
ti

MIDDLESEX

te

Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

TURNTABLES - Moth. Michell, Nottingham Analogue. Roksan, Rockport,
VPI. Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Nott Analogue, VPI. Lyra. Grado. Roksan. Clearaudio, Goldring. Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon. Helios. Trichord,
Roksan. Audiomeca, M.F., Copeland. Krell. BOW Technology. YBA.
Meracus, DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Maranta. Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LED, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell. BOW.
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion. Unison Research. Graaf,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS • Audio Physics, Apogee. OLN, Triangle. Jamo.
System Audio. JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonus Faber. Cadence,
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman lardon. Proceed. Krell
Sunfire ( Bob Carver), JBL.Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio. Flatline. limber. Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks,
Partington. Base. Understands.
KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON BT70 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demonso.uk
Web Site. littp://wenv.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

Basically Sound of Norfolk

AVI41 oVel/Wte

gesmoke

t

NORTHERN IRELAND

VismAl Cohsterws

Once is not enough
We at Audio Venue are not interested in making the quick,one time
sale.Rather,we want you as a long
term repeat customer5o whether
you are buying, selling, exchanging
or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi- end Audio, Visual please call.

Components from
£120.00 -£72.000
Tel / Fax 0181 707 4849

Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim. Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others

NORTH LONDON

studio

82

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL52SP

ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AURA. AVI, B&O,
BOSE, B&W, CASTLE, CHORD, DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAD, NAIM,
PANASONIC, PHILIPS, QUAD. ROBERTS. SENNHEISER,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL ETC

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi
3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, rhea, Epos, Copeland, Hi.O, Pink A, Audio Research, Micromega,
SME, Meridian, Audion, CR Developments, Alchemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA,
Rua& Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michell, Lumley, Creek,
Sanee Faber, Denon, Colegio., d.p.o. lama, Ortolon, Rose it much more.
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22
Telephone (
017771 870372 Facsimile 101777) 870437

UNMET

sound & Vision
* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
* Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 lED
Tel: 01622 676703

Fax: 01622 676723

SOUTH COAST

f
Choose from
the finest
•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema

Analog Audio

"No ordinary HiFi Dealer"

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Tel: 01582 764246

email ; aucliovenue@vosenet.co.uk

Chantry Audio

de\

Bang & Olufsen Centre

mobile 0973 471 426

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

KENT

(HiFi Specialists)
849 Hugh Road, London N12
Tel 0181 445 1167
SALE NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
`,1‘,11.,,tot lull range III , peaker, and
Uil•ltr0111,, tor
IlldlOr manuta‘. lurer,
/lease phone for details

•TV & Video

efe-es

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd (
01273) 609431 _
EASTBOURNE Green St. (
01323) 731336 —
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (
01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
SOUTH EAST LONDON

Front End Problems?

Closed Mondays

Free Purling

SUFFOLK

Htq

then contact:
Nottingham's newest and largest
titi dr home theatre store.

•Home trials

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-

,Itegittatte'iltle
'Water
`eilragUi

•Full installation service

Decca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,

Sig IGIs
ja

•Three demonstration rooms

•All the major brands...and more

CASTLE
SOUND
&VISION

"The Cartridge Man"

Castle Sound & Vision
48 - 50 Maid Marian Way,
Nottingham, NG1 6GF
Tel: 0115 958 4404

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

Hadcock, E.A.R. and others,
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

e

4tra
Anti

hi-fi for grown-ups
tel/fax Ipswich 01473622866
mobile
0802
1763 1 9
103
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SCOTLAND

SURREY

YORKSHIRE

THE HI-FI

Stockists or: ARCA SI • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE

Music Mill

•NIWROMECA •

NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTH.

•ROY» • SHAHINIAN • TEA(' • MI OIS & MORE

STUDIOS

n idelit Y

advice that's always worth listening to.

Audiolab. Electrocompariet. Pro-Ac. Ruark, Castle, TEAC Ulison Research. TV( Impulse
Horns. Monitor Audio, Harbeth. Alchemist. Michell Turntables. Nottingham Analogue
Studios. Blueprint. Audio Analogue Exposure, Living Vpice, Densen. Celestion (Aseries
only). Opera. Etalon. Audio Physic. Tnchord Research. Yale and Klipsch Home Cinema.
Pro-Logic demonstrations. Nordost, Stands Unique. Sta Electrostatics. ()not on. Ringmat
Developments. Ado Technica. Goldring. Listening room. Demonstrations. Home Trial.
Free delivery and Installation 2 Years Guarantee. AccessNisa

indecently good hi-fi

WeezerealVelzre
Open Tues • Frl 10 30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER DN58SA
Tel/Fax: ( 01302) 781387
YORKSHIRE

10-8pm TueFri, 10-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

eeeeeieuet

Systems matched to specific requirement
Nationwide delivery and installation

PROBABLY THE BEST

Over the years we have carefully chosen a comprehensii
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music love,
components of unparalled petformance.

Sympathetically designed audio furniture
Friendly professional advice and after-sales support

THE EAST COA TI

,',!'
ito arrange your demonstration of some
n
, t audio equipment contact JOHN
111,1 )/,
I
Il EOS (0113) 252 8850 (evening calls
we/is part exchange allowance always
include ATC, AV1, BRYSTON,

NAIM AUDIO • PRO AC
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS • MARANTZ • AVI
ALCHEMIST • TEAC • ROKSAN • ROTEL

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

CASTLE, CHORD, 11ARRETH, MARANTZ, PR1MARE
SYSTEMS, SPL ‘ OOR, SUMO, TEAC, and many more.

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG

0131 • 555 3963

th

n

TEL: 01482 587397

rb e,_ismolue)
-.111

pritureqstem.
/

ACOUSTIC MO. NNNNN

WEST SUSSEX

CAffIE

SURREY

le\

ELECTION

OF QUALITY HI-F ON

Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528850

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

UNILET

Sound di Vision

demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Free Parking
Open 10-4 every Sunday

* Six

*
*
*
*

W ould

IIRIGHTON•S LEADING MI -FI WHOP

you like to hear more',

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, R6ark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

PROJ ECTS

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

11-1EAIDIISIPLIEY
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66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978
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for the midlands
3Hi - Fi Studios

01922 493499
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Department

Home Trials

Home Cinema Theatre

Mail order available

M
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- THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
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Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from

T-31\1)/\

Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00

lee•J•••

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS

363 HAGLEY ROAD.

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

APR 0°0Written details on request

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE.

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

Licensed Credit Broker.

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 81

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS. 873 STD

VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL 01384 444184 FAX 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, PAX: 0121 354 1933
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specialist gusra
FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Air Tight ATM- Isalve power me ( 1,000; Moth Record Cleaning machine Itit £ 0;
Gamma Space reference (0,000) ERA Preamp (0,000) Epoch speakers (,( 1,500) complete Gamma System only £2,200 tel: 0181 672 4319 (111070)
Alchemist Forseti pre-amp and two power amps + PSU, can be ledge 450 WPC RMS
or bi-amped 150 mans x4, balanced comedies, mint boxed, manuals, bargain (£ 3,500)
£1,800 tel: 0181 597 4154 (111068)
Apogee Stages (795; Quad 34 preamp ( 195 AR FAudio concerto (625; 50u: PC
Arneson DC300A 200 WPC £450, all one, tel: 0113 229 7524 if out please leave mesage
Imill ring sou back ) H1116)
Apogee Stages, excellent condition ( 1,300; Mirage 595s excelknt condition, £ 350 tel:
01604 766124 ( H1150(
Aram Alpha 7Int, amp new, boxed ( 195ono; Two Pans Audioquest ruby 12 metre
cables (45ono; Each pair, Michell Argo HR, Michell I.S.O. HR both uith Hera P.S.0
(975ono tel: 0181 852 8993 ! H1134)
Audio Alchemy DTI plus (Jitter) boxed hardly used, f(260) £ 0Half metre digital interconnects Kontak link 505 and Trichord £25 each tel: 01908 566392 (Milton Keynes)
(H1149)
Audio Research ISIS promo remote, (2,250; Audio Research Classic 60 power amps
(1,350:Theta Data Basic ILA CDTranspet ( 1,450; all boxed sixth manuals. tel: 0171 237
5475 ( 111128)
Audio Research preamp SP-9MKI mint (650;AV.AVEED: Nakamichi Dragon, must he
must, AVANTED: Sony TA-NRI monobloc,. power amhfiers, must be mint, WANTED:
801 MKS loudspeakers, el: Tony, 01229 833168 or 0966 413086 (111023)
Audio Research SP 10 plus 54100 rnonoblocks uith black matching fronts (M100's have
100 hours aso since Absolute Sounds re-valve) (4,350; Rain B77 2channel R-R tape
deck, unused sell remote control plus 20 reel's of tape £650 tel: 0181 395 5178 ( Surrey)
(111022)
Audio Research SPI4 black prcamp, hybrid swth superb phono stage and many fadlities,
sounds wonderful, mint, owned from new, happy to emonstrate. ( 1,395mno, tel: 01264
790675 nes ansaphonc ( 111155)
Audio Synthesis DAC (Burr brae ugh AT&T and Coax) £750; Audio Synthesis
Transcend Transpon (AT&T and Coax) 350; Meridian 518 ( 500: Alchemist Fresa preamp ( dual mono) £ 300 tel: 01202 767315 (Hl 141)
Audio Synthesis DAC: DAX-2, balanced, HDCD, Audio Synthesis Transport,
Transcend, cost (4,000 complete, sell £ 2,750 only 3months old tel: Mike, 0181 550 3911
(H1152)
Audio Synthesis DIX with built-in passion pre, all silver and vishay (765; Heybrook
Quartets. Burr and matching stands ( 240; Pioneer A400 £85 all perfect tel: 01224 572370
after 8prn ( 111051)
Audio Synthesis DAX-11 excellent condition and sound £ 1,400 Id 01208 872316
(Bodnun, Cornwall) ( H1077)
Audio Valve Baldar 200, 140 wan per channel, salve mono blocks, brand new, unwanted
gift. lack of space forces sale, retail £ 10,000 'pen to sensible offers tel: 01606 883880
(H1110)
Beam F:cho DL7-35, Auntie mono block poser amps, new in 1997 and priced at
(330). offered us mint condition at ( 1,995:Gemnexa LX5 pro speaken, new unused pair
at ( 100; please phone or fax: 01525 384174 ( HI119)
Beard P35.2 valve amp. excellent (475 bargain pnce tel: 01474 872863 (N Kent)
(HI151"
Castle Haunch Speakers, lieu oak, mint (680ono; Musical Fidelity XA-50 mono blocs,
mint ( 395onty Musical Fidellty X-DAC, mint, (200ono [el: 01803 865406 (Dean)
(H1157)
Celestial 7000 ribbons (400; Wharfdale Harewood (200; Burmester 838 phono stage
000; Tannoy 525 ALF subuoofer (200; Meridian 203 Dac £220 tel: 0181 672 4319
(H1107)
Clem 150 amplifer, current model )(2250), mint condition, minimal ase, (1,250;
Transparent plus speaker cable, 15 feet ( 300; miser upgrading, carnage pad, lei: 353 45
876558 ( Ireland) (H1078)
Conrad Johnson Premier two preamp, mowngmagnet phono. four lines, excellent condnion, ( 4750no tel: 01978 350744 (Cluyd) ( H1112)
Conrad Johnson PVIOAL valve pre-amp. hardly used, still under warrants-, (600, Rep
Ela Speakers. rosewood, sound lovely, £200 tel: ledsinch 402064 ( H1111`)
Conradlohnson Premier six pre- preamp, all valve gam stage for tee uith low-output
moine col cartridges, vgc, ( 395ono; Sennheiser 110580 Jubilee limited ahnon headphones. superb £ 125 tel: 01264 790675 (Hl 136)
Counterpoint SA3000 pre-amps including phono stage; Counterpoint SA12 power
amplifier. both absolutely mint, boxed and sixth manuals, black finish, genuine reason for
sale £950 the pair tel: 01277 659650 (111055)
Dab Grand Coupe. fantastic two-ssay loudspeaker, fabulous finish, new in box, never used,
(kaki or highest offer gets. tel: Rickard, 00 46 I312 6589 (Sweden) ( H0997)
Englightened Audio Design ( FAD)18000 Laserdisc CD Transpon, black, superb qualin transport £ 2.495 .0500); Reolunon Audio Quannan DAC £ 1,950 (( 3,300). both
items in as new condition and sounding great, together or apart! tel: 0181 291 1744
.H1164'
Caldinnnd ST4 turntable. Technics EPC205 Cartndge, Cobra indoor FM Antenna tel:
0181 672 4319 (H1071)
High End Cable Clearout, Transparent 31usievave Reference Speaker 3feet £ 1,950
"£ 3,
500 ); Transparent Digital link 1.5metre phono-BNC ( 150 f(300); Transparent
Digital link Imam BNC-BNC £ 130 ((250); Transparent Phono Cable (Special-very
rare!!) 1.5mens (5
00 ((830); Cardas Golden Cross interconnects - 8metre ( 1,950
((3,500) 1.5 meet £500 ((900), 1metre (400 ((700); Madrigal HP interconnect 7
metre (500 (095); Madrigal Digital coax 1metre ( 150 (( 300) tel: 0181 291 1744
(H1163)
KEF 105 spears, Cambridge Audio R50's, Manticore Mantas liable, honer PD75
Reference CD Meridian 606 DAC Pioneer A-9 amp, Sony CDP502ES CD, Quad
ELS57 Electrostatics SNeckT pc E NIKIII KEF 103 102 2must clear, upgrading tel:
01992 718265 ( H1062)
KEF Reference Four loudspeakers, immaculate, unmarked condition, original packaging
and manuals, one owner from new, assena finish (2,350 (( 3,500) tel: 01204 433698
.
HI112)
Klipsch Chorus II speakers, Horn mid and trek, reflex bass, 1010B sensitivi 15" bass
hier, can demonstrate tel: 01922 477682 (111109)
Krell CD-DSP custom perspex LO £ 1,995 (.
(4,000); Krell ESA 100S (2,995 (( 5,800);
Ando, Research [SI rre-amn £650 L(1,800); all immaculate WAN1ED: Audio Synthesis
l'assitm Pro Balanced around ( 375 tel: Cardiff, 01222 759604 (H1138)
Krell EEL Line stage fully balanced preamplifier and spearne power supply unit, mint
condition with onginal packaging and manual, cost ( 4,950 soIl accept ( 1,600 tel: 01204
433698 (
H0988)
Krell KBL line stage pre amplifier, fully balanced plus separate power supply unit, immaculate condition with original packaging and manuals ( 1,650 (0,900) tel: 01204 433698
(H1113)
Krell KPS 301CD player. 14 months old, mint condinon, remote control, near used, cost
(5,500 upgrading hence priced for quick sale (2,100 tel: 01639 882292 (H1103)
Krell KSAIOOS complete with acoustIc mass damper spiked feet, 3years old, power, reliability and finesse fie ( 3,450, buyer also gets free Linn Isobarik DMS Speakers, tel:
Jonathan, 01453 885032 ( H1034)
Krell KSA8013. dark gres' and black, stunning sound, mint condition, boxed aids manual
balanced or single ended' input, £ 1,695 tel 01273 775302 (111101)
Krell MD1 Tram ( 1,750; SBP6IX DAC ( 3,150 (( 1,500);Theta Progen Ill DAC ( 1500
(£5,600); Audio Research IS5 MIDI (2,600 (.( 5,600); Garde's% Im £200, all items
mint and boxed tel 0181 882 4287 (H1160)
LFD Mistral CD Player, absolutely mint, boxed, unuanted compeonon prim, stunning
looks, excellent sound, can demo, costs ( 1,003; only (800 for quick sale, tel: Patrick, 0171
576 7192 (daytime) 0181 265 7884 (EvesWekends) ( H1133)
Linn Alas Linn Basik plus ann,AudioTecnica Cartridge ATF531C (450ono tel: 0181 852
8435 (HI105)
Linn hock Kfide (500; Active Kabers (950; Tun LK 100 (400 each; LED [SI Preamp
(500 LFD PA2 monos £800; LFD MCI (450; Soundstsie 6tier ( 120; Two Audiotech
tables ( 30 each tel: 01480351781 ( 111033)
Linn Sondck LPI2, Ekes ToneamtTrioka Cartridge, Lingo PS, 33 45rpm,Tramp online.
immaculate, minimal use, ( 1,850 or serious offer; Lain 3hmik ( 500, will demonstrate
both, original boxes, tel: 01992 504186 (Hertford) (HI125)
Lunde' 120 wan mono blocks, chromeblack pentone Triode ( 1,500:Audio Note DAC
3signature DA consents ( 1,000; Teak P700 Transport ( 500; Cogan hall speaker and
interconnect cables, tel: 01604 39835 evaung (111045)
Lumley M250, I25w cClass Amono blocks. ex demo, £4,995 (new £7,500); ROL Studio
II black, (2,750 (.(3.995 new full warranty, ROL Stentor Il ex demo £ 1,395, full warrant;
Magnum Class ASE black phono, ex demo. 3sear warranty ( 599 ( new (840): Magnum
IA 170 SE deer phono (330 (040) tel: 01992 442425 (H1145)
Magneplaner SMGA spiked stands, silver wired, upgraded seeds ( 350; .Arcam 335
DAC upgraded; Audiophile components (260; WANTED, A&R PC 77mg picket's:
XVI5 saies cartridge tel: 01209 613733 (H1123)
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Mana 3Tier stand with REF tabk top (425;Transpasent music hnk super 13m x2 £530
each Pak (‘83 9); Campaign Audio two x1
m mains cables £25 each (06) tel: 01797
253073 (ES) (H1146)
Mark lzvinson 30.5 315 CD DAC, Path warranty, C(26,000) ( 12,950; Martin Logan
CLSIIZ Arcci stands, (2,500; Kinergetics SW800 sub-uoofer Towers, X-over £2,500;
Audio Research SPIS Rev.A (2,500.V.P.I.TNT111 Dustcover (2.500 tel, 01227 770195
(H 1057)
Mark Levinson 380 pre 2,695 331 power 2995,39 CD 3,695, all only 2months old, fully
balanced and TCMOIC control, cost new £ 13500 tel: 01992 621908 or 01707 888688 Cl
Ciel XLR balanced leads available (HI117)
Matched pair Naim 135 mono power amps new style cases ( 1,525; Naim SAC 72 prefined hi-gain moving coil boards, plus magnetic and straight dru' for CD 000; Naim Hi.
Cap old tide, case ( 350 all excellent condition, tel: 01736 757721 (111056)
Meridian 200 203 Trichord clocked (695; MFidelity 133 peo MASO monoblocks ( 595;
Snell Type E, all boxed, Manticore Mantra, KEF 105, Celestion SL6; Quad 50E
monoblocks, EL557 speakers, 33 pre 303 power:valve monoblocks 22,FMI etc. tel: 01992
718265 ( Enfield) (H1142)
Meridian 566 DAC (700; 2x Audiolab 8000P Power amplifiers £475 each, Meridian
MtiOC Active Center Channel speaker700
£ all are as new, all hase boxes, manuals, leads
etc. tel: 01622 844556 ( Home), 0973 899651 ! Mobile H0986)
Meridian 601 digital pre Meridian 602 Transpon 2s Chameleon power amps . 1200W)
ATC SC3120 (walnut) Meridian CD- R Sony 511-75 t
eve Kudos stands, Siltech and
VDH cabling tel: 01895 810827 (111 118)
Meridian 605 Monoblock power amps, excellent condition, boxed, highly recommended
(MC) ( 33 Marks) ( 1,095ono; EAR Phono 834P (275ono;Orelk DA Convener ( 320ono
(MC 34-37 marks) tcl: 01903 261931 eses afire 6pm (Worthing) (
Hl 122(
Meridian System 200203 201 pre 555 poxes, all 212 Years old, perfect, boxed; Monitor
Audio 703's"chernwood, 8months old, perfect, boxed 'quality cables VHull, first etc inc
ssink belling, lot Cost ( 5,500 sell ( 2,000 tel: Brian, 01224 734012 (H100-1)
Mobile Fidelity LP all in excellent mint condition, Dean Alto speakers including stands,
excellent condition, ( 145ono; Rotel RB870 R1.-870 pre power amps, as new, (225ono tel:
01623 646543 for details (
H0972)
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE Ltudspeakers, rosewood, boxed as new. 3months old,
upgrading,What HiFi 5star award winner and Reference speaker (new (2,400) ( 1,500
tel: 0421 507842 (HI042)
Musical Fidelity 0,00 CD (423 Thorens TD160 Turntable (40; Goldring ELAV,
unused, (20; SHure ED75 uith Musonic Stylus unused (25; tel: Makolm Lee, 01274
582266 out, 2570 (office) (111124)
Naim 82 Pre ( 1,250; Pair 135s matched ( 1,650; Custom Power Supplies £ 350 each;
.Avondale Snaps (250; Audioquest Videog £35; Naim SACAS speaker cable hi-wire, 4
metre tel: Ian, 01273 325901 ( Brighton) (H1161)
Nairn Audio CD3, Nan 3R, boxed, as new, ( 1,100 may split, Tel: 0191 272 3514 evenings
ask for An )H1121(
Nairn Audio CDS CD Player, unused, boxed. genuine reason for sale ( 2,500 te1:0 I
31 336
2956 ( 111144)
Halms CDI as new, boxed, with manual, ( 1 , I
50;AEI Rosewood uith stands. (650; Rogers
Master valve amp, rebuilt £350; Pink Triangle expon light ash aids matching power supply (550 tel: 0141 533947 (111000)
Nains NAC72 plus hi-cap, boxed, mint 000 tel: 01252 663206 eves ( H1108)
Naim SBL's black, latest upgrade (950; Naim I
35's latest style, original boxes ( 1,750;
Naim SAC 52 pre-amp £2.700; Hi-Cap (400; Pink Thank Da Capo 1307 (700, all
immaculate condition uith minimal use tel 01606 882716 ( 11 1066)
Pink Triangle Anniversary Sumiko MD860 Koctsu black ( 1,250; Audio Innovations P2
(575; Martin Ligue Aenus as new, ( 1,200; Nakamichi Dragon ES.F1 mint (950ono
0151 474 4262 ( 111089)
Quad 22 11x2 GEC KT66 £495 FM and both AM Tuner designs available, KEF 1053
roseuod, mint, ( 1,200; Quad 50E32 ( 195; Goldmund Mat, clamp 000; Goldmund
Digital Interconnect (200 tel fax: 01642 649702 (111129)
Quad E1563 speakers, black, superb condition ( 1,275; Meridian component amplifier.
MC plus CD modules ( 175; Goodmans module 90 receiver, (50; JVC JI_A-10 record
deck, £20 tel: 01903 770888 Northing) (111036)
Quad ESL 63 loudspeakers, black ash uith pair of stand and deliver LAB 63 stands, as
new, ( 1,600 tel: 01444 400739 (HI159)
Quad ESL 63's brown unused following Quad reconditioning ( 1,700, including Den
stands, fully boxed, tel: 01205 724305 after 6pm ( Lincolnshire) (111064)
Quad 11's pan Celebration Power Amps, mint, boxed, simians: unused, gold plated,
Limited Editions, serious offesr. tel: Bob. 01280 850416. mobile 0831 802741 (111158)
Quad Valse Control unit, teak housing. 2Quad 22 amps; Quad FM Stereo tuners, teak
housing 20F; Quad AM short wave seer; Original warrantee cards, instruction book,
spare KT66 salves; Original Quad packing cases. offers:Therein TDI50 turntable offers
tel tax: 01222 756764 ( HI085)
REL Subwoofer QI00 with manual and needs lead (295 tel: 0191 386 2211 (HI139)
Hems B.77 tape recorder I2track 33 4x71 2t.speed vgc, brig bin and resin mic stands,
shure mico tapes-reels (475ono tel: Jon, 01225 480382 465124 (111096)
Rowland Research - Jeff Rowland Design Group Model 7power amps & Coherence preamp, last UK list believed (26,000; These are rated 400w into 811 and 135w into 211 and
are probably the best, most neutral amplifiers ever available in the world, (5,000obo gel:
01202 875 f92 or E-mail d.benumine btünemetcom (H1131)
Ruark Equinox black ash factory de-badged, excellent condition, boxed, can demonstrate,
(1.200mno tel: 01483 487863 (Woking) (
Hl 126)
Ruark Talisman ( 330 and KELVIN Labs Class A Integrated ( 190 - as ssnergimic pair
(490; ROL Sisgian active subuoofer (220; SME 309 (350; Ness' Partington 3glass shelf
equipment stand 00; all uith instructions, tools, boxes etc. tel: 01953 688112 ( HI 120)
Russ Andrews Dual mono pre amplifier (( 1,750) £650; Russ Andres modified Pioneer
CD laser player (( 1,750) (400 for full details tot 01204 413211 no offers (H1040)
SME 20A sensible offers only; Jadis JP80 (4,500ono; 2x7m Audio Research Udine
speaker cable £500, upgrading all above tel: uork, 01223 868204, home 01708 442598 ,
mobile 0411 069525 (111084)
STAX SRM-TZ headphones Energise tel: Alan, 01273 423604 (daytime) or 01273
857032 (eves) or Write 10: Box Sis 0789, HiFi News & Record Review Classifieds, Link
Home Magazines. Link House, Dingeall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA ( 111162)

IFI

Star AdaptorSRD-6/SB with Sian SR Gamma Headphones, offers around £ 300 tel
01223 324275 (111148)
Sugden AU41P power amp mint, boxed, ( 325; Mission 753 Speakers, black ash, excellent endue's, boxed, bargain (250oyno tel 01371 850665 (Essex) (H1114)
Sugden AU51 per-amp 050 (cost (995); AU51 pater amplifier £850 (cost ( 1,450);
both Mark 2models, Trio KT990 Tuner (50 (cost ( 325) tel: 01702 588216 (Southend
on Sea) (H1106)
Sugden AU51 Ttallbp0f1 (
Philips CDM9 Pro Mechanism) and AU5I DAC ( 16 Bit)
£1,500 (cost (2,700) tel. 01702 588216 Southend-on-Sca) ( HI156)
TOI Studio Monitor, walnut, stunning bass, superb sound, excellent condition,
£1,000ono (cost £2,750 new), rare oppetunity to own this superb speaker, tel: 01296
681547 day:evenings buyer collects (Aylesbury) ( HI140)
TEAC CD700 Transport, cost £ 00 sell for £600; Delta D-A, amverter PDM-I-MK2
000; both mint and must be sold together, no offers tel: 0121 553 5759 (H1137)
Them Data Basic 1lTransport hardly uscd,(1,295; Audio Research DAC1, 20-bit AT&T
850 tel: Gerry, 0181 743 7809 (L11075)
TD160S Turntable SMEII1S Ortofon VMS20E ( 150; Quad 33'303 CD phone
input, Quad FMT3 tunes (200; KEF Kit 3speakers BI 39 Bass drivers, mahogany
veneered cases, offers tel: 01883 622408 des ( Surrey) ( f1 1104)
Top Class SCUM RoltsanT3IS Anew Shiraz Tumtabk Ear 834P phono amp Conrad
Johnson PVfOAL preamp, Ear 509 MKII Posses amps, Nakamichi CR7E studio quality
catsene IMF Pro monitor .A1KIV impulsed miming world. £6,000 tel: 0191 417 5145
after tern (HI037)
Townsend Rock 1110 turntabk, Excalibur ami, LID (,(2,300) 050; Musical Fidelity
A100I Int. amp (two months old) £1,850; Mission 753 rosewood speakers (mint) £ 100
tel 0181 363 4963 (1.11147)
TranspareneBalancedMusiclink Super' Interconnect cable 1.5 metres (450 (cost £7201
hardly used tel: 0179 662547 ( H1115)
Transparent music wave plus speaker cable I
5fi Is-wired ( 525 (098); Krell KRC2 pre
amplifier (2.200 f(4,200) tel: 01797 253073 ( East Sussex) (
111091)
Unison Research Smart 845 monoblock f(2,450' few tucks use, still in box, genuine
reason for sale; Lowther Acoustas PM7A (.(475) better treble and bass than PM6A, excellent condition. Smirk 300B pair valses (( 130) 30 ¡IOW's use, boxed tel: 0131 668 3389
day rught (H1046)
Valve Amplifier 25 wan RMS using pair of 3008 output Triodes per channel, Custom
F.xhibnion amplifier. superb sound. ( Can Hear) new valves ( 1,500ono tel: 0958 727638
anytime ( H1153)
VPI TNT? new LO. mint ( 1,895; Eminent Technoke ET2 arm, excellent ( 395; Chord
SP31800 Power amplifier, excellent, bawd (975; Cartndge Man's Grado Sigruture 2
hours, boxed, £285 tel: 01747 853372 ( Dorset) (H0993)
Wadia 1
la CD Player, remote volume control, digital 10, reference performance, mint
(3.750 ((&, 500 tiew);Theta Pro-Generation 5A DAC, Stereplule Class Aperformance,
superb sound, mint, boxed £2,250 (0,800 new) tel: 01473 281957 ( H0999)
Wilson Benesch Turntable (red cherry), Wilson Bench Act Two Tonearm, Wilson
Bausch Stage One phono amp (line level fully adjustable), all boxed moth instructions,
excellent condition (new (4,500) sell £2,400
0151 348 0256 ( H1086)
Wilson Watt Puppy System 5, 0,750 (,( 17,000 new);Wadu 20 CD Transport. 25 DAC,
digital volume control; latest specification, boxed £ 5,650 ((9,500 new) no dealers dreamers tel 0374 966942 (eecrungs only) (HI021)
Win Labs Foi10 the ultimate cartridge, cats grasshoppers, owl:takes insiders. unused,
£2.000 TAS. mien available. B.E.L 1001 the best amplifier in the meld. Interesting
exchanges tinted tel fax: 01642 649702 ( H1130)
XTC-Pre Iline level preamp, Class Adesign, remote control, gloss black, 5months old,
light use, mandlous performance, cost £1.250 sell (750ono tel 01634 365153 (NN'
Kent) ( H1127)
Zeta Vdh tonearm on Lann armboard with re-tipped Koetsu, red signature, unused since
re-tip (650; Audio Synthesis Passion 8m preamp, 6months old, (995 tel: 0118 961 1918
(HI143)

FORSAILE/TRADE
M.I.T Cables exdom at trade pnces. N11175, ,
25' mint, boxed, up ( 1,650
L(1,150); M1350 Temunator Probe Twm 1,11.inscd lead. 20' rep £ 1,995 (( 1,495) both
items arc of reference quality and can demonstrate tel, Eduard Marlow, 01628 440873
(HI 151)
Naim tii-amped system: six 135 amps. latest spec, hut older cases
£1,325 pair: SNAXO with hi-cap I:695: Linn PMS speakers with stands
£395: NAC speaker cable in 5m runs, pond condition, boxes etc. Krell
KPS 30 CD player. 15 months old. immaculate. only £ 2.895 tel: 01225
874728

WANTED
A pair of B&W 801 monitors, finish not imponant. but must be in good condition, tel:
01296 415826 (evenings) (H1083)
Copland CTA401; YlIA Integrated; conrad-ghnson PV-5, MV- 50; Quick Silver Amps;
The Head MC transformers; LID MCI phono stage:Vendetta Research phono stage; vdH
or Garrott Decca tel: 0181 883 5618 or unte to Box No 0786, Ut- Fi Ness Classifieds,
Link House Magazines, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA
(110983)
QED Digit tunted, tel: John Graham, 01763 272707 (HI155)
Reggae SEA rocksteady mots and Dub Records, 7", 12" and LK 1960 to 1982, any condition. am: quantity, Michael, 5 Foxbush. Hildenborough, Kent, TNI 19111, 01732
832452 ( 111026)
Spares from private or trade source including replacement or upgrades for Philips CD100
circa 1983 - could be IC's or boards etc, blow the dust off those boxes! tel: Steve, 0976
964004

(Gloucester) ( H1092)

IPRIVATIII AIDVERTISENIIENT ORDER FOR?A
Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30-word Insertion for one Issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note' telephone or product reference numbers count as one word leg Ploneet 4400 _ two
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iFOR SALE

G WANTED

Box number required

7Jy.a

for

mallow' under the heading:

ono.

Cheque I
postal order enclosed lea

Adder.
(
pounds sterling) made payable ie Link House Magazines plu.

OR Please charge my Access Wise IDinen ¡Ames' Cord Number
Daytime telephone number

Expires (date)
Pkase inchcate which

Signature
'No teunbursements will he due hat cancellation of subsequent insertions

Cut out your adverthement (or photocopy) and
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WANTED

TOP QUALITY HI-FI

COMMISSION
SALES

Classic or Modern - all
types urgently required

No more 'Hassle' or
'Haggling' to deal with

•

f

PART
EXCHANGE
For the Very Best in
New or Used HiFi

THE FINEST SELECTIO
11141 IN THE COUNTR
TURNTABLES / ARMS
Basis Gold Vacuum
+Air Tangent 2B
£12,990
Dual CS505
Grado tonearm
Linn LP12 ( At r) Zeta
Linn LP12 Basik/LVX/A&R £ 1400
Linn LP12 Basik Plus
£ 1400
Linn LP12 ( Black) Basik+/K9 £ 1600
Linn LP12 + Lingo/Ekos/ Dynavector
Karat 1700Mk2
£ 3699
Manticore Mantra / Magician
+ MBP6 pwr sup / Oil MC3000
Michell Gyro Power PSU
Revolver / Helius Scorpion / P77
Voyd 0.5 ( Inc Reference
external power supply £3000

CARTRIDGES
Decca Gold ( Garrotted - little used)
Koetsu Urushi
£ 1990
Lyra Parnasus

£7998
£80
£498
£795
£595
£595
£695
£2198
£998
£165
£249
£1498
£195
£998
£P0A

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
Alchemist Kraken Pre
A&R A60 Integrated
Arcam Delta 90 ( Int)
Arcam Delta 110/120 ( Pre/Pow)
Audiolab 8000S
Audiolab 8000C Pre
Audiolab 8000P Power
Audiolab 80000 Pre
Audio Research 0200 200 wpc
Aura Evolution
Aura SE- X ( Integrated)
AVI S2000 M1 Integrated
AVI S2000 MP Pre
BGW 202 ( Control/Pre)
Bryston 2B Power amp
Classe Audio Thirty Pre

£395

£238
£75
£500
£268
£550
£700
£528
£500
£298
£800
£498
£1099 £897
£3250
£1997
£195
£250
£178
£999
£648
£799
£498
£275
£428
£630
£1320
£695

C J Sonographe FET ( Pre) £ 1250
£495
Fabulous Conrad Johnson sonic qualities
with solid state reliability, at a budget price!
Counterpoint Solid 1Pwr
£1495
Cyrus 1
Cyrus 2 + PSX
DPA 200S Pre/Power
£1250
DPA 50S Power
£1500
DPA Renaissance Int
£595
DPA Renaissance Intgrtd
£595
DPA DSP200 Line Pre
£499
DNM Pre Series 2
£900
DNM PA1 Power
£1800
Dynaco ST120 ( Classic circa 76)
EAR 834P Head Amp
£500
ElectroCompaniet
Anniversary Pwr
£4000
Exposure VIII Power
Finestra EC ( Inc mains filter)

£845
£165
£415
£745
£695
£477
£477
£397
£528
£1168
£328
£350
£1198
£250
£795

FOR NEW HI-FI
Interested in the highest quality
NEW hi-fi? Then please call our main
store - The HiFi Company - on
(01 733) 341755

Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr
Jeff Rowland
Consumate Pre
Krell KSA100S

£1425 £795
£5500
£2198
£5843 £3497

As officially authorised KRELL main dealers
we are able to offer full service back-up on
any of these incomparable components
Krel KBL Line Stage £4998 £ 1798
Krel KSA150 Power
£4998 £ 1998
Krel Ref KRSBP(6 comp balanced pre) £3995
Krel KPE Phono stage
£P0A
Krel MDA300 Monoblocks ( Pair) £ 11.982
£5998
Krel KAS2 Monoblocks ( Pair) £20,000 £10998
Lecson AC1/AP1 ( Circa 1975)
£295
LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr) £3800 £ 1798
LFD LS2/PA1 ( Pre/Pwr) £2600 £ 1198
Linn LK100 Power Amp
£650 £418
Mark Levinson No.28 Pre
+ PLS 228 PSU + No.29 Pwr £6500 £4098
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC £ 1750
£794
Musica Fidelity P173 Pre £ 730
£478
£250
Musica Fidelity P140 Pwr £600
Musica Fidelity The Pre-Amp 2a + PSU
£175
Musica Fidelity P270 Power £ 1399
£728
Musica Fidelity P270/2 Power £ 1500
£878
Musica Fidelity E200 Pre/E300 pwr £ 1500
£898
Naim Nail 3
£550
£358
Naim 92 / Flat Cap / 90
£ 1252
£998
Nairn 42 Pre
£195
Naim 72
NAIM £725
£528
Naim 180 Power
siWAYS £ 1095
£698
Naim 160 ( Old style)
£495
Naim 250 ( Old Style) £ 1655
£795
Naim 250 ( Late)
£ 1655
£1148
Naim 135 Mono's ( Late) £3330
£2245
Naim Hi-Cap ( Late)
£700
£495
Nakamichi 600 Pwr
£290
NVA AP30 ( Integrated) £350
£228
NVA A60 Power amps
(Two available) £430
£280
OCM 500 Power amp
£2750
£1098
Onkyo A809- R1Integrated
£195
PS Audio TwoC power amps X 2
£595
PS Audio Elite Integrated
£398
Quad 66 Pre- amp
£498
Quad 44 Pre- amps. A choice from
£265
Quad 34 Pre- amp
£400
£220
Quad 405 Power-amps. A choice from
£ 195
Quad 606 Power-amp
£495
Quad 77 Integrated + Remote £900
£594
Quad items constantly changing and always
sought for cash - please call.
QED Systemline
Kit + Modifications
Rappaport Pre 2 ( Pre)
Roksan L2 Pre + PSU
Sugden A48 ( Circa 1976)

£3000 £ 1897
£295
£1100 £758
£98

Sumo Athena ( Pre) & 9 ( Pwr) Class A 0
Thorens TTP2000 Mk1 Pre £499
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr ( 35w) £599
Technics SU VX820
£450
YBA 2 ( Pre)
£ 1700

£795
£397
£477
£295
£878

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
A PRIZE WINNING BARGAIN
Arion Electra Integrated £ 1400
£875
Very highly regarded valve amplifier, which our
customer won in acompetition. It's not
appropriate for his system - so a real bargain!
Art Audio Quintet ( Monos)
£2000
Art Audio Conductor ( Pre)
£700
Art Audio VPL ( Pre)
£750
Audio Alchemy
Vac- In-The- Box Phono/Pre
£249
Audio Innovations 1st Audio
(7.5watt heated triode) £ 1700
Audio Innovations 300 Int £500
Audio Innovations 4 Pre £369
Audion Silver Knight
Anniversary Monoblocks £3400
Audion Silver Knight
Integrated 300B
£ 1125
Audio Note P3 ( 300B Power)
Audio Research BLI Cnvtr £888
Audio Research V70 Pwr £4480
Audio Research LS5/1 Line Pre £5295
Audio Sterling Integrated £595
Avantic SPA II Vintage valves
Chord SPM1200 ( Power Amp) £3500
Copland CSA14 ( Hybrid Int) £ 1200

£998
£428
£498
£197
£695
£278
£247
£2697
£897
£1298
£587
£2487
£2997
£428
£ 188
£ 1798
£828

SPRING CLEAN TIME - SO SOME OF OUR BEST
LOVED EX- DEMONSTRATION MODELS CAN GO
Chord SPM1000B
Balance Power
£2785
£1797
Chord SPM1200B
Balance Power
£3525
£2327
Chord CPA2800B
£1997
Line Stage Pre
£3246
Obviously they've been used - so there's afull
warranty with every item - and what bargains!
Counterpoint SA20 Pwr
Graaf 5050 Power
Graaf WFB 2 Pre
Golden Tube Audio 5150
Gordon Welford (
Pre)
Hand made/Hard Wired

£3000
£2150
£1195
£1000

£1398
£1657
£897
£695
£448

Grant G100 MC / Pre / Pwr £2200
£998
Big physical presence and a mighty sound to
match - could these be a poor mans Unisons?
Papworth Audio 1000M Monos £3600
£2600
PM Components MPL1 Pre plus
2 xMp211 Power amps £5000 £2507
Unison Mystery One
£P0A
Unison 845 Monoblocks
£P0A

ARCAM • AUDION • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO RESEARCH
B & W • CASTLE • CHORD • COPLAND • CYRUS
DENON • EPOS • GRAAF • HARBETH • KEF • KRELL
LEXICON • MAGNAPAN • MARANTZ
MARTIN LOGAN • MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAIM
PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER • QUAD • SME
SONUS FABER • TEAC • TECHNICS • UNISON
WILSON • WILSON BENESCH • YAMAHA

FULL
WARRANTY
With all purchases

BUY BACK
PROMISE

FULL P/X ALLOWANCE
on '60 Day' up-grades!

(Unless otherwise stated)

IT'S YOURS
TOMORROW!
Credit Card Purchases
Delivered Next Day

OF PREVIOUSLY OWNED
THAT'S GUARANTEED!
CD PLAYERS / DACS
Arcam Delta 270CD
£800
Audio Alchemy Drive System 3
£ 1950
4 Box CD Player
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£695
Audio Alchemy DACMAN £ 149
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN—BOX £229
Audio Alchemy ACD2 Plyr £490
Audiolab 8000CDM Tms
£ 1399
Audiolab 80000 Rev
£899
AVI S2000MC
£999
Copland CDA288
£ 1997
DPA Renaissance DAC
£569
DPA Renaissance CD Plyr £950
Kinshaw Overture DAC
£9900
Krell SBP64X DAC
£7990
Krell MD10 (Transport)
£1750
Linn Karik
Marantz CD11
£2000
£500
Marantz CD63KI Signature

£447
£1098
£498
£117
£177
£397
£1097
£697
£698
£1398
£395
£647
£195
£1298
£2498
£848
£898
£298

Meridian 602/606Trans/DAC £3350
£1498
Meridian 602
£ 1750
£618
Meridian 207 CD/Pre £ 1400
£548
Meridian 508 CD 18 Bit £ 1655
£895
We've been Meridian dealers since they
began in business. We also stock their full
range of hi-fi and audio-visual components.
£2299
Micromega Duo (2 box )
Micromega Stage 6
£950
Micromega Stage 4 CD
£600
Micromega Stage 5 CD
£750
£950
Micromega Stage 6 CD
£250
Mission PCMII
£245
Monarchy DIP Jitterbuster
Musical Fidelity Digilog
MusicWave Trans/DAC £4200
Parasound DAC-1000 £795
Pink Triangle DeCapo DAC
+ DC PSU
£3000
Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC £900
Pioneer PDM900 ( Multi) £600
Proceed PT2/PD2 Trans/DAC £4500
PS Audio UltraLink 2 DAC £2200
OED Digit Reference £450
Teac P700 Trans + Opt Remote £900
Theta TLC Jitter Buster £229
f3Trichord Pulsar 1
£ 1195
Wadia 2000 ( Trans/DAC) £ 15,000

£1198
£625
£397
£597
£747
£150
£197
£195
£1998
£528
£1998
£568
£298
£2898
£1348
£284
£645
£177
£847
£5998

TAPE DECKS / TUNERS
Avantic BM611 Valve Tuner
Circa 1960 ( no decoder)
Cambridge T55 Tuner ( Black)
Creek T40
DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
Linn Kremlin Tuner
Marantz SD55 3 hd / 2 mtr
Meridian 204 Tuner

£148
£78
£199
£125
£250
£148
£2600
£1548
£400 £ 195
£750
£428

RE VOX - TEAC - TASCAM - ETC
Amateur use studio and semi-pro quality
tape decks always wanted. Please call.
£1500
Nakamichi CR7A
Nakamichi 1000ZXL
Pioneer CT7OR 3 head ( Silver)
£???
Picineer D-07 DAT Recorder
Revox B77 MK2
£2200
£900
Roksan DP- 1Transport
Sequerra Reference
£5973
Sony DAT DTC77ES
Sony TCK 611S
£330
Yamaha TC800D Classic Cassette Deck
Yamaha T-09 Tuner
£ 150

£1208
£1898
£150
£???
£998
£528
£3498
£P0A
£218
£235
£90

Acoustic Energy AE2 + Stands £ 1800
Apogee Caliper Signature £4000
Apogee Diva Grigio/Perla £ 12,980
ATC SCM 50A
£6600
(Piano black/Active)
£995
Castle Harlech ( Ex-dem/Yew)
B&W THX System
£4975
£1200
Castle Howard Mk2

£898
£1508
£6998

LOUDSPEAKERS

£3498
£879
£2977
£947

Dali 104MS Special Edit £650
£418
Efficient, specially re-wired, and aworthy
match for high quality low power valve amps
DCM Time Windows
£395
One time state-of-the-art speakers which simply
weren't publicised enough. Compatible with a
wide range of amps ... and they look nice too!
Epos ES14 Black
Equation Zero ( Blk)
Harbeth HL3 Teak
Harbeth HL4 + Stands
Harbeth HL Compact 7
Harbeth HL K6
Harbeth HL5 Teak

£900

£575
£298
£1000 £ 398
£1000 £398
£1499
£1197
£1049 £847
£798

PA MASTER BLASTERS
JBL M Series M330 PA Speakers
£895
Pubs, clubs, quality disco's - could this be the
BIG BAD BASS SOUND you've gotta have?
Make it happen at your place!
£650
Heybrook Quartets
KEF 103/4 ( Black)
£1200
£1495
KEF 104/2 ( Teak)
KEF Ref Model 1Blk
£ 1199
Klpsch Heresy 11 ( Black)
Lentek Monitors
Linn Isobarik Passive ( Blk)
Linn Kaber ( Marked) £2000
Linn Sara + Stands
Meridian D600 Active (Teak) £3500
Meridian DSP 5000 Active ( Rwd)£3495

£398
£595
£595
£997
£754
£300
£950
£898
£375
£1698
£2495

Meridian M2500 Active Sub
Mission 753 ( Rosewood)
Mission 75C Centre ( Black)
Mission 754F
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak)

£1595
£900
£250
£1498
£395

Prawel Acoustics Ensemble (Teak)

£1297
£545
£180
£997
£248

£ 1398

Unbelievable performance from agenuine
bookshelf size speaker. Swiss precision and
desirability at less than half price!
Monitor Audio 852 Gold Teak £500
Musical Fidelity MC2
Note Perfect Virtuoso £2750
Note Perfect Concert £2450
Pink Triangle Ventrical £896
Polk Audio FDA-SRS 1.2TL signtre £ 3400
Quad ESL63 Afro/black £ 3450
£200
Rega Kites
£450
Rega ELA
£600
Rogers Studio 3
£799
Rogers LS3/5a ( Black)
£549
Rogers AB1 Sub
£900
Roksan Ojan 3 ( Black)
£559
Ruark Templar 2
Sonus Faber
£3293
Electa Amator Mk1
Spendor BC1
Spendor BCIII (Teak)
£1195
Spendor SP2/3

£269
£195
£1497
£1297
£597
£1498
£1997
£128
£268
£388
£398
£348
£548
£295
£2497
£238
£395
£775

CONTEMPORARY CLASSIC
Tannoy GRF Memory

£4000

£2200

Fantastic recreation ( c1991) of an original
G.R.Fountain design which produces music
on a grand scale for a large room and with
both the subtlety and dynamic impact you
would expect from the doyen of high
efficiency, studio quality loudspeakers.
Tangent RS2 + Stands £400
Tannoy Devon ( 12" drivers) £795
TDL Studio 1
£800
Wilson Watt 3 + Puppy 2 ( Black)£13,300

£225
£298
£475
£4998

THE ISOBARIK IS DEAD - LONG LIVE THE WITT
Wilson Witt Mkl
£ 8888 £ 6887
Several fans of the Isobarik' sound have
upgraded to these effortless transducers.
So nice - we play them for ourselves!
This is our Ex-Dem pair, well run in and, at
nearly £4,000 less than a new pair of Mark 2's,
we think the law of diminishing returns works
in your favour for a pleasant change.
And remember, INTEREST FREE CREDIT
and PART EXCHANGE makes it so easy!

TRADING STATION

35 COWGATE PETERBOROUGH

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141

ESTABLISHED 19741

for sale trade
THE EMPORIUM

Sounds Perfection

28 ST NICHOLAS ST. HISS, NORFOLK IP22 3LB
TEL/FAX 01379 650744
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ALCHEMIST * ATACAMA SUPPORTS * AUDIO NOTE
AUDIO ANALYSLS * AUDIOQUEST CABLES * AUDIO SPECTRUM,
BOSTON ACOUSTICS * CABLE TALK TM ELEMENTAL AUDIO SUPPORTS
HENLEY DESIGNS * KELLY * MICHELL * MONITOR AUDIO
MUSICAL FIDELITY • MYRYAD PRODUCTS * ORTOFON * PARASOUND
PHILOSOPHY CABLES * PROJEKT STANDS * PROJECT
REL ACOUSTICS * S.M.E. * SONIC FRONTIERS • SONIC LINK
STANDS UNIQUE * TARGET TM TEAC
TRIANGLE SPEAKERS • TRICHORD * VOYD TURNTABLES.
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THE SOUTHWEST PREMIER DEALER
We stock awide range of products from some exclusive manufacturers worldwide.
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COMMUNICATIONS

£895

£ 1350.... £ 795

AUDIO NOTE M2 PRE-AMP BOXED EX COND

£995

AUDIO ANALYSIS LATEST SPEC FULL RANGE RIBBON
SPEAKERS BOXED MINT ( NOT RUN IN)

£495
•

£4995... £ 295

J.R.T. SPEAKERS WITH STANDS MINT BOXED

£815

EPOS ESI4 WITH STANDS

£425

£700+. . £ 325

LOWTHER PM6 SPEAKERS

£125

SUGDEN CLASS A AMPLIFIER VGC WOOD CASEWORK

£ 175

FOR FRIENDLY ADVICE AND HOME SERVICE CONTACT NIGEL
7DAYS A WEEK 8.00am - 10.00pm
01326 221372
MOBILE 0498 554357

ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

Contact

£1135

AUDIOLAB CDM TRANSPORT MINT BOXED

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR
WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER

SALE

£ 59950.. £ 19955

WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS
....Build your own loudspeakers and save money
whilst improving on the sound quality of units
sold in your local Hi Fi centre.

PR
marketing
design

We offer aselection of easy to build, high quality kit loudspeakers to suit
everybody's price range. Including these two recently launched new
designs
CS35A Monitor Kit - Based on the famous BBC designed monitor, this
very compact loudspeaker gives precise, accurate sound reproduction and
is adelight to listen to. It is ideal for small rooms and can he bookshelf
mounted.
£250 including fully machined flat pack mdf cabinet
Mini AV Speaker System - Comprising of aCentre Channel. 4Surround

I
PR Award Winners 1997

Speakers and aSub Woofer. This system is so unobtrusive that it would
not be overpowering in any size of room, the surround speakers are only
190mm high. l(X)mm wide and 100mm deep.
Only £350 for complete kit
CASTLE SEVERN 2 - We have apair of ex. demonstration Severn 2
loudspeakers finished in walnut, these usually retail at £670
Reduced for quick sale £480 pair

01732 780 364
contactPR@btinternet.com

Phone for our free DI 1 lotidspe.iker catalogue

WilmslowVAudio
50 Main Street. Broughton Astley. Leicester. LE9 6RD

Po Box 117 Sevenoaks Kent England TN15 6ZY

Tel: 01455 286603

Fax: 01455 286605

Email:wilmslow.audio@dial.pipex.com
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CONNECT

OMEGA Electronic Equipment ( Europe) Ltd, New Road Business Estate, Ditton, Maidstone, Kent, ME20 6AF

Tel: 01732 848268 (7 Lines)

Fax: 01732 848289

• 4 Evaluation Suites.

• Easy Access M20/M25/M2&A2.

• 8.30am to 6.00pm Mon - Fri.

• Home Evaluation.

e Ample FREE On- Site Parking.

• 10.00am to 4.00pm Sat.

• Evening Appointments.

• World Wide Mail Order.

• Demonstrations by Appointment.

Audio Analogue, Bose, BCD Engineering,
Diapason, DPA, Ergo, Goertz,
Graaf, Helios, JBL, Kelly, Monrio,
Musical Fidelity, Opera, Partington,
Precious Metals, Sonic Frontiers,
SonicLink, Sonneteer. Townshend, V.I.P, Unison.
Musical Fidelity

Sonic Frontiers
Anthem CD1

NEW PRODUCTS!!

X- Series

DPA— Renaissance, Enlightenment & Reference
Audio Analogue Paganini CD — SOON!!
Bose— Stunning Lifestyle & Speaker Systems
Kelly — KT2 Loudspeakers
Helios — C.D. Players
Musical Fidelity — X- A200 & X- Al Amps
Opera — Platea Loudspeakers
Audio Analogue
& Opera

V.I.P. — Turntables and Cleaning machines

Townshend
Sink Stand

o
-A

[3)

Es
Partington
A7-60 Stands

Loudspeaker
Sonneteer

& Interconnects

Byron CD
"...top-notch systems will benefit from
Sonic Link's fabulous Vermillion..."

SC)1\11-- LINK
Itil•ke the World'. Finest Hilt Cables
From Th• Highest Outbids Material.

DPA
Renaissance CD

Better sound through research.

_Audio Note _Kit Amplifiers
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The Audio Note Kit One (
Illustrated)

The Audio Note Kit Two

Based around the justly famous 3008 directly heated triode, we see this kit as the
introduction to real Audio Amplification, as it covers all the important aspects of

Kit Two features a single 6550 tetrode running in Single-Ended mode, yielding some

design necessary, Single Ended, NoFeedback, Class A, Directly Heated Triode,
to become a member of this exclusive club of amplifiers.

and 6SN7GT input and 12AX7/ECC83 SRPP driver stage, componentry and chassis
as Kit One.

Kit One has one 300B per channel running at 420 volts with 75mA current giving

Kit Two costs £599 incl. VAT, includes valves, but riot postage/packing.

12 watts of pure Class A. With a valve rectified HT for the output stage, stereo chassis,

KIT TWO

8-9 watts of the cleanest power you will ever hear, the input stage consists of
a 6SN7GT with a 5687 double triode driver stage running in SRPP. The power supply

ORDER

CODE:

AN- KIT- 002

is capacitor-choke-capacitor configuration with a 5U4G HT rectifier, the 3008's have
a DC filament supply for humfree operation whilst the other valves are AC heated.

The Audio Note Kit Three

Component quality is similar to our Level 2 finished products, Audio Note paper in oil

Kit Three features 2x3008's per channel running in single-ended parallel yielding
16/17 watts in pure Class A. This kit is on two mono chassis with va.ve rectified HT

signal capacitors. Beyschlag 1wall 1% metal film resistors, good quality elecholytics
(sorry NO Black Gates!) and a simple, attractive
stereo chassis in black paintwork. We have
several component and cosmetic
upgrades available for Kit One,
please ask for details.

supplies, no signal feedback, it uses a 6SN7GT double triode as input valve and
a pair of 5687 double triodes running in SRPP as drivers. The Kit Three is essentially
a mono version of the Kit One with double the power, the same component choices
and on two chassis' instead of one.
The Kit Three costs £ 1,550 incl. VAT but excluding delivery.
KIT THREE

ORDER

CODE:

AN- KIT- 003

The Audio Note Kit Four
The Kit Four is really our introduction to valve amplifier kit building, the circuit and
power supply being mounted on a single printed circuit board. The high-quality pushpull output and mains transformers are all mounted in a small aluminium chassis
covering everything so nobody will be able to see that you have succumb to the lure
of the valve amplifier which is sweeping the world. The circuit conssts of two 6V6GT
tehodes running in Push- Pull class A, yielding about 10 watts, driven by a 6SN7GT and

The Kit One
has recently
been
awarded the
title "The
Greatest Audio
Bargain of the

a 12AX7/ECC83 input stage. Easy to build, even for the beginner. Visually Kit Four
matches the Audio Note Pre-amplifier shown here but with a single chrome-plated
volume control. As with all Audio Note kits everything (except solder) is included.
The Kit Four costs: £299 incl. VAT but not delivery.
KIT

FOUR

ORDER

CODE

AN- KIT- 004

Twentieth Century"
by Dick Olsher
(ex-Stereophile) in a review on
the Internet - this is just one of
many rave reviews, copies of
which we can supply on request.
Price: £ 799 incl. VAT,
which includes ALL parts & valves
(yes, also the 2 x 300B's needed)
but not postage/packing which
to UK customers is £ 12.
KIT ONE

ORDER CODE:

AN- KIT- 001

Audio Note is happy to provide a wide range of complete kits, output and mains
transformers, chokes, paper in oil, aluminium, tin, copper or silver foil signal
capacitors, Black Gate, Cerafine or standard electrolytic capacitors, tantalum,
carbon and metal film resistors, silver wires, interstage and driver transformers,
switches, balance controls, potentiometers, attenuators, chassis's and fittings for the
quality oriented Direr, whether you are a beginner or hardened experimenter, male
or female, we have the best (
and not always most expensive) parts for most projects.

Audio Note Loudspeaker Drivers & Kits
We shall be offering the speaker drivers that we use in our own loudspeakers for general
sale from now on. You can by the drivers individually or together with matched and
tested cross-overs, cabinet drawings and reflex ports.

Audio Note Circuits, Valvedata & Basic Technical Information
If you would like some suggestions which to base a future project around, then we shall
be happy to provide you with a circuit pack containing good circuits like ONGAKU,
KEGON/KASSAL NEIRO, GAKU-ON plus several other power amplifier circuits and the
M7Tube & M10 pre-amplifiers, which are the best sounding pre-amplifier circuits we
have come across.

Audio Note Driver, Interstage & Pre Amplifier Output Transformers
Here is a product group that you do not see advertised every day! As usual we start
small with the intention to grow quickly.

Audio Note Paper In Oil Signal Capacitors
These handmade signal capacitors are sonically superior to any of the plastic or other
paper types we have come across. If you have never experienced the difference that
a really good paper/oil capacitor can make in a valve amplifier, then you really
should try.

Audio Note Paper In Oil Tin Foil Signal Capacitors
The tin foil is better than alu-foil for most applications, we recommend you try them!

Audio Note Paper In Oil Copper & Silver Foil Signal Capacitors
These copperfoil paper signal capacitors are coisiderabh/ better than both the
standard offerings and the tin foils. To start with there will be a few vcdues / voltages of
each available and we shall expend as fast as we can to cover all the popular values.

Audio Note Acid & Chloride Free Silver Solder
The best solder available, used in all our amplifiers from OTO to the mighty GAKU-ON.

Audio Note Cables & Wires
Audio Note manufacture a range of high quality copper and silver coax, speaker and
wiring cables, which, depending on the overall price of the project, will do justice to
any hifi system, regardless of price. Please call for prices and details.

Audio Note High Quality Stepped Attenuators & Switches
These handmade attenuators and switches are manufactured by a fiend of
Mr Kondo of Audio Note. They are the best you can buy.

Audio Note Quality Output Transformers
We are in the process of building up four separate ranges of Audio Note output
transformers, in order to offer the best possible outputs at different pricepoints, they will
fall into four categories.
Economy range Selected to ensure quality audio in a price efficient package,
Mid-price range Top quality with specially selected components.
High Quality range Double Ccore outputs for single-ended circuits exclusively.

Audio Note High Quality Valve Bases
All of our valve bases are of the highest possible quality materials. Ceramic, Teflon
and gold and silver plated. If you want the best look no further - they are the uttimatel

Audio Note Resistors
Audio Note endeavour to stock the entire El2 range of all the different makes of
resistor, since most are used in our products stock is generally available within four weeks.

Super High Quality range All-silver wired outputs of the best possible quality.

BEYSCHLAG - HOLCO - SHINKOH Tantalum Film Resistors

Audio Note offer a design, prototyping and production service, where we can supply
for almost any requirement. Please telephone for details.

AUDIO NOTE 1/2 Watt Tantalum Resistors

Audio Note Mains Transformers
Available for most popular designs. We shall continue to expand the range as
opportunities become available.

AUDIO NOTE 1Watt Tantalum Resistors
AUDIO NOTE 2Watt 1% Tantalum Resistors
AUDIO NOTE Precision Carbon Film Resistors
ALLEN BRADLEY 1Watt 5% Carbon Film Resistors

Components

& Valves

7-7-7 IV,
The Audio Note Pre-Amplifier Kit

(
illustrated)

The Audio Note AV300BSL

(
illustrated)

A complete kit loosely based on the Audio Note

Audio Note is proud and happy to announce a joint venture with Mr Alesa Vaic of

M7Tube pre-amplifier circuit is now

AWT in the Czech Republic, under the agreement reached Alesa Vaic's company will

available. The moving-magnet

be making a range of directly heated triodes for small signal, driver and output stages

compatible phono stage

exclusively for Audio Note. This will with time allow

consists of a cascade

us to explore hitherto uncharted territory in the

input, with passive RIM

field of Single-Ended Audio Amplifier

equalisation and anode-

design, by putting us in a position

follower output using the

to design and manufacture

12AX7/ECC83. Line buffer/

triodes specifically for a given

amplification for the four line

purpose, something which has

inputs consists of an ECC82

not been within our reach in the

configured in parallel anode-

past, where we have always had

follower mode. For the power supply a

to settle for the best amplifying

valve rectifier and choke-input filtering

devices available, but which

are employed. All circuitry is housed in

good as many of them are, were

a non-magnetic aluminium chassis

generally made for other purposes.

gNing the very best sound quality.

Initially, we will only have a Super Linear

Both phono and line stages are built on

version of the 300B available, dubbed the

'track-less' pcbs allowing easy construction

Audio Note AV300B SL it will be available in

but with the sonic benefits of hard-wiring.
The standard-quality version of the preamp kit includes Roederstein polyester
film capacitors, Beyschlag 1watt 1%
metal film resistors, Noble open-frame
style potentiometers and all pcbs, valves,
wire etc. Various component upgrades
are available, details upon request.
Cost of The Pre-Amplifier Kit is: £349
incl. VAT but not delivery.

limited numbered samples at US $ 425 each
either single or in matched pairs. We will follow this
fairly quickly by a new very powerful power triode, the
Audio Note AV62B SL with 120 watt dissipation for about 40 watt Class A in singleended configuration, the most powerful and linear power triode available, at an
expected price of US $ 750 each, it will help advance the case for SE operation
despite the deplorable inefficiency of most modern loudspeakers!!

Audio Note Selected Audio Valves
Our valves are selected from the best available sources and are tested to the same
stringent standards that we apply in the production of our own amplifiers. They fall into
two categories, standard production items and rare, mostly NOS (
New Old Stock)
valves which are no longer in production. We have compiled a spetial list of the NOS

Audio Note Black Gate Electron Transfer, High Performance,
Graphite Foil Capacitors

items, which is available against a stamped self addressed envelope, if you live
outside the UK, send US $ 2. You should be aware that the valves on this list are NOT
cheap, but we have stock of original GE, RCA and United Electronics 211, both

Audio Note is currently the sole source in Europe that holds any significant range of

standard versions and reinforced anode type for the US airforce, 845 Westinghouse,

values in stock, we use literally 1000's in production, as we were the first company to
realise the tremendous benefits that Black Gate capacitors offer, and we are to date

VT25/10/10Y, Vr62/801A, WE300B, STC4300A, Mullard GZ34/CV1377, Tungsol 5U4G

the only high-end audio company in the world to incorporate Black Gate capacitors
consistently in our finished products.
There are very few audio parts that promise a guaranteed improvement when
replacing practically any other part, but this is what the BLACK GATE capacitors
actually do. Exchanging any electrolytic capacitor anywhere in the circuit of an
amplifier or in the crossover of a speaker will greatly improve sound quality. We are
working on some guidelines as to where, how and which types of Black Gates to use
in different circuits, the first such technical guideline is available now and is called
improving your CD-Player" and can be obtained by sending a stamped addressed
envelope to us requesting this leaflet. All AUDIO NOTE Level 2 Signature products use
Black Gate Electron Transfer in critical signal / power supply junctions.

Audio Note Cerafine Powdered Ceramic Electrolytic Capacitors
We have at long last secured a reliable source for these fine power supply fitter
capacitors, a must in any single-ended project. The Cerafines really cover many of
the Black Gates values and where the prices for the BG's are prohibitive the Cerafine
is a fine sounding alternative. We have increased the range of Cerafines we stock
quite recently, and strongly recommend all the Cerafines as a far superior
replacement or substitute for ordinary electrolytics, and at the prices offered that
should be within most budgets. All power supply Cerafines are supplied with a
capacitor clamp and are upright mounting.

(best sounding 5U4G we have ever heard!), Chatham 5R4WGY and many others.

Audio Note Recommended Magazines
Listener - Review based music & hi-fi magazine that contains some of the
best considered & well written articles in print. A very good read £4 per copy.
The Audio Adventure - Well produced publication, a good alternative to the
established magazines Not afraid to be controversial £4 per copy
Sound Practices - Our best seller . A must for all DIY projects
Contributors include Audio Note. Herb Reichert and Diego Nardi. £5 per copy.
Vacuum Tube Valley - Specialising in anything to do with audio valves A wealth
of information on specific valves and their applications £8.50 per copy.
Positive Feedback - Including zany, controversial articles from a wide range
of contributors including our own Peter Qvortrup. £ 7 per copy.
A full list of available issues on request
FOUNDING
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Call for or more information. Ask for a full components catalogue or see our web page.

Audio Note Potentiometers
The best available from a sound quality / price viewpoint, made by Noble in Japan,
utilising high quality conductive plastic film. However a better alternative is the KO-ON
volume controls which are used in pre-amplifiers like the M7 Tube, M7Line, and in a
mono version on the input in the NEIRO, KASSAL KEGON and GAKU-ON, these are very
good sounding pots by any standard.
Audio Note also carry large quantities of STANDARD TYPE SWITCHES, STANDARD
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS (good quality industrial types), RCA, BNC, BANANA, PLUGS,
RCA SOCKETS, SPEAKER & GROUND TERMINALS & LOUDSPEAKER SPADES.

Audio Note Moving Coil, CD Line 8c Input Matching Transformers
Audio Note now offer moving coil, CD and Input matching transformers for general
sale. Common to all of these small signal transformers is that they come in a
mumetal screening can with a threaded spindle with a nut for mounting.

Audio Note
Musics Finest Conductor
Audio Note (
UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate
Lyon Close, 125-1 27 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 ( 0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 ( 0)1273 731498

Web: www.audionote.co.uk

iilmumumpulligi

for sale trade
Ex Demonstration + part
LIST

SALE

MONITOR AUDIO 901

699

499

MONITOR AUDIO 705

1499

1275

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20
PIANO Cherry

2900

2475

THETA PRO- BASIC III

2990

2550

SONUS FABER Extrema + stands

7400

4995

ANGSTROM 200 DTS

3890

2725

960

815

1460

1150

MICHELL GYRODEC ex arm
SME V
ISO HER
THETA Data basic II silver
DWIN HD 500 projector
M. AUDIO Studio 50 Wood

895

749

2397

1695

14,950

10,995

4,400

3595

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7

1550

1195

AUDIO RESEARCH LS9

2250

1850

AUDIO RESEARCH CD2

e

1998
SPECIALIST
COMPONENTS CATALOGUE
OUT NOW - £2.00

41

7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe
North Lincolnshire. DN16 1EL

Tel/Fax. ( 4-44)£172 87043.

3400

2950

THETA TLC

229

199

THETA GOLIATH

199

185

AUDIO M ATTERS

MICHELL GYROPOWER OC

399

359

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

TEL ( 0181)892 7613

422 RICHMOND ROAD
EAST TWICKENHAM
MIDDLESEX, TW1 2EB

FAX ( 0181)892 7749

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
usi

SALE

A.E.1's piano block + stands

Í
Lockwood Audio
THE

AUTHORISED

TAIffly

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment

in

Alchemist Forseti pre + power

£650

£2228 . PO.A.

Alchemist Kraken Anniversary (Mk II)

£579

Anthem ht. 1valve (ex/d)

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 I
WE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +4,
4(0) 181-207 5283

PO.A.

£ 1295 .. £ 1036

Anthem CD 1player (5 star What HiFi)

51595 . PO.A.

Audio Physics spark spks

£ 1703 .. £ 1095

Audio Research D250 MKII servo

£2251,

Audio Research 0115 MKII

SPECIALIST

Audio Research SP14 pre

£ 1051.

£3298

Audiolab C+P

£ 1350

£500

Audion Block Shadows 845 volve ( new) £4000
Audion Silvernight 30013 monoblocks .. £2250 . PO A
Chario hyper 4's (ex/d)

£2000

Clements RT7 piano lacquer, black
Jadis JA80's monoblocks
Jadis JA30's monoblocks KT88
Krell Kay 300 int/ amp

£4250

£2251,

£9912

£4451'

£5980

£2750

£2500 . PO.A.

Macintosh 712 pre (ex/d) (r/c)

PO A

Macintosh MC7100 power (ex/d)

PO A.

Misson 753s

£400

Musical Fidelity MVT pre

£399

£
450

Nakamichi 682 D( cats
PMC LB1 spks + stands

£500

Restek Sixton1 pwr.omp

£595

A NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON OEM - THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS • WITH CADENCE
ES MK II'S - LISTEN 8 BE PERSUADED
On Dem.- Alchemist, Anthem. Audiomeco. Apean Volve Amps.
*alance Speaker:, D.PA., Monarchy, Ortofon, Pink bangle,
Protect T- T, Sonic FrontieraTtiongle Speaker,. Trilogy Volve Amps. Var dei Hut

SERVICE!! REPAIR!!
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THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

!M

Visit our website at:
http://wwwiatwyre.com

fotwyre@fatwyre.cout

THE
CABIE
COMPRIN

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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SALE
Krell (SA 250 power amp choice of 2
Mint £2995
Krell Studio DAC balanced AT&T etc
£1895
Audio Research SP14 pre amp silver
£1395
Audio Research COTS transport pro 9
£1595
Threshold FET 10E pre amp phononine
£1995
Threshold FET 10 pre amp E supples
£1695
Oracle Delphi Mk3 turntable Surniko the arm
£1495
Lumley S170 valve power amp chrome
£1295
B & W 800 Matriz black ash superb rare
£4995
Ensemble Prima Donna speakers
£2995
Alon 4speakers black ash
£1495
Apogee Stage speakers • stands
£1395
Tannoy 638 Profile speakers black
£395
Wilson Audio Witt speaker piano black
£4995
SME 345 Tonearrn black/gold rare
£595
Krell ( SL Mk2 preamp balanced
£1295
Krell PAM 1dual mono preamp ( superb phono)
£998
Burmeister 850 mono power amps »re,
£1995
Burmeister 838.846 phono/bne gold plated
£1495
Burmeister 838 ,846 phondline chrome
£1295
Sonus Faber Guannan speakers tended edition
£4500
sonos Faber Extrema speakers vstands
£3795
Nakarnici 700 ZXE 3head cassette deck
£895
Martin Logan CLS 22 speakers . stands
Irom
£1995
Apogee Mini Grand speakers • subs plano black
£2995
Audio Research WO power amp balancea
£1995
Audio Research VT60 power amp
£1495
Audio Research LS3B preamp remote black
£1795
Audio Research 1.57 preamp
Latest
£1295
£3500
Gryphon Limited Edition prearnp
Gryphon XT preamp
£2295
Levinson 12A preamp • pisupply mm/mc
f995
Arcam 1703 CD transport
£350
Arcam black box SDAC
£250
Arcam Delta 1100 preameAC black box 50 chipsel
£395
Arcan Delta 120 power amp
£250
PS Audio 46 preamp mrn/mc
£395
Goldrnund Minornis 3power amp
£1995
Cary 2A3 Mode stereo power amp chrome
£895
Cary CAD 5500 CD preamp
f595
Acuphase DP70 CO player AT.T
£1895
Mendian 200/203 CO DAC trichord
£795
Mendian 208 CD/preamp phono board MRS
£795
CAL tempest 2CO player valve
value £ 1295
Cambridge CD1 CO player
£500
Cranheld Rock The Original
Rare £500
Sola Cosmos tornlable vacuum hold
Stunning £ 1595
Snell Type 03 loudspeakers
£3295
Spendor SP2 2loudspeakers nstands
£350
VVharldale Option Iactive loudspeakers
Rare £ 1500
Linn Archive Cannage
Good condition
£495
Accoustat II Electrostatic speakers black
£495
Saverado speaker 8stand
Stunning
£1495
Counterpoint SAS phono stage
The best £ 1895
Beard 136100 MO integrated amp valve
£795
Proac Studio 200 speakers mahogany
frcm £995
Jadis JD2 Top load CO transport
£2790
Linn Kamck Nemenc 2CD transport/SAC
Irme £ 1295
Rowland Model 2power amp
Latest £2995
Krell ( SA 20013 power amp
Last version £2500
Krell ( ST 100 Mk11 power amp balanced £ 1495
Krell (AV Audio Visual preamp prosessor AC3 etc £8995
Audio Research 0140 power amps mono
£3995
Audio Research reference one preamp
f4995
Krell ( PS 30i CD Player 3months old mint
£2995
Counterreant DA101I6c DAI I
ECDTransport A DAC Un,
Analogue 20 Bd. Selver mire
£ 1995
PS Audio IVA Phono stage moddied MM/MC VGC
£250
Krell (AV 3001 Integrated Amp RC 3months old. mint £ 1995
Quad 44 Preamp mint
£250
Musical Fidelity A1001 Integrated Amp RC. mint £ 1995
Mark Levinson ML3 Power Amp. VGC
£2995
Quad ESL 63 speakers 8stands black, latest mint £ 1695
Magneplanar 15OR Speakers. miel
£995
Micromega 21CD Transport mint
£ 1495
Michel Argo Hera fine Preamp & supply. mint
£495
Cary CAD805 Single ended 211 valve mono amp £4995
Jadis JA80 Valve mono amps Mkt. mint
£ 995
Jadis JA80 valve mono amps ion. mint
£3995
Mendian Argent 3speakers Rosewood. mint
£ 795
Carver amazing loudspeakers Pianno black. g/c
£695
Cabasse Colonne 135 speakers VOS wired walnut vnth
Cubasse Active Equaliser saver wired mint
71995

LIST

£3298
£3290
£4920
£4250
£3400
£2300
£10000
noce0
£3850
£3450
£000
£8888
£1000.
£2300
£1998
£5350
£3500
£3250
£6200
£6890
£1600
£4550
££8595
£4400
£2645
£3025
£1698
£8000
£5500
£2400
£700
£450
£750
£520
£900
£5150
£1495
£1200
£6000
£1660
£1665
£3900
£1500
£77
£4400
£8995
£850
£10000.
£1000
£1095
£2350
£4800
£1495
£1850
£4490
£2572
£5000
£5550
f2897
£14390
£8800
£8950
£5490
£4165
£700.
£2545
£450
£2500
£8250
£3000
£1600
£2500
£8135
£8000
£7100
£9912
£1500
£2300

se £4600

NEW IN THIS MONTH

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
• 60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

•
ira COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
T
UB
E
S
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

AUDIO ( cL)LINKII

e.-'i

RIVERSIDE HIFI

Music Mill
Hi Fi advice ibais always worth listening in.

0131 - 555 3963
CELESTION 3000 MKI inc stands £ 2000
CELESTION A3 CHERRY
£ 1500
MARTIN LOGAN OUEST WALNUT £2950
EPOS ES14 C/W STANDS
£200
EPOS ES12 CHERRY
£400
RHEDEKO RK15
£695
KRELL KAV300i
£1850
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 700
£450
TRANSPARENT MUSIC WAVE PLUS 20' £ 600
CHERRY LP12 PINK LINNK ITTOK
£ 400
STRAIGHT WIRE CABLES
£ PHONE
QUAD 44 PRE AMPLIFIER
£ 65
10am-6pm • MON-SAT

New SAC OIT enerve DAC balanced superb nbret

12995

Krell ( AC SR Preamp RC balanced etc. mint
Audio Research SPII MK2 Preamp Srluer mire
Menchan 508 24 bit CD Player lates!. mint
Octave ORI Class APower Amp superb vgc
Meridian 605 Mono Power Amps balanced. mint
Michel 150 Phonostage. mint
Audeolab 80000 Integrated Amp Mk1 vgc
Lumley 120 Reference Valve Mono Amps
Manin Logan Aenus Electrostatic speakers black mint
Ensemble PA1 Reference speakers biwire0 stands
Pianno black, superb. mint
Cadence ES Electrostatic Hybhd speakers mahogany
unusual Indian design 90DB superb vgc
Mission 752 speakers Pnmavera 3months old. mint
Proas Studio 250 speakers black or mahogany. mint

£4500
(1995
£1695
£1295
£995
£295
£195
£1495
£1295

LOCATED IN WELWYN

£13000
£8949
£5350
£1995
£4000
£1950
£412
£500
£3300
£2288
£5000

£1995
£395
Udgs
-

se
e
A

£4500
£650
£2250

HERTS

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10 00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10 00am 1.00pm SUN
NOTE ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE 4RE NOT AGENTS!

• 72 NBMiAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6 SOG

MAY 1998

HI-FI NEWS 8- RECORD REVIEW

%guide trate
Lintone Audio
IND BLOW

OUT EX-06M. REVIEW, SHOW STOCK

'1 model II e/statio. x-dern
Model 1103..e/static spkrs, *den
-at Forset ICIPAI intp.(mm) x-dem
shop 1 .VaNe pea mop. x-deco
- Integrated I. Valve into.. x-clem
,pre
lorclon pre inc mm mc. x-dern
- CD I . Valve output CD player, x-clern
F. echo.. Into (mm). ex-der
Kreafuroffibur. Trans & DAC. x-deco
1
1061 2 2-way sole. new Shock
Hper 3 3-way spirt x-dern
Academy I .. 2-way spkr. new
Acodamy L 2-way se, x
dom
Acodamy 2 2-way spla new
Academy 2 . 2-way pkr. re-dem
Academy 3 4-way F/S spkt x-show
• • -• nl.HC808.. Doty pre, x-show
r
,
TT 2-way spkr. x-dem
- re . InX x-dem

Z

SRP£
1600 00
20:000

Sale £
800.00
1000.00

1203.00
130003
15:0.00
1tco co
lecom
265003
75000
95003
1349.00
1349 00
169900
1699.00
8503.00
1990 CIO
10:0.00
550.00
2000 CCI

960.00
1000 CO
12013.00
1280.00

9co.ca

i
e«-eft

5co.co
mom

2000.00
45039
eisloo
1030.00
80000

ieco.co

1100.00
5:130.00
10:000
500.00
350.W
151103

Hi Fi

ELlem Equipment Sa le
tab
Baal Products
Nairn CO2
£ 1.500
Roksan Caspian CO prayer
£695
Alchemist Nexus CD player
£450
Trichord Genesis co player
£450
Maranta CD63Mk3 KI Srgnature CD player
£349
Theta Data Basic Mk2 CD Transpon
£ 1.500
Wadia 15 DAC. Remote. digital volume etc)
£ 1.500

25oaco

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving
coil and save up to 45% off anew one!!
Retail
£2.000
£900
£580
£569
£399
£2,300
£3.800

Anufilllitrs
Nam 102 remote preamp
£850
Nairn 180 poweramp
£850
Nairn Hi- Cap PSU ( for preamp or CD3-51
£595
Roksan Caspian WC amplifier
£595
Alchermst Forseh 100w amp it'd phono st.
£ 760
Alchermst Nemesrs ElOw amp Incl phono st.
£550
Maranta PM66 KI Signature
£349

£1.080
£1.090
£720
£700
£1.001
£702
£400

beeiniers
Rega ELA spkrs. ( Cherry)
£350
Flee XEL spkrs. superb looks•sound ( Cherry) £ 795
Nairn Intro spkrs. latest
£550
Maim Credo spkrs. latest. ( Beech)
£800
Nairn SBL spkrs, latest
£ 1.500
ProAc Response 2.5'5 ( Cherry. mint cond.) £2.100
ProAc Studio 150 ( Cherry. mint cond.)
£ 1.100
ProAc Tablette 50 ( Light Oak. mint)
£499
Triangle Trtus spkrs
£250
Triangle Zephyr speakers
£499
Roksan Rok 1speakers ( light Elder)
£499

£549
£1.040
£680
£1.090
£2.030
£2.700
£1.400
£600
£380
£800
£545

TEAC Reference 500 System. mutt

£699

£800

£280
£ 120
£ 199
f160

£380
£ 150
£ 285
f239

Nordost Blue Heaven 25m Bitfiare
Nordost Blue Heaven 1m Uconnect
Nordost Red Dawn 1m Uconnect
Transparent MusicLink Plus 1m nonnect

McIntosh C45. Ful lunchOn pre amp. x-show
50:0 03
3000 00
9
0:000
mcntosh MC503...500W pwr amp, x-show
5030 00
Musical Fidelity 1-1,.."Ceectors item - New boxed
300 00
30000
NE.A R10v1 2-way metal cone spkr. x-clem
60E0
30000
N.E.A R. 20M...2-way 3dryer spkr. x-show
1203W
5010.W
N.E.A R. Sound Most.. 3way pilar. x-rev
WOW
WOW
NEW P-3/ o-20 I Pre/pwr. x-dern
2503 03
203000
Neohlt Neo I...Conan sale x-show
1530.00
35500030 00
Neolith Neo2 with stands Conan spkr, x-show
00 00
2500.00
Neolim Neo3 Conan sale x-show
00 00
Sonic Frontiers SFS-40. Volve pwr amp, seem
20:0 03
1200.03
Sonic Frontiers SECD-1 . Valve CD payer 5-rev
3800 00
2800.03
Sono Frontiers SFM-ltd. Valve mn/blocs x-de'
6000 03
30:0.03
40003
Thule F9200/R...Preamp,
703 00
Thule CD100 CD ployer x-ctern
80000
500 00
T.ogy ›e/948 Pe / cm amp + der17 00 00
1203.03
5- c, 2 V]
- g
' 00C CC,
803.W
We ore the dishibutors for Sonic Frontiers, Anthem, Precious Metals Cie,
AudioCapet. McIntosh and 646/008006 loudspeakers
We she purchase all fine Audio products.

28 Church Crescent, Dumfries
Telephone:- 01387 267048

ICAN ALSO SUPPLY TURNTABLES, TONEARMS. CASSETTE DECKS.
CD PLAYERS, DAT, MINIDISC. CDR. LOUDSPEAKERS. HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, ACCESSORIES. BLANK TAPES
DISCS. TEST CD'S. TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES, CABLES.
AERIALS, TRACKING FORCE GUAGES, ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.
All goods are brand new and boxed with lull U.K. guarantees
No es-dem or ex-display equIpment. No grey imports. Delivery is free.
Sorry, no general catalogue Please phone or wnte for specific details.
IAN HARRISON HI El ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL, REPTON. DERBY, DE65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

SELEL1ED USED EOCIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Alchemist Forsetti Amplifier
res dem) £599110
Alchemist Maxim Amplifier
lex dem) £ 199.00
Arcam Delta 110 Pre Ampliner ,SsP -1.1,
( new) £299.95
Arcam Delta 90 Amplifier
( used) £295.0)
Arcam Xma 5Channel Dolhs Pro Sinn
los dem) £699.00
Amen Alpha 5CD Player
( used) £ 250.00
Audio Innoutions 700 Amplifi,
( ex dem) £599.00
( ex dem)
6560.00
Audiolah 8000S Amplifier
Audiolah 8000A Amplifier.. ( used) £295.00
B & W DMNII Loudspeakers ..
roctli
E140.00
Infinity Emit K Speakers inc . ran,ls . in,. . r.ed I £450.00
Linn Majik-I Amplifier
rused I £450.00
1./no Axis/LVX/K5 Tunnel,
iirwdt £. 75.00
Linn Sara Limdspeakers/Stand,
( used)
0400
Lumley PP70 Passive Pm Aniplor,
rex dem I £2101101
Meridian 501 Pm- Amplifier
_ rim dem) £ 49.00
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DA('
( ex dem) £ 95.011
Meridian 501/555 Pee Power Anyliliers
( used) £9(00.151
Micromega Trio CD/DAC/P/Supply/Slate [Jed
( used) £ 2600.00
Micromcga Stage One CD player
rex deml
0200.0n
Micromega Stage Three CD player
( used)
£550.101
Mus Vid B2110 Amplifier
lused)
t195.n)
Mu, Vid Al Amplifier
( used) £ 120.00
Mus Vid A100 Amplifier
I
used) £250.00
Nakamichi CD2 Compact Di', Player
( used) £ 195.01)
Nairn SAC 62 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £ 295.00
Naim SAC 42 Pre- Amplifier
I
used I £ 195.00
Nairn SAC 92 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £ 320.00
Naim NAIS 3Amplifier
lused I £ 395.00
Naim MAC 32/5 Pre Amplifier
( used) £ 295.011
Naim MAC 72 Pre Amplifier
( used) £495.191
Naim NAP 140 Power Amplifier ( used) £495.00
Neat Petite Loudspeakers/Stands
ruxccb £ 395.111
Pink DACAPO DAC Convenor
( used)
070010)
Quantum Minsiel Amplifier
lox dem)
L599.00
Quad 306 Power Amplifier
( es dem) ..... £ 270.0li
REL Strata Sub Woofer
( used) £ 350.0r)
Status 500 We- Power Amplifier
( used) £400.0(1
Sony CDP502ES CD Player
( used) £ 240.00
Tannoy 637 Loudspeakers
( used)
Technics SLP21100 Cl) Player
( used) £ 550.00
Trichord Pulsar One DAC Convenor
( ex dam) £ 899.00
VPI TNT T/Tahle C)W Exact Arm ( ir.ido Sig ( used). £ 1950.00

e295.00

Visit our web site at http://www.lintone.co.uk
e-mail on, Lintone.audio

virginmet

7-11 Park Lane, Catehead. Tyne S: Wear NES 3,1W.
Tel 0191 477 4167

Falcon Acoustics Ltd
New Tapped Inductors
11.111m11 in 111111 & 0-11m11 in 0.1mH steps
sexo and updated FOCAL ' State of the Art' Kits
& , INII.til) Speaker Systems.
Increased range of SOLEN 630v Polypropylene
capacitors.
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL, and a pick of the hest
from other manufacturers.

Fax 0191 477 2771

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICES
radios
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921 . Valves tested

atv

CROSSOVER NETWORKS:. Active & Passive,
Components, Accessories, Large range of Capacitors

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can now repair,
muddy or re- align any high- end equipment. We can
undertake rebuilds us ith selected audiophile grade
components and can also Mier a valve

Loudspeaker Design Cookbook 5. Recipes Cookbook.

Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set,
Large selection of Programs available, from the very

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

SPEAKER

EST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

comprehensive Liberty AudioSuite test program via
A ARR. ImudSpeaker Ver.6. BasslAox, to the basic

1-.11,••••10h1

.0•3/1"-PetIMS-011ere

= BIM
www mom

1=

m.imv• wwivm TiLairms

S

Solen Inductors
Cfiateaurouxpoly

C

ke•ZstSkaaning

Loudspeakers

Nlic/Preamp kit for the . Andiosuiie or AIRR
Electronic crossover & Sub- bass booklet 3- Ed.
S.A.E. ( 38p stamp) or US$2 bill overseas.
Europe USS1 bill or 3 Intl. Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:(Dept HEN) Tabor House, Norwich Road,
MULBARTON, Norwich. Norfolk. NR14
Tel: ( 0)1508 578272

bored by the sound of your
current Loudspeakers?
The Russ Andrews Solution
Don't change it - upgrade it)
the quality of crucial components and

Wiring in your loudspeaker you can achieve results that
and for a fraction of the cost of buying

a new model.
Our

Component

Price

List contains the definitive

SeleCtIOn of the WorldY best Flt Fi components.
Our

Loudspeaker

Upgrade

Handbook provide,

instructions on how to carry out a vast range of upgrade ,

Give them anew lease of life!
To receive our latest information - just marl. phone or t,
the following address
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd., Edge Bank House, Kendal,
Cumbria, LA8 94S England
Tel: 01539 823247

Fax: 01539 823317
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SPECIALS OFFER
•S

DAT Ta
D15 from
D30 from
D46 from
D60 from
D90 from
D120 from

MAUD

ACOUSTIC PANELS

v

¡gîtai
omain

• SONY Mini Disc Player MDS-JE5 10 £ 179
• PHILIPS CDR870 CD Recorder £449
• TDK SA90 box of 10 £ 8.99 per box
/ • FLOPPY DISICS HD E2.99 box of 10

£ 2.25
£ 2.50
£ 2.75
£ 2.90
£ 3.45
£ 3.85

Mini Discs
74 mins £ 3.25 eah
60 mina £ 2.75 each
Storage box £ 2.99

furless

-

DCC JVC 90 mino £2.99 each
CD- R for Pioneer/Philips
Maxell £3.25 each
CD- R Maxell £1.49 each
Unbranded £ 1.25 each
Call us for latest prices
for Audio Cassettes,
ADAT's, VHS, etc..

Place your order by calling FREE Now!
jp
0181 813 8082
VISA
C_IleW)

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ECM« .

UNLACTED

Send for our FREE price list PI.26: Just send a large

will astound you

seas

Bullock/White Boxresponse.
Also the IMP EFT Test Kit, the Miley Mk Kit and

By Improving

PROVIDES

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGH-

Mullard Valve Circuits, plus lots more in P/L.
Back year sets of Speaker Builder. Audio Amateur &
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

matching service. Fspect only the best.

MADISOU ND

+ Falcon Custom- wound Inductors,
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS

Free House compilation LP with every order immi

SEND

$5 FOR

SPECIFICATIONS AND

PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: BOMA-3771
madisoundenis.com
Web Pape: http:ivAwr.itie.comfmadisound

1I
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SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral' (* One specific State was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVi
NG SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used. Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports. David Prakel, Hi -F1 Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Marlin Colloms, HI F1 News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi -Fi Choice. T,'P finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand its the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers: highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND DUALITY'll Bann Malcolm Steward Hi -Fi Choice,
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players.

THE REVIEWERS The Slate deck defines what rea, ,
nstrument solidity should be, it's in aclass of it's own!"
Alan Sircom, HiFi Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Etype Jaguar." Audiophile. 1have never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right.
Peter Soper insists Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree." Noel Keywood, HI-FI World. The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up. heavy plinth and appropriate mat, Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous." K.K. HiFi News Rat. 1have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment"

Dominic Baker, HIFi World.
OUR CLIENTS "
I
have tested your 301. the sound quality as you know is excellent!" G. Pyne. "
The results 1
gel are
really unbelievable and I
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12. Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for
amarvellous piece of art." Mr Tither. "
Iam delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic.
Well worth all the detailed work that went into the design." R. Newham. "
When Ifirst put up the Slate Audio 3011
must admit to having quite ashock. Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. "
I'm over the
moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! Iwould very highly recommend any of
your customers to seriously consider this great combination." J. Marsh.

letee:«9

ue494 edee adiaoscutet

THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.
I I

The Glassmat 8 was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as a universal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE ( )( A' QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE V_AR7Z REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUAR7Z REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE tt nu SPEED ADJUSTMENT
STORMFORCE DEIASTATiNG SOLID MARBLE ENCLOSURES® FOR ALLTANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS BEWARE.... STRUCTURAL DAMAGE MAY OCCUR!
HUMDINGER iii 1117E YOUR EAl?LYSME 3009S2 To 1997 STATuS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH .
V PI:RB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS. BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN fPGRADE vor 1RV I5111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS @ . 11SO FOR EMT ANDTHORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND " SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300. FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 ( 1997 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V1511I BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHORE V15VXMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".

THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.
BE

BRAVE

FACE YOUR

FEARS

LIVE YOUR

DREAIVIS

SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION
ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ell TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601 f
[iE gib

for sale trade
UVII]

KEF REFERENCE

TEL/FAX 0181 450 7384

DAX DECADE
Advancing the state
of the art with asuperb
converter and attenuator.

MARANTZ K1

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
For all aspects of Audio information do not hesitate to call us.
Agencies include:
Absolute Sounds, Audio Physic, Audio Synthesis, Jadis, Graham Engineering, Harmonk,
Magnum Dyna Lab, Mitchell, Pink Triangle, QLN, Sonus Faber, SME, Thplanar, VPI, Wilson Audio,
XLO, Yammamura plus many more. Many brands of cartridges stocked.

DENON

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
MARK LEVINSON 333 Pwier Amp
Ex Dem Mlf.T

ARCAM Delta Black Box II DAC Boxed
£5500

£175

AUDIO NOTE ANE/S-E-USpeakers

MARK LEVINSON 380S Pre-Amplifier Ex Dem £5495

(FNeneer, Rosewood)

ORACLE Premier Mk III Turntable With Psu £1995

AUDIO NOTE DAC 4MINT/Boxed £3995

MARK LEVINSON 35 DAC Ex Dem

STUDER A807 Pm. Tape Recorder MINT

S.M.E IV Silver Wired

Fluid Damper

S.M.E VTonearm

£5795
£895
£995

MARK LEVINSON 332 Power Amp Ex Dem..._...£4995
KRELL KST 10013 Balanced Power Amplifier £1495
PINK TRIANGLE DaCapo DAC

£895

AUDIO TECHNICA Art ICartridge £395
LUXMAN C1000 Pre-amp 8M4000 Power Amp . 11495
Van T/tbliSME V8Clearaudio Delta Cart.......£2495

£3995
£3750

HEYBROOK Odartets 8stands Ex Dem (£840) _1595
SOLSTICE RAD Speakers With Stands

£495

KEF 107 MKII Speakers ( Rosewooth
MINT/Boxed

£2695

JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. MINT

£3695

LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power ampbfier£1295
O.E.D. Digit Dac 8Positron PSU

£125

MILLER & KREISEL M100 Subwoofer Excellent...£1195

LUMLEY Promenade SP1 Loudspeakers ( New) .1250

NAIM NAC62 Pre-amp with Snaps PSU

TECHNICS SL030 Turntable

£125

BOULDER 250 AE Power Amplifier MINT....£1995

YAMAHA CDX880 CO Player

£195

DAC-IN-THE-BOX

£125

MARK LEVINSON 38S Pre-amp Ex Demo £4850

REGA PLANAR 2Turntable

£150

MERIDIAN 263 DAC

£
295

MARK LEVINSON No 29 Power Amplifier £1995

RE VOX B2155 Casette Deck

MERIDIAN 606 Dac

REVOX H6 Tuner

£
695

£249

VOYD Standard Turntable MINT

GRADIENT - OUAD XOver

HELIUS Silver wired tonearm

£1995
£995

KRELL VOS Reference six box pre-amp... ....... 13995
AUDIO NOTE 10 Limited cartridge 8PSU

£
2750

NAKAMICHI UL1000 Tape Deck -

£295

MARANTZ CD 12 Transport 8DAC

£1995

ALSO AVAILABLE FULL CELLO SYSTEM
PLEASE ASK FOR DETAILS

AUDIO NOTE ANS 7Step-up Transformer £3000
AUDIO NOTE Kassai Silver Amplifier £19995

MAIN UK DEALERS FOR THIEL SPEAKERS

£1895

MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands £250
KEF 104 Loudspeakers

£450

AUDIO NOTE M7 Silver Sgnature pre-amp.

£7000

VISA

SPALDINGS HiFi

LUXMAN T-14 "uner (lab standard' £550

EX-DEN EXPOSURE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LIST

BO Serviced

AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

£495

AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MKII Pre-Amplifier £1995

£1495

PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND

£995

LYRA Parnassus OCT Cart. Ex Dem Guaranteed.£1200
B&W Matrix 801 Series Ils

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON

FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE

http:/hvww.hifi-stereo.com

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX, 01903 1172234
e-rrai , heatherdale@hifi-stereo corn

352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
Email: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

for sale trade
TEL/FAX

replay
audio

consultants

the Virtuosos

CHESTER
(01244) 401290
email replaya dial,pipex.com

['ANTON ROAD CHESTER CH2 3HX

Neu , Products
CD PLAYERS: Audio Analogue Pagaiiiiii.AVI

N. IC Reference, LEI )AC 3, Meracm

Tanto, Mistral, Pink Triangle, and Trichord Gene•m.
AMPLIFIERS: Audio Analogue Puccini SE, Bellini and Donizetti,AVI S2000MP and N1.\1.
LED Integrated and pre/power amps, Menials mirare. Sonneteer Alabaster, UM/
LOUDSPEAKERS: Audio Physic. AVI Positron, BluePrint. Heybrook, Neat Critique.
Mystique and Petite, Opera, Origin Live, Roban KokOne.
ANALOGUE: CFI) phono stages, Moth, Origin Live, Ortofon cartridges. Pink Inangic
Tema,.Ila tunitible. Rok.m. Sumiko etc.
We are agents for Alchemist, Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, AVI,
BluePrint, Heybrook, LFD, Neat, Origin Live, Ortofon, Papworth,
Pink Triangle, Roksan, Sonneteer, Trichord, UKD etc.

Clearance Items
SL is'iiils( Nemesis integrated amplifier
AVI S2000MC Reference Cl) player
Keswick Audio BluePrint Point One loudspeakers
LFI) MMO MM/MC phono stage
LFI) LSO preamp with MM/MC: phono stage
LED Mistral CI) player
LFI) Mistral integrated amplifier
Naim 72/HiCap/ 140
Pink Triangle Export GTi turntable
Roksan RokOne loudspeakers (elderwood)
Royd Sorcerer loudspeakers
Sonneteer Alabaster integrated amplifier
•Frichord Genesis Cl) player
Monday - Saturday' Wany - fipm
Visa/Mastercard/Switch/Deka welcome.

£299
£m()
£699
£250
£399
£699
£399
£850
£499
£499
£279
£749
£375

"...dynamic., immediate
performance.., transparent enough to
allow the life in the recording to shine
through..."...a finner bass quality...
"Piano could sound very good indeed,
tactile and convincing, and vocals could
be just exquisite." [ Virtuoso Bronze,
Hi Fi News, July, 1997]
"...breathtaking speed and transparency
at low frequencies ... asuperb sense of
timing and the ability to play bass-heavy
material with delightful agility...
"...plays middle frequencies quite
spectacularly. ... high and low
frequencies come across with equal
aplomb. "...fine dynamics ...
"the finesse of an electrostatic. and the
timing of aRehdeko..." [ Virtuoso Gold,
Hi Fi Choice, June, 1997]

the neat'
VirtuosoReference

Now, what will they say about the VirtuosoReference?
Believe it: these are the free range, organic products
of the audio world - they cost more, maybe, but they
taste much better. Prices from £2995.

... abravura performance
the Virtuosos are designed and marnifacia red by
Thomas Transducers
Songlines, Fourteen Acre Lane, Three Oaks.
Hastings, East SaAAPx , TN35 4NB, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1424 813888 Fax: +44 (0)1424 812755
eMait 7
homTrans@aol.com

b

SELECT AUDIO
******************

(1...01-1DOCI) ******************

ACCUPHASE ( NEW LOW PRICES)

NOW

JEFF ROWLAND ( AMPS)

ProAc Studio 200

MARK LEVINSON ( CD & AMP)

Sonus Faber Minima Amator

SONUS FABER ( SPEAKERS)

with Sonus Faber Iron Stands

MUSICAL FIDELITY ( CD's, AMPS)
KELLY ( SPEAKERS)
HELIUS ( CD PLAYERS)
BKS ( RIBBON SPEAKERS)

WAS

from £900 £ 1,850

Musical Fidelity P270

£950 ... £ 1,700
£550 .. £ 1,500

Lyra Parnassus

£750 . £2,000

Ortofon MC5000

£550 . £ 1,500

Primer 401 Amp

£950. £ 1,700

Apogee Duetta Sig & Dax x/o

£3,000 . £ 10,000

VPI ( TURNTABLES)

Mark Levinson 36 DAC

SHAKTI ( STONES)

TEAC P30 Transport Ex Dem

£ 1,750 .. £2,500

TICE ( CABLES)

Solen Tiger Int Amp

£600. „ £ 1,600

BASIS (TURNTABLES)

Threshold SA4, FETIO, FETIO phono

TEAC ( P30 TRANSPORT)

DNM 3B Twin Supply Pre

LYRA ( CARTRIDGES)
PRIMER ( CD's 8c AMPS)
TARGET ( STANDS)
CLEARAUDIO ( CARTRIDGES)
DCS ( CONVERTER)

Proceed Amp 2

£2,500 . £4,000

£
5,000 .. £ 14,000
£750 . £3,000

£ 1,100 . £2,000

VPI HW19 Junior, RB300

£400 £650

Wadia 2000 DAC and Supply

£2,000 . £6,000

Wadia 3200 Transport

£900. . £ 1,800

Jeff Rowland Synergy Black

£3,000 . £5,000

Snell Typec (Silver wire 8( coils)

£2,000. . £6,000

WE OFF
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R THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

New and secondhand, lifestyle and audiophile, music and

The list is prepared within days of the previous month's publication date,

movies, budget and bespoke, local and nationwide

so some items may be sold

(delivery and installation by arrangement).

We offer Audio Note and MIT cables - pre-eminent and

We proudly represent the world's ultimate valve and solid-state brands,

The one exception is our own proprietory Pettos "Blue Plus"

proceeding all other cable brands. Why setrie for less?

Audio Note and Mark Levinson. You can learn more about the true

-an interconnect costing only £52 including postage (£48 for half

potential of home HiFi by a morning or afternoon spent in our dem

metre; £22 per extra metre; RCA phono or XLI?, balanced or semi-

rooms than by reading and HiFi magazine. We invite you to make an

balanced). This is a very open, detailed cable which audibly exceeds

appointment at your convenience; find out why two clients have flown

anything up to £ 150, but the cost is low due to the avoidance of all

more than 400 miles to see us since our showroom opening.

marketing. Phone for details.

We are keen to accept good used equipment, Linn, Naim,

A major rediscovery came when cleaning up my act a few days ago.

Meridian, ARC, Krell, etc, as well as Audio Note and Mark Levinson.

Kontak is a kit consisting of a contact cleaner, enhancer, and preserver

Low overheads mean good prices, and our reputation and 6month

(Iwo bottles, instructions and applicator). At a price of £ 14.95 plus £ 1

warranty support your security.

post and packing, it is a most cost-effective purchase.

Audio Note
INTERCONNECTS per metre pair, RCA phonos

(
per ackiftnnal

AN-A, yellow, 6N purity ritz copper

(£18)

£29.50

AN- C, red, OFHC litz copper

(£35)

£59.50

meso)

AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 11
Mk 2, Silver, Original boxes, manual, mint

£ 1,250

AN- S, grey, 15-strand 99.99% silver litz

(£99)

£139

AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 2

AN-V, silver, 15-strand 99.99% silver litz

(£179)

£219

AUDIO RESEARCH 2xCL120, GroovTubed 1994

£575

BOW TECHNOLOGIES ZZ-Eight (£3,995, new, boxed, guaranteed).
avoid a long wait, this item is in short supply
POA

(£450)

AN-Vx silver, 20-strand 99.99% silver litz

POA

AN-Vz Reference Standard
Audio Note
LOUDSPEAKER CABLES per metre

(
factory termination)

AN D, green and red 6N copper

(£ 19)

£4.50

AN- B, blue, 6N screened copper

(£20)

£16.50

AN- L, blue, 6N screened litz copper

(£24)

£29.50

AN-SP silver, 15-strand, 99.99% silver, litz

(£40)

£150.00

AN-SPx silver, 20-strand, 99.99% silver, litz

(£40)

£450.00
POA

AN-SPz Reference Standard
USED AND EX- DEMONSTRATION

£ 1,500
£3,000

CHORD SPM-2000 6x200 watt (£5,152, 9months old) £2,995
GRYPHON Limited Edition Pre-amp,
MM and MCX boards, wow!

£3,995

harman/kardon PA2400 Signature 100 Wpc power amp

£801

INFINITY Reference lb
a classic speaker updated we our modified silver wiring,

selected components, biwiring; magisterial scale and
delicacy of sound from elegant slim oak cabinets which
look visually stunning and work in small rooms
MARK LEVINSON ML- 23.5

£4,500

£3,000

MARTIN LOGAN CLS-2 pure electrostatics, walnut, mint £ 1,895

ACCUPHASE DP8OL CD Transport,DC81-L Converter £3,000
APOGEE DIVA with DAX-Illand SIMAX cables mint (taupe colour),
original boxes, my customer from new, true bargain price
for anyone who can accommodate and appreciate a
classic in a wife-approved finish.
£3,000
AUDIO INNOVATIONS Series 1000
Silver Edition monoblocks 50 Wpc

AUDIO NOTE 102 cartridge, s/n 2090
(guaranteed unopened box) the ultimate MC

£ 1,750

£ 1,000

AUDIO NOTE AN-E/SPx black ash, ex-dem (£2,250)
AUDIO NOTE DAC-3 upgraded to current spec (£ 1,750),
stunning looks and sound: perfectly partnered our
MicroMega Duo CD3 transport

£1,699

MERIDIAN 205 monoblocks, 100 Watts

£500

MICROMEGA DUO CD3 transport, mint

£650

PSB CENTURY 600i floor-standing, Cherry Wood,
ex-dem (£599)

PSB STRATOS Mini with stands, piano lacquer (21,259) ex-dem
£850

(phone for dom, or reprints of Stereophile etc reviews)

PIONEER 2950 Laser/CD player S-VHS and Videotech AC- 3 £400
QUAD 34/FM4/405/rack (
beige) mint
QUASAR- SE Turntable with TRIPLANAR Tonearm
Sonus Faber Concertinos, Quid amplifier

£ 850

AUDIO NOTE Kegon-C amplifier unique hand-made by
Mr Kondo, unquestionably the finest amplifier on British soil £45,000

£400

VOYD Reference (
Audio Note) Turntable,
piano black lacquer, mint stunning, ex-demo

NI products fully guaranteed for six montos; UK demonstration, delvery and installation by arrangem , nt

POA
£3,250
POA
£4,995

Fport and Credit Cord sales welcome.

AUDIO NOTE . ANALOGUE PRODUCTS. DIGITAL PRODUCTS . CABLES . AMPLIFIERS BY KONDO-SAN PATH PREMIER . BOW TECHNOLOGIES . MADRIGAL.
MARK LEVINSON LYRA. MIT. REVEL . STAX . LFD . LIVING VOICE PSB

The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland
TEL:

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX

(
0)141 339 9762

Choice HiFi- the original
and the
best!
New in

This Month
Choice
Price

Original
Retail Price

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Audion Golden Knights
£2495
£4000
Audion Silver Knights
£1395
£2250
£2395
Conrad Johnsoi Prem 11a
£3500
Quad II's 2x2monoblocks ( special) £600
£ Meridian 555
£595
£800
LFD PA2/ LS1/ MC1
£1495 £3000
Arcam Delta 290 ( Integrated)
£295
£400
£350
Arcam Delta 290 ( Power)
£500
Audio Note Onga u
£24995 £60000
Audio Research Classics 60
£1495 £3600
PRE AMPUFIERS
Audio Research LS2
£ 1495 £3300
Magnum P200
£995
£1895
Conrad Johnson PV12 ( mm/mc) £ 1995
£2590
Audio Research LS15
£2395 £3300
Audio Note M2 ( latest) £650
£1000
SPEAKERS
Linn Kan
£250
£500
Linn Kabers ( Acdve) Oak
£995
£2200
Linn Keilihds plus plinth £450
£730
Alon Circe
£6500 £11000
ATC SCM 50A Rosewood £3995
£5500
Sonus Faber Electa Amators £ 1695
£3500
£ 1295
Impulse H2
£2250
Martin Logan SL3
£2395
£3400
PROAC Stuolo 1Mk Ill
£395
£650
TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/ VARIOUS
Clear Audio Gamma
£495
£895
Koetsu Red Sig.
£ 1395
£2000
Systemdek Il XE 900/ RB 250 £395
£650
Tesserac TAADA Phono mm mc £795
£1500
Sequera Tuner (Original) £4500
£ LP12/ Ittok
£695
£1500
Accuphase T108
£650
£1000
Clear Audio Reference and Souther
DO1 Arm
£4500 £6700
Quad FM 3Tuner
£225
£ C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Wadia x32 DAC
£495
£1995
Marantz CD E7
£ 195
£260
£600
Teac Ti
£395
£600
Audio Alchemy DDE 1.1 + pst 3 £395
Roksan Rok DP1 Transport £495
£995
Meracus Trarsport £ 1995 £3995
Theta Data Basic 2A
£ 1495
£2500
Marantz CD 94
£395
-

Amplifiers
Audio Research SP14
MC Cormack £ LC- 1
Tesserac Tala
Boulder L5AE
Conrad Johnson Prem 7B
Exposure IX professional power supply
Exposure VActive xover
McCormack Micro Line Drive
Musical Fideli -yMVT
Jadis JP 80 mm
Expressive Technologies SW Step Up
Jadis JP 80 mc
Audio Research LS3
Audio Research SP15 Rev A
Audio Research LS5 mk II
Audio Research SP11 mk II
Audio Research LS1

£1395 £3000
£595 £995
£795 £ 1495
£2250 £3400
£5995 £ 11000
£795 £ 1595
£495 £995
£395 £595
£595 £ 1200
£4995 £8000
£1500 £3000
£6500 £ 12000
£1195 £ 1900
£2495 £6000
£3000 £5700
£1795 £3500
£895 £ 1900

Choice HI-FI
make it easy for you to
fulfil your sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is
not just about expensive brandnames,
its about aspiring to the very best sound,
about choosing your ideal system from
the widest section in the country, in a
unique no- pressure environment. it's
about takirg advantage of our unrivalled
knowledge and being given the f•eedom
to choose and
upgrade the audio
equipment you want, when you want.
Others will sel. you hi-fi, Choice hi Fi will
sell you solutions.

1E) Show room/dem room
-IID Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
-1E) All credit cards inc. Amex
-1E) Mail order
1E) Export service
-E) Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
Finance arranged subject to status

-11E) Widest range available
1E) In-depth experience on high end
used equipment
1E) Unbiased advice
11E) Unique 1-1i -Fi Exchange' - a
computerised databank of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Amplifiers
Alchemist Kraken x2Stereo & Pre-amp £ 695 £ 1400
Conrad Johnson MF 2300 £ 1895 £ 2990

CHOICEJ

Turntables
& Analogue

Agents for: Acoustic Energy Alon. ATC, Boulder. Brysloo
CA T. Chord, Elemental Audio. Forsell, Gamma. Graham.
Helios. Impulse. Lumley Rockport, SME. Soundstyle. Straight
Wire Tamer. Tot?rri Trichord. Trilogy. van den Hui. VPI. XLD
many more
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Conrad Johrson Prem 8a
Boulder 500 AE
LFD PA1/LS1
NVA A80 Monoblocks & P50 Pre-amp
Musical Fideiity P180 & CRPS
Meridian 557
Audio Innovations S500 Integrated
Meridian 505 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML 2Monoblock
Audio Resewch DUO
Audio Research 0240 mk II
Talk Electronics 2P
Unison Research Smart 845
Audio Note P1 SE
Musical Fidelity XA 50 Mono
Audio Research VT130
Jadis JA 80 Moroblocks
Jadis JA 200
Meridian 551 Integrated

£4995 £ 10000
£7995 £ 16000
£3295 £5000
£895 £ 1998
£995 £ 176k)
£895 £ 1600
£1050 £ 1400
£495 £999
£1195 £ 1590
£2795 £ 15500
£1795 £3248
£1995 £3500
£475 £730
£2300 £3000
£595 £950
£425 £500
£3995 £6000
£4995 £ 1000C
£7500 £ 16000
£650 £900

Speakers
ATC SCM 10 Black
Epos ES 14

tel: 0181

£795 £ 1150
£395 £675

392 1959

& DACS
EAD 7000 Transport £1295 £2495
P.S. Audio Ultralink £795 £2390
EAD 9000 Series III HDCD £3250 £6000
Wadia 16
£4750 £7395
M ssion Cyrus Discmaster (Transport) £595 £ 1000
Krell SBP 64X
£ 3500 £9900
M C Cormack DAC-1
£695 £995
Wadia 22/26
P.O.A.
Acuphase DP70
£2250 £4500
Acuphase DP90/91
£9950 £20000
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
and Forsell Air Ref dac
£8995 £13800
Role' 965 BX
£250
£300
Audio Alchemy Transport DDS 2
£495
£900
ollicromega Duo CD2
£995
£2000
'Aicromega Minium C D
£275
£350
DPA PDM1 Series 3
£550
£1000
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
£11500 £24000
Sony R1/S1
£4950 £8000

-ID Generous part exchange

1E)

Alon IV mk II
£2000 £3500
Snell WI's
£450
£800
Martin Logan CLS IIZ & Kinergetic
Subwoofer
£4500 £ 10000
Spendor SP2/2
£395 £769
Monitor Audio 700 PMC
£450 £600
Acoustic Energy AEI & Stands
£695 £ 1170
Proac Response 4
£7995 £ 12500
Soundlab Dynastat
£2500 £3790
Apogee Centaur Minors
£595 £ 1500
Meridian M60 Rosewood
£1395 £2350
Royd Priors
£495 £950
Alon V mk II Oak
£2500 £5000
Wilson System 5.1
£12500 £17000
Proac Response 3
£1795 £3000
Wilson 3/2
£5995 £ 15000
Alon Lotus SE
£3000 £ Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
£4250 £7000

VPI HW 19 jr/ RB 300
£550
£750
Piere Lurne J1/SL5
£ 1750 £4500
Kuzma Stabi/ Stogi reference £ 1295 £2600
Stax SR Gamma Pro & SRMX Pro Energiser £350
£500
Basis Ovation
£3495
£4950
Piers Lurne JI/Sowther mk III £2250
£4500
VPI TNT Wheaton III
£ 1995 £5000
Musical Fidelity TI Tuner £ 195
£450
TNT mk III & Lid
Z3995 £4000
Clear Audio Gamma 24 CT Gold Coil £495
£900
Forsell Air Force One
£ 11995 £25000
Kinshaw Overture Phono
£250
£395
Tesserac Phono Stage mm/mc £795
£1500
Linn LP12 Lingo/Cirkus £ 1200 £2000
Voyd 0.5 SME V ( ref bearing /platter) £ 1800 £3000
Ortoson MC 7500
£ 1295 £2250
Kiseid Purpleheart Sapphire £495
£1200

e Clearance

Bargains

Audio Research 0125 balanced power
Jadis DA 30 intergrated
Beard P35
Chameleon Rt.by Power Amp (200W)
Haim 42.5 Avondale
Apogee Scintila
Duntech Crown Princes
Wadia x64.4 dac
Ruark Icon & Stands
Royd Saphire

& 0181

Choice 111 -FI open from 10am
fox 0181 392 1994 e-rnall choice hifihresn-corn

to 8pm

£1595
£1700
£495
£495
£195
£695
£1650
£1395
£250
£175

£ 3500
£2880
£ 1395
£ 1200
£600
£5000
£6120
£4750
£500
£245

392 1963

by appointment

All equipment is in mint, second hand or as new condition

- guaranteed

LATEST 1809 AUDIOPHILE VINYL
KEB MO Keb Mo f20
JOHN LEE HOOKER Real Folk Blues f20
JOHN McLAUGHLIN et al Friday Night in San Francisco f20
JOE JACKSON Night and Day f20
THELONIOUS MONK The Riverside Tenor Sessions f150
Analogue Productions 7LP Limited Edition Box Set

THE DOORS Waiting for the Sun f22
JONI MITCHELL Court and Spark f22
The HW16.5 has been
the benchmark record cleaner
since its introduction.
Stereophile's Analogue accessory
of the year for more years than
ican remember, the 16.5 is
much more than a luxury - it is
essential to protect your
valuable investment in vinyl.
It also opens huge vistas of
gloriously cheap second
hand records !
Nobody with a serious interest
in vinyl record replay can afford
to be without one.
We stock afull compliment
of spares and accessories, as well
as the professional grade HW 17F,
intended for archival and
serious audiophile use.
Audrophile labels stocked include Absolute Analogue, Alto High Fidelity, Analogue Productions, Chesky,
Classic Records, DCC, EMI Testament, King Super Analogue, Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs,
Reference Recordings, Speakers Corner, Steeplechase, Telefunken, Water Lily Acoustics.
VINYL DEMAND PO Box 1532 FordingbrIdge SP6 ISB

Tel 01425 654545 Fax 01425 654400

for sale trade
Confused By Hi Fi Technology?

RECORD Ek CD STORAGE

You Don't Have To Be!

Shoanne's front elevation ‘ ompares quite
favourably with one of IAN EDWARDS' larger
units, the 40" 5-tier LP unit which is drawn to
the some scale & which holds 1250 LPs.

What You Really Need Is...
The Ultimate Guide

This is our way of letting readers of HiFi News
know that IAN STILL MAKES LP RECORD
HOUSING in ALL SORTS of wood finishes
from pine to rosewood, as well of course as
racks & drawer-chests for CDs, video tapes or
cassettes, Hi-fi units & bookshelves, etc,
etc.

To Understanding Hi Fi Technology

For the BEES KNEES in this type of furniture, in
Modern or Georgian styles, ask for the Brochure
from
IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel, 282 Skipton Road, Harrogate,
North Yorkshire, HG1 3HB.
Telephone: 01423 500442

Guide 1: " Foundation" contains clear explanations of:
Acoustics, Decibels, Frequency Repsonse, Electricity.
Audio Signals, Magnetic Recording and more!
All this for only £ 18.50, ( please add £ 1.25 for p&p)
Send cheque or postal order (total £ 19.75 made oui to CMW Publications)
or send for further details, with your Name and Address to:
CMW Publications, PO Box 21, Pershore, WR10 1YB.
Please Allow 28 days for delivery.

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS

RRP
Special
conrad-johnson PV10AL preamplifier
£ 995
£800
£11000
conrad-johnson ART line remote valve preamplifier
£ 15000
£149E
conradlohnson MV55 (2x5OW) valve power amplifier
£ 1995
conrad-johnson Prem er BA ( 2x275W) mono amplifiers
£ 17000
£8950
£1900
conrad-johnson Premier 10 valve line preamplifier
£3750
£1500
conrad-lohnson D/A-2b valve d/a converter
£2000
£1400
conrad-johnson DR- 1CD transport
£ 1800
Golden Tube SEP -1valve line preamplifier ( new)
£900
£650
£850
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMkIl ( 2x8W stereo) - new
£ 1400
Golden Tube Audio SI 50 valve remote integrated amplifier
£ 1000
£65C
£1150
Melos SHA Gold remote line/headphone valve preamplifier
£2000
£2500
Melos 202 Gold 2x200W valve stereo power amplifier
£4500
Motos 402 Gold 400W valve monoblock ( pair)
£8950
£425C
VPI TNT turntable stand with top plate
£900
£4943
Wheaton Tri Planar IV tonearm ( new)
£3000
£1700
£90
Clearaudio Gamma S MC cartirdge (
new)
£800
£14043
Clearaudio Accurate MC cartridge ( new)
£2900
£240a
Clearaudio Insider MC cartirdge ( new)
£4950
£2250
Expressive Technologies MC transformer with IC cable
£4700
Muse Model 2 dia converter ( silver/black)
£2000
£1350
£1200
Muse Model 5 CD transport ( silver/black)
£ 1800
£2500
Muse 300 mono amplifier 500W - pair ( silver)
£4000
£2500Paragon Acoustics Jubilee/JEM loudspeakers ( new)
£ 5500
£3800
Avalon Avatar loudspeakers ( walnut)
£ 5500
£3000
Avalon Radian FIC loudspeakers ( cherry)
£ 13000
Kuzma turntables and tonearms
please ask for prices
Cabasse loudspeaker:: - selection
please ask for prices
Power Wedge line conditioners ( selection)
please ask for prices
Shun Mook platforms Ind tuning devices ( selection)
please ask for prices

AUDICIFREAKS

laiNtrilantw -s Cat
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HORN LOUDSPEAKERS
l'or a Dynamic Exciting Natural Sound
hear our full range efficient
Horn Loudspeakers which use
only the finest drive units.
Superb with valve amplifiers and
good solid state amplifiers.
For details and demoistrations call
J.T. Horn Loudspeakers on
01332 512510 anytime.

Your last chance...
Ii acquire the aecliuni..1

11
Fax:

TT

0181 - 948

s.- T Is cats -t•
•a250
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REGA PLANET CD PLAYER

on a.- rat

Hosed. as neu HIR/RR's restew sample. used ore. for assessment purposes
111 Ken Kt ssler and Paul Stdler, is sull toadahl Yours for only ( 320.
Call the tiFN/Rif Ednonal Office on n XI 6E6 2599.
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&HomE
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CINEM

Got a
burnt-out

28 ClUEENSWAY. HORSHAM. WEST SUSSEX, TEL/FAX 01403 251587

E-MAIL hi4i9payritenclemon.co.uk, WEB SITE: www.paynter.demon.co.uk
•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
•
•B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS •
•dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96KHZ DAC •
•BASIS/AIR TANGENT
•SONY/RCF VIDEO PROJECTORS •
• ACCUPHASE
•
• AUDIO ANALOGUE
•
(,1,1:.\)<.\ \ LI

. , ALI,

TICE CABLES iS, MAINS FRCDU2 I'
MICHELL PRODUCTS
UNISON RESEARCH

QUAD ESL?

OPERA SPEAKERS
MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
TEAC VRDS PRODUCTS

We have the spare parts for every QUAD
electrostatic speaker.
Ask for free catalogue and price list.

I I' • I'l ) 5ltH, r11 .1. Ni.V\.1 . ITI \ l',. I'l'ONE.

MICHELL ARGO HR PRE-AMP
£ 695
TANNOY D-700 LOUDSPEAMERS £ 1295
MARANTZ CO 16 CD PLAYER
f695
LEVINSON ML12A PRE-AMP
£895
AUDIO SCULPTURE EOUILIBLE VALVE AMP £3995
VTL SUPER DELUXE PRE-AMP ( 2995) £ 1495
VAC 80/80 1/LAVE AMP ( 2790)
f1795
CHORO SPM 120:13 PWR AMP
£ 1995
TEAC P-30 CO TRANSPORT ( NEW)
£ 1995
MAGNEPLANAR MG 0 6 ( NEW)
£ 1095
PERREAUX 200W POWER AMP
£ 895
HELIUS CHAMELEON SPEAKERS £ 275

AUDIO ARTISTRY VIVALDI S
£ 2995
AUDIOLAB 80000 PRE ¡ 0/DI
f7e5
AUDIOLAB 8000M MOWS ( X/D
. 21085
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT ( S/1-1) ...£ 6
MARK LEVINSON 27 PWR ( S/H)
. T1995
MANLEY 3006 MONOS:X/D)
C1995
NAKAMICHI CC14 C.D. PLAYER
f1M
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PRE-AMP ( X/DI £ 695
BEARD P35 POWER AMP IS/HI
f550
ADCOM 535 MK2 POWER AMP
.
£ 250
LEXICON CP2 PRO-LOGIC PROCESSOR , _ £ 250
VIMAK TRANSPORT 6 DAC (£ 60CX3) £ 2500

QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstrasse 24 • 56068 Koblenz (Germany)
Tel: x49-261-38824 • Fax: x49-261-38172
e-mail: guad.ger@t-online.de

ADVERTISIERS INDEX

The best audio electrolytic capacitors
invented and made in the UK

T Network
j117
:0
1 1
7OVER
‘

Advanced 4terminal design in alO,000pF 63 volt
version available from stock for £22 + VAT retail

Slit Foil

2.200uF to 15,000g, voltages from 40 to 100
send for price list
DNM Design, 18 Dartmoor Drive
Huntingdon, Combs PE18 8XT
tel/fax 01480 457989
denis.m@dnm.co.uk

Absolute Sounds

Acoustic Arts
-Analogue Audio
Audio Consultants
Audio Freaks
Audio Note
Audio Note Salon. The
Audio Reference
Audio Synthesis
Audio T
Audiophile Club ;The
Choice Hi-fi
-Contact Communications
Oefinitive Audio
Dynamics
Emporium The
G.T. Audio
Heatherdale kick
Henley Design

6
50
119
8
48
46,110.111
117
64
54
14
42
118
108
84
112
108
50
62. 115
16.56

Hi Fi Company . ffe
KJ West One
LED Audio
Listening moms. The
Loricraft Audio
Midland Radio
Mission

Mordaunt - Short
Musical Images
Omega Ele, Equip_td
Opal Desiçn
Orelle Electronics
Oxford Audio
P.M. Components
Path Group
Pinewood Music
Radlett Audio
Replay Audio Consultants
Right Note. The

26 106,107

44
84
42
68
84
CDC
68
20 22
109
74
62
64
72
19C
54
48
116
52

Riverside Hi Fi

Select Audio
Sennheiser
Slate Audio
Smith Aerials. Ron
Sound Connections
Sound Images
Sound of Music
Sounds of Music
Sounds Perfection
Spaldings Hifi
Spectra Dynamics
Stewart Peter, HNE
Thomas Tranducers
UKD
Unique Audio
Vivante London
Wilmslow Audio

34
116
28

114
68
54
72
119
74
108
115
68
84
116
IBC
115
56
108

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66
G

olden

Dragon

_¡

R

7(1i11 fT 7Y717'0 reC1111(1 1()!,TV

into the 21st Century

Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB!, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
Heater current
Anode voltage (DC)
Screen Voltage (DC)
Negative dc grid voltage
DC cathode current
Anode dissipation
Screen dissipation

6.3V
1.3A
450V
425V
- 15 to -40V
65mA
22W
3.5W

*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the 'Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA1 18HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com
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EMI's
ongoing
celebrations
of its first
century might
seem selfcongratulatory.
But you could
argue that EMI
is the most
important
label ( or group
of labels) in
the history of
recorded
sound...

122

liner notes, and the use of mono,
stereo or both where applicable
and/or correct. And this is where
most collectors will go positively gaga.
Because of EMI's largesse, we find
super- rare albums like Peter &
Gordon's In Touch [
DORIG 112],
Billy J Kramer & the Dakotas'
Listen... [
DORIG 110] and the
Hollies' In The Hollies' Style [
DORIG
115] containing the albums twice in
their entirety, and the more
trainspotterish will listen closely
enough to find more than just monoto- stereo differences: they can
compare individual tracks' playing
times for starters.
erhaps not even EMI knows
Trivial pursuers will marvel at
how many products have been
which titles were mono-only, stereoissued bearing the ' 100 Years'
only or recording and mixed for both,
logo, especially if you include tie-in
regardless of their age, while
books and promotional items. The
wallowing in the glory of certain
best of these, and certainly the most
material appearing in stereo for the
desirable if the history of recording
first time. The transfers are superb,
matters to you at all, are a ' coffee
table' book and apromotional-only
using 24-bit resolution and judicious
use of Sonic Solutions' NoNoise and
CD. Since Records Began: EMI - The
Prism SNS noise shaping.
First 100 Years by Peter Martland
[Batsford] is a comprehensively
For some, though, the most fun
will be had through the CDs — ten
researched, copiously illustrated,
immaculately produced 360- page
so far — in the ' At Abbey Road'
series. These contain up to 28 tracks
hook, which is bound to serve as the
reference for the study of the human,
from the same sort of artists dealt
with by the ' 60s Digipaks, with
semi- technical side of recorded
sound, if only because EMI has been
further emphasis on rarity value and
there throughout.
collector priorities, and with booklets
to appease the most anal
The same applies to the
fetishist in all of collectordom.
double CD, EMI 100: 1997, The
First Centenary [
CDCNTDJ1],
Take, for example, Manfred
Mann At Abbey Road 1963-1966
which contains 45 tracks from
[CDABBEY 101]. This set
1898 to 1997. Although it
contains (deep breath) their first
wasn't designed as a crash
'commercial test' from May
course in the history of
recording, it serves as such
1963, both the 'A' and ' 13' sides
of their 11 EMI singles, some
because the chronology allows
EP tracks and unreleased
you to hear the transitions from
material including ' studio
mechanical to electrical, from
mono to stereo, from analogue
conversation'. The Shadows At
to digital. Alas, it doesn't appear
Abbey Road - The Collectors
Edition [
CDABBEY
104]
that EMI will release this
commercially (in no small part
contains no fewer than 21
At Abbey Rosd: The Hollies with Ron Richards (far right)
previously unavailable tracks.
due to the inclusion of aBeatles
The Hollies are represented by two
song), even though it should be made
only slight reservations, eg, if you
available to colleges with courses in
already have, or insist on, mint
collections, and the latest batch
features one each from Billy JKramer
studio technology.
originals.
& the Dakotas, the Swinging Blue
But ye with turbo-charged credit
Probably most surprising are the
cards haven't been forgotten: there's
anachronistic "60s Digipaks', in five
Jeans
and
Helen
Shapiro.
been no shortage of stuff which
batches of five (so far). Me? Ilove
Additionally, there have been two
'em, but then I'm asucker for ' British
various artists sets which deal with
anyone can buy in regular shops...
provided that the shops stock more
both the major artists and those (like
Invasion' pop... though Alma Cogan,
than the Top 40 and have awee rack
Helen Shapiro, Matt Monro and
apre-Cream Jack Bruce and Ginger
for vinyl. Beyond the highly visible
some of the other 1960s luminaries
Baker) who probably won't be treated
celebratory releases — like hundreds
leave me chilled if not freezing. What
to complete sets of their own.
of major titles reissued at mid-price
the Digipaks do is transfer complete
While EMI's centenary might be
the longest birthday ever celebrated,
and anniversary collections with
albums to CD, albums otherwise
it has resulted in aflood of archive
bonus material, such as Crowded
emerging only in part — usually just
House's Woodface with an extra CD
the key tracks appearing on 'best ofs'.
emancipation so far unequalled by
any other label. For this, all music
bearing demo tracks — there are
Packaged in card folders, they even
three series which you must
feel like 1960s productions, despite
lovers and collectors should be
grateful. Then again, it looks like
investigate, and with haste.
pre-dating CD by an average of 20
First, there's the flood of LPs
years. Where they become ultraEMI — to agreater extent than any
under the 'Vinyl Collection' banner,
desirable is in the fidelity of the
other label on earth — has far more
which started off badly because some
packaging, right down to the period
worth liberating.
Ken Kessler

p

klutz thought that making LPs from
digital masters was meritorious. Not
so the second batch of 20 titles, most
of which bear stickers proudly
proclaiming that each is an 'Analogue
Cutting From Analogue Tapes'.
Further details which justify circa
£15 price tags are 180g virgin vinyl
pressings, 375g `hard card' laminated
sleeves and original packaging. As
you can see, these address both
collector and audiophile needs, the
former with the packaging and the
latter with 180g vinyl and analogue
source tapes.
While some might argue with the
choice of titles, there's no doubt that
new copies of John Lennon's Imagine
[LPCENT 27] with the ` pig'
postcard, the Rolling Stones' Sticky
Fingers [
LPCENT 38] with aworking
zipper,
Bowie's Hunky Dory
[LPCENT 21] with insert, and the
Beach Boys' Surf's Up with textured
sleeve are desirable and worthy. Roxy
Music, Jethro Tull, Blondie, Frank
Sinatra, Iggy Pop, Deep Purple,
Wings, Kate Bush and others have
been so honoured, but be warned:
most UK shops no longer have the
integrity to stock vinyl, and rumours
abound in collectors circles that most
copies have ended up abroad.
However disappointing was the first
set, those sampled from the second
are positively sensational. Buy with
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OPERA
PLATEA
Opera Platea

is no ordinary loudspeaker. We use

one inch thick solid hardwood for the cabinet, to give
high mass, great rigidity and complete freedom from
resonance. By eliminating resonance the sound is clearer and the imaging more precise. As well as being
acoustically inert, real wood is a beautiful, natural
material. And the Platea is a tribute to our cabinet
makers' art, combining understated elegance with great
refinement.

Beneath

the

elegant exterior,

advanced

acoustic

research and top quality components combine to give
a sound rich in clarity, involvement and warmth. A
natural, spacious and totally convincing sound.

If you are looking for quality and refinement from
compact floorstanding loudspeakers, look no further.
Opera Platea will enthral you. And at £795 for the pair*,
so will the price.

For details of the full range of Opera loudspeakers and alist of
approved stockists please contact:

UKD
23 RICHINGS WAY
IVER, SLO 9DA, BUCKS. ENGLAND
TEL: 07000-UKD HI FI ( 853443)
TEL: 01753-652669 FAX: 01753-654531
*Model shown: Opera Platea in solid mahogany.
Also available in solid cherry (£835) and walnut (795)
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